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ABSTRACT 

The politics of poverty is distinguished from tradi

tional group politics by the affected public's lack of 

organizations Consequently® poverty politics merit indepen

dent investigation® The war on poverty constituted an im

portant development in federal antipoverty policy makinge 

The focus of the study is on the nature and determinants of 

local controversy over federal antipoverty projects0 The 

central question iss Why have some nationally funded anti-

poverty programs generated substantial local controversy 

while others have not? 

Two concepts, level of conflict and object of con

flict, are of central importance0 Three criteria are em

ployed in determining levels of controversy? the number of 

participants in a controversy; the importance of those par

ticipants; and intensity, reflected in the types of activi

ties engaged in by participantSo Three potential objects of 

conflict are identified? policy, structure, and administra

tion. 

Poverty policies are classified ass welfare, indi

vidual advancement, welfare-oriented group advancement, or 

group advancement through community actionc Program struc

tures and administrative types are considered either as 

community action or traditional in naturee 

xi 
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Three South Florida migrant programs are analyzed in 

the period from 1963-70« the Palm Beach County Migrant 

Health Projects, Community Action Fund* Inco (later Community 

Action Migrant Program® Inc0)® and South Florida Migrant 

Legal Services, Inc<> (later Florida Rural Legal Services® 

Inc.)• A variety of combinations of policies® structural 

characteristics® administrative styles® and levels of con

flict are found in the three programs during the years under 

study# In allp eight situations of controversy are dis

tinguished 0 Participants in these controversy situations 

were interviewed and news reports and documentary evidence 

were examined,, The eight situations of controversy suggest 

that* policy was the prime object of controversy; struc

ture, though less important* had some independent effects 

and administration was least significant as an object of 

controversyo Group advancement policy goals were the most 

controversial!, especially group advancement through commu

nity action® Community action structures and administrative 

styles also contributed to controversye 

It is suggested that community action® in its least 

controversial forms® can and will continue to have a role in 

governmental efforts to combat poverty® In the foreseeable 

future such efforts are likely to be fragmented and inade

quate* Programs which attempt to organize the poor® in 

politically and economically significant ways® for group 
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advancement will create controversy and their effectiveness 

will be diminished. It is doubtful that the federal govern

ment has either the will or capacity to support locally un

popular organizational efforts among the poor® At best, 

federal action may serve as an occasional catalysto Sug

gestions that community action goals could have been 

achieved through a more accommodative administrative ap

proach without sacrificing fundamental objectives, seem 

unwarranted. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In "the 1960s more than in any other decade since the 

1930s poverty became a dominant public issue« In 1964* an 

all-out war on poverty was declared by President Johnson® 

What followedj, however^ hardly seems to have merited the 

designation of a war on poverty* the battle was never effec

tively joined® The war on poverty constituted, neverthe

less, a major experiment in government effort to eliminate 

poverty. If present and future attempts to deal with pov

erty are to be more effective than those in the past, they 

need to be informed by such experiments. 

The war on poverty has generated a substantial body 

of evaluative literature, both broad assessments and studies 
-I 

focused on limited aspects of the total program. This 

lo Some assessments of the war on poverty have been 
quite favorable; "if the import of the antipoverty theme was 
to expand the broad set of "social welfare expenditures 
under public programs® and to get more cash and in-kind ben
efits for the poor, then it must be identified as a huge 
success." Robert Lampman, "What Does It Do for the Poor?— 
A New Test for National Policy," The Public Interest no. 3^ 
(Winter 197*0» 68-69* Other evaluations have been almost 
completely negative as implied in the title of one book on 
the subjects Marc Pilisuk and Phyllis Pilisuk, eds<>, How We 
Lost the War on Poverty (New Brunswick, N. J.s Transaction 
Books, 1973)9 Most evaluators resisted summary judgments, 
however, and gave the war on poverty mixed, though on 
the whole negative, marks. Some have contended that the 

1 
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study focuses on the nature and determinants of local con

troversy over federally sponsored antipoverty projects* The 

central question iss Why have some nationally funded, local 

antipoverty projects generated significant controversy while 

other programs have not? 

More narrowlyj, the focus of this study is on contro

versy in three South Florida migrant programs in the period 

from 1963 through the middle of 1970o The three programs 

selected for investigation were? (1) the Palm Beach County 

Migrant Health Project (MHP), (2) the Community Action Fund, 

Inc. (CAF)-Community Action Migrant Program, Inc0 (CAMP), 

and (3) South Florida Migrant Legal Services* Inc0 (SFMLS)-

Florida Rural Legal Services, Inc. (FRLS)® 

These three programs dealt with different aspects of 

migrant labor policy? health, community development and 

employments and legal serviceso The programs also varied in 

terms of structure and degree of controversy.) Two programs 

successes of the war on poverty have been understated be
cause of a tendency to judge the effort in terms of its own 
"inflated anticipations," thus "even the successes have been 
called failures0" Sar Ao Levitan, The Great Society9s Poor 
Law; A New Approach to Poverty (Baltimores Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1969), pa ix and Lampman, "What Does It Do for the 
Poor?" p. 81 o There seems to be a consensus, however, that 
the war "was left unfinished" and a great many would agree 
with the proposition that the war on poverty "barely 
scratched the surface®" James L. Sundquist, "The End of the 
Experiment?" in On Fighting Poverty, ed. James L® Sundquist 
(New York? Basic Books, Inc., 1969), p« 235 and Joseph A. 
Kershaw, Government Against Poverty (Chicago* Markham 
Publishing Co., 1970), p. 161, 
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(CAF-CAMP and SFMLS-FRLS) were operated by private, non

profit, community action-type agencies. MHP was admin

istered by the existing county health departmento Of the 

three, SFMLS-FRLS was the most controversial? MHP was non-

controversial i and CAF-CAMP changed over time from highly 

controversial to moderately controversiale These cases pro

vide an opportunity to examine, in a common setting, effects 

on the intensity of program controversy, of variations in 

agency policies, structural characteristics, and adminis

trative styles® 

Two basic concepts are central to this studyi level 

of conflict and object of conflict. Level of conflict re

fers to the degree of conflict in a particular situation. 

Object of conflict refers to the aspect of a program on 

which controversy centerso It is suggested that controversy 

may focus on* (1) a program®s policy, (2) its structure, or 

(3) its policy administration,! 

Two questions are raised by these objects of con-

flicti (1) Which, if any, of these objects of conflict has 

(or have) been the most controversial in the local imple

mentation of federally funded antipoverty programs? and (2) 

What types of program policies, structures, and adminis

trative features have generated the greatest controversy? 

The study seeks to develop some plausible hypotheses based 

on experiences of these programs, concerning the determi

nants of local controversy in federal antipoverty programs. 
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Initially, it is hypothesized that a poverty program 

is most likely to engender controversy if* (1) its policy 

objective is to promote the interests of the poor as a 

classs particularly if organizing the poor is an objective? 

(2) its structure is of the community action varietyj and/or 

(3) its mode of administration is unconventional» A prin

cipal objective of the study is to determine the relative 

role of each object of conflict in contributing to the con

troversially of federal antipoverty projectSo 

The study fits within the broad boundaries of the 

policy tradition in political science®^ A basic assumption 

is that poverty politics differ sufficiently from 

2© Policy-oriented research reflects a multiplicity 
of concerns and interests of individual political scien
tists. Included within the vast array of interests are such 
matters as the substantive nature of public problems, the 
policy alternatives in particular areas of public policy, 
the adoption of, or meaning of particular public policies, 
the consequences of policy, and the policy processes which 
develop around particular arenas of public policy# See for 
examples Austin Ranney, ed», Political Science and Public 
Policy (Chicagos Markham Publishing Co., 1968)? Charles 0. 
Jones, "The Policy Approach: An Essay on the Teaching of 
Political Science," Midwest Journal of Political Science 13 
(May 1969)8 284-97s Charles 0« Jones, An Introduction to 
the Study of Public Policy (Belmont, Califss Wadsworth 
Publishing Co., 1970); Ira Sharkansky, ed., Policy Analysis 
in Political Science (Chicagos Markham Publishing Co0, 
1970); Larry L. Wade, The Elements of Public Policy (Colum
bus, Ohios Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1972)5 Peter 
Woll, Public Policy (Cambridge, Mass®s Winthrop Publishers* 
Inc., 197*0; Richard I® Hofferbert, The Study of Public Pol
icy (Indianapoliss Bobbs-Merrill Co., 197^); and Thomas R. 
Dye, Understanding Public Policy, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, 
N. J.i Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975). 
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traditional group politics to necessitate separate analysis. 

The aim here is to enlarge the existing state of knowledge 

concerning the role of controversy within the area of pov

erty policy and, more narrowly, within the specific area of 

migrant labor policy0 A typology of poverty policies is 

introduced which seems to have some theoretical value for 

efforts to understand variations in the controversiality of 

poverty programs. 

Organizationally^ the study consists of three basic 

parts. The first part consists of the first three chapters 

and is devoted to# (1) introducing the study (chapter 1), 

(2) placing it within a meaningful political-historical 

context (chapter 2), and (3) describing the conceptual 

framework and methodology employed (chapter 3). The second 

part» consisting of three chapters (chapters *J~6)S contains 

a case narrative of each program investigated. The third 

part is composed of a concluding chapter (chapter 7) devoted 

to a recapitulation of the case findings® a comparative 

analysis of those findings9 conclusions* and a discussion of 

the policy implications of the study. 



CHAPTER 2 

THREE DECADES OF POVERTY 

Throughout most of the 19^0s and 1950s, poverty was 

a dormant issue® This was not the situation in the decade 

immediately preceding this twenty year period or in the one 

following it® In the 1930s9 "misery was general" and the 

national government took aggressive steps designed to al

leviate misery9:I" The social legislation of the New Deal 

thus marked "a turning point by recognizing a national 

interest in the economic well-being and security of indivi-

duals and families.." In the 1960s poverty once again be

came a dominant public issue® National poverty legislation 

"reached a high-water point in /that decade/ with the great

est flood of antipoverty legislation since the New Deals"^ 

In the 1930s poverty was essentially a mass phenome

non, The majority of the American people was experiencing 

severe economic hardship if not poverty<> The exact extent of 

1« Michael Harringtons The Other America (Balti
more* Penguin Books, 1962), p« 15o 

20 UgSoj, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations, Intergovernmental Relations and the Poverty Pro
gram (April 1966), Po 18 (hereafter cited as Intergovern^ 
mental Relations Poverty Program). 

3* Ibid®, p« I80 
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deprivation during the Depression years is still debated. 

One author puts the percentage of people living in families 

with incomes below the poverty level at 68 percent of the 

total population in 1936^ Not all observers agree that 

this is an accurate statement of the extent of poverty in 

193^8 Other writers on the topic of poverty have often uti

lized stricter definitions of poverty, tending to set the 

poverty level lower than the four thousand dollars cut-off 

point on which the 68 percent figure is basedo^ There is 

wide agreements nonetheless, that for most Americans poverty 

was then a reality®^ 

Given its extensiveness, it is not difficult to 

understand why poverty was the dominant item on the public 

agenda of the 1930s. Indeed, from this perspective, the New 

Deal appears not so much an innovative force in American 

life as a social product of its time® Michael Harrington 

makes this point in The Other America* "In the thirties one 

of the reasons for advances » 0 . /in social legislation/ 

was that misery was general0 There was no need then to 

^0 Dwight MacDonald, "Our Invisible Poor," The New 
Yorker, January 19, 1963, pp8 110-1110 

5« Anthony Downs, Who Are the Urban Poor? (New 
York! Committee for Economic Development, 1968),pp0 1 and 
6-12; John Kenneth Galbraith, The Affluent Society (New 
York1 New American Library, 1958), pp. 251-252? and 
Harrington, Other America, pp. 175-1800 

6® MacDonald, "Invisible Poor" and Harrington, 
Other America. 
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write books about unemployment and poverty. That was the 

decisive social experience of the entire societyj and the 

apple sellers even invaded Wall Streeto"? The point is that 

"when the poor were a majority^ they simply could not be 

overlookedWhen the poor ceased to be a majority^ how

ever s they also "ceased to be automatically an object of 

interest to the politicians." A politician who speaks for 

the very poor "is speaking for a small and also inarticulate 

minority./'^ 

The "Invisible" Poor 

If the extent of poverty in the 1930s helps explain 

why poverty was a political issue then, its decline in the 

19^0s helps explain why poverty was not a significant polit

ical issue during the next two decades« The social legis

lation of the New Deals in itself9 proved insufficient to 

return the nation to prosperitye The war boom brought on by 

United States participation in World War II was another mat

ter. When combined with the social legislation of the 

1930s, the war induced prosperity of the 19^0s resulted in 

substantial economic gains for large numbers of people® The 

result was a noticeable reduction in the numbers of poor. 

7. Harrington* Other America, p. 15. 

8. MacDonald, p. 110. 

9* Galbraith, p. 25^. 



Dwight MacDonald cites statistics to the effect that 3? per

cent of the population was poor in 19^7» as compared with 

1 0 
68 percent in 1936® a reduction of almost one-half0 

The prosperity of the 19^0s did more than reduce the 

extent of poverty? it created a new national state of mind* 

For many the 19^0s and even the recession-ridden 1950s were 

a time of almost unprecedented prosperity., Nothing® it 

seemed, could dampen the nation®s optimism0 The psycholog

ical temper of the times, then? was not inclined to elevate 

poverty as an issue of overriding importance0 The tenden

cies were? (1) to believe that large-scale poverty no 

longer existed, (2) to feel that if poverty did exist it was 

both negligible and temporary, or (3) to blame the victim,. 

It was during these relatively prosperous times that 

the Other America came to be? the poverty level being re

duced to the point where the majority of Americans no longer 

were poor. The poor still constituted one-third of the 

nation, but they were no longer a majority* What is of more 

importance^ however, is that the poor became "invisible,," 

Now merely one minority among many, they no longer attracted 

attention. Indeed, the poor came to constitute a nation 

within the nation, in Harrington's terminology, the Other 

America., 

10. MacDonald, p. 110. 
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How was it possible for one-third of the nation to 

"disappear"? Part of the explanation lies in the location 

of the poor® They tended to live off the beaten paths off 

the main streets and highways, off the interstate turn

pikes.** More importantlyj, the United States shares "with 

all societies at all times the capacity for not seeing what 

1 2 we do not wish to seec" 

By 1958, the Depression was so much a thing of the 

past that John Kenneth Galbraith0s reference to the United 

States as an "affluent society" struck a responsive chord 

with the American publico By that date, approximately 38 

percent of the population lived in families with annual in

comes of $7,500 or greater® Of these, something like 7 per

cent had incomes of $15S000 or more® "These two minori

ties," MacDonald contends, "/are/ sizable enough to feel 

1 ? they are the nation®" J Though perceptions would alter by 

the late 1960s, in the 1950s, the prosperity of the 19^0s 

acquired a look of permanence® To those who enjoyed the 

prosperity of the 19^-Os and the relative prosperity of the 

1950s, reference to America as an "affluent society" seemed 

fitting® It put into words a widespread and growing feeling 

among many Americans that mankind, beginning with the United 

11® Harrington, Other America, pp® 9-24® 

12« Galbraith, p® 258® 

13* MacDonald, p. 96® 
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States, was about to embark upon a new era characterized by 

plenty* With the aid of technology, not only would grinding 

poverty be eliminated, but the common man would be elevated 

into the leisure class 

The optimism of the 1950s was a naive optimism,, It 

was based upon a series of misconceptions about the social 

realities of the time, and grounded upon the basic but 

questionable assumption of the inevitability of progresso 

It was assumed that as progress continued and as the nation 

became richer, poverty would be eliminatedSeveral 

social facts of the period contradicted the myth of inevi

table progress and prosperity,. As far back as the late 

19*K)s, trends were present, which, if recognizod, would have 

qualified, if not eliminated, the optimism of the 1950so 

What the optimists of the 1950s failed to perceive was the 

immunity of large numbers of citizens to prosperity® A 

depressing, but nonetheless salient, fact is that since 

about 19^8 there has been no significant redistribution of 

l^o Galbraith did not share the popular optimism^ 
He was careful to point out the continued existence of 
"islands" or "pockets" of poverty and was pessimistic re
garding the possibility of an early, automatic end to pov
erty through continued prosperity© The popular appeal of 
the title of Galbraith®s work appears to have been neither 
anticipated nor reflective of the point he was attempting to 
make • 

15« Levitan, p. 12 and Galbraith, pp« 2514—255. 
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16 
income in this country. For those left behind, "pro

gress ," in Harrington's words, "is misery."1'' 

Neither the New Deal nor the war economy of the 

19^0s ended poverty® Unemployment was diminished, but it 

did not disappears. Unemployment has always most severely 

affected the poor, especially the Black poore John C. 

Donovan comments that even "9full employment® according to 

the official model of the Council of Economic Advisors con

tains within it dismally chronic unemployment for Negroes 

1 R and cataclysmic unemployment for young Negroes0" Similar 

conclusions were reached by the President®s National Advi

sory Commission on Civil Disorders0 According to the Com

mission, unemployment rates for Blacks were down in 1967 to 

8.2 percent, a decline of percent from a postwar high of 

12.6 percent in 1958® In 19&7 though, unemployment rates 

for Blacks were still found to double those of Whites, as 

they had throughout the postwar period. Since 195^, the 

Commission reports, "even during unprecedented period 

of sustained economic growth, unemployment among Negroes has 

been continuously above the 6.0 percent ®recession® level 

widely regarded as a sign of serious economic weakness when 

l6e U.S®, Department of Health, Education, and Wel
fare, Toward A Social Report (January 1969)0 pp. 4-2-̂ 4-. 

17» Harrington, Other America,, p. 19® 

18. John C. Donovan, The Politics of Poverty (New 
York1 Pegasus, 1967), p. 101. 
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prevalent for the entire work force."19 If unemployment was 

generally greater among the poor, and at recession levels 

for the Black poor even during prosperous periods,, it fol

lows that unemployment was a crisis for the poor during the 

chronic recessions of the 1950s, a relatively prosperous 

20 decade for many Americans.. 

The poor have not only "been immune to progress, they 

were also by-passed by much of the social welfare legisla

tion of the 1930So The nation8s social welfare policies 

have never adequately reached those most in needs In 1966, 

only 22 percent of the poor received public assistance, and 

only a quarter of all public transfer payments went to those 

below the poverty level.^ Social legislation was designed 

to aid the "middle third" of the population, not the lowest 

third. In Harrington0s view, those who escaped the poverty 

of the 1930s were "at the right point in the economy at the 

right time in history." Those who were left behind were the 

people "in the unorganizable jobs, in the South, in the 

19. National Advisory Commission on Civil Dis
orders, Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil 
Disorders (New Yorks Bantam Books, Inc., 1968), p. 253 
Thereafter cited as Riot Report). 

20. Michael Harrington, Toward A Democratic Left 
(New Yorks Macmillan Co., 1968), p. ?6. 

21. U.So Office of the President, Economic Report 
of the President of the United States, transmitted to Con
gress January 1967 together with Annual Report of Council""of 
Economic Advisers (19o7), p. 1^1. 
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minority groups* in the fly-by-night factories that were low 

on capital and high on labor®" They were "at the wrong 

place in the economy at the wrong moment in historyo" These 

are the poor who were passed over by the major social legis

lation of the New Deal»22 

Many of the poor were passed over by the social 

legislation of the 1930s and the prosperity of the 19^0s® 

By 1950» the reduction in the incidence of relative poverty 

which had occurred during the 19^0s had come virtually to a 

standstills. Although official figures show a considerable 

reduction in the incidence of poverty over the past few dec

ades, these figures sometimes are misleading® Official 

poverty statistics reveal that the incidence of poverty de

clined by 23®6 percent from 1959 to 19660 According to 

these figures "only" 15°^ percent of the population was poor 

in 1966 compared with 22®1 percent in 1959®^ This con

clusions however, must be viewed with caution for poverty is 

both relative and absolute; whereas official definitions are 

only absoluteo 

The static nature of poverty definitions portrays a 

steady "decline" in poverty as continued prosperity raises 

incomes. Relatively, howevers the poor are no better off 

22. Harrington, Other America. pp« 15-16. 

23. Downs, p. 3« 
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than before. This becomes especially evident when con

sidered in relation to Anthony Downs* conclusion that "there 

has been very little change in the U.S. income distribution 

for almost 20 years. . e . JjLn&T from a purely relative 

point of views there has been no decline in poverty whatso

ever in the past 20 years«"^ Even given the somewhat ques

tionable decline in the incidence of poverty cited in offi

cial studiesp poverty is still far from disappearing,, With 

29.7 million people living below the poverty level in 1966® 

after almost thirty years of prosperity, poverty cannot be 

viewed simply as a passing aberration. Poverty is both 

massive and persistent. If the myth that increased national 

output must eventually eliminate poverty were true* 

Galbraith points out that* even then, this would be "an 

infinitely time-consuming and unreliable remedy0"2? 

24. Ibid., pp. 1-3 and 6-12® Downs points out that 
official definitions have risen somewhat over time, but that 
they have been relatively static, not increasing as fast as 
real income. 

25. Ibid. ,  p.  10o 

26. The validity of official poverty figures are 
doubtful for two reasons8 first, because the poverty 
threshold may be too lowj second because official demo
graphic studies often miss large numbers of people who are 
not socially visible enough even to be counted as statis
tics. Many poor people are in this group of statistical 
Mnon-persons." Harrington, Democratic Left, p. 6l and 
Downs, pp. 6-10. 

27# Galbraith, pp. 25^-255. 

V 
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The myth that the problem of poverty would solve it

self persisted throughout the 1950s and into the early 

1960s. Poverty was9 by 1950b a minority problem and in

creasingly invisible., Those who prospered had other things 

to think about, and the number and location of the poor made 

them easy to overlook® The process of selective perception 

was aided by such diversions as the Korean War and the 

growing Civil Rights Movement which began in the mid-1950s. 

The demands of the Civil Rights Movement did not acquire 

significant economic content until the mid-1960s. Instead 

of focusing attention on poverty then, during the late 

1950s, the Movement served, in the North at least, to in

crease an already abundant feeling of self-satisfaction.^® 

The persistence of the myth that prosperity was 

eliminating poverty was assisted by the tendency of social 

knowledge to lag behind social realityo The type of statis

tical data ordinarily utilized in poverty studies takes time 

to gather and more time to analyze. Even more time is re

quired to analyze trends. Had the sharp reduction in the 

decline of poverty which occurred around 19^8 been recog

nized immediately, it would have been surprising. By the 

end of the 1950s* however, this turn of events had begun to 

28. The changes which have occurred in the Civil 
Rights Movement are discussed in Jerome H. Sholnick, The 
Politics of Protest (New YorkJ Ballantine Books, 1969), 
pp. 129-137; Riot Report, pp. 231-236? Intergovernmental 
Relations Poverty Program, p. 195? and Levita.n, pp. 1^-15. 
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be recognized in limited circles. Not until the early 

1960s, however® did it become public knowledge that two 

decades of relative prosperity had by-passed, almost without 

notice, a large segment of the American peoples 

Even in the 1950s, there were those who questioned 

the widespread optimism regarding the inevitable elimination 

of poverty® The existence of rural poverty was documented 

in hearings before the Joint Committee on the Economic Re

port of the United States Congress first in 1950 and again 

in 1955<» Senator Paul Douglas (D0, 111.) sought to draw 

attention to the existence of "poverty pockets®" or depressed 

areas from 1955 forward. In 1959» Senator Eugene McCarthy's 

(D., Minn.) Special Senate Committee on Unemployment pro

vided further evidence of serious economic deprivation in 

different areas around the country. In the same year, 

economist Robert Lampman developed statistical indices of 

the incidence of poverty in a study for the Joint Economic 

CommitteeThese findings, however, did not attract wide 

public attention. 

Poverty Rediscovered 

The 1960s were characterized by a "rediscovery of 

poverty."30 Around 1963* poverty suddenly became visible. 

29. These studies are discussed in Levitan, pp. 12-

30. Ibid 
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MacDonald says of the United States in that year: "We seem 

to have suddenly awakened, rubbing our eyes like Rip Van 

Winkle, to the fact that mass poverty persists® » o 

Two factors which led to the rediscovery of poverty were* 

(1) the availability of information on the extent of pov

erty, gathered but not widely disseminated in the 1950s, and 

(2) the appearance of suitable vehicles for the dissemi

nation of this informations The first such vehicle was 

Harrington0s The Other America which was published in 1962 

and became a best-seller in 1963® This book was a 

popularly-written, passionate, but well documented, plea for 

governmental action on what Harrington claimed was massive 

and persistent poverty® Harrington's book was popularized, 

in early 19^3* ^y MacDonald9s review article, "Our Invisible 

Poor," in The New Yorker0 Both works were widely read and 

sparked public attention® Both reputedly found their way 

32 
into the hands of President Kennedy, 

The 1960s were more than just a period of intel

lectual rediscovery? they also were a period in which pov

erty was returned to a prominent place on the public agenda. 

This was a consequence of the convergence of several factors 

of which widespread knowledge of the existence of poverty 

31 o MacDonald, p0 

32o For a brief background commentary on the sales 
history of this book and the stimulation to sales provided 
"by the MacDonald article, see Levi tan, p. 13. 
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was only one* On© factor cannot be underestimated. Two 

consecutive presidents, Kennedy and Johnson* in the early 

1960s, chose to place the problem of poverty high on their 

own list of prioritieso Poverty was thus placed back on the 

33 
national agenda—for the first time since the New Deal.^ 

Critics have argued that the war on poverty did little more 

than to place the issue of poverty on the national agenda of 

public discussiono Although the legislation which comprised 

President Johnson®s attack on poverty helped solidify the 

position of poverty as a national issue, the political dif

ficulties encountered by his programs attest to the failure 

of the war on poverty either to reflect or generate an un

qualified national committment to eliminate poverty#^ 

33o Though President Kennedy's role in placing pov
erty back on the national policy agenda is a subject of con
tention!, it seems well-established that much of the research 
and planning for what later was to be called the war on pov
erty was initiated prior to President Kennedy®s assassi
nation. The President® s brother,, Attorney General Robert 
Kennedy, appears to have played a major role in developments 
leading to the establishment of the antipoverty program., 
President Kennedy, at the time of his assassination, seems 
to have been moving in the direction of making antipoverty a 
major part of his 196*1- legislative programs See for 
examplei Harrington, Democratic Left, pp0 81-82? Donovan, 
pp. 25-26; Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Mis
understanding 8 Community Action In the War on Poverty (New 
Yorks Free Press, 1969), pp« 79-811 and James Lo Sundquist, 
"Origins of the War on Poverty," in Fighting Poverty, ed0 
Sundquist, pp. 19-20® 

3*U Harrington, Democratic Left, pp. 23-2^-s 
Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, p. and 
Donovan, pp. 122 and 132. 
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Uncertainty regarding the existence or extent of a 

national commitment to end poverty has been rooted in 

several conditions® While the President spoke in terms of 

an all-out, unconditional attack on poverty,35 most of the 

programs created by the Economic Opportunity Act were never 

budgeted adequately to achieve their stated aims. The Act 

which comprised the only innovation in Johnson8s war on 

poverty effort represented probably "less than one-tenth of 

the total federal antipoverty effortAmbiguity con

cerning national priorities and the nature of the national 

commitment to deal with poverty was increased by questions 

raised by the political reception of the war on poverty. 

How much political support, for example, can national pov

erty programs depend on in the event that they generate con

troversy? 

The remarkable ease of the original passage of the 

Economic Opportunity Act seems important in explaining some 

of the political difficulties the antipoverty effort later 

was to experiences. The legislative process ordinarily 

operates in an incremental fashion® New programs tend to 

evolve over a period of years and are enacted only after 

having passed through a complicated process of majority-

building? a process which is usually characterized by 

35» Donovans p. 122. 

36. Levitan, p. 9o 



considerable delayIn contrast, "the Economic Oppor

tunity Act moved from drawing board to enactment in just 

about six months®" Indeed* "it is doubtful that any single 

piece of domestic legislation of similar importance and 

scope moved so rapidly and easily through the Congress in a 

quarter of a centurya08 To find a clear precedents 

Donovan contends, "one would have to go back to FDR's 

one hundred days in 1933°"-^ 

The conditions which probably were essential to the 

facile passage of the Economic Opportunity Act in the first 

place, ultimately were to be a political liability to the 

antipoverty efforte The Act was an innovative piece of 

legislation which ordinarily would have undergone close 

congressional examination.) For a brief periods in 1964-65* 

the floodgates of legislation opened wide and several signi

ficant and innovative pieces of legislation, including this 

Act, passed rapidly through Congress® Though some of the 

programs passed at this time had been subject to legislative 

consideration for a number of years (eoge, Medicare), the 

3?© David Braybrooke and Charles E0 Lindblom, A 
Strategy of Decision? Policy Evaluation as A Social Process 
(New York* Free Press, 1963)® As the passage of the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act illustrates, under certain conditions, 
major legislative innovations can be enacted quickly. For a 
more recent example of this phenomenon, see Charles 0. 
Jones, "Speculative Augmentation in Federal Air Pollution 
Policy-making," Journal of Politics 36 (May 197*0» 438-^64-• 

38. Donovan, p. 37. 
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poverty program, which was new, was approved as quickly and 

with as little congressional scrutinyB Some factors con

tributing to this development weres the landslide Demo

cratic victory in the 1964- elections, the post-election 

"honeymoon" period between Congress and the President^ and 

the aftereffects of the Kennedy assassinationo The almost 

immediate controversy evoked by the war on poverty, partic

ularly by its community action component, suggests that the 

poverty program may not have been possible at all except for 

the exceptional circumstances of its hurried passage and 

lack of careful scrutiny# The implications of community 

action quickly became apparent as the war on poverty moved 

into the action stage, however, and the lack of careful 

study which was so helpful in the passage of the Economic 

Opportunity Act proved a detriment when critics began to 

contend that they had been deceived by supporters of the 

Act* 

Community Action 

The requirement of the "maximum feasible partici

pation" of the poor in community action programs was a cru

cial element in the Economic Opportunity Act? and, as it 

turned out, a highly controversial one as welle Congress, 

it has been contended, was unaware of the political impli

cations of this very troublesome aspect of the poverty 
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39 
program until controversy was already in progress,What

ever Congress may have though that "maximum feasible partic

ipation" meant* that body does not appear to have been 

inclined9 in the face of controversy,, to support a poverty 

/fo 
program which was politically "disruptiveo" 

Moynihan contends that* from the beginning, contra

dictions were present between Congress and the executive 

branch with respect to the meaning of "community action®" 

To the members of the executive branch who wrote the Act, 

the phrase is said to have denoted a technique for social 

action designed to bring about far-reaching social change, 

including a redistribution of political power<> According "to 

this interpretation, community action was designed to take 

power from those who had it and to give it to those who did 

not. To congressmen who voted for the Act, Moynihan main

tains that the phrase designated a type of administrative 

39o Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 
makes this contention® Moynihan*s contention is contested 
ini Adam Walinsky, review of Maximum Feasible Misunder
standing; Community Action in the War on Poverty, by Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan, in New York Times Book Review, February 2, 
1969> PP® 1-2 and 28«, Walinsky rejects the notion that 
social work intellectuals willfully deceived the Congress in 
order to get the community action-"maximum feasible partici
pation" concept written into the Economic Opportunity Act* 
His view is that community action appealed to Congress and 
the President, and it was given a prominent place in the 
antipoverty program chiefly because it involved substan
tially lesser expenditures than other alternatives such as 
manpower and income maintenance programs* 

*K)« Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 
p. 91. 
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arrangement intended to coordinate community resources and 

efforts in the attack on poverty® That is, "community 

action" was taken to mean a coordinated attack on poverty by 

an agency broadly representative of the community—-an agency 

characterized by the "maximum feasible participation" of 

public and private nonprofit agencies interested in pov-

erty® When, during its early administration of the 

poverty program, the Community Action Program of the newly 

established Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0) engendered 

controversy for allegedly placing too much emphasis on the 

more radical, executive interpretation of community action, 

"Congress reacted much as it could have been expected® It 

moved to limit and to restrict the funds available to the 

program and similtaneously to restrain the freedom of action 

of its administratorso"^2 

President Johnson lost his enthusiasm for the pov

erty program soon® At the same time that his absorbtion 

with the war in Viet Nam was increasing, the poverty program 

kte Ibid®, pp0 91-93 and Donovan, pp® 35 and *H-^3® 

*J-2® Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding,, 
p. 151® Finally, in 1975, after a decade of controversy, 
0E0 was phased out and replaced by a new Community Services 
Agency® Community action itself was retained, at least in 
form, in this administrative reshuffling, but much of the 
original substance already was lost® Congressional Quar
terly Weekly Report 33 (January 11, 1975)j 87-89. 



seemed "to be becoming more of a liability than a political 

asset. In trouble with Congress and lacking significant 

grass-roots support,, the antipoverty program was left with a 

severely diminished and fragile political base when the 

President became disillusioned with it® The "war on poverty 

became the first domestic casualty of the war in Viet 

Nam."^3 The antipoverty program was not completely dis

mantled? it did not have to be0 The war on poverty, in 

fact, never lived up to its billing as an unconditional 

assault on poverty.. With the loss of strong presidential 

supports it became apparent that the war on poverty was to 
zia 

become "the war that did not escalate0" 

The once highly touted Community Action Program, by 

the mid-1970s, had become only one among many partial ef

forts directed toward the alleviation and perhaps gradual 

elimination of poverty and its effects6 It appears likely 

that, for the foreseeable future, without some unexpected 

stimulus, the antipoverty effort will continue to be, as it 

has been in the past, fragmented and inadequate® Modest 

increases in current antipoverty programs can be expected, 

43« Donovan, p. 64. 

44. Ibid., p. 111. 
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/j, it 
given the incremental nature of the political system# The 

fight against poverty seems destined to continue at pre

sently inadequate levels at least into the late 1970s<> The 

successes and the failures of the war on poverty of the late 

1960s, however, provide fruitful material for those in 

search of insights which might prove helpful in the continu

ing effort to cope with the problem of povertyo Such re

search will be even more important if a national commitment 

to abolish poverty ever is made0 

Antipoverty and Political Inquiry 

Several aspects of the antipoverty effort initiated 

in 196^-65 raise questions for political inquiry. The ori-

gen of the Economic Opportunity Act, which comprises the 

principal departure from past antipoverty programs, has been 

well-analyzed9 as have the conditions which permitted Presi-

k-6 
dent Johnson®s poverty program to pass when it did. These 

studies have concentrated on the formulation and 

Jj-5® Braybrooke and Lindblom, see especially the 
chapters by Lindblom. Also see Aaron Wildavsky, The Poli
tics of the Budgetary Process (Bostons Little, Brown and 
CO a , 1 96^" ) e 

46o Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding; 
Donovans Levitan, pp. 3-^7» Peter Marris and Martin Rein, 
Dilemmas of Social Reform; Poverty and Community Action in 
the United States, 2nd ed„„ (Chicago? Aldine Publishing 
Co., 1973)j chaps® 1 and 9? and Sundquist, "Origins of War," 
Adam Yarmolinsky, "The Beginnings of 0E0," and William C. 
Selover, "The View from Capitol Hilli Harassment and Sur
vival," in Fighting Poverty, ed. Sundquist, pp. 6-33» 3^-51» 
and 158-187. 



and legitimation of the Johnson antipoverty program. Often, 

political analyses of public policies do not proceed beyond 

this point. When it comes to the administration of poli

cies, political scientists sometimes have tended to lose 

interesto The political process does not end at the point 

at which a public policy has been legitimized,, however® 

Politics continues into the process of policy application 

Even the best laid congressional plans may fail to produce 

the desired results if those plans are not implemented® If 

the policy goals of Congress are changed or subverted during 

the administration of policy* or if policy is never adminis

tered at all, enactment of legislation has been of only sym-
l±n 

bolic significance., It is toward the administrative phase 

of national antipoverty policy that the present study is 

directed® The focus here is on policy implementation at the 

local level through programs funded but not directly con

trolled by the federal governmento 

Several questions relevant to this area of inquiry 

are raised by the Economic Opportunity Act® The Act "de

parts from the general practice of federal grant-in-aid pro

grams by allowing a community the alternative of 

^7« For a view of administration as a part of the 
policymaking process, see Francis E. Rourke, Bureaucracy, 
Politics, and Public Policy (Bostons Little, Brown and Co., 
1969)• On the symbolic uses of politics, Murray Edelman, 
The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana* University of 
Illinois Press, 1964). 
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administering its community action program (cap) through a 

private agency, rather than through a local governmental 

body."**® This raises significant questions for inter

governmental relationso These questions concern the rela

tionship between the resulting two forms of local 

governments. Will this relationship be one of cooperation 

or of confrontation? In the event of confrontation, which 

will prevails the traditional local government or its 

federally sponsored competitor? The requirement of the 

maximum feasible participation of the poor in community ac

tion agencies raises additional troublesome political is

sues, implying as it does a potential for redistribution of 

political power at the local level# Who, for example, will 

dominate such agencies, the poor or local officials? 

Other important political implications can be drawn from the 

fact that some poverty programs have given rise to intense 

hostility while others have not, a situation which raises 

important questions for the present inquiry® 

48o Intergovernmental Relations Poverty Program, 
p# 23* 

^9® For an analysis of the participation of the 
poor in antipoverty programs, see Ralph M<> Kramer, Partici
pation of the Poori Comparative Community Case Studies in 
the War on Poverty (Englewood Cliffs, No J.» Prentice-Hall. 
Inc., 1969)o 
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The success of any program is affected by the con

troversy it creates.Any program, however® can withstand 

a certain degree of opposition and still achieve its goals. 

This capacity to weather adversity varies from program to 

progranu Poverty programs ordinarily cannot successfully 

withstand as much controversy as other governmental pro

grams o A fundamental basis of support for any program is 

its ability to attract outside supports especially among 

agency clienteleThe "constituency" of poverty programs 

consists of those least able to provide the requisite 

political support which an agency must have if it is to 

withstand significant opposition® The result,, for anti-

poverty programs, is that intense controversy is likely to 

spell defeat in terms of achieving program goals® This does 

not mean that an absence of controversy guarantees a program 

success© If, in order to gain acceptance a program must 

subvert its goals, the result may be perceived not as vic

tory, but as defeat® Moynihan contends "that the CAP°s 

/community action programs/ most closely controlled by City 

Hall were disappointing, and that the ones most antagonistic 

50o Success is taken here simply to mean the 
ability to pursue program objectives while avoiding serious 
cuts or loss of funding or forced alterations in program 
goals. 

51• Rourke, pp. 6^—69* 
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were destroyed."in neither case were community action 

programs successful in purposive terms® 

Although lack of controversy or low controversy does 

not guarantee the substantive success of a program, it would 

seem that, with poverty programs» a low level of controversy 

would provide an essential political precondition of ef

fective program operation Such programs usually lack an 

organized political clientele-base? and, even when the poor 

are in support of an agency, their tendency toward militancy 

may only energize the opposition.^ Though this study is 

not an evaluation of agency success, or effectiveness, 

either substantive or political, it indirectly produces evi

dence concerning both aspects of program success, particu

larly political success, in the programs examined. 

The question taken up directly in this study, how

ever, relates not to the relationship between controversy 

and program success, but to the determinants of controversy 

in the local application of national antipoverty programs. 

Such a study has policy implications which might prove 

52o Movnihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 
p. 131® 

53° Ibid., p. 163» questions whether "the poor ever 
^can be/ politicized save in terms of conflict and fear." 
While he stops short of asserting the inevitability of this 
proposition, calling it culture bound, his general point 
seems well taken in the short run. The results frequently 
have been detrimental to the poor and their supporters. 
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significant in future antipoverty efforts. It raises the 

question, for example, of the possibility of designing anti-

poverty programs which would minimize controversy without 

relinquishing program objectives# If the present research 

indicates that this possibility is unlikely, that also is of 

significance,. 

This chapter has placed the study in political and 

historical perspective® The conceptual framework and 

methodology will be elaborated in chapter 3« 



CHAPTER 3 

THE POLITICS OF POVERTY: CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 

This study reflects a conviction that a useful ana

lytical distinction can be drawn between two distinct polit

ical processes! group or pluralist politics and the 

politics of poverty., The former was the object of much re

search throughout the 1950s and early 1960so The latter 

only began to stir interest after the mid-1960so 

Poverty Politics vs. Group Politics 

The group or pluralist theory of politics and its 

development and popularization constitute one of the most 

significant developments in the study of politics in the 

past twenty-five yearso Group theory, in its most sim

plistic form, held that public policy was the resultant of 

the struggle for political power among diverse interest 

groups8 According to this view, legislatures, executives, 

and the courts exerted no substantial, independent influence 

on public policy0 Instead, they merely acted as "referees" 

ratifying the balance of power among contending groups* 

Ultimately, the group approach led to the development of a 

theory of politics much more complex than envisaged by some 

32 
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early adherents. The result of this evolution was the plu

ralist theory of politics.^" 

Pluralism is actually more than a theory of poli

tics; it is a theory of societyo Pluralist society is 

heterogenouss characterized by social diversity and con

flict,, The political system itself reflects this social 

pluralism,, Governmental power "is shared with a large num

ber of private groups^ interest organizations^ and indivi-

? duals represented by such organizations,," The decision 

making structure is fragmented so as to create multiple 

points of access. A pluralist system provides for rela

tively open, responsive, stable, equitable and democratic 

rule. 

I. The literature in this area is extensive« Some 
of the most prominent works ares Arthur F. Bentley, The 
Process of Government (Chicago? University of Chicago 
Press, 1908)? Earl Latham, The Group Basis of Politics; A 
Study in the Basing-Point Legislation (Ithaca, N. Y.; Cor
nell University Press, 1952); Bertrand M„ Gross, The Legis
lative Strugglet A Study in Social Combat (New Yorks 
McGraw-Hill Book Co®, 1953)* David B. Truman, The Govern
mental Process; Political Interests and Public OpinionTNew 
York! Alfred A. Knopf» 1951); L. Harmon Ziegler, Interest 
Groups in American Society (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.t Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc., 1964)1 Robert A. Dahl, A Preface to Demo
cratic Theory (Chicago? University of Chicago Press, 1956)j 
Robert A« Dahl, Who Governs; Democracy and Power in an 
American City (New Havens Yale University Press, 1961); and 
Nelson W„ Polsby, Community Power and Political Theory (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1963). 

2# Robert Presthus, Men at the Tops A Study in 
Community Power (New York; Oxford University Press, 1964), 
p. 10. 
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According to pluralists, the United States conforms 

to the pluralist model. Robert A. Dahl, a leading advocate 

of pluralist theory, argues that the "normal" American 

political process is characterized by "a high probability 

that an active and legitimate group in the population can 

make itself heard effectively at some crucial stage in the 

process of decision.''^ 

A great deal that occurs in American politics does 

conform to the pluralist model. Groups perform an important 

function in serving as a link between people and government. 

They "provide standardized procedures for asserting claims 

and for settling conflictsOrganized interest groups 

"bulk large in the political process" and "the process of 

government cannot be adequately understood apart from the 

groups e s e which are operative at any point in time®"-' 

Group theory has limitations0 Although recognizing 

the importance of other factors in political analysis, group 

studies concentrate primarily on issues and policies in

volving organized interest groups.^ This tendency is 

3» Dahl, Preface, p. 1^5® 
* 

Truman, Governmental Process, p. 522. 

5« Ibid., p. 502 

6. E. E. Schattschneider, The Semisovereign 
People* A Realist's View of Democracy in America (Mew York» 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, i960), pp. 20-4-3* 
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explained, in part, by historical factors. Group theory 

came into vogue in the early 1950s and was in the process of 

development and refinement throughout the decade® By the 

early 1960s the group theory of politics was fully devel

oped® This was a period of optimism and poverty was not 

regarded as an important political issue» Political scien

tists, moreover, were not immune to the optimism of the 

times® Indeed, the methodology of the pluralists made them 

especially susceptible to this trends 

A central tenet of pluralist meghodology has been 

that the proper subject of political analysis is concrete 

(i.e., positive) political decisions.? Decisional analysis, 

however, fails to account for the possibility of "non-
o 

decisions." Nondecision making occurs when political 

power is exercised to "limit the scope of the political pro

cess to public consideration of only those issues which are 

comparatively innocuous."9 Since poverty was not a major 

item receiving public consideration in the 1950s, few de

cisions were being made with respect to poverty. 

7« See Polsby, Community Power; Dahl, Who Governs?; 
Robert A. Dahl, "A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model," APSR 
52 (June 1958)5 ^63-69; and Raymond E„ Wolfinger, "Repu
tation and Reality in the Study of 8 Community Power,9" 
American Sociological Review 25 (October 1960)1 636-44e 

8. Peter Bachrach and Morton S„ Baratz, "Two Faces 
of Power," APSR 56(December 1962)1 947-52. 

9* Ibid., p. 948 and Schattschneider, p. 71. 
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Consequently, the reliance of pluralists on decisional 

analysis led them to feel that poverty was not a significant 

political issue# Organized and readily observable group 

politics were believed to comprise all or the major portion 

of political reality,, 

In the 1960s* it became increasingly evident that 

another variety of politics quite different from traditional 

group politics exists in the United States* The politics of 

poverty includes those public policies which deal with the 

problems of those who ordinarily do not participate in group 

politicso It is the nonparticipation of the poor which dis

tinguishes the politics of poverty from "normal" group 

politics. 

Millions of Americans are excluded from group pol

itics in what Eo E„ Schattschneider has termed an "auto

matic, unconscious and thoughtless" fashiono*® The forty 

million excluded Americans constitute a "flaw in the 

11 pluralist heaveno" Schattschneider argues that there is a 

class bias to exclusion, with those excluded being dispro

portionately poor® The distinction between participants and 

nonparticipants in politics corresponds to economic and so

cial distinctions between the haves and the have nots.1^ 

10. Schattschneider, p. 109» 

He Ibldo , p. 35® 

12. Ibid,, p. 107. 
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The conceptual difference "between group politics and 

the politics of poverty is illustrated in Figure 1, In 

group politics the attentive publics on any issue are com

posed primarily of those organized groups whose members are 

most directly affectedo When a policy affects the poor® 

this is not the case* With poverty policy, the attentive 

publics, though representing the poor, generally are not of 

the poor» The affected and the attentive publics are likely 

1 3 
to be mutually exclusive• 

Affected 
Publics 

Attentive 
Publics 

ttentiv 
Publics 

Affected 
Publics 

Politics of Poverty Group Politics 

Fig. 1. Two Types of Politics 

13. Leonard Freedman, Public Housing! The Politics 
of Poverty (New Yorki Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969)> 
p. 96. In recent years, a number of political candidates 
and officeholders have sought action on the problem of 
poverty (e.g., United States Senators Robert F. Kennedy, 
Edward Kennedy, George McGovern, and Fred Harris to name a 
few). See Rourke, p0 2, concerning the tendency for bureau
crats to take on the role of advocate for the poor. 
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The differences between group and poverty politics 

are more than conceptualj there are political consequences 

as well. Liberal groups do not represent the poor in the 

same way the American Medical Association represents the 

medical profession, or the United States Chamber of Commerce 

represents its members. Often, liberals have not articu

lated the demands of the poor with the same vigor they 

demonstrated in support of the anti-Viet Nam aims of middle-

class, college students with thom they had more in common. 

The AFL-CIO does not seem to push for advances for unor

ganized migrant agricultural workers with the same force it 

uses in representing the demands of its members. 

When it comes to making compromises in the political 

arena, it is the interests of the poor and the unorganized 

which usually are compromised.^ This is not a condemnation 

of liberal and labor groups which claim to speak for the 

poor. Some legislative advances have been made in behalf of 

the poor which are, in large part, attributable to such 

groups. It is important, however, that the representatives 

of the poor are not of the poor. Altruism unsupported by 

immediate self-interest has strict limitations when it comes 

to moving political and social institutions. The problem 

of "empathetic accuracy" (or inaccuracy), moreover, is an 

1^. Michael Harrington, Other America, p. 168. 
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especially difficult one for middle-class, liberal represen-

1 5 
tatives of the poor. J 

The differences between the organized group politics 

of the middle class and the unorganized, at least in terms 

of the poor themselves, politics of poverty raise serious 

questions concerning the findings of group studies of poli

tics when applied to the area of poverty policy* Yet, the 

latter received little specific attention until the last 

half of the 1960se Even those who recognized the limita

tions of pluralist theory often dismissed deviations from 

pluralism as relatively minor exceptions to the general 

order of things® 

Though exceptions to pluralism were admitted, 

America was still viewed as essentially a pluralist so

ciety®1^ Thus, Nimmo and Ungs in a popular textbook on 

American Government noted that nonpluralist tendencies were 

present in the American system, but then proceeded to 

15. The problem of empathy is discussed in relation 
to public housing legislation in Charles 0» Jones, "Repre
sentation in Policy Formulation—Some Preliminary Notes on 
the Significance of Problem Definition," a paper prepared 
for delivery at the Conference on Democratic Theory, Indiana 
University, Bloomington, Indiana, November 9-H» 1967* 
pp. 21-31. 

l6e> Dahl, Preface, pp. 12*4—51; Dan Nimmo and Thomas 
D. Ungs, American Political Patterns; Conflict and Con
sensus, 2nd ed, (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1969)* 
pp. 29-35i and Nelson Polsby, Congress and the Presidency 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.» Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), 
pp. 6-9. 
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"assume" the essentially "pluralist quality of America."1'' 

One must question whether this is any longer a valid assump

tion if ever it wase The politics of poverty exist* and 

there is little reason to believe that poverty politics are 

not a "normal" aspect of the American political process® 

An account of the American political system which "assumes" 

pluralism, or which offers an analysis of group politics as 

a description of how the entire system works* presents at 

best a partial view of American politicso 

Analytical Framework 

Level of conflict and object of conflict are two 

concepts central to the present inquiry into the nature and 

determinants of controversy in the politics of migrant 

1 ft 
poverty® The former refers to the amount or degree of 

conflict in a particular instance? the latter refers to the 

object of that conflict. In relation to any governmental 

program* controversy may center om (1) the policy being 

promoted, or policy goalsj (2) the structure of policy 

making? or (3) the way in which policy is administered— 

policy administrationo 

17o Nimmo and Ungs, p. 35* 

18. Lewis A» Froman, Jr.* "The Categorization of 
Policy Contents," in Public Policy, ed. Ranney, pp. 44-4-5, 
discusses the need for concepts in policy studies. 
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In order to analyze the relationship between the 

level and object of conflict, the concepts must be opera

tional! zed § a way must be found for determining degrees of 

controversyLike other important social concepts, level 

of controversy is difficult to operationalize0 In attempt

ing to operationalize such an abstract concepts a large de

gree of imprecision seems unavoidable.. 

By relying upon specified criteriap however^ it is 

possible to discuss level of conflicts in ordinal terms at 

least, with a degree of objectivity0 One can say, for in

stance, that with respect to criteria A, B, or C, X is more 

controversial than Y. The use of criteria does not wholly 

eliminate the problem of subjectivity but it does reduce it. 

As long as the differences between X and Y, with respect to 

A, B, and C, are large and easily observed, objectivity can 

remain relatively higho When differences become marginal, 

however, measurement becomes increasingly subjective# 

Three criteria will be used to measure the degree of 

controversy relating to the three programs being analyzed in 

this study0 The criteria ares (1) the number of partici

pants involved in the controversy, (2) the importance of the 

participants to the conflict (importance defined as the 

19e The need for measures of intensity of conflict 
is discussed in Robert H. Salisbury, "The Analysis of Pub
lic Policys A Search for Theories and Roles," in Public 
Policy, edo Ranney, p. 155* 
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status and authority of the official governmental positions 

held by participants, the size, status, and cohesiveness of 

private groups represented by participants, and the status, 

skills, and resources of individual participants), and 

(3) intensity-—as reflected by the types of activities en

gaged in by the participants in conflict situations*, The 

overall level of controversiality of a program is determined 

by its total pattern of conflicto^® 

The intensity criterion requires elaboration., The 

intensity of controversy is lowest when the opposition to a 

program is confined to general feelings of dissatisfaction, 

and no active opposition to the program is evident# Contro

versy is highest when opponents resort to extralegal or vio

lent tactics in pursuing their aims. Between those 

extremes, it is often difficult to determine precisely which 

of two or more activities is the most conflictual, however, 

marginal cases present the greatest problems# 

20o Several sources were helpful in the development 
of these criteria? Salisbury, pp® 172-73? Robert A. Dahl, 
Modern Political Analysis (Englewood Cliffs, N® J.i 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963)» PP® 39-54; Kenneth J® Gergen, 
"Assessing the Leverage Points in the Process of Policy 
Formation," in The Study of Policy Formation, eds® Raymond 
A. Bauer and Kenneth J« Gergen (New York? "Free Press, 
1968), pp® 183-200; James So Coleman, Community Conflict 
(New Yorks Free Press, 1957)? William A® Gamson, "Ran
corous Conflict in Community Politics," in Community Struc
ture and Decision-Makings Comparative Analyses, ed. Terry 
N® Clark (San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co®, 1968), 
pp. 197-214; Roland L® Warren and Herbert H® Hyman, "Pur
posive Community Change in Consensus and Dissensus Situa
tions," in Clark, pp. 407-24; Schattschneider, pp® 111-210; 
and Kramer, pp® 181-86® 



When those with opposing viewpoints confine the 

expression of their views to their own circles of acquaint

ances, conflict is minimized,, When those with opposing 

views come into contact with one another, the intensity of 

conflict is likely to increases The degree of conflict is 

likely to be raised if the opponents of a program bring 

their opposition into the open by confronting the program®s 

supporters with their complaintso Conflict becomes more in

tense if the controversy is broadened to include additional 

participantSo Controversy is increased to the extent that 

agencies and officials, newspapers, and other "publics" are 

brought into the fray„ 

Along with the number and importance of the partici

pants in a controversy, the type of activities engaged in by 

opposing parties influences intensity® Controversy is 

further intensified as the number of participants in a con

troversy increases, and the advocates of different view

points organize in opposition to one another® If the life 

of an agency is threatened or its operations seriously ob

structed by opposition, it is more controversial than would 

be true if controversy were more manageableo Although in 

marginal cases determinations such as these are subjective, 

in many cases a reasonably objective determination of 
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level of conflict is made possible by the use of such 

criteria.21 

Logically speaking, controversy over a political 

program can be directed toward three objects? policy, 

political structure, or administration of a policy. A 

plausible hypothesis is that some poverty programs are more 

controversial than others because the policies they pursue 

engender greater opposition* It might be suggested as 

logically that some programs are more controversial than 

others because their policy making structures are more con

troversial o Finally, some programs may be more controver

sial because of the way in which they are administered. The 

present study seeks to determine the relative influence of 

each of these potential sources of conflict in contributing 

to the controversiality of antipoverty projects. 

Policy 

Opposition to an agency*s policy or policies con

stitutes a potential source of controversy for a public pro

gram. For purposes of operationalizing the concept^ a 

policy will be viewed as consisting of goals and 

21. In addition to using these criteria to measure 
levels of conflict, participants in controversies will be 
asked to give their subjective evaluations of levels of 
conflicts. These will provide a check on the validity of 
the measures specified above. 
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22 
"legitimated" "courses of action" to achieve program ob

jectives • A course of action refers to "an overall program 

of action toward a given goal" rather than to "specific 

governmental actions0"23 A planned program of action or 

policy need not be verbalized in order to be considered a 

legitimate expression of policy0 "Effective" policies may 

be expressed in the form of "concrete action" without ever 

having been formalized® Indeed, "many ostensibly binding 

political decisions are honored more in the breach than in 

observanceo » s s"2^ 

Observed differences between stated or official 

policies and actual or operational policies have led some 

policy analysts to equate public policy with "all actions of 

government—and not just stated intentions of governments 

or government officials0"25 This equation of public policy 

with every action of government seems no more realistic, 

however, than equating public policy with all official 

220 Charles 0. Jones, "The Policy Approach* An 
Essay on Teaching American Politics," a revised version of 
a paper delivered before the meeting of the American 
Political Science Association, Chicago, September 9, 1967, 
p. 2k. 

23» Dye* Understanding Policv» p® 1B 

2k. Wade, pp® 3-k. 

25. Dye, Understanding Policy, p. 1, n. 1. 
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policy pronouncements whether or not those pronouncements 

ever become "concretized in action." Operationally de

fined, then, policy is a program*s goals and selected 

courses of action to achieve those goals® These selected 

courses of action may be expressed either verbally or in 

action* 

Almost any policy is inimical to the interest of 

some group0 The more groups which see a policy as detri

mental to their best interests9 the more controversial that 

program is likely to be. The extent to which a policy is 

perceived as harmful also is importanto If a given policy 

is seen as only slightly opposed to a particular group*s 

self-interest, opposition can be expected to be minimal. If 

the policy is viewed as seriously threatening, group oppo

sition will be greatly increased. 

Since policies have varying aims and affect dif

ferent groups in disparate ways and since there are many 

types of antipoverty policies, an obvious hypothesis is 

that the level of controversy of a program is related to 

the policies followed by the program. In relation to this 

hypothesis, it is useful to distinguish among different 

26. Wade, p. 
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kinds of antipoverty policies Basically three categories 

of antipoverty policy can "be distinguished for present pur-

poses. Welfare policies are intended* not to eliminate 

poverty, but to make life less burdensome for the poor® 

Other policies seek to reduce the extent of poverty by en

abling individuals to lift themselves out of poverty® Such 

programs are aimed at individual advancements and they tend 

to emphasize education and vocational trainingo Individual 

advancement programs concentrate on the "deserving8" poor? 

they help the already upwardly mobile achieve their aims® 

The vast majority of the poor who are not upwardly mobile 

are hardly touched by programs of this type® 

27e Several policy analysts have suggested that 
policy-oriented research would be furthered by treating 
policy as an independent variable and attempting to develop 
analytic categories of public policies® Theodore J® Lowi, 
"American Business, Public Policy, Case Studies, and Polit
ical Theory," World Politics 16 (July 1964)» 677-715? 
Froman, pp0 41-52j and Randell Ripley, review of Public 
Policy -making Reexamined9 by Yehezkel Dror and Public 
Policy, ed. Ranney, in APSR 63 (September 1969)» 919® 
Jones, in "Policy Approach," p«> 10, though not insisting 
on making policy an independent variable in policy research, 
suggests that policies might usefully be categorized by the 
type of problems with which they dealo Jones® idea is that 
the nature of the public problem to which a policy is ap
plied is "an important determinant of the nature of the 
policy system which develops to take action on a problem®" 

28o Levitan, ppe 9-119 250 and 309? Moynihan, 
Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding; Donovan, p. 43? and 
A. Kenneth Pye, "The Role of Legal Services in the Anti-
poverty Program," Law And Contemporary Problems 31 (Winter 
1966)« 244. 
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A third policy alternative is group advancement. 

Group advancement programs aim to help the poor as a group 

break the poverty cyclea Two varieties of programs pursue 

this approachs (1) welfare-oriented group advancement pro

grams are designed by others permanently to improve the so

cial and economic conditions of the poor as a class (pro

posals for a "guaranteed annual income" or "negative income 

tax" are of thi s type)b and (2) group advancement by com

munity action sees the problem of the poor as not lack of 

money but as powerlessness0 Through organization and col

lective action for political and economic purposes, the poor 

enhance their political and economic power as a group® 

Through community action, entire communities, not selected 

individuals, are to be raised above the poverty level® 

Seemingly, group advancement policies, particularly those of 

the community action variety, would be the most controver

sial since they appear to be the most threatening to the 

status quo. 

The above mentioned typology is offered as an aid to 

research. It suggests some directions for research and 

raises questions relevant to the relationship between the 

type of policy pursued by a poverty program and the level of 

program controversy. One methodological question raised is, 

do those involved in controversies over poverty policy 

actually perceive and react to poverty policies in terms of 



the policy types identified here? If not, do they distin

guish between types of poverty policies on some other basis? 

How do they see poverty policies as being different? If 

participants in controversies do distinguish between types 

of poverty policies* do different types of policies create 

varying levels of support and/or opposition? If so, what 
t 

types of policies seem to be related to the highest and low

est levels of controversy? To determine whether the typol

ogy of poverty policies suggested here identifies crucial 

variables for the analysis of controversy is a task of the 

present inquiry. 

Structure 

Levels of conflict might also be related to struc

tural factors. For instance, the way a public program is 

structured, the manner in which it is originally estab

lished, its decision making apparatus and procedural pol

icies (once established), and its ties with other 

governmental agencies have significant implications for 

the distribution of political influence. The way a pro

gram is organized may mean that some groups in the com

munity gain more "access" than other groups* 

Controversy in politics has never been restricted 

solely to substantive political endso The structure of 

politics and political procedures have always been subjects 

of political controversy. Witness, for example, the 



political struggles which historically have occurred over 

such questions as legislative apportionment, the issue of 

direct versus indirect elections* and local governmental 

forms.^ Controversy over the structure of policy making 

may on occasion serve to mask differences over substantive 

policy aims. 

Policy making structures may have been the major 

source of controversy over some antipoverty programs. This 

possibility is seen most clearly in relation to community 

action programs0 Two factors suggest that the structure of 

those programs may have contributed to the controversy they 

gave rise to. Initially, the amount of discretion exercised 

by local community action programs was large* Instead of 

being charged with the administration of a unified national 

program, community action agencies were to take the initia

tive in creating their own programs0 Only after an agency 

had developed a program was it eligible for federal funding. 

Programs were required to conform to needs perceived by the 

national funding agency! and once funded, the local agency 

had to operate within broad guidelines established by the 

Office of Economic Opportunity® Within these broad limits, 

local community action agencies were to exercise 

29o Salisbury, p. 159 and Vernon Van Dyke, "Process 
and Policy as Focal Concepts in Political Research," in 
Public Policy.. ed. Ranney, pp. 29-30. 
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30 
considerable policy making discretion# This broad grant 

of policy making authority to local community action agen

cies made control of those programs crucial to many commu

nity groups8 

The second possible reason for controversy over the 

structure of community action programs had to do with the 

fact that they did not have to be a part of the traditional 

structure of local government®-^1 Many community action pro

grams took the form of private nonprofit agencies0 Such 

agencies represented competing centers of authority with 

traditional governmental structures® To community groups 

which possessed established channels of access to tradi

tional governmental structures, these agencies were poten

tially threateningo The possibility existed that community 

action programs would prove to be less accessible to them 

than traditional agencies were® They might even serve as 

points of access for formerly excluded groups 

Questions regarding such matters as decision making 

structures, modes of representation on policy making boards, 

and relationships with existing agencies have been 

30o This was one reason for efforts to give the 
state governors a veto over community action programs and 
activities* 

31® Intergovernmental Relations Poverty Program, 
pp. 23 and 29. 

32. Donovan, pp. 35 and ^3 and Moynihan, Maximum 
Feasible Misunderstanding, pp. 131-32# 



controversial issues with respect to community action pro

grams in many communities.. This suggests that some programs 

may have been more controversial than others because of 

their policy making structures® In particular^ programs 

like community action agencies involving new political 

structures which provide access to groups that lack polit

ical muscle seem likely to be more controversial than more 

traditional programs® 

This evident potentiality for local controversy 

would seem to be particularly relevant to community action-

type antipoverty programs since they appear to have been 

peculiarly structured to legitimize and exaggerate the 

influence of two widely accepted principles of American 

politicss localism (a preference for political decisions 

made by small governmental units) and privatism, or 

voluntarism (the belief that democracy is enhanced by 

voluntary cooperation and compliance with public goals 

through the process of self-government and self-regulation 

of private associations rather than through the use of 

33 
governmental compulsion) <» By placing emphasis on com

munity participation and community control of community 

action agencies and granting considerable policy 

33® Grant McConnell, Private Power and American 
Democracy (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), pp. 87-90 
and chaps. ^-5; and Schattschneider, p. 7. 



making discretion to local antipoverty agencies, federal 

antipoverty policymakers may have created a structure es

pecially susceptible to claims of existing local groups* 

Administration 

Finally9 conflict may be directed toward the way 

policy decisions are carried out0 It has been suggested 

that community action agenciesp in particular, have been 

more controversial than other poverty agencies because they 

have been implemented in a particularly noxious fashion* 

Essentially, community action agency staff members 

are charged with undue aggression in carrying out tasks and 

with being unnecessarily abrasive in dealing with both the 
3i1, 

public and other agencies#J The alleged contempt shown by 

community action personnel for these groups was returned in 

equal measure? and so the charge goes* the result was un

necessary friction and unfulfilled policy goals„ Moynihan 

offers the following verdict on the community action pro

gram* "The program was carried out in such a way as to pro

duce a minimum of the social change its sponsors desired, 

and bring about a maximum increase in the opposition to such 

change * « o 

3^® Pye, p. 2*H. 

35» Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding. 
p. xiii. 



Policy administration then, is seen as a crucial 

variable in determining the level of controversy of a pro

gram, 36 According to the aforementioned hypothesis, the 

extent of controversy over poverty programs might be to a 

large degree unrelated to policy contents Decreases in the 

level of controversy over poverty programs would be pos

sible, if this notion were correct, simply by altering 

certain administrative aspects of those programs without 

sacrificing program goals0 

Research Methodology 

Comparative Case Study 

This study consists of a comparative case analysis 

of controversy8 The case study has advantages as a method 

of inquiry, especially if an area has not been thoroughly 

researched, the significant variables not identified, and 

fairly precise hypotheses have not been developed., Hypo

theses which do exist under such circumstances are usually 

tenuous, serving more as research guides than as materials 

for theory building® 

In an exploratory study of the type proposed here, 

the disadvantages of case studies can be minimized by em

ploying comparative techniques» Comparative analysis 

3.6® Ibid., pp» xiii, 111, 119, and l4-2j Donovan, 
p. 123s and Pye, p, 2^1. 



shifts the focus of research from the unique to the gen

eral Instead of concentrating on particular events* re

search becomes a search for relationships among variables* 

The tendency to look for variables and relationships is 

further enhanced by employing a conceptual frameworko A 

conceptual framework identifies9 in advance9 concepts around 

which research can be oriented0 These steps increase the 

probability that the findings of case analysis will have 

application beyond the immediate settingo 

Case Selection 

The cases selected for discussion represent a con

siderable range of variation with respect to the study's key 

variables,, Substantively they represent three policy areas 

within the context of migrant politics in Palm Beach and 

surrounding South Florida countieso 

The Community Action Fundg Inc©-Community Action Mi

grant Program was active primarily in the areas of community 

development and, later* employment opportunity» South 

Florida Migrant Legal Services Programs, Inc®-Florida Rural 

Legal Servicesj, Inc® dealt with the legal problems of mi

grants o The Palm Beach County Migrant Health Project 

37<> The need for comparisons in policy studies is 
discussed in Froman and in Martin Kroll* "Hypotheses and 
Designs for the Study of Public Policies in the United 
States/' Midwest Journal of Politics 6 (November 1962)8 
363-830 The use of case studies for the purposes of gen
eralization is discussed in Gamson, p. 214 and Coleman, 
pp. 2-48 



concentrated on migrant health problems. This variation in 

substantive interests increased the likelihood that the pro

grams would vary with respect to the analytical types of 

policies discussed above0 The programs selected also 

varied in terms of their policy making structureso Two of 

the programs were operated by new agencies of the community 

action variety? the thirds healthy was operated by an 

existing department within the traditional structure of lo

cal governmento The three programs also varied in their 

levels of controversyo The legal services program was 

highly controversial® The MHP was noncontroversial, and 

CAF-CAMP seems to fall somewhere between the two in terms of 

controversially® The programs selected offer an excellent 

opportunity to study the relationship between levels of con

flict and objects of conflicto The fact that they operated 

in the same geographical setting served to hold constant a 

number of potentially intervening political, social* and 

economic variables«, This facilitated the search for rela

tionships among the variables chosen for analysis* 

Each of these programs was ongoing at the time this 

study was completed in 19?0e The oldest of the programs was 

the Migrant Health Project which was originally funded on an 

operational level in 1963® The migrant legal services pro

gram was not funded until 1967s but it succeeded an earlier 

program of a similar natures The Community Action Migrant 
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Program, Inc., originally the Community Action Fund, Inc., 

originated in its community action form in 1965« Variations 

such as these, though inconvenient, seem unavoidable in 

dealing with social data0 Given the close similarity of the 

time periods covered and the fact that the time periods 

overlapped in later years, the loss of comparability is to a 

large degree mitigated0 

Data Collection 

Two principal types of data were gathered for this 

studyj (1) a large amount of factual data was needed in 

order to reconstruct the various controversies which had 

arisen with respect to the three programs, and (2) attitu-

dinal data was needed to determine why the participants in 

these controversies took the positions they did and acted as 

they dido Part of the necessary data was obtained from 

newspaper accounts, documents, and agency records. The 

principal method for collecting attitudinal data, however, 

consisted of interviews with the participants in the various 

program controversies0 

An effort was made to identify, in advance through 

newspaper accounts and a few exploratory interviews, the 

significant controversies in each program area. To verify 

the validity of the controversies identified by this method, 

respondents were asked to identify those controversies which 

they felt were important. They were then questioned about 
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the controversies they named. By this process the important 

controversies were identifiedo A major research problem was 

to identify the participants in the policy subsystems cen

tering on each of the programs being investigated0 Some 

participants were easy to identify., Persons officially con

nected with the programs or with agencies with which those 

agencies came into frequent contact met this criteria., 

Other persons who publicly supported or opposed a particular 

program also qualified as initial respondents0 This pool of 

respondents was then used as the basis for identifying addi

tional persons to be interviewed 

By these means forty-nine individuals were selected 

for interview,, Forty-eight were successfully interviewed! 

the other interview was not completedo (See appendix 10) 

Each respondent was more or less active in one or more of 

the three programs under investigation.. Two respondents 

were interviewed twice* Forty-four interviews (with forty-

three individuals) were conducted in person, six by tele

phone, and one via a mail questionnaire.. 

The interviewing period spanned from September 1969 

to July 1970s but the bulk of the interviews was completed 

between mid-March and mid-April 1970o In addition, the 

38e Techniques similar to these are suggested in 
Nelson W„ Polsby, Community Power, p0 1211 Dahl, Modern 
Political Analysis39-and Who Governs?. t>r»« 332-37: 
and Gergen, pp» 181, 184-, and 198-200• 
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author attended numerous board meetings, committee meetings, 

and hearings relating to the programs involved in the study® 

Interviews were loosely structured around a set of 

general topics which varied depending upon the type of in

formation a respondent was "believed to possess<> A list of 

topics usually covered has been included in appendix 2. 

Particularly in later interviews, no attempt was made to 

cover the entire listo By that time, the author had identi

fied information gaps and sought to fill them by inter

viewing individuals deemed likely to possess relevant 

information. Interviews lasted from thirty minutes to four 

hours depending on the information, interest, and stamina 

both of the respondent and the interviewer. Rough notes 

were taken during the interview with details being filled in 

later. 

By use of the techniques outlined above, insights 

were sought concerning why some antipoverty programs have 

been more controversial than others. The next three chap

ters examine, respectively, the controversies involving the 

Migrant Health Project, CAMP, and migrant legal services. 

The conclusions of the study are presented in chapter 7 

along with a discussion of the findings. 



CHAPTER k 

MIGRANT HEALTH> THE POLITICS 
OF COOPERATION1 

Migrant agricultural laborers have historically been 

among the most disadvantaged groups in American society® 

Migrant health standards in the period under scrutiny re

flect this patterno The accident mortality rate among mi

grants in 1969 was nearly three times the national average. 

The mortality rate of migrants due to tuberculosis, influ

enza, pneumonia, and other infectious diseases was more than 

twice the national average® Migrants® use of medical care 

was about one-seventh that of the general population® Mi

grants® use of hospital care and dental care, respectively, 

was about one-fourth and one-twentieth that of the popu

lation in general® In 1968, the estimated annual per capita 

expenditure for personal health services for migrants was 

la The data relied on in this chapter are drawn 
primarily from interviews, newspaper reports, project re
ports, grant applications, and other project and public 
documents. Much of the information either is in the pub
lic domain or is confidential (i<,e®, the interview data)® 
In^order to avoid unnecessary and excessive documentation, 
primary sources will be cited only where knowledge of the 
particular source of certain public information might be 
helpful to readers® The specific sources of confidential 
interview data will not be cited in footnotes® For a list 
of primary sources not directly cited, see appendix 1® 
Secondary sources will be cited normally® 

60 
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less than eleven dollars compared with an average national 

per capita expenditure of two hundred and fifty dollarso In 

1969, seven years after the initial enactment of federal mi

grant health legislation, only a third of the nation0s ap

proximately one million migrants and their families were 

receiving any care at all through federally assisted migrant 
o 

health projects® 

The purely physical or medical aspects of migrant 

health problems are not atypical0 In many other respects, 

however, the health problems of migrants are unique0 The 

incidence of health problems among migrants is unusually 

high; the amount- of medical attention those problems receive 

is unusually low® Absence of adequate health education, in

adequate diet, lack of sufficient preventive health care and 

routine health services, an unhealthful home environments 

and hazardous working conditions contribute to the unusually 

high incidence of illness, disease, and accidents among mi

grants. Migrants are most unique, however, in the insuffi

ciency of the medical attention their health problems 

receivee 

Several factors diminish the amount of health ser

vices available to migrantSs These factors are related to 

2e UoS., Congress, House, Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce, Health Services for Migratory and 
Seasonal Agricultural Workers, Hearings before the Sub
committee on Public Health and Welfare on H«R. 13^32* 
91st Cong,, 1st sesso, September 29, 1969s P» 19« 
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the accessibility and acceptability of health services to 

migrantso With respect to these factors, migrants in many 

ways are unique even among the poor® Primarily a rural sub

group, the migrant population in Palm Beach County is spread 

geographically over 2,700 square miles0 The migrant's geo

graphical dispersion is compounded by his mobility, his fre

quent isolation in labor camps from urban public health 

centers, his long work hours and lack of transportation to 

health facilities, and often by his inability to afford pri

vate health care or to fulfill residential eligibility re

quirements at local public health centerse Compounding 

problems of physical inaccessibility, the migrant®s own 

values and beliefs, his lack of basic health knowledge, and 

his distrust of doctors, nurses, and public authorities in 

general were believed by health authorities to contribute to 

a failure at times to take advantage of health services 

when offered and made physically accessible8 

This chapter is devoted to a political analysis of 

one agency®s attempt to deal with migrant health problems in 

Palm Beach County, Florida« Of the three migrant programs 

selected for analysis in this study, the Palm Beach County 

Migrant Health Project (MHP) is unique in its appearance of 

complete noncontroversialityo During the period from the 

early 1950s when MHP began to take shape until mid-1970 when 

the field research for this study was completed, this 
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project stimulated no more than scattered, sporadic dis

satisfaction and criticism® No active* organized, sustained 

opposition to MHP developed® The agency, however, con

sciously endeavored to overcome the initial suspicions of 

growers, physicians, and others who perceived themselves as 

likely to be affected by MHP°s activitieSo Even those who 

remained critical after the project®s first years, most of 

whom were quite sympathetic with the migrant®s plight, gen

erally acknowledged that in spite of alleged deficiencies 

MHP was performing a needed task and should be maintained, 

though improved® 

In the absence of serious controversy, migrant 

health politics in Palm Beach County was cooperative in 

nature, characterized by a substantial consensus on policy 

objectives and priorities among influential groups, and by 

cooperative efforts to achieve agreement in policy areas in 

which consensus did not existo This "mode of ^political/ 

activity" has been labeled the politics of cooperation, a 

type of politics characterized by either "a shared end (or 

ends), or some procedural principle which is mutually 

agreed upon0 e » In the case of migrant health, 

cooperative politics appears to have been fostered by both 

3„ Martin Meyerson and Edward Go Banfield, Pol
itics, Planning, and the Public Interesti The Case of Pub
lic Housing in Chicago (Londonl Free Press of Glencoe, 
1955)s PP. 305-06. 
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conditions. The shared end was improvement in the health 

conditions of migrants without disturbance to the essential 

interests of other affected groupse The agreed upon mode of 

policy making consisted of extensive prior consultation by 

MHP with affected and influential groups and, where neces

sary, deference to their strongly expressed desires® 

The principal analytical objective in this chapter 

is to identify those factors which contributed to the 

absence of serious controversy over the migrant health 

policies and activities of MHP® Speculation will be raised 

concerning MHP°s potential for controversy# Are there any 

indications that MHP could have generated substantial oppo

sition? After a brief description of the origins and formal 

structure* objectives* and services of MHP* a political 

analysis of MHP is organized in terms of the program*s 

structure, policy, and administration» 

Description of MHP 

Origins 

Efforts which led to the establishment of MHP can be 

traced to the early 1950s. The project, however, was not 

expanded from its initial experimental status to the status 

of an operating division of the Palm Beach County Health De

partment until 1963 after the passage of the Migrant Health 

Act of 19628 Credit for bringing MHP into existence pri

marily must go to the project9s first director, Dr® C. L. 



Brumback. Dr. Brumback, who also served as director of the 

county health department, became active in the area of mi

grant health in 1952* soon after he assumed the position of 

director of Palm Beach County9s newly established health 

department., Dr0 Brumback immediately set out to identify 

the major health problems in the county0 He quickly con

cluded that the appalling health conditions of migratory 

farm workers constituted a major dimension of the overall 

public health problem0 In close consultation with growers, 

the county medical society* and other public and private 

service agencies* Dr® Brumback began to seek effective and 

politically acceptable methods to alleviate the health prob 

lems of migrantso 

Finding little enthusiasm for an adequate locally 

supported health program for migrants, Dr<> Brumback turned 

to seeking state and federal assistance0 By 195^9 these ef

forts had proved fruitful and a research project concerning 

migrant culture and its relationship to migrant health prob

lems was approved and funded through the Bureau of Maternal 

and Child Health of the Florida State Board of Healths by 

the Children®s Bureau of the United States Department of 

Health, Educations and Welfares The project which was pro

posed jointly by Dr® Brumback and Dr® Earl Lomon Koos, a 

cultural anthropologist and professor of social welfare at 

Florida State University, utilized a mobile team of investi

gators to follow a migrant crew along the migrant stream to 
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observe the migrant*s culture, health, and overall life 

patterns. The findings of this study were published by 

Dr« Koos in 1957 under the title, They Follow the Suno 

The basic assumption of this report was that "only to the 

extent that the dynamics of the migrant®s life are recog

nized and understood can health and welfare personnel meet 

the needs of ̂ migrants/o"^ The findings and reception of 

the study,, which attracted attention from individuals and 

agencies throughout the world who were concerned with the 

health problems of deprived groups, encouraged continued 

efforts to learn about the health problems of migrants and 

the most effective methods of dealing with those problems0 

In 1956, a grant of $250,000, again under the 

auspices of the Children®s Bureau and the Florida Bureau of 

Maternal and Child Health, was provided for a five-year 

experimental migrant health project to operate as an ad

junct to the Palm Beach County Health Departments Geogra

phically, this experiment was restricted to two areas with a 

combined population of approximately seven thousand to nine 

thousand Black migrants and their families in the vicinity 

of the city of Belle Glade0 In conformity with findings of 

the earlier study, the staff of the experimental project was 

multidisciplinary and the objective was to deal 

be E, Lo Koos, They Follow the Sun (Jacksonville, 
Floridaj Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, Florida State 
Board of Health, 1957), p« iv. 



comprehensively with the total health situation of the en

tire migrant family® The report based on this study con

tributed additional support to the notion that "effective 

public health work with migrants depends to a great degree 

upon the willingness of professional public health workers 

to increase their own knowledge of the ^migrant0sj culture 

and be genuinely flexible and realistic in their practice of 

public health with migrants»"5 

MHP 

With the passage of the first federally supported 

Migrant Health Act in 1962, limited federal funds were 

available for fully operating migrant health projects at 

the local levels In 19^3 Palm Beach County, with its record 

of past involvement in the area of migrant healths received 

one of the first grants under the new federal program,. The 

county®s grant application was aided by United States Con

gressman Paul Go Rogers (D.® Fla0) whose residence was in 

Palm Beach County* Rogers served on the House subcommittee 

which helped write the Migrant Health Act and shared respon

sibility for conducting legislative oversight of the admin

istration of the Acto The stated objective of the Migrant 

Health Act was to "raise the health status of ^migrantsj to 

that of the general populations" bys (1) providing 

5» R« H® Browning and T„ J« Northcutt, Jr., On the 
Season (n.p.i Florida State Board of Health, 1961), p. 6^# 



comprehensive health services to migrants through the exten

sion of community health services to them? and (2) im

proving the migrants® environment by assuring them of safe, 

healthful living and working conditions®^ 

MHP was designed to serve one of the heaviest con

centrations of migrant agricultural workers in the nation. 

During the 1967-68 growing season, the size of Palm Beach 

County® s migrant population was exceeded only "by that of 

Hidalgo County in Texas0 The latter®s peak migrant popu

lation was 37,600? Palm Beach County6s peak population was 

almost 31»000o Because of its location in the heart of 

southern Florida's productive vegetable-sugar cane growing 

region, Palm Beach County was the reported home base of 

7 almost 21,000 migrants. 

Structureo MHP was established as part of the Palm 

Beach County Health Department, operating under the direc

tion and supervision of the department's and MHP®s director, 

Dr. Brumbacke Four aspects of MHP's structure are particu

larly salient for the present analysis 1 its federal finan

cing; its single-county nature? its institutional location 

60 U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Wel
fare, Public Health Service, Migrant Health Programs Cur
rent Operations and Additional Needs (December 1967). p. 1. 

7® U.S., Congress, Senate, The Migratory Farm Labor 
Problem in the United States, S. Rept. 83 Pursuant to S. 
Res. 222, 91st Cong., 1st sess., February 19, 1969, pp. 115-



within an existing unit of county government? and the divi

sion of MHP, for administrative purposes, into separate 

components for the provision of personal and environmental 

health services. At various times, MHP utilized advisory 

committees composed of persons outside the agency® In 1970, 

a Project Advisory Board composed primarily of migrant re

presentatives was established,. 

Objectives and Services0 MHP0s broad objective was 

"to improve the state of health of agricultural migrants and 

to elevate the quality of their living and working environ-
g 

mente" This objective was to be pursued through the simul

taneous provision of improved personal and more effective 

environmental health services. With respect to the pro

vision of personal health services, MHP's stated objective 

was to provide migrants with comprehensive health services 

for the entire family at a single locations, utilizing the 

services of a multidisciplinary medical team. Ideally the 

broad spectrum of medical services to be included in this 

comprehensive package would encompass! emergency care, pre

ventive services, diagnosis and treatment for acute and 

chronic conditions, routine medical care, nursing care, 

8e Palm Beach County Migrant Health Project, Re
newal Application for 1970-71, Submitted to U.So Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, 
July 1, 1970, p. 1. (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) (Hereafter 
cited as MHP Grant Application, 1970-71.) 
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dental care, hospitalization, health education* and complete 

family planning services. 

The immediate problem of the medical services divi

sion of MHP was to improve the availability (accessibility 

and acceptability) of public health services to migrants,. 

MHP endeavored to accomplish this task through such inno

vative techniques for a public health department ast 

training its medical staff to understand the migrant®s life

style and to accept migrants as personss employing liaison 

workers with backgrounds similar to those of migrants? en

gaging in health education campaigns? instituting special 

migrant family services clinics at geographically accessible 

district offices? offering mobile clinics* night clinics, 

transportation services, and field visits by members of the 

project's medical staff? making arrangements with private 

physicians and hospitals, in special circumstances, for the 

care of migrants on either a contractual or fee-for-service 

basis? and creating an advisory board composed primarily of 

migrants® 

In addition to its personal health services objec

tives, the county health department and through it MHP was 

charged with responsibility for the maintenance of state en

vironmental health standards in migrant labor camps and 

other housing areas. Environmental health responsibilities 

in the county were not divided and the health department was 
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responsible for a broad range of environmental health prob

lems including those of migrants. The department's legal 

powers, however,* were not commensurate with its responsi

bilities o Neither the department, nor MHP, was allocated 

funds for legal assistance in closing labor camps which did 

not meet approved standards,, Instead, MHP was forced to 

rely on the county solicitor®s office for assistance in the 

employment of legal sanctionss That office placed low 

priority on such actions which, given the cumbersome pro

cedures provided for by law, tended to be complicated* time-

consuming, not very rewarding, and potentially troublesome 

politically® 

The health departments sanitation staff, which was 

assigned the task of administering MHP9s environmental res

ponsibilities, made no attempt to enforce environmental 

standards literally, choosing instead to "work with" camp 

operators who demonstrated a willingness to cooperate—even 

at the expense of knowingly permitting considerable noncom

pliance with legally defined minimum health standards for 

migrant housing® Sanitation personnel employed three 

methods in seeking compliance with state standards? educa

tional efforts directed toward growers and camp operators; 

educational drives focused on migrants? and licensing and 

enforcement activities including extensive surveillance of 

migrant housing areas and, occasionally, refusal to grant 
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an operating permit* revocation of an existing permit* or 

rarely® even legal action to condemn and close a camp. 

Accomplishments0 MHP was never funded sufficiently 

to achieve the ideal of providing full* completes quality 

medical care for all migrants who needed, but could not 

afford it. During the 1967-68 period, MHP provided personal 

health services of some type to 11»000 migrants., With a 

peak migrant population during that period of just under 

31,000, approximately 20*000 migrants were not served by the 

project^ The following year approximately 1^,500 migrants, 

of a peak population of 38,000, were reached, leaving some 

23,000 migrants unassisted. While migrant patients who were 

fortunate enough to receive the full benefit of MHP®s com

prehensive health services probably received care comparable 

to what they would have received in a private physician®s 

office, MHP sources acknowledged that few migrants were able 

to take full advantage of project facilities, due both to 

personal situations and to the limited resources of the MHP. 

Several important areas of weakness in MHP®s per

sonal health services program were periodically noted in 

project reports,, The most serious deficiencies were re

ported in the areas of dental care, hospital care, and 

9® UoS. Congress, House, Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce, Regional Medical Programs; Alcoholics 
and Narcotics Addicts Facilities; Health Services for Domes
tic Agricultural Migratory Workers, Hearings before the Sub
committee on Public Health and Welfare on H«R. 15758. 90th 
Cong®, 2nd sess., March 1968, p. 204. 
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post-hospital care. In these areas, project funds consis

tently proved inadequate to meet even minimally the need. 

In spite of determined efforts by the project®s 

director to correct the staff®s negative stereotypes about 

migrants and to enlighten staff members concerning the 

migrant9s attitudes and lifestyle, his efforts appear not to 

have been fully successful., The most frequent criticism of 

MHP among leaders and officials of migrant organizations and 

of private and public agencies serving migrants was that the 

demeanor of some MHP staff members was disrespectful toward 

the project9s migrant patients. The intensity of these ac

cusations, however, was never sufficient to generate organ

ized protest against the alleged practices® Indeed, MHP 

succeeded so well in its effort to gain client acceptance 

that the project8s principal problem quickly shifted from 

lack of utilization of project facilities to one of insuf

ficient facilities and services to meet the demand, result

ing in complaints concerning long waits at migrant clinics. 

In the late 1960s, migrants in Palm Beach County were still 

acknowledged by MHP officials to be receiving health care 

inferior to that of the remainder of the county®s popula

tion. Nonetheless, the project was a comparative success. 

In Palm Beach County, two-thirds of the migrant population 

was being reached by MHP. Nationally, only one-third of 

the migrant population was being reached by federally as

sisted migrant health projects. 
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The objective of MHP*s environmental health division 

was improvement in the health aspects of the migrant®s total 

living and working conditions0 In practice, MHP8s environ

mental health division restricted its efforts to seeking 

voluntary compliance with minimally acceptable sanitary 

standards in migrant housing arease While state sanitary 

standards for migrant camps frequently were inadequate8 the 

standards actually applied by MHP°s sanitation staff were 

considerably weaker than even those insufficient standardse 

By 1969-702 MHP had just begun serious efforts to improve 

health conditions at migrant work locations® 

The modest nature of MHP®s practical objectives does 

not appear to have prevented the agency from achieving 

worthwhile results* Because of MHPS health department of

ficials were able for the first time to enter and inspect 

the over one hundred migrant labor camps in Palm Beach 

County. Both objective (eeg8» changes in the proportion of 

"privies" to septic tanks and central sewage treatment fa

cilities) and subjective observations indicate that condi

tions in migrant camps improved after MHP initiated its 

environmental health activities,. It seems reasonable to 

attribute at least part of this improvement to the presence 

of MHP and its sanitation staff. 

Some of the accomplishments claimed by MHP appear 

exaggerated® One project report states that* in 1968-69, 



83 percent of the migrant camps in Palm Beach County were 
10 

"permitted," compared with 32 percent five years earlier. 

This claim should be viewed skeptically.. Most "permitted" 

camps fell short of complete compliance with state stan

dards. The acknowledged aim of the sanitation staff was to 

see that each camp was improved at the "beginning of each 

growing season over its condition at the beginning of the 

previous season. Camps which met this criterion ordinarily 

were "permitted" even though they may not have been in full 

compliance with legal standards. No systematic effort was 

made after a season had begun to maintain preseason stan

dards. After that, a project sanitarian contended, "de

terioration is the fault of migrants, so what the hell." 

In 1970, after seven years of full-scale operations, a MHP 

official readily acknowledged that, if legal standards were 

applied literally, there was not a migrant camp in Palm 

Beach County which could not have been closed0 While mi

grant health conditions were improved by MHP, the project 

was only a qualified success. 

10. Palm Beach County Migrant Health Project, 
"Annual Progress Report, 1968-69" in Florida Migrant Health 
Projects Sixth Annual Progress Report, 1968-1969* Florida, 
Florida State Board of Health in cooperation with the U.S. 
Public Health Service, p« 328 (hereafter cited as "MHP Pro
gress Report, 1968-69"). 
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Analysis of Lack of Controversy 

Structure 

As the term structure is employed in this study, it 

refers to more than an agency's formal organization chart. 

Structure refers, as wells to the manner in which an agency 

has come into being and to its internal decision making pro

cesses and relations with outside agencies--whether those 

processes and relations are formal or informal0 As defined 

here, several structural aspects of MHP appear to have con

tributed to the minimization of conflict and the development 

of a consensual political process in the area of migrant 

health policyc 

The incremental stages through which MHP came into 

being allowed potentially hostile elements (growers, physi

cians, and public agencies and officials) time to famil

iarize themselves with the project and to assure themselves 

that the emerging migrant health agency presented no signi

ficant threat to their interestse This was possible before 

any irreversible decision had been made to commit the pro

jected MHP to any particular course of action,, Unnecessary 

controversy, arising from misunderstandings resulting from 

communications9 failures, was minimized by extensive formal 

and informal consultation in the early stages of MHP9s de

velopment between the Palm Beach County Health Department 

and the county medical society, other service agencies for 
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migrants, and the county's most influential growers and 

associations representing their interests® Many smaller 

growers and camp operators who did not participate in the 

initial consultative process were suspicious of MHPe Some 

of these at first were uncooperative% a few were openly 

hostile# Since the most influential elements in the agri

cultural sector tolerated or even supported MHP, however, 

the remaining, smaller growers appear to have perceived 

themselves as in no position to launch effective opposition 

to the projects The potential which existed for organized 

opposition to MHP by growers thus never "became a reality# 

After years of assiduous cultivation, practically all area 

growers accommodated themselves, some less enthusiastically 

and more guardedly than others, to the presence of MHP„ 

Other factors contributing to the lack of contro

versy over MHP appear to have been the traditional structure 

of the agency, its limitation to a single county, and its 

location within a familiar, existing, and previously uncon-

troversial unit of the established county governmento The 

only nontraditional element of the agency9s structure was 

its reliance primarily on federal funding and its consequent 

accountability to federal standardsB Given the distaste 

for, and distrust of, federal involvement in affairs per

ceived as local which was prevalent throughout the South 

in this period as a consequence of federal school desegre

gation efforts, it is possible that some of the early 



hesitance to accept MHP was a product of the agency*s fed

eral funding® The possibility that this was a significant 

factor, however, seems remote. The obvious, visible fact 

about MHP was its formal linkage with the local health de

partment 0 Given the typically low level of public infor

mation concerning governmental programs and the nonelite 

status of those who found MHP most objectionable, it is un

likely that many of them perceived the project as a federal 

program*, In any event* the federal standards which applied 

to MHP related primarily to the agency®s internal operations 

and to its medical services program,. The project quickly 

established itself, for all practical purposes, as a local 

program in those areas of most immediate concern to poten

tial local critics® The structure of MHP was traditional 

in the most politically significant sense? it did nothing 

to alter, substantially^ existing patterns of political ac

cess and influence® This structural trait of MHP is re

vealed most clearly in the project®s response, in the late 

1960s, to federal pressures to include the agency0s migrant 

clientele more fully in project decision makinge 

About 1969» federal officials began to encourage MHP 

to create a consumer board "in order to bring migrants into 

their proper role as decision makers with respect to pol

icies affecting their own health."11 At least partially 

11. MHP Grant Application, 1970-71, p. 10. 
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this move may have been stimulated by the project*s admis

sion that, even in the area of health education where mi

grants might have been involved with little effort, "migrant 

12 participation e o o was principally passive in nature0" 

Some members of MHP0s environmental health staff* which was 

assigned responsibility for organizing the proposed consumer 

board, feared that a policy board composed largely of mi

grants might "only want programs to change the actions of 

farmers and not want to admit that migrants need to changee" 

Such a course almost certainly would have endangered MHP°s 

carefully achieved peaceful coexistence with Palm Beach 

County's politically influential agricultural interestso 

MHP* s response both minimized the potential political dan

gers associated with the creation of the consumer board and 

avoided a confrontation with HEW officials over the issue® 

The planned consumer board was discussed extensively 

in the project's grant renewal application for 1970-71e The 

precise role of the projected consumer board,, whether it 

would be advisory or possess decision making authority, was 

never specified clearly® In general, the phraseology of the 

application implied that the board would possess policy 

making authority.. There were references to "policies set by 

the Consumer Board," "policies established by the Consumer 

Board," "services a e » provided according to general 

12, "MHP Progress Report, 1968-69," p. 337. 
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policies approved by migrant representatives /on/ the Con

sumer Board," "emphasis on setting policies and planning 

services through the Consumer Board," and to requests that 

the board "develop policies affecting the living and work

ing environment of migrantSe"1^ Other references, however, 

raised the possibility that the role contemplated for the 

consumer board was an advisory one® These references were 

to the board0s "involvement," "participation," and "assis-

1 ii 
tance," in policy makingo Reference was also made to 

"utilization" of the board "as a primary resource" in 

dealing with migrants and implementing MHP objectives.1^ 

In interviews, project officials acknowledged that the con

sumer board®s role, in fact, was to be advisory and that 

final authority in matters of policy would continue to rest 

with the project director.. Although the board was formally 

entitled the Project Advisory Board when established in 

1970, earlier references to it as a "consumer" board are 

revealing concerning how project officials viewed the mi

grant's role in the project* 

By confining the migrant policy board to an advisory 

role, the possibility that the board might force an unwanted 

13® MHP Grant Application, 1970-71, pp. 2S 14„ 18, 
and 26. 

l^e Ibid., pp. 8, 26, and 28. 

15* Ibid., pp. ̂  and 11. 
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confrontation with growers was minimized. This potentiality 

was reduced further by the manner in which migrant repre

sentatives on the Project Advisory Board were selected. 

Originally, there was discussion of having some members ap

pointed by migrant groups and others elected at meetings 

arranged by the staff of MHP. Prior to filling positions on 

the board, the idea of seating group spokesmen was discard

ed, and the original board consisted entirely of migrants 

elected at meetings arranged in migrant camps and neighbor

hoods by MHP staff memberso The election process, while 

formally democratic, may have deprived migrants of meaning

ful representation on the Project Advisory Board. The pro

cess was vulnerable to manipulation as is attested to by one 

staff member®s frank admission that the selection process 

was "slightly rigged" to insure the election of at least one 

Mexican Americano Moreover, once elected, board members 

elected through an open election process in camps occupied 

by highly mobile migrant farm workers were unlikely to pos

sess stable, organized support for their activities on the 

board® By excluding the spokesmen of organized groups from 

MHP*s Project Advisory Board, the possibility that the board 

would become a tool for community organization or a forum 

for political expression was reduced, if not eliminated. 

The Project Advisory Board, as structured originally, was 

not intended nor likely to develop into a politically 

troublesome, community action-type organization. 
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Policy 

In interviews conducted for this study, the most 

frequently mentioned explanation for the lack of controversy 

over MHP was that the project's fundamental objective* 

"looking after sick folkswas, like motherhood and the 

flag, inherently uncontroversial. This explanation is weak 

in a number of respectso No program or objective appears to 

be totally devoid of a potentiality for controversy,, In

deed, since the mid-1960s, both motherhood (the population 

control and abortion issues) and the flag (flag burnings, 

etc., arising out of the Viet Nam War) have become objects 

of controversy® There seems to be nothing about health is

sues which make them inherently uncontroversial as is at

tested to by the intense political conflicts which have been 

waged on the national level over various proposals for fed

erally financed health care. Further, there is reason to 

question whether "good health" is more of a motherhood con

cept than "equal justice for all." Yet, the legal services 

program selected for analysis in the present study, whose 

professed aim was precisely this, stirred considerable con

troversy. No category of policy seems to be completely 

exempt from criticism simply because its goals are widely 

accepted. Much depends on the manner in which different 

groups and individuals define these goals and feel they best 

can be achieved® 
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While the "motherhood program" explanation for the 

uncontroversial nature of MHP seems implausible* MHP's pol

icy choices still seem to have contributed to the lack of 

controversy over the project® Perhaps most fundamentally, 

MHP was not an antipoverty agency at all* if that designa

tion is meant to imply fighting to eliminate poverty., Of 

the three programs to be examined in the present study,, MHP, 

particularly the personal health services phase of the pro

ject, most closely conforms to the classic welfare agency 

mold. MHP's objective was not to end the migrants® poverty, 

but to raise their health standards<> While improving the 

health conditions of migrants seemingly would be a contri

buting, and perhaps necessary condition, for breaking the 

cycle of migrant poverty, it is unlikely that improved 

health would prove sufficient to effect that endo MHP does 

not appear to have been consciously driven by any such ambi

tious objective., While the project's environmental health 

policies were intended to raise the living conditions of the 

migrant labor force as a whole (welfare-oriented group ad

vancement), the environmental health standards sought for 

migrants, even if fully achieved (which was far from the 

case), were hardly equivalent to those commonly found among 

the nonpoor# 

The welfare orientation of MHP contributed to the 

project*s acceptance in generally conservative Palm Beach 
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County. While conservatives traditionally have been criti

cal of welfare programs, by the mid-1950s, most elements in 

American society, with varying degrees of enthusiasm or lack 

of it, seemed to have accommodated themselves to the exist

ence of such programs and to the legitimacy of at least some 

degree of governmental responsibility for the social welfare 

of its citizenso By the mid-1960s, with the advent of com

munity action-type antipoverty projects frequently accom

panied by militant references to seeking far-reaching 

political and social change, traditional welfare programs 

like MHP seem to have been considered by many of Palm Beach 

County*s conservative-oriented groups and individuals models 

which other poverty programs should emulate# 

In spite of MHPBs traditional welfare orientation, 

in one policy area the project was potentially controver

sial. The group advancement aspect of MHP9s environmental 

health goals constituted a deviation from the agency's usual 

welfare focus on individuals® More importantly, MHP's en

vironmental objectives forced the project into the area of 

regulatory policye The project®s regulatory activities 

brought it into direct, and potentially conflictual, contact 

with growers and camp operators. This was an unusual role 

for a welfare agency or for a poverty program of any sort® 

Most poverty programs have little direct contact with the 

nonpoor; virtually none are charged with responsibility for 
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regulating the activities of those other than the poor» The 

potentiality for controversy inherent in this aspect of 

MHP*s policy objectives was minimized by the project's al

location of policy priorities and its choice of approaches 

to the implementation of its environmental health objec-

tivese 

MHP placed highest priority on the personal health 

services function0 The provision of these services required 

a minimum of direct contact between the project and growers 

and provided indirect benefits to growers through improving 

the quality of their labor force and relieving them of much 

responsibility, either financial or moral* for the health of 

their migrant employees« The possibility that local doctors 

would view MHP as unwanted competition was reduced by the 

project's primary reliance on private physiciansj, working on 

a part-time basis* to staff its clinicse Doctors utilized 

by the project were paid either on a. contractual or fee-for-

service basis * 

MHP deemphasized its environmental responsibilities 

and projected a low profile in the efforts it did make in 

that area® The agency approached its enforcement duties 

cautiously and unaggressively accepting gradual improvements 

in conditions,, Relying almost entirely on persuasion^ the 

project®s staff used legal action only as a last resort® 

Legal sanctions were avoided entirely from 1956-66? and* 

through 1970, legal action to close unpermitted camps had 



been attempted only four times, twice successfully. As the 

project matured, MHP officials increasingly appeared con

vinced of the project's limited ability to force changes 

which were resisted by influential groupso By 1969» it was 

reported that sanitarians were finding educational efforts 

directed toward migrants more effective "than badgering the 

camp operators® o » While the project, according to 

its own reports, was already devoting 90 percent of its en

vironmental health efforts to education rather than enforce

ment, in 1969-70, it seemed to be prepared to shift the 

focus of even its educational efforts toward migrants and 

away from growers and camp operatorsThis seemingly 

would result in a further diminution of the project*s poten

tiality for controversy® 

A final policy decision of MHP which may have con

tributed to the project®s noncontroversiality was the de

cision to rely principally on federal assistance for 

operating funds. MHP officials were criticized by some mi

grant sympathizers for not making a greater issue of its 

pressing need for additional local funding. Those offi

cials, however, appear to have been convinced that such 

funding was unobtainable and that to have sought it might 

have endangered the project®s carefully developed local 

16. "MHP Progress Report, 1968-69," p. 326. 

17. Ibid., pp. 32? and 329-30; and MHP Grant Ap
plication, 1970-71, pp. 27-28. 
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consensus in the area of migrant health policy. While some 

local matching assistance was required under MHP®s grant, 

this assistance mostly took the form of contributions of 

goods and services rather than cash contributionso The 

visibility of these contributions was low and the actual 

spending increases involved were minimal since existing 

health department resources often were counted as part of 

the county®s shares At little cost to the county and with 

some indirect economic benefits accruing to several influ

ential local groups, Palm Beach County,, because of MHP, re

ceived acclaim for its enlightened approach to the problem 

of migrant health® Formerly the county's policies toward 

its migrant population had proved to be a source of embar

rassment . 

Administration 

In most respects, the administrative style of MHP 

was traditional. The project's staff was locally recruited, 

mature, and shared many of the outlooks of the agency®s po

tential criticso The manner in which the project®s staff 

carried out the policies set by project officials was con

sistent with the accommodative nature of those policies® 

The tone of the entire staff seems to have been influenced 

strongly by the political style of MHP9s director. MHP di

rector Brumback showed unusual interest in migrants and 

their problems. In addition he appears to have been a 
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particularly skillful participant in establishment-type, 

accommodative politics.. While this style may have been im

posed on him by circumstances (eng., the political weakness 

of MHP®s clientele), it seems more likely that this style 

was the one which came naturally to him<, 

Dr» Brumback conveys the impression of being a 

"southern gentleman.," His distaste for disagreement and 

conflict gives every evidence of being genuine rather than 

simply a pragmatic response to a particular set of political 

circumstances,, A cardinal precept of the political style 

preferred by Dr0 Brumback and MHP was that, in policy making 

and implementations "you don®t /act as though you were/" in a 

vacuum, if you do you are going to have trouble«" No pro

gram can "go it alone" because, in a given policy area, all 

programs, policies* groups, and activities are related and 

interdependent.. Instead of going in, "like a bull in a 

china shop," an agency should make every effort to develop 

cooperatively and to minimize conflict with other agencies. 

In MHP®s view, realistic progress was possible only if a 

project's actions conformed to this pattern* Controversy 

could only serve to weaken a program and divert it from its 

primary objectives,. As a consequence of its adherence to 

this political style, MHP sometimes was derisively referred 

to by more militant advocates of migrant causes as a "pet 

program of the establishment," and chided for its reluctance 
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to risk controversy by pressing harder for increased funding 

and to dramatize the migrant's urgent health needso 

The manner in which MHP sought to implement its 

policies probably was most closely related to the project®s 

ability to avoid possibly damaging political confrontations 

in the area of environmental services® The sanitation staff 

was urged to be as diplomatic as possible in its relations 

with growers and camp operators0 This admonition seems 

hardly to have been necessary since staff sanitarians seem 

to have shared the perspective of growers and camp operators 

relative to environmental health problems and solutions.. In 

spite of this shared perspective and the sanitarians® incli

nation to be diplomatics the initial response of many 

growers, particularly the smaller ones, to MHP9s environ

mental initiatives was hostile© A few growers at first re

fused to allow MHP personnel into their campso One rather 

elderly sanitarian* who easily could have been mistaken for 

a farmer himself, was left with his pickup truck stuck in a 

field by one grower the first time they met® MHP sani

tarians report that in the early days of MHP it frequently 

took a year to win the confidence of a grower© Only after 

many months of assiduous efforts by project sanitarians, and 

an ultimate realization that MHP constituted no serious 

threat to interests they deemed vital, did many growers 

adopt a more cooperative stance toward MHP. 
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In large part because of MHP's evidenced readiness 

to adapt its policies and administrative approaches to make 

them acceptable to other afffected interests, the agency was 

able to develop a relatively stable basis for consensual 

policy making in the area of migrant healtho One result of, 

and in turn contributing factor to, this consensus was a 

special, mutually beneficial relationship which developed 

between MHP and Congressman Paul Rogers• Though usually 

considered a conservative in his district, Rogers evinces a 

desire to advance to a position of power in Congress and has 

pushed for increased funding for programs in his areas of 

18 
legislative specialty, including migrant healtho Given 

MHP Director Brumback9s desire for enlarged federal spending 

in the area of migrant health, the interests of these two 

men were complementary9 Rogers gained national and local 

prestige as a consequence of his association with national 

and local migrant health efforts? Dr» Brumback and MHP bene

fited through the increased availability of federal funds to 

mhp. 

Conclusions 

The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the 

preceding analysis is that, in the case of MHP, all three 

18b Jan Juran, Ralph Nader Congress Project, Citi
zens Look At Congress» Paul G« Rogers, Democratic Represen
tative from Florida (New York* Grossman Publishers, 1972), 
p. 1. 
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potential objects of conflict (structure, policy, and ad

ministration) took forms which contributed to the minimi

zation of conflict© It seems useful, in addition, to 

distinguish between two phases in the life of MHP, both 

occurring after the project first received funding under 

the Migrant Health Act® The first, or early, phase was 

marked by an absence of organized conflict but by an evident 

potential for such conflicto While a program is never 

wholly free from the possibility of controversy, the mature 

MHP, after 1965» appears to have experienced a meaningful 

decline in potentiality for controversye By that time, most 

groups including small growers had come to accept MHP as a 

permanent and legitimate participant in Palm Beach County*s 

political processe 

The reduction which occurred in MHP's susceptibility 

to controversy after the 1963-65 period was accompanied by 

an alteration in perceptions about the agency®s intentions 

(i*e«, its policies)8 No corresponding transformation ap

pears to have occurred during those years with respect to 

MHP*s structure or administration, or in perceptions con

cerning those objects of conflict9 This suggests that, in 

the case of MHP, policy objectives perceived as nonthreaten-

ing to the status quo were a necessary ingredient in the 

projects reduced potentiality for controversy after 1965• 

It also suggests that a noncontroversial mode of 



administration was not sufficient, unaided by a basic con

sensus on policy, to remove a reasonable expectation of 

controversy* The mere possibility that MHP9s policies 

might be unacceptable seems to have been sufficient to pro

duce a relatively high potentiality for controversy* The 

experiences of MHP do not demonstrate, however, that noncon-

troversial policies are sufficient to calm tensions in a 

policy areae The political analysis in the preceding sec

tions of this chapter suggest that MHP9s administrative 

style was an important and perhaps essential factor contri

buting to the prevention of actual controversy prior to 

1966, and later leading to altered perceptions concerning 

the nature of MHP*s goals. 



CHAPTER 5 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY* 
CONFLICT AND ACCOMMODATION 

The focus in this chapter is on the experiences of a 

federally funded community action agency for migrants, the 

Community Action Migrant Programs, Inc0 (CAMP)—formerly the 

Community Action Funds, Inc0 (CAF)o^ Unlike the Migrant 

Health Project discussed in chapter *1-, CAF, during its ap

proximately two-year existence, proved to be highly contro

versial « The intensity of this controversy reached such a 

level in early 1967 that it seemed likely CAF would lose its 

federal grant® After a period of initial resistance, how

ever, CAF succumbed to pressures that the agency reconsti

tute its board of directors, purge its staff, and alter its 

basic policy objectives. As a consequence of this decision 

to accommodate, the agency, renamed CAMP, not only was able 

to survive? in a financial sense, it was able to thrive with 

1® The description and analysis in this chapter are 
based on a synthesis of interview materials, documentary 
data, and newspaper accounts.. For simplicity of presenta
tion and, in certain cases to honor assurances of anonymity, 
footnoting will be minimized., A listing of the primary 
source materials not otherwise cited, but relied upon in 
this chapter, will be found in appendix 1. Where a particu
lar nonconfidential source is relied upon extensively for 
one or more paragraphs, this will be indicated in a foot
note. 
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little interference from former critics. While CAMP'S ac

commodative politics did not win it the positive support of 

its critics* the agency seems no longer to have generated 

sufficient animosity to sustain the type of intense, active, 

and organized opposition which CAP previously had experi

enced. 

Origins 

In 1969-70 when the interviews for this study were 

conducted, CAMP was in its fifth year of operation (in

cluding the CAF years)o The project®s origins, however, can 

be traced to 19^0* In 19^0, the Community Service Founda

tion (CSF) was founded by Willis T. Spivey as a philan

thropic organization devoted to assisting poor people. This 

agency remained a privately funded, nonprofit, service-

oriented, charitable organization throughout the l$kQss 

1950s, and most of the I96OS0 In the mid-1960s, however, 

the agency was attracted, as many similar agencies were, by 

the sudden possibility of obtaining large-scale (by previous 

standards) federal financial assistance for poverty programs 

through grants from the Office of Economic Opportunity 

(0e0), 

CSF became aware of the availability of federal 

antipoverty funds in 196^ through its association, as a sub

contractor, with the Florida Institute of Continuing Univer

sity Studies. The latter organization was funded by 0E0 for 
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$32,39** and of this $6,000 was contracted out to CSF. In 

April 1965, CSF received a one-year grant from 0E0 for 

$626,*H0o Two additional grants, extended in 1965* added 

almost $400, 000 to the original grant totalo In October 

1965» CSF created a delegate agency (CAF) to operate these 

federal grants© CSF, having effectively used its prestige 

and skill to acquire initial federal funding for an exten

sive migrant programs, apparently was satisfied to return to 

its more dignified and sedate status as a private family 

foundationo In May 1966, a grant of $610,708 was received 

by CAF, extending the new agency9s life for another year. 

CAF» The Politics of Controversy 

Structure 

Structurally, CAF bore little resemblance to the 

previously discussed MHP, or to any of the existing, tradi

tional public programs for the poor in South Florida® A 

fourteen-county project, headquartered in Sto Petersburg 

and extending southward all the way to Dade County, CAF in 

its attempt to cope with the migrant®s geographical dis

persion and mobility, cut unceremoniously, and apparently 

unconcernedly, across existing political jurisdictionse As 

a private, nonprofit corporation established for the sole 

purpose of obtaining federal grant funds to operate an anti-

poverty program for migrants, CAF functioned independently 
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of existing state and local welfare programs and governing 

bodies® 

The representational structure of CAFBs governing 

board contributed to the agency's disruption of established 

patterns of access and influence0 The agency®s fifteen mem

ber board was dominated by migrant representatives and the 

representatives of liberal-oriented, voluntary, community 

service and religious organizations which traditionally had 

exercised only marginal influence over conservative-

dominated local policy making in South Florida (outside of 

Dade County)® Area political and economic influentials, who 

were accustomed to setting public policies with respect to 

migrants, possessed no structured means of access to, or 

control over© CAF and its annual budget in excess of a half 

million dollars in federal fundso Since the bulk of CAF's 

grant funds consisted of migrant funds, provided for under a 

special section of the Economic Opportunity Act (Title 

IIIB), most of the agency®s projects were not subject to 

even the governor®s limited veto (his veto could be over

ridden by the director of 0E0) which applied to most other 

community action programs0 

These structural characteristics created some dis

satisfaction among groups excluded from representation on 

caf*s boardo One critic. Congressman Paul Rogers, com

plained of the "uncoordinated, disorganized, overlapping 

profusion of public and private agencies" resulting from 
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OEO's funding of private agencies such as CAF to administer 

federally supported antipoverty projects® Rogers contended 

that these private agencies were not "responsive or repre

sentative of the areas or people to be served" and that 

"cooperation with local government was in many cases non

existent,," "State and local governmentsRogers said, 

"should become more involved in these programs® /and/ have 

more responsibility for them and supervision over them*" In 

"housing? education, and healths" where Rogers believed 

antipoverty efforts were most needed, he believed "existing 

public agencies ® ® ® could more properly administer special 

migrant problems®" If private agencies were to run poverty 

programs, Rogers felt that community action boards should 

include local public officials and business and professional 

representativese "Boards not representative of the prime 

movers of a community," Rogers argued, "cannot call on the 
p 

cooperation and resources of the community®" Rogers® most 

vigorous criticism of 0E0«s private community action agency 

approach to structuring the war on poverty followed a 

policy-related confrontation with CAF over alleged "polit

ical and unionizing activities" engaged in by that agency. 

2® United States Congressman Paul G® Rogers, News 
Release, May 31, 1967® 



Policy 

The basic policy thrust of CAF reflected disillu

sionment with traditional, welfare-oriented approaches to 

dealing with poverty problemse The leaders and chief sup

porters of CAF endorsed 0E0®s stated objective which "empha

sized ®self-help0 rather than rendering poverty more 

comfortable." The "®band aid®" approach was to be shunned 

in favor of efforts "to achieve lasting change that would 

pull the /poor/ ou"fc of poverty6" Rather than engaging in 

temporary, "stop-gap /measures/,"^ CAF intended to develop 

social, economic, and political awareness and organization 

among migrants which would enable migrants to pursue their 

own objectives without the assistance of outside agencies. 

CAF®s self-proclaimed goal was "to work itself out 

of a job." "The ultimate goal," a CAF administrator later 

explained, "was to have migrants become their own advo

cates," The rest of the "public /has/ advocates, groups, 

associations, unions, whatever you want to call them. 

Teachers have the NEA, the AFT, all of these groups have 

their organizations® I don9t care what you call them, you 

know what they are.. . . Once migrants can be their own 

advocates, "they won°t need /CAF/0" "All kinds of community 

development /activities/ are important, including 

3® Levitan, p. 250. 

Ibid. 
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cooperatives, credit unions, /and/ things like that#" 

Lasting change, from this viewpoint, only could be brought 

about through successful community development (i0e«, com

munity action, or community organizing) efforts® 

CAF engaged in several program activities expli

citly directed toward community development, or in the 

terminology of the policy typology introduced in chapter 3* 

toward group advancement through community actions These 

activities included citizenship education concerning the 

migrants® rights and duties as citizens and their need for 

effective organizations to serve their needs and promote 

their interests? community organization efforts by staff 

members to facilitate the formation of neighborhood coun

cils, civic clubs, and other types of migrant organizations; 

and voter education and voter registration 

In spite of CAF®s professed rejection of the welfare 

approach to poverty problems and announced dedication to 

community action goals and techniques, several of CAF#s 

stated objectives were essentially traditional, service-

oriented social welfare policy objectives# CAF sought to 

assist migrants in applying for Social Security benefits? 

offered counseling services to migrant youth? taught home 

management skills? conducted cultural enrichment programs 

for migrant children? provided "special assistance" (food, 

clothing, health care, welfare, etc.) for migrants with 
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immediate problems; served as a referral agency for welfare, 

employment, job training* and other agencies; and, in the 

area of housing and sanitation, promoted cleanup campaigns 

and encouraged other groups and agencies to build low-cost, 

federally financed housing for migrants„ While most of 

these objectives reflected traditional welfare pursuits, in 

some cases, CAF proposed community action techniques for 

their achievements In the areas of housing and Social Se

curity practices, CAF encouraged migrants to organize to 

combat undesirable conditions and seek improvementsi and 

CAF endeavored to publicize problem areas® 

CAF pursued, in a minor way, objectives which sought 

to combat poverty through policies intended to improve the 

educational and employment standards of individual migrants. 

CAF's individual advancement programs primarily involved a 

small scale adult basic education project (involving 162 

participants in 196?), tutoring 3*125 roigrant potential high 

school dropouts in twenty-three largely volunteer-operated 

study centers, and making appropriate referrals to private 

and public job training programs and to potential sources of 

employment® 

Admini strati on 

CAF®s administrative style reflected the agency*s 

and 0E0®s perception of the migrant problem and the nature 

of the CAF*s staff and major supporters. An influential 
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grower charged that CAF was run by "real left-liberals'* who 

••/wanted/ "to tear everything down®" In his view, those 

responsible for CAF offered "no constructive solutions/' but 

would "burn the barn down to get a rate" Individual staff 

members were accused of taking actions and making "wild" 

statements "intended to polarize the communityo" These 

charges convey an impression of CAF®s image and administra

tive style which appears to have been shared by many CAF 

critics® 

CAF was staffed and supported chiefly by liberal 

activists who believed that the migrant®s problem* and that 

of the poor in generals was a problem of powerlessness and 

lack of organizations. Unlike MHP, which perceived existing 

agencies and influential interest groups as necessary part

ners in the process of aiding the poor* many CAF activists 

viewed such groups and agencies as a part of the problems 

Traditional welfare agencies whose main function was seen as 

making poverty more comfortable were perceived as irrele

vant, if not detrimentals to the struggle to end the mi

grants poverty0 Growers, labor camp operators, and small 

businesses which maintained largely a migrant clientele 

were considered the migrant®s enemies and oppressors* The 

entire established socio-political system in South Florida 

was construed as biased against the migrant®s interest# The 

obstacles to migrant advancement presented by existing 
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patterns of power and influence could be overcome, in CAF's 

view, only through the organization of migrants for the de

fense and promotion of their social, economic, and political 

interests# 

CAF°s aggressive image and administrative style was 

in part derived from the agency®s perception of the migrant 

problem and its related policy goal of increasing the level 

of political awareness and organization among migrantsa "At 

that time /under CAF/V" one agency official reports, "we 

thought the establishment was evil and had to be destroyed.." 

Such attitudes predictably contributed toward an aggressive, 

even militant, administrative posture. The militant image 

of CAF was enhanced by the nature of the agency®s staff and 

supporters® CAF President Thomas Po Hardeman, formerly an 

employee of CSF, displayed little personal inclination, even 

verbally, to compromise with the establishmento On separate 

occasions, Hardeman publicly branded Congressman Paul 

Rogers, a frequent critic of CAF, a "reactionary" and ac

cused him of "nauseating provincialisme" Top CAF staff mem

bers exhibited a similar disinclination to moderate the tone 

of their denunciations of the establishmento A CAF regional 

director spoke in public meetings of making growers suffer 

and of "bringing them to their kneese" 

CAF maintained a staff of approximately seventy-five 

full-time employees (reduced after June 1, 19&7 to about 
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fifty-five). Fifteen to twenty staff members were either 

professionals or administrators! seven to ten were secre

taries? the remainder consisted of project aides (liaison 

or outreach workers). In addition, CAF was assigned a 

sizable contingents over two dozen at times9 of "Domestic 

Peace Corps" (VISTA) volunteerso Project aides were mostly 

Black or Spanish-speaking former migrants. The VISTA 

volunteers primarily were liberal, middle-class college 

students who, for the moment at least, were totally dedi

cated to their immediate assignment of helping migrant farm 

workers achieve social justice* The highly visible 

minority-student complexion of the majority of CAF°s staff, 

aided by the staff's alleged failure to be properly defer

ential to growers and local officials, contributed to CAF#s 

public image as a radical program., While the agency® s pro

fessionals and administrators tended to be locally re

cruited, middle-aged, white, and male, even these staff 

members deviated attitudinally from demographically similar, 

traditional, local bureaucrats. Most of CAF8s top profes

sional and administrative staff positions were filled by 

individuals who shared the liberal-activist perceptions of 

the agency9s governing board and chief supporters. 
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Allegations of Political and Union Organizing 
Activities by CAFj A Confrontation over 
Policy or Administration? 

In 1966, CAF became embroiled in controversy over 

its community development endeavors® Prior to 1966, without 

attracting noticeable controversy.,, CAF had already assisted 

in the formation of several migrant organizations neigh

borhood centers, improvement associations,, credit unions® 

and similar organizationso In 1966, however, CAF was ac

cused of moving beyond such relatively innocuous community 

organizing activities into politically sensitive areas such 

as voter registration and union organizingo CAF admitted to 

its involvement in voter registration drives, but contended 

that its efforts were nonpartisan and constituted a legiti

mate form of community development activity,, The charge 

that CAF staff members were acting as union organizers was 

denied? but it was acknowledged that, in its citizenship 

education and community organization roles, CAF°s activities 

might be construed as encouraging union organization as one 

of many possible forms of organization among migrants, 

A crucial issue for the present analysis concerns 

the nature of the confrontation created by CAF's political 

and union-related activities» Was this a confrontation over 

policy or administration? Analytically, the distinction be

tween policy and administration is not difficult to draw® 

Policies consist of courses of action followed by agencies 

in pursuit of objectives; administration consists of the 
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specific activities which constitute those courses of ac

tion. Operationally, the distinction between policy and 

administration is less easily drawn0 In the case of the 

controversy over CAF9s alleged involvement in political and 

union organizing activities^ it is critical for the purposes 

of this study that the policy-administration distinction be 

carefully made0 The weight of the evidence introduced be

low suggests that opposition to CAF for alleged "political 

and unionizing" activities principally was on policy 

grounds» 

Several questions are raised and dealt with in the 

process of arriving at the conclusion that policy consti

tuted the primary object of conflict during the political 

and union organizing controversy involving CAFo Was CAF® 

in facts engaged in efforts to stimulate political activity 

and union organizing among migrants? If sos were CAF®s 

political activities of a partisan nature and did its assis

tance to groups and individuals involved in union organizing 

efforts constitute union organizing by CAF? Did the polit

ical and union-related activities of CAF constitute effec

tive policies of CAF (ise«, were they part of patterned 

courses of action in pursuit of CAF®s community development 

objectives)? If so8 were these effective policies also for

mal (verbalized) policies of CAF? If there were effective 

and/or formal CAF policies which encouraged the general type 

of political and union related activities of which CAF was 
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charged, was criticism directed toward all such activities 

(i.e«, toward the policy itself) or toward the specific man

ner in which CAF engaged in those activities (i0ee, toward 

program administration)? 

CAF Political Activitiest A Policy Confrontation. 

Nonpartisan voter education and voter registration efforts 

were both effective and formal policies of CAFo Both were 

mentioned specifically in the agency9s grant application 

which was approved by OEO0 Leaders of the Republican Party 

in South Florida, supported by some growers» charged that, 

in practice, CAF was conducting voter registration in a 

"political" (i0e8, partisan) fashion designed to transform 

the agency into "a political body capable of delivering a 

strong vote for the Democratic Party," thus "^insuring/ a 

favorable political climate which would make /SAF/ too 

valuable an aid to the national administration to be /phased 

ou-^/ in an economic housecleaningo" These charges of admin

istrative misdeeds by CAF in the implementation of its 

voter registration program were dismissed as unsubstantiated 

by the General Accounting Office (GAO) in a report released 

in May 19670 This report was the product of a GAO investi

gation into the "alleged political and union activities" of 

CAF and another agency, the American Friends Service 
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Committee (AFSC).^ Opposition to CAF*s voter registration 

efforts appears to have run deeper than the charges of mal

administration which were investigated by GAO would 

indicate—to the aim of nonpartisan voter registration it

self# This conclusion is supported by GA06s inability to 

find any substantial evidence in support of the actual 

charges against CAFo More conclusively, however* when pro

gram opponents were in a position to do so* in the spring of 

1967* they insisted that CAF abandon its voter registration 

endeavors altogether.) 

The Unionization Controversyt A Confrontation Over 

Effective Policye Assistance to union organizational ef

forts was not a formally stated policy of CAFo In fact, 

direct union organizing was against the agency®s policy 

guidelines*. On the other hand, CAF®s community development 

policy encouraged activities designed to facilitate social, 

economic, and political organization among migrants0 Evi

dently, this included assistance to groups and individuals 

which were seeking to organize migrants into labor unions. 

Though the specific forms of assistance which CAF provided 

to those engaged in unionizing efforts were administrative 

in character® the evidence adduced below indicates that 

5<» U.S., General Accounting Office, Report on 
Investigation of Alleged Political and Union Activities by 
Certain Grantees Under Grants by Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, (May 1967), pp» 1-12 and 35-38 (hereafter cited as 
GAO Report» CAF)• 
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those activities formed a regular pattern of program activ

ity (i9eo* an effective policy) implicitly approved by CAF®s 

leadership® 

The following description and analysis provide sup

port for the conclusion that the principal object of con

flict in the unionization controversy was not the manner in 

which CAF pursued its policy of aiding union organizing at

tempts s but was the policy implicit in those attempts© Be

low, the existence of a patterned course of activity 

supportive of union organizing attempts is shown<> Then, 

evidence is introduced which suggests that this effective 

policy was, implicitly at least, approved by those respon

sible for establishing agency policy® In the process of 

accomplishing these two objectives, it is made evident that 

the controversy over CAF°s alleged unionizing activities was 

over policy, not administration,, 

In March and April 1966, efforts were begun in Belle 

Glade, Florida to organize migrant crew leaders into a labor 

union®^ The organization which emerged from these efforts 

was the United Agricultural Workers of America (UAWA)e 

According to UAWA reports, the organization had, by late 

April, signed between two and four hundred of Florida®s 

6«, The following discussion of CAF9s involvement 
in union organizing relies extensively on GA0®s excellent, 
detailed, factual account of CAF-UAWA relationships during 
1966 and early 1967. GAP Reportt CAF, pp. 13-3^. 
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approximately one thousand crew leaders. In December, after 

migrants had returned to Florida for winter harvestings mem

bership in the UAWA was opened to migrant field workersa 

While the UAWA did not receive a national charter from the 

AFL-CIO before the organization disintegrated early in 196?» 

it was the subject of substantial organizational efforts by 

the AFL-CIO®s Industrial Union Department (IUD)0 It appears 

to have been due largely to the influence of AFL-CIO 

organizers and CAF advisers that the crew leaders decided 

to open their organization to migrant field workers9 

Several CAF representatives, including the agency*s 

top.board officials, Program Director Richard Wiggins, most 

of the program®s regional directors, and several program 

aides and associated VISTA volunteers appear to have been 

involved to varying degrees in encouraging and assisting in 

the formation of the UAWAo In addition to Hardeman who was 

among the most openly supportive of the UAWA's organiza

tional efforts, the most active supporters of the unioni

zation drive were CAF regional directors William Johnson 

(Broward County) and Roscoe Webb (Dade County)o In spite of 

acknowledged sympathy with the UAWA and visible assistance 

to its migrant organizers, CAF officials and staff members 

consistently denied having crossed the invisible and impre

cise boundary that separated union organizing (which the 

agency never considered legitimate) from community 
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development activities which, though they might encourage 

and facilitate union organization, were considered legiti

mate e 

One or more CAF administrators, usually regional 

directors Johnson and Webb, were in attendance at each of 

the UAWA's early organizational meetings0 Initially, these 

were meetings of a few crew leaders in search of appropriate 

ways of seeking higher wages and improved housing and work

ing conditions for farm laborerso The idea of forming a 

union, probably never far beneath the surface, quickly 

emerged as the predominant topic of discussion at crew 

leader meetings® CAF employees, apparently consistent with 

the program's professed objective of facilitating the forma

tion of organizations among migrants to further their so

cial, political, and economic interests, assisted 

extensively in the conduct of these initial organizational 

meetings® CAF®s staff assisted with the mechanics of 

calling and conducting meetings, but the program's role was 

not restricted to such passive participations, At various 

times, CAF representatives addressed meetings concerning the 

advantages of organization and unity (the evidence indicates 

that they refrained from specifically recommending the 

formation of a labor union or affiliation with a particular 

union), presided over meetings or portions of meetings (va

cating the chair while votes were taken), influenced the 

selection of the name of the organization, assisted in the 
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publication of the first edition of the UAWA's newsletter 

(Johnson was listed as an editor)» and served as advisers 

and consultants to the emerging UAWA (Webb was listed as a 

special consultant to the UAWA)0 

On July 18S 1966, while migrant crews were working 

in the northern states^ almost all of CAF's leadership at

tended a dinner meeting in Tampa* Florida with several AFL-

cio officials and organizers0 Discussion at this meeting 

centered on how CAF might aid the AFL-CIO in its effort to 

organize migrant agricultural workers into a union0 The 

role decided upon for CAF primarily was informational® CAF, 

through its Project Upstream» was to keep track of crew 

leaders and inform union organizers where migrant crews 

could be located® Project Upstream was an effort to assist 

migrants^ with whom CAF had been working in Florida^ during 

their northern migration® The project8s staff consisted of 

fourteen VISTA volunteers and one CAF supervisor«. Several 

growers and processors complained to CAF that Project Up

stream staff members were meeting with union organizers from 

the AFL-CIO and helping organize farm workers* GA0®s inves

tigation of charges that CAF was guilty of engaging in union 

organizing activities found no evidence that complaints con

cerning Project Upstream®s staff involved activities other 

than the informational assistance approved by CAF leaders at 

their July 18 meeting with AFL-CIO officials. 
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During the summer of 1966, CAF, along with seven 

other groups (including the AFSC and the IUD of the AFL-

cio), formed a Coordinating Committee of Farm Workers (CCFW) 

to support organizational efforts directed toward "lifting 

the economic level of migrant workers0" On December 11? the 

CCFW sponsored a mass "unity" rally in Belle Glade that at

tracted several hundred migrants0 The permit for this rally 

was obtained in CAF°s name since it was the only organiza

tion in the CCFW with a local office in Belle Glade0 The 

principal speaker at the rally was an AFL-CIO representa

tive, Other speakers included CAF President Hardeman,, 

Along with other speakers, Hardeman stressed the migrants® 

need for unity and organization! but he did not encourage 

migrants specifically to join a union0 Several CAF staff 

members were urged by Hardeman to attend this rally© 

The mass rally sponsored by the CCFW was preceded 

and followed by smaller meetings called by the UAWA to dis

cuss union business® The post-rally meeting was announced 

at the rally by a UAWA representative0 Both union meetings 

were attended by CAF personnel, though not by Hardeman® Re

portedly, CAF regional directors Johnson and Webb assisted 

in conducting these meetings and addressed those assembled 

in what some observers termed militant tones„ Though CAF 

had received some criticism for its previous involvement in 

efforts to organize the UAWA, criticism of the agency for 
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"unionizing activities" dramatically increased following 

CAF's role in the December 11 rally and attendant union 

organizing activitieso 

The intensity of the entire unionization issue, in

cluding CAP0s part in union organizing attempts,, peaked 

during January 19670 A decision was reached at the December 

11 meetings to open the UAWA to migrant field workers® 

Shortly after this action was taken, the union movement 

seemed threatened by internal dissension between crew 

leaders and field workerso Unity was restored temporarily, 

however, when, during the first week of January, celery 

workers began to picket two Belle Glade growers.. These 

strikes were not called by the UAWA and, initially at least, 

the striking workers were not members of the union® Union 

leaders felt, however, that they could not afford to main

tain a neutral stance in these disputes* Though the dis

putes were from the union organizers® perspective, 

premature, union representatives entered both disputes in 

support of the migrant strikers® For almost two weeks, 

labor disputes continued, spreading to other crops and ad

ditional farmso During the second week of striking, an 

estimated three thousand migrants stayed off the jobs and 

the UAWA reported a gain of almost a thousand new members. 

Within a week of this peak of strike activity, most strikers 

had returned to worke Shortly after this peak, the UAWA 

collapsed into disorganization* One grower offered his 
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explanation of the UAWA*s failurei "The union didn't feed 

them like it promised® They passed out some beans and 

7 nickel crackers, "but that wasn't enougho"' 

The UAWA-assisted strike attempt proved politically 

costly for CAFo Farmers and farm organizations consistently 

have resisted every effort to organize farm workers or to 

pass legislation insuring the right of farm workers to bar

gain collectively with employerso South Florida®s growers 

who are dependent upon a large manual work force particu

larly opposed the unionization of migrant laborers., Growers 

displayed intense intolerance for union organizers and those 

associated with them0 As a result of the January work stop

pages and CAFes publicly visible involvement with the UAWA, 

caf critics rapidly expanded to include nearly all area 

growers and their sympathizers—among whom numbered most 

local businessmen,, professionals, public officials, and 

newspaperso Two major grower associations led the agricul

tural sector®s opposition to CAFs the Florida Fruit and 

Vegetable Association (FFVA) and the Citrus Industrial 

Council (CIC)® Referring to the FFVA, a CAF staff member 

later commented,, "when they make a fuss, it®s a big fuss0" 

a CIC spokesman referred to CAF®s involvement with the UAWA 

as "the worst misuse of public funds ̂ he hac|/ ever seen*"® 

7« Sun-Sentinel (Pompano Beach), January 11, 1967. 

8. Ft«» Lauderdale News, December 21, 1966. 
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CAF was charged by these groups with instigating the forma

tion of the UAWA and nursing the organization along in an 

attempt to obtain an AFL-CIO charter for it® Spokesmen for 

CAF denied these charges„ asserting that the agency was 

interested in the UAWA only from "a community development 

standpointo" According to CAF staff members who assisted 

migrant crew leaders in organizing the UAWA* they never 

overstepped their roles as antipoverty officials interested 

in general community organization and citizenship education 

to the extent of becoming active union organizers0 One of 

the most active participants in these alleged "unionizing" 

activities asserted that! "We never unionized anyone6" 

Such denials of active unionizing activities by CAF 

representatives did not satisfy agency critics*. In addition 

to the FFVA and CICS the foremost critics of CAF were 

Congressman Paul Rogers and Howard Van Smiths, reporter for 

the Fto Lauderdale Newse Smith and Rogers focused public 

attention on CAF's alleged misuse of federal antipoverty 

funds for "political and unionizing" activities., They and 

area growers made particular issue of what they described as 

a "general feeling among farmworkers * 0 © that the whole 

attempt at union organizing had the approval and backing of 

^poverty officials in/ Washington®" This impression was 

said to have been encouraged by CAF„ A CAF staff member is 

reported, for example* to have informed migrants at a union 
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organizational meetingj "I work for Uncle Sam. We're here 

to see /^hat/ your interests are taken care of."^ 

Following the December 11 rally9 the number and in

tensity of attacks on CAF and the UAWA steadily mounteda 

Smith wrote several articles critical of CAFj ands in late 

December* Rogers initiated a highly publicized personal in

vestigation into CAF9s operationso Both Smith and Rogers 

urged 0E0 to investigates citing substantial evidence that 

CAF had used federal grant funds illegally0 Rogers re

quested and received assurances of obtaining a GAO investi

gation of the entire range of political and unionizing 

charges against CAF and the AFSC, another OEO-funded private 

agency operating in his congressional district., 

As a consequence of the intensifying controversy 

over CAF, by mid-January 19&7s the agency®s chances of being 

refunded in the spring appeared to be rapidly diminishing® 

Until this pointj CAF®s involvement with the UAWA left 

little doubt that CAF®s union-related activities formed part 

of an effective policy of the agencys While growers raised 

the administrative issue that these activities constituted 

allegedly unauthorized and illegal uses of federal funds for 

union organizing* there is no reason to believe their op

position would have been substantially reduced had they been 

assured of the legality of CAF0s assistance to the UAWA. In 

9« GAO Report» CAF, pp. 25 and 2?. 
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fact, the growers, Rogers, and other CAF critics were un

alterably opposed on policy grounds to agency involvement, 

direct or indirectp in unionization efforts whether or not 

such involvement was legal or authorized by OEOo However, 

since union organizing was never precisely defined by any of 

the participants in the controversys it was not readily evi

dent to what extent CAF efforts to encourage and facilitate 

union organizational attempts were approved by the agency 

itself, OEOj, or relevant legislation 

The possibility that CAF might survive was revived 

when, in late January, Congressman Rogers withdrew his de

mand that CAF not be refunded0 Rogers® revised position was 

that CAF should be continued, provided that the program were 

reconstituted, making it more acceptable to growers and 

other influential groups in the congressional districto 

Rogers® altered position appears to have been partly in res

ponse to indications that CAF might be prepared to abandon 

its previously uncompromising commitment to community devel

opment and negotiate for survivalo Earlier, CAF President 

Hardeman had defended the program®s staff without apology or 

qualifications In public confrontations, he personally had 

engaged in mutual name-calling with Congressman Rogers® As 

the potential political repercussions of CAF®s initial re

action to criticisms of the agency became more apparent, 

however, CAF* s militancy seems to have faltered and an in

stinct for self-preservation to have taken holdo 
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caf*s transformation from confrontation politics to 

a politics of accommodation was signaled by a movement among 

agency leaders to disassociate themselves from any impli

cation that they had approved of or personally were involved 

in questionable activities related to union organizingo CAF 

Program Director Richard Wigginsp for example, reputedly is

sued letters of reprimand to CAF staff members who helped 

organize the much criticized December 11 farm worker rally9 

One of those reported to have been reprimanded was urged to 

attend the rally by CAF President Hardeman who, it will be 

recalled, addressed the rally8 Both Hardeman and Wiggins 

informed GAO investigators in the spring of 19^7 that caf 

regional directors Johnson and Webb, in their view* had 

exercised "poor judgment" in some of their relationships 

10 with the ill-fated union movemento The transition to ac

commodative politics was virtually complete when, in May 

1967» CAF agreed to accept special grant conditions which 

unequivocally prohibited previously controversial activities 

such as voter registration and community organization en

deavors which were even remotely associated with union or

ganizingo 

The controversies over voter registration and al

leged union organizing activities proved costly to CAF. In 

10, Ibid., pp. 17 and 28-29. 
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part "because of its association with CAF, 0E0 denied a CAF-

sponsored legal services program. Migrant Legal Services, 

Inc., $806,099 in grant funds the agency was scheduled to 

receive in the spring of 1967® CAF°s funding level for the 

year to begin June 1„ 196?, was reduced by one-third? the 

area served by the agency was reduced from fourteen counties 

to six? CAF regional offices were cut from six to four? and 

the staff positions associated with the eliminated regional 

offices were discontinuedo Perhaps most significantly, the 

agency0s discretion in the utilization of grant funds was 

reduced0 

Apparent efforts by some of CAF°s top officials, in 

the spring of 196?, to disassociate themselves from the 

agency®s earlier involvement with the UAWA seem to have been 

intended to convey the impression that the program0s earlier 

involvement with unionization attempts was not reflective of 

agency policy* but was contrary to policies approved by 

them. This impression is belied* however, by CAF9s actual 

relationship with the UAWA over a period of several months* 

The realization of CAF leaders that some staff members 

exercised "poor judgment" in their support of union organi

zational efforts seems belated, self-serving* and to have 

occurred only after it had become evident that a continua

tion of such activities probably would lead to the imminent 

demise of CAF., Prior to the latter realization, CAF's top 
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policy leaders cooperated with the unionization effort, 

generally approved of staff activities in support of unioni

zation, and seemed firmly committed to continued community 

development pursuits of this nature<. 

Ambiguity concerning the legitimacy of alleged union 

organizing activities by individuals associated with CAF is 

not easily resolvedo11 This problem is complicated by the 

difficulty of defining the exact boundary between approved 

community development efforts and unauthorized union organ

izing. As an agency funded almost exclusively through 0E0, 

CAF*s objectives and policies were subject to approval by 

0E0 officials© Policies disapproved by 0E0, even though 

promoted by CAF's governing board and program directors 

would have constituted illegitimate usage of federal funds. 

0E0#s position on CAF®s alleged union organizing activities, 

however, was not one of explicit disapproval 0E0 officials 

do not appear to have become concerned about these activi

ties until the controversy concerning them began to escalate 

rapidly in late 1966 and early 19670 In the spring of 1966, 

CAF submitted its 1966-67 grant application to 0E0 citing 

assistance in "the formation of the /UAWA/ for purposes of 

collective bargaining and other protections" as an example 

lie The analysis of the legitimacy aspect of CAF9s 
effective policy in support of assistance to union organi
zation efforts draws heavily on GAP Report» CAFS pp. 13-
38. 
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of the agency's success in accomplishing its community 

development objectives,, The grant application noted that 

CAF*s role had been one of "offering advice and counsel®"12 

CAF®s 1966-67 grant application was approved^ indi

cating that9 at the time, 0E0 officials did not consider the 

type of assistance to union organizing described there to be 

outside the scope of community development activities ap

proved by OEOo In the spring of 1967s however9 the Director 

of the Office of Special Field Programs of 0E0°s Community 

Action Program informed GAO investigators thats 

'Since /CAF®s 1966-67 grant proposal/ did not con
tain provisions in the work program to carry on 
labor union organizing activities the grantee 
could not perform these activities without 
express written approval from 0E0e This approval 
was neither requested nor given<> The conclusion 
must therefore be that labor union organizing 
activities were not permitted"! 0 • «#13 

Precisely which activities constituted "union organizing" 

in the disapproved sense appears nowhere to have been stated 

explicitly by 0E0o 0E09s proscription against union organ

izing appears to have been ambiguous and apparently ex post 

facto® Prior to the GAO investigation® CAF seems to have 

possessed considerable latitude to develop its own policies 

12o CAF9 Grant Proposal for 1966-67» approved by 
0E0, May 28p 1966p in GAO Reports CAFB p0 lie 

13° Thomas P© Hardeman* Memorandum on Charges by 
Congressman Paul Rogers Concerning CAF°s Use of Federal 
Funds for Union Organization* December 209 1966, in GAO 
Report! CAF, p. 35. (Italics are GAO's.) 
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with respect to the limitations to "be imposed on staff com

munity development efforts related to union organizing® 

In a December 1966 memorandum concerning Congressman 

Rogers® charges that CAF had used federal funds for union 

organizingp CAF President Hardeman informed all CAF regional 

directors that staff use of federal funds for union organ

izing was "9 contrary to the policy of CAFo°" "°As you know,, 

the policy of this organization is that staff members*, paid 

by 0E0 fundss are not to do the work of union organizers8®" 

Hardeman* however^ defined "°the work of union organizers0" 

narrowly,, The specific activities which CAF staff members 

were proscribed from engaging in were 8 "®(1) inducing 

workers to sign union cardsj (2) collecting dues from 

workers for any union? (3) recruiting workers for membership 

in a particular unionae"^ This narrow definition of union 

organizing seems to have precluded virtually none of the 

alleged union organizing activities of CAF staff members® 

Hardeman's memorandum does not convey the impression 

that staff members were being informed that their efforts in 

behalf of the UAWA were contrary to CAF policy or ought to 

be discontinued® The staff was tolds 

•This /the restriction on union organizing/ does 
not mean that union organizers are our enemies or 
that because some reactionary Congressman does not 
like them? that we must treat them as pariahs in the 
land® And, of course^ it does not mean that you 
are to stop your very valuable work of organizing 

14» Ibid®, p. 29# (Italics niine«) 
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farm workers into neighborhood groups, improvement 
associations, or any kind of honorable group ef
fort /evidently including unionization/ enabling 
them to assert their own aspirations and desires 
for protection of their own interests0 ® a . It 
is a part of our citizenship education program to 
inform the workers of the rights and responsibi
lities of American citizenship, to assist them in 
registering to vote and inform them of all the re
sources that communities—local^ state, and 
national—have to offer for their benefito This 
can include instruction in the possible benefits 
from e o a unionization as long as we do not 
recruit for a particular union or in any way 
w o r k  t o  g e t  t h e m  t o  j o i n  o n e 0 5  

The Hardeman memorandum seems to grant at least implicit ap

proval to those CAF activities, including Hardeman®s speech 

at the December 11 migrant rally, alleged by opponents to 

have constituted union organizing® 

In its discussion of another CAF memorandum, 

GAO*s report on the unionization controversy perceptively 

demonstrates CAFes inability to specify the boundary between 

legitimate community organizing and efforts to unionize mi

grants. This memorandum, dated June 21, 1966, was from CAF 

Program Director Wiggins to staff members,, The memorandum, 

which was distributed shortly after the June meeting between 

CAF leaders and AFL-CIO representatives, concerned CAF®s 

M9Role in Unionization of Farm Workers.®" The memorandum 

reads as followss 

•There have been questions raised as to the role 
of Staff Personnel, including /VISTA/ Volunteers, 
in the recruiting of farm workers for unions. We 

15* Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
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must emphasize to each one of you that there are 
provisions within our 0„E.0. grant that prohibit 
active participation on the part of C.A»F<> Migrant 
staff, including Volunteers, in such recruitment® 
There may well be persons e o » in your area 
this summer involved in the signing up of farm
workers for unionsB but we must refrain from this 
activityo816 " 

This memorandum did not succeed in clarifying CAF®s "°role 

in unionization of farmworkers0a" As the GAO report notes, 

Wiggins did not define "®active participations®" or specify 

"the acceptable role, if any, which CAF employees might 

17 assume in the unionization of farm workers*," ' The memo

randum is open to several interpretations,) Did it intend to 

prohibit all staff interaction and cooperation with, and 

assistance to, union organizers? This interpretation is in

consistent both with the "spirit of cooperation" expressed 

by CAF leaders in the June meeting with union representa

tives and with the Hardeman memorandum cited abovee Such an 

interpretation also seems inconsistent with Wiggins® state

ment to GAO investigators that he assumed CAF®s regional di

rectors did supply union organizers with the kinds of 

information discussed at the June 18 meeting© A broad in

terpretation of the Wiggins memorandum, on the other hand, 

might lead to the conclusion that only ""active 

160 Richard Fo Wiggins, Memorandum, "Role in 
Unionization of Farm Workers," June 21, 1966, in GAO Reportt 
CAF, p« 20o (Italics mine®) 

l?o GAO Report» CAF, p. 20. 
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participation*" in the actual "'signing up of farm workers 

1 ft 
for unions9" was prohibited. 

OEO®s opinion, expressed to GAO in the spring of 

1967> was that under the terras of its grant CAF was not per

mitted to engage in union organizing activitieso Based on 

this after the fact policy interpretation by 0E0, GAO con

cluded that union organizing activities by CAF constituted 

a misuse of grant funds0 0E0 was advised that it should 

o o take action to identify® and obtain refunds from CAF 

for, expenditures made under the grant for those activities 

described /f>y GAO a^T* 0 • ° union organizing activit iese"- ' -^ 

The difficulty presented to 0E0 was that GA08s report, while 

thoroughly describing the relationship between CAF and the 

UAWA, did not distinguish between those forms of assistance 

to union organizational efforts which constituted permis

sible community development activities and those which con

stituted unauthorized union organizing® Stating that "it 

was not feasible . 0 . for ̂ /GAO/ to determine the costs in

curred for ,^/union organizing/V'20 GAO informed 0E0 that the 

latter agency should determine which of CAF®s costs (i.e., 

activities) were for purposes of unionization.. 0E0, 

18. Ibide 

19. Ibid., p. 35. 

20. Ibid., p. ii. 
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however, seems to have been unable, or unwilling, to make 

such a determination., 

Conclusionse Analysis of the political and union

izing controversy over CAF supports the following conclu

sions e Controversial CAF activities in the areas of voter 

registration and union organizing constituted expressions of 

CAF's policy of facilitating social® politicals, and economic 

activity and organization among migrants0 Voter registra

tion was both a formal and effective policy of CAF0 The 

agency's endeavors in support of union organizing consti

tuted an effective policy approved implicitly by the pro

gram's policy leadership® Controversy concerning the 

alleged political and union organizing activities of CAF 

was over policy» CAF®s opponents opposed, not just the 

specific alleged unionizing activities of CAF (i®e®, the 

manner in which CAF sought to facilitate unionization, or 

its administrative methods), but, more fundamentally, they 

opposed the policies expressed by those activities* The 

conclusion that controversy over CAF®s alleged political 

and union activities centered on policy considerations is 

further attested to (below) by the nature of the accommo

dation CAF-CAMP reached with its critics, and by the 

perceptions of CAF-CAMP personnel concerning the policy 

nature of the program's settlement with its opponents. 
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CAMPt The Politics of Accommodation 

Throughout most of 1966 and into early January 1967® 

CAF was engaged in open conflict with agency opponentSo By 

late January^ CAF was already displaying some indications of 

a willingness to compromise„ By that timep however, a 

favorable compromise does not appear to have been practi

cable. Accommodation has been described as a specific set

tlement® or continuing political process^ in which one party 

minimizes conflict by adapting to meet the demands of an

other party without extracting concessions from the other 

21 party on a quid pro quo basiso In order to retain its 

federal funding, CAF was eventually forced to accommodate 

the most important demands of its critics without receiving 

comparable concessionso From the spring of 1967 through 

mid-1970s CAF and its successor CAB/IP continued to pursue 

essentially the politics of accommodations, 

In accepting its 1967 grants CAF capitulated almost 

entirely to agency critics* CAF9s acceptance of the terms 

of that grant and the special conditions attached to it 

necessitated some structural and administrative (chiefly 

personnel) changes in the agency and a significant re

direction of CAF®s policy orientation® The following year, 

the agency acquired an entirely "new lookp" with a new name, 

a reconstituted board of directors and narrowed geographical 

21• Meyerson and Banfield, p. 307, 
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focus, new leadership* and a new policy thrust. The 

agency's formerly criticized political and union organizing 

activities were discontinued* and CAF°s emphasis on commu

nity development efforts among migrants abandoned almost 

entirely© For a time® in late 1967* CAF seemed to "be 

emerging as "just another welfare agency0" By early 1968, 

however, the agency was in the process of developing a new 

nonwelfare, but no longer community action, thrust© CAMP, 

it appeared, would focus its efforts in the direction of 

promoting individual advancement among migrants through a 

variety of employment opportunity programs0 The sections 

below describe the structural, policy, and administrative 

transformations which constituted CAMP*s "new looko" 

Structure 

The most visible structural change in CAMP con

sisted of the reduction in the territorial jurisdiction of 

the agency from fourteen counties to six0 This reduction 

was necessitated, in large part, by the agency8s reduced 

funding level for the period 1967-69,, By 1970, CAMP® s 

funding level had tripled and the agency was able to expand 

the area it served to sixteen counties0 The agency9s board 

of directors was reconstituted, primarily to adjust re

gional representation on the board to reflect CAMP9 s 

altered territorial jurisdiction® The political signifi

cance of these structural alterations was slight. The 
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political character of CAMP*s board structure was similar 

to that of CAFo The board continued to consist of repre

sentatives of migrant groups and migrant service organi

zations® The most significant political change in CAMPes 

board was not structural in nature but consisted of a per

sonnel changeo CAF Board President Thomas Po Hardeman re

signed and was replaced by the Reverend Samuel George9 a 

mild-mannered Black minister from Fort Lauderdaleo In the 

area of program structure,, no significant concessions appear 

to have been demanded by 0E0 or insisted upon by agency 

criticso The expressed desire of Congressman Rogers and 

other critics to have CAF®s grant administered through 

existing state or local agencies, or to have those agencies 

well represented on the program's governing board* was not 

meto CAMP®s new board structure was at best a symbolic 

victory for agency critics® 

Policy 

Prior to the spring of 1967* CAF9s primary policy 

emphasis was group advancement through community action 

(community development)? secondarily the agency was involved 

in the provision of welfare-type social assistance to mi

grants? andp in an inconsequential fashion9 the agency was 

involved in activities intended to facilitate the educa

tional and occupational advancement of individual migrants. 

With the almost total abandonment of its community 
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development activities after January 1967* CAF momentarily 

was left, not only with reduced funds, but with little to do 

except continue its welfare activities and act as a referral 

agency., This situation continued after CAF was refunded in 

the spring! but "by late 1967-early 19685, the agency had "be

gun to move in the direction of adjusting its priorities to 

emphasize individual advancement-oriented, employment op

portunity objectives and programs0 Welfare services were to 

be relegated to a secondary status., providing a supportive 

function for CAMP®s projected employment opportunity ef

forts 3 Community development was discontinued except for 

offering advice and counselling to groups attempting to 

organize noncontroversial housing projects, improvement 

associations, and similar "nonpolitical" associations# 

CAMP continued to be critical of welfare programs 

- and charitable "do-good" projects which it felt simply 

served to perpetuate povertye CAMP0s stated objective, fol

lowing the agency®s refunding in 1968, was to obtain jobs 

for migrants (through job training, job development, job 

placement, and supportive services) which would raise mi

grants above the poverty level and remove them from the 

migrant stream® While CAMP0s objective continued to be the 

reduction of poverty, the agency abandoned CAF°s effort to 

raise the economic level of migrants as a group through 

community organization efforts directed toward the "root 
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problem" of migrant "powerlessness." Rather than seeking 

massive change, CAMP intended to concentrate on efforts to 

end poverty for individual migrants on a one-to-one basis0 

CAMP still talked of self-help and "putting^!tself/ out of 

businesso" The agency's ultimate objective was said to be 

"not just to get jobsp but to set up a process of getting 

jobs that will out last ̂ CAMP/o"22 In practices however* 

CAMP®s immediate objective wasp on a case-by-case basisj, to 

place as many migrants as program resources would allow in 

jobs, preferably nonfarm ones, which would provide them with 

incomes above the poverty level0 

CAMP'S employment opportunity efforts were multi-

faceted e The program sought to avoid such pitfalls as 

training farm workers for nonexistent jobs, or only margin

ally improved occupationsg or placing them in better jobs 

without adequate prior preparation and follow-through« 

CAMP sought to insure a high rate of success and permanent 

results through careful recruitment and selection and 

through the provision of a full range of supportive services 

during trainings placement^ and where possible* through the 

first year on the job0 The agency also engaged in extensive 

efforts to develop job opportunities for migrants partici

pating in its programso The types of jobs for which CAMP 

220 Community Action Migrant Program* Ince (CAMP), 
Minutes of Meeting of the Board of Directors, April 10, 
1969* (Typewritten.) 
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trained migrants included such diverse occupations as* 

mechanics9 "bakers, assembly line workers, welders, nurses, 

carpenters, electricians, plumbers, masons, restaurant 

workers, seamstresses, automobile reconditioners, deep-sea 

fishermen, and skilled jobs in agriculture0 

Two favored techniques were employed for providing 

jobs for migrants having completed a training program* The 

more successful technique appears to have been the develop

ment of cooperative training programs with various busi

nesses and industries., These programs were entirely 

voluntary® Businesses were encouraged to become involved 

in pilot projects on a trial basis to see if they could 

benefit from participation in such cooperative endeavors. 

CAMP typically agreed, for its part, to recruit and screen 

migrant trainees, pay for their living expenses during a 

period of off-the-job training, and pay half the training 

costs.^3 CAMP also would provide supportive services in

cluding relocation assistance, counselling, and referrals to 

health and welfare agencies® Cooperative training programs 

of this type were developed with? International Telephone 

and Telegraph, Southern Bell, Ford, General Motors, 

23o A significant limitation on CAMP®s ability to 
assist those migrants who were most in need was the agency's 
tendency in its recruitment and screening process to winnow 
out all but those migrants who were the most highly moti
vated and likely to succeede This tendency seems attri
butable both to the agency's tailoring of its program to 
meet the needs of businesses and to CAMP's own desire for a 
high success rate8 
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Volkswagon, United Aircraft (Pratt-Whitney), Winn-Dixie, and 

U.S. Sugar Corporation. 

Another technique for placing trained migrants in 

jobs was to encourage groups of trainees to enter into co

operative business arrangements® CAMP promoted cooperative 

endeavors such as a bakery® an auto reconditioning estab

lishment® a food harvesting and packing operation® and a 

commercial deep-sea fishing project. Many such efforts 

proved to be short-liveda 

Politically® CAMP®s new emphasis proved to be, if 

not popular® at least less objectionable than CAF9s focus on 

community development had been. Initially, some growers 

evidenced a concern that CAMPes efforts might interfere with 

their efforts to recruit migrants. A CAMP administrator who 

noted this original concern reports that at firsts "You 

/could not/ place one migrant in an off-farm job ^without/ 

a hundred farmers . . « yelling about crops rotting in the 

fields." The growers8 concern was dispelled when it became 

apparent that CAMP9s efforts were not of a sufficient magni

tude to reduce significantly the total size of the available 

migrant labor forceSome of the largest, most highly 

2^9 During 1968-69® CAMP* s first year as an employ
ment opportunity agency for migrants® the project®s goal was 
to place 250 migrant heads of households in new jobs. At 
the end of the year® the agency claimed to have enrolled 27? 
trainees and® with a 70 percent success rate® to have placed 
190 migrants in mostly nonfarm jobs, removing over 800 indi
viduals from poverty. With substantially increased funding 
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mechanized, agricultural concerns, which frequently faced 

shortages in skilled machine operators, found participation 

in CAMP'S cooperative training programs to be economically 

advantageous. 

CAMP'S job emphasis was more acceptable to Congress

man Rogers and other CAF critics since it focused on what 

those critics deemed to be a "gut problem" faced by migrants 

in their day-to-day lives—their lack of marketable occu

pational skills which would raise their incomes above the 

poverty levels, CAMP'S abstention from community develop

ment, in general, and from political and unionizing activi

ties, in particular, satisfied the most pressing and 

nonnegotiable demands of criticso This policy concession 

minimized the opportunity for CAMP officials or staff mem

bers to become embroiled in direct confrontations with 

growerso The need for interaction of any type with growers 

was significantly reduced. Unless a grower voluntarily 

chose to participate in joint programs with CAMP, his only 

contact with the program probably was when CAMP recruiters 

wished to enter his campe Most of CAMP® s direct relation

ships were with migrants and with businesses which.chose 

voluntarily to deal with the agency. 

in 1969-70 and 1970-71, CAMP'S objective, during each of 
those years, was to place 1,000 migrants in better jobs, re
moving at least 5,000 migrants from poverty per year. 
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Admini s trati on 

In contrast with the dramatic redirection of CAF-

CAMP policy after early 1967* modifications in adminis

trative aspects of the program were relatively minor® 

Personnel changes„ except in a couple of instances, were in

consequential o The public image created by the student-

minority composition of a numerical majority of the agency®s 

staff and by the staffs appearance as aggressive and insuf

ficiently deferential to local influentials was little 

altered® CAMP'S staff* in spite of the agency®s policy 

accommodations maintained much of its former community 

action outlook and hostility toward the establishment. 

Though talk of CAMPes organizing migrants to overthrow the 

power structure ceased, this appears to have been more a 

consequence of a recognition of political reality than a 

consequence of a genuine conversion to the belief that the 

destruction of the power structure was no longer desirable. 

A former CAF critic felt that CAMPes new thrust represented 

a pragmatic response to the recognition that the agency "was 

in jeopardy/' rather than a "mellowing of the agency®s at

titude®" This view is supported by the continued tendency, 

under CAMP, for agency personnel, occasionally in public and 

as a matter of course in private, to be sharply critical of 

growers, the establishment, "do-gooder agencies," and the 

nation*s "muddled Judeo-Christian conscience." Some CAMP 
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administrators still evidenced bitter resentment over CAF*s 

defeat in the political and union organizing controversy 

three years after that conflict endedo An administrator 

under both CAF and CAMP commented caustically that® at the 

time of the controversy„ he felt that? "I was a citizen of 

the United States e 0 o and had the same rights as anyone 

else, but now I know I don®to" He had thought that "as an 

individuals, I could belong to any kind of group I wanted to 

on my own time o 0 0 » but now it°s clear I can°te" The 

kind of antagonistic attitudes apparently held by many CAMP 

staff members was expressed, if not always verbally at least 

effectively^ in the manner in which CAMP® s staff implemented 

policies which were accommodative0 

Though critics such as Congressman Rogers initially 

demanded drastic personnel changes as a precondition £or re

funding CAF, the personnel shake-up which actually occurred 

was not extensiveo Approximately twenty staff positions 

were terminated as a consequence of staff reductions neces

sitated by decreased federal fundinge These staff cuts were 

chiefly made by closing two regional offices and seem not to 

have been politically motivatedo The sole political purge 

that appears to have occurred claimed only two victims, 

Hardeman and Wiggins®' The latter apparently was unaccept

able to influential opponents of CAF principally because of 

his association with Hardeman, and because, formally at 
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least, he bore responsibility for the staff's highly cri

ticized political and union organizing activities® Harde

man® s resignation seems to have been a foregone conclusion® 

Because of Hardeman0s public advocacy of farm worker organi

zation and his strident denunciations of Congressman Rogers 

and other critics, his continuation as CAF"s chief policy 

spokesman was intolerable to agency opponents. Hardeman's 

symbolic significance was such that his presence would have 

provided a continuing source of controversyG 

While Hardeman predictably was replaced as CAF pres

ident by a nonmilitant, uncontroversial figure, Wiggins® 

eventual replacement as program director seems paradoxical. 

In December 1967, William Johnson who had figured promi

nently in the recent political and unionizing controversy 

was named program director of CAF0 He continued to serve in 

this capacity for CAMP0 Johnson, a Black former migrant who 

served as CAF regional director for Broward County, was des

cribed by one respondent as "having a knack for landing on 

his feete" Considering Johnson®s extensive involvement with 

the UAWA and his alleged militant rhetoric, it seems an 

understatement to attribute his meteoric rise to the 

agency's top staff position to a "knack for landing on his 

feet." Also in Johnson's favor, he prided himself on his 

realistic approach to politics. When it became evident that 

CAF would be phased out by 0E0 unless the program managed to 
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defuse the controversy its political and union-related 

activities had stimulated, Johnson rapidly made the transi

tion from militants outspoken* antiestablishments community 

organizer to (publicly at least) a practical, hard-headed, 

political realist and advocate of political accommodations 

In private* howevers Johnson is reported to have continued 

to be bitter and resentful toward, and severely critical of, 

those with whom he was forced to accommodate<> 

The Politics of Policy Accommodation 

CAMPes accommodation with its critics appears pri

marily to have been a policy accommodation* Acceptance of 

relatively minor transformations in CAMP'S structure and 

manner of policy implementation by critics of CAF implies 

that objections to these aspects of CAF were more super

ficial than* and possibly functions of, a more fundamental 

opposition to CAF on policy groundsa The contention that 

policy was the main object of political conflict and ac

commodation over CAF-CAMP rests on three pointss (l) evi

dence indicating that the policy accommodation proffered by 

the program^ unaccompanied by comparable structural and 

administrative concessions, did succeed in reducing contro

versy to a level which allowed the agency to survive and 

grow, (2) implications which can be drawn from the remarks 

of agency critics, and (3) perceptions of the nature of the 

accommodation by CAF-CAMP officials and staff members, 
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migrant leaders, growers, and others familiar with the 

agency both "before and after 1966-67 ® 

The success of CAMP®s policy accommodation with its 

opponents is attested to most persuasively by the agency's 

rapid growth once the agency's opponents became convinced 

that its policy redirection was not transitoryB CAF admin

istrators , by late 1968, felt that the agency already had 

lost much of its "old stigmaG" In submitting CAMP0s 1969-

70 grant application during March 1969» agency adminis

trators were confident enough to report to 0E0 that "/CAMPJ 

is a growing concern that has been generally acceptedo go® 

We foresee no major difficulties /for the coming year/o"^5 

By May, controversy, in fact, had subsided to such a de

gree that, without attracting much controversy, 0E0 was able 

to announce that, for the year beginning June 1, 1969, CAMP 

was to be assigned responsibility for administering a 

$700,000 Title IIIB migrant program to help one thousand 

migrants upgrade their employment skills® With supplemen

tary funds from 0E0 and HEW, CAMP0 s total funding for 1969-

70 reached $1 million.. Following this dramatic funding 

increase, there was much discussion within CAMP of the 

"favorable political climate" now enjoyed by the agencye 

CAMP*s improved political climate again was reflected in the 

25» CAMP, Grant Proposal for 1969-70, submitted to 
U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity, March 15» 1969, 
pp. ZJ-Zk» (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) 
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agency*s 1970-71 grant. For the year beginning June 1, 

1970, CAMP was awarded $192 million and the geographical 

area to be served was expanded to include sixteen counties® 

Within three years of its nadirp in the spring of 1967® 

CAMP® s budget had tripled and the area encompassed by the 

program had practically tripled» 

The significant reduction in the level of contro

versy experienced by CAF-CAMP between the spring of 1967 an<* 

the spring of 19&9 an^ the agency®s funding success begin

ning in 1969 do not indicate that CAMP succeeded in gaining 

the enthusiastic support of all its former criticso How

ever, as a CAMP spokesman explained after the agency dis

continued its organizational efforts among migrants, "We 

no longer create a political hazard* so our critics mostly 

have stopped bothering with us»" Though many growers re

mained critical of CAMPp the agency no longer was a matter 

of immediate concern® Though still perceived largely in 

negative terms as basically an ultraliberal, radical organi

zation, CAMP now was marginal to the growers® primary 

interests and seemed not to warrant actives organized op

positions A public official# who made no effort to conceal 

that his political sympathies were with growers® seems to 

exemplify the altered attitude of the agency®s former op

ponents® Stating in an interview that CAMP seemed to be 

••doing a pretty good job," this official added, "I°m not 
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too familiar with /GAMP*5/ current activities." The impli

cation seems to be that if CAMP created no problems for him 

or for other critics of CAF, those critics were not much 

concerned with CAMP6s activities<> Fortunately for CAMP* 

OEO#s predilection toward funding the agency was such that 

the acquiescence of local influentials, not their active 

support, was sufficient to insure CAMP continued federal 

funding with routine yearly increases. 

Prior to CAF-CAMP°s policy accommodation with them, 

opponents of CAF raised objections to the agency in all 

three program areas% structure, policy and administration» 

A review of these criticisms indicates that* even prior to 

the critics favorable response to CAF-CAMP0 s effort to reach 

an accommodation with them along strictly policy lines, it 

was not difficult to discern that the major objections to 

CAF were generated by the agency0s policies concerning com

munity development, political activity, and most impor

tantly, union organization. Congressman Rogers raised 

numerous objections to almost every aspect of CAF® Rogers 

said he wanted to see a "new look for CAF®" He objected to 

"the way /CAF was/ being run." Calling for a reconstitution 

of the agency0s governing board and a "drastic personnel 

shake-up," Rogers felt CAF needed "new faces" and a "less 

intellectual approache" More specifically, Rogers believed 

CAF "should work with . . e farmers /and/ not antagonize 

them." The root of the problem, however, seemed to be the 
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agency's policy commitment to community development# This 

focus, Rogers contended, caused CAF to divert its limited 

resources from "legitimate efforts to help ^/migrants/ better 

their living conditions" into objectionable areas such as 

political and union organizingo Rogers believed that CAF 

should redirect its attention away from such nebulous prob

lems as migrant powerlessness and focus attention on the 

migrant®s "real" problems in the areas of housing, health, 

education and jobSo^ 

CAF accurately perceived that the controversy the 

agency had engendered was based on a fundamental policy dis

agreement over CAF's policy of encouraging organizational 

efforts among migrants for the purpose of seeking meaningful 

social, economic, and political change—i0e0, a redistri

bution of power© When confronted with the threat of losing 

its grant if it did not change, CAF responded appropriately 

with a policy accommodation The agency recognized "you 

can't fight the establishmento" When faced with what they 

viewed as a choice between "whether to stay in the game or 

to just get out and yell and wave flags," most of CAF's 

board and staff concluded that "there wasn't much good in 

just waving flagSo" "If you're not involved," a CAF-CAMP 

staff member explained, "you can't change anything•" The 

26. Rogers, News Release, May 31, 1967 and Ft. 
Lauderdale News, January 27, 1967. 
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transition from the politics of conflict associated with 

CAF to CAMP's accommodative approach to policy making was 

described and justified at length by a major'participant in 

that transitions 

There was a time when /CAF/ first came in 
when we fought the establishment# At that time 
we thought the establishment had to be de
stroyed e o o j> but we started realizing it's 
too deeply rooted, that you have to join 
it# ace 

/SAMP'S philosophy now is/ don't make waves, 
make ripples, nice quiet little rippleso The 
way we0re doing now, I don't feel any pres
sure# e s o We don't feel any pressure or 
criticism because we have changed# Those who 
are reluctant to /change/ will make it hard on 
themselves, but won't get anything done# # # # 

Things have gotten constantly better # # # 
without trying to make waves# Results are what 
count and if you can get results without making 
waves, what's the matter with that# We don't 
attack any organizations and no organizations 
attack us# We are accomplishing the same goals 
now without making enemies. 

While CAMP may have been achieving worthwhile results with 

its new emphasis, it is evident from the respondent's re

marks that CAMP's goals were far from identical to those of 

CAF--a fact which this respondent acknowledged on numerous 

other occations during the interview# 

Controversy over Administration 

The critical importance of policy differences in 

stimulating rancorous and potentially disabling controversy 

over CAF-CAMP is indicated by the failure of program oppo

nents to become unified and actuated by sensationalistic 
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allegations concerning administrative wrongdoings by CAMP 

in 1969 and 1970. 

The Bimini Fishing School Incidento In December 

1968, CAMP initiated efforts to launch an experimental 

training project designed to see if migrant farm laborers 

could b e transformed i nto commercial f i s hermanThe 

agency purchased some used® ocean-going, fishing vessels and 

attempted to establish training locations on Florida®s east 

coast at Fort Pierce and Pompano Beacho Due to local oppo

sition in these communities (to the "fishy odor" of CAMP0s 

fishing boats, etc®), CAMP encountered difficulties in ob

taining docking privileges and office space® Finally, the 

program established a training base just off the coast on 

the island of Bimini in the Bahamasa The Ftc Lauderdale 

News discovered the existence of CAMP®s Bimini, deep-sea, 

fishing operation in July 1969o A series of sensationalis-

tic news articles quickly followed this discovery* Accord

ing to initial reports, the "so-called fishing school" on 

Bimini had cost twenty thousand dollars and could show evi

dence of having produced no more than four successful grad

uates in nine months of operation0 A planned commercial 

fishing co-op which was to have provided employment for 

27* The controversy over the fishing school re
ceived extensive treatment in: Ft> Lauderdale News, July-
August 1969» and Sun-Sentinel (Pompano Beach), July-August, 
1969. 
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trainees after graduation never materialized. No evidence 

was found by reporters that any fishing school graduate 

actually gained employment as a commercial fishermam 

The most sensational aspect of the press accounts 

concerning the Bimini training project was the implication 

that CAMP officials and administrators secretly were di

verting federal funds allotted to the Bimini antipoverty 

project to unauthorized private uses0 It was reported that 

CAMP board members and employees were making weekly "inspec

tion" visits to Bimini to check on the progress of the pro

ject's alleged four trainees© The image conveyed was of 

CAMP representatives taking frequent paid vacation trips to 

a luxurious island resort in the Bahamas at the taxpayers9 

expense® Mention was made of stipends being "doled out" to 

trainees? and it was discovered that one of the four suc

cessful traineesp who later became an instructor in the pro

ject, was a member of CAMP®s board of directors<> 

In late July* 0E0 launched an investigation into 

these charges» While 0E0 auditors found no fiscal irregu

larities or instances of misused funds of the type alluded 

to in news reportss the project was found to be one of four 

"floundering" CAMP operations (out of a total of twenty-

three separate projects)„ Earlier allusions to the pos

sibility of corruption on a grand scale hardly seem 

justified considering the number of persons and limited 

funds involved in the Bimini project. Fifty (not four) 
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migrants had entered the fishing program and completed some 

part of the training process® The CAMP board member who was 

employed as an instructor in the program was a retired 

former migrant who reported that he took the forty-eight 

dollar a week job mostly "just to have something to keep him 

active®" A committee of four board members flew to Bimini 

to investigate allegations against the Bimini fishing opera

tion® One member of this committee reported to the board 

that, after seeing the project®s fishing vessels, she 

"couldn8t imagine anyone going there /to CAMP°s Bimini 

training bas^/" a weekend of cruising®"^® A motion was 

made and carried at that board meeting expressing confidence 

in CAMP® s program director and staff® 0E0 found no evidence 

of corruption in its investigation either but* in view of 

the Bimini project®s lack of measurable success after almost 

a year of operation and because of the project®s poor public 

image, 0E0 ordered the entire fishing project halted early 

in 1970* thus ending the controversy the project had stimu

lated® 

Alleged GAMP Involvement in Automobile Theft. In 

June 1970* a CAMP board member and secretary were indicted, 

along with ten other individuals, in connection with an 

28® CAMP, Minutes of Meeting of the Board of 
Directors, August 9» 1969* (Typewritten®) 
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fbi investigation of an interstate automobile theft ring.2^ 

These arrests resulted in a temporary scandal of major pro

portions for CAMP when it was speculated in news reports 

that a GAMP-sponsored co-op and training center might have 

served as a front for the interstate automobile theft 

operation0 The accused projects Mr© Kar~Kleens was an auto

mobile reconditioning center in Fort Lauderdale which was 

located in the same building® an old warehouse® as an auto

mobile paint and body shop0 The circumstances were suspi

cious enough to generate several sensational articles in the 

Ftp Lauderdale Newse Congressman Rogers again requested 0E0 

and GAO investigationse By early August^ however^ this con

troversy had largely subsided and 0E0P seemingly convinced 

that CAMP as an agency was not involved in the automobile 

theft incidents, announced that it was planning to take no 

punitive action against CAMPo 

Neither the Bimini fishing school controversy nor 

the automobile theft scandal involved fundamental policy 

disagreements between CAMP and its critics« Controversy in 

each case focused on the manner in which CAMP'S employment 

opportunity policies were being implemented in a specific 

projects While some critics suggested that these incidents 

might be indicative of widespread administrative wrongdoing 

and inefficiencys the fishing school and automobile theft 

29» Palm Beach Post-Times» June-August 1970# 
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issues never escalated into a concerted attack against the 

entire administration of CAMP® The overall level of con

flict over CAMPj, though raised by these incidents^ never 

equalled the level of intensity created by CAFBs alleged 

political and unionizing activities., 

Local critics made no attempt to capitalize on these 

incidents by renewing earlier demands that OEO eliminate 

CAMPs The only serious threat to CAMP9s existence was the 

likelihood that OEO would discontinue funding the agency if 

CAMP®s governing board and central administration were found 

guilty of using CAMP for criminal purposes., of intentional 

misuse of federal funds* or of gross inefficiency0 Local 

opponents whose policy differences with CAF had led them 

vigorously to seek that agency9s immediate termination by 

OEO showed no similar interest in the scandals related to 

CAMP*s Bimini and Mr® Kar-Kleen projects® While critical of 

CAMP® s conduct in both instancesp whose who so adamantly had 

opposed CAF seem to have been willing to leave the resolu

tion of these administrative scandals to responsible federal 

officials and law enforcement agencies® Congressman Rogers® 

reaction to the Bimini incident is instructivee Rogers® 

view, in 1970p was that while CAMP had made some mistakes 

such as the Bimini fishing school's the agency now was doing 

a pretty good jobs Like Fort Pierce and Pompano Beach oppo

nents of the location of CAMP-operated migrant fishing 
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schools in their communities, Rogers* response to the 

Bimini incident seems to have been that CAMP'S purely ad

ministrative problems were only of indirect concern to him# 

Conclusions 

If the politics of community development and employ

ment opportunity in South Florida during the years 1965-70 

are indicative of broader trends in the politics of poverty, 

the policies pursued by a federally supported antipoverty 

agency, more than either structural or administrative con

cerns, seem likely to determine the level of controversy 

generated by such an agency* While both CAF®s community 

action structure and its nontraditional administrative style 

proved to be moderately controversial, the agency's commu

nity development policies, and consequently the agency it

self, were highly controversial® After CAF0s objectionable 

policies were discontinued in a major policy accommodation 

with agency opponents, CAMP0 s new policy emphasis on em

ployment opportunity stirred little controversy» At the 

same time, the agency®s structure and administration altered 

little and remained moderately controversial0 As a conse

quence of CAMP®s significant policy accommodation, however, 

the overall level of conflict over the agency declined 

sharply# Compared to MHP, however, CAMP remained moderately 

controversial. 
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On two occasions (the fishing school and automobile 

theft incidents)» particular aspects of CAMP'S administra

tion temporarily became highly controversial These 

administrative scandals* however, resulted in no substantial 

increase in the overall level of controversy over CAMP® 

While there was an increase in general criticism of CAMP 

while these administrative scandals were in progress, com

plaints remained scattered, uncoordinated, and not threat

ening to the survival of CAMP or its other programs0 The 

program, as a whole, remained only moderately controversial 

throughout these controversies0 Neither scandal seriously 

threatened the program® s existence or interfered substan

tially with CAMP operations not directly touched by the 

scandalso 

The political experiences of CAF-CAMP suggest that 

while local controversy over a federally supported anti-

poverty project is multifaceted (involving aspects of an 

agency9s structure, policy* and administration), the level 

of controversy over such a project is likely to be influ

enced more strongly by the acceptability of the project®s 

policies than by its structural or administrative features. 

In the case of CAF-CAMP, the antipoverty policy which 

proved to be the most controversial was CAF®s policy of 

promoting group advancement through community action for 

migrants® While CAMP*s individual advancement policies 
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ultimately proved acceptable to critics, the initial sus

picions of growers suggest that, on a larger scale, such 

policy objectives might have been strongly opposed by 

growers and their allies as constituting an objectionable 

interference with the migrant labor force which was so 

essential to South Florida"s agricultural sector® Welfare 

activities never proved to be a source of significant con

troversy for CAF-CAMP. 



CHAPTER 6 

MIGRANT LEGAL SERVICESi THE 
POLITICS OF CONTENTION 

The focus of this chapter is on the controversy 

created by South Florida Migrant Legal Services Program, 

Inc., (SFMLS) from late 1967 through 1970. The controversy 

over migrant legal services in South Florida can best be 

understood, however, by placing it within the context of the 

political struggle over the entire federal legal services 

effort. In 1965» a national Legal Services Program (LSP) 

was established as part of the Johnson Administration's pro

claimed war on poverty. Originally LSP was placed under 

the jurisdiction of 0E08s Community Action Program* In 

1969» largely at the insistence of the American Bar Associ

ation, LSP was elevated to separate program status within 

0e0.1 

It was intended that local legal services programs 

(lsp*s), established "as part of «> « ® /a/ comprehensive 

1. The origins and development of the national 
Legal Services Program and of the controversy over the pro
g r a m  a r e  d e s c r i b e d  a n d  a n a l y z e d  i n s  L e v i t a n ,  c h a p .  6 ;  
Richard M. Pious, "Policy and Public Administrations The 
Legal Services Program in the War on Poverty," Politics and 
Society 1 (May 1971)1 365-9!; Pyej and Wade, pp. 78-84- and 
86. 
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attack on poverty,"2 would provide a radical departure from 

traditional, bar-supported legal aid societies. Tradition

al, voluntary legal aid was portrayed by LSP advocates ass 

old-fashioned? paternalistic? cautious? unimaginative? 

afraid of controversy? inaccessible to the poor? arbitrary 

and excessively restrictive in defining eligibility stan

dards and the types of cases to be handled? and oriented 

toward the provision of mass* routine, low quality, per-

functory legal service on an individual case-by-case basis#J 

20 U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity, Legal 
Services Program, Annual Report of the Legal Services Pro
gram, Office of Economic Opportunity, to the American Bar 
Association, Montreal, Canada, August 8-11, 1966 (1966), 
p. 5 (hereafter cited as LSP Annual Report to ABA). 

3» These criticisms are found in the following! 
Levi tan, p. 180? Pye, pp. 220-21? Jerome E. Carlin, Jan 
Howard, and Sheldon L. Messinger, "Civil Justice and the 
Poors Issues for Sociological Research," in Reform and 
Responsiveness! Readings in American Government, eds. 
Dennis S. Ippolito and Thomas G. Walker (New Yorks St. 
Martin®s Press, 1972), pp. 361-63? Marvin Frankel, "Ex
periments in Serving the Indigent," in Conference Pro
ceedings; National Conference on Law and Poverty, 
Washington, D.C., June 23-25, 1965, U.S., Department of 
Justice and Office of Economic Opportunity, under the co-
sponsorship of Nicholas DeBo Katzenbach, Attorney General, 
and Sargent Shriver, Director, Office of Economic Op
portunity, (1965)? PP® 70-72 (source document hereafter 
cited as Conference Proceedings). Traditional legal aid 
is defended ins Pious, pp. 387-88 and Theodore Vorhees, 
••Legal Aid—Current Needs, New Directions," in Con-
ference Proceedings, pp. 67-69# 
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Legal services programs were to differ from legal 

aid societies in numerous wayso^ They were to be struc

turally independent of any institution, public or private® 

which might come into conflict with the poor® They were to 

make legal services more accessible to the poor through 

field offices and outreach programs, and to bring the poor 

into program policy making and implementation in accordance 

with the principle of "maximum feasible participatione" 

Local legal services projects would place no "arbitrary 

limit to the scope or type of civil legal services pro

vided® o o o" The LSP Guidelines specified that "all areas 

of the civil law should be included and a full spectrum of 

legal work should be provided? advice, representation, 

litigation and appeal®"5 A high-ranking 0E0 official stated 

the agency°s initial position in these termss " e o e 

^/lsp#s/ should provide the best possible legal serv

ice, « o * The poor should receive legal service 

For information concerning the ways in which 
lsp*s would differ from traditional legal aid societies, 
see* Theodore Ms Berry, "0«,Eo0o Legal Services Programs," 
in Conference Proceedings» pp0 157-66j U.S., Office of 
Economic Opportunity, Community Action Program, Guidelines 
for Legal Services Programs (1967) (hereafter cited as 
LSP Guidelines); LSP Annual Report to ABAe pp„ 5-161 Pye, 
pp. 219-31S Harry Pe Stumpf and Robert J0 Janowitz, 
"Judges and the Poor? Bench Responses to Federally Fi
nanced Legal Services," Stanford Law Review 21 (May 1969)1 
1058 and 1072-73. ~~ 

5« LSP Guidelines, pp. 4 and 7. 
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equivalent to that received by persons who can afford an 

attorney's fee."^ National guidelines and directives en

couraged lsp°s, through group representation and law reform 

activities (e0g0, strategic litigation and legislative ad

vocacy) , to seek to bring about fundamental social change 

designed to improve the conditions of the poor as a group 

and contribute toward organization and increased self-

sufficiency among them0 

LSP, soon after its inception^ became one of the 

most publicly visible and controversial aspects of the war 

on povertyo On the one hand, the program was charged 

with "•socialization of the bar9" and using the courts as 

"laboratories for social esperimentationo"? The latter 

charge apparently referred to LSP#s law reform objectives. 

On the other hand, LSP was enthusiastically endorsed 

and defended as "without question e o o the most effective 

part of 0E0" and as "a rare* multi-faceted success in the 

war on poverty®"® Advocates of law reform reject the notion 

that law reform efforts seek to achieve "'far-reaching legal 

6. Berryp p» 159<» 

7« Levitan, pe 180 and Pye, p. 2^7. 

8. Clark Holmes, (pseud®) "The Plot Against Law 
Reform," The Washington Monthly, June 1970, p. 50, and 
Taylor Branch, "The Ordeal of Legal Services: How the Poor 
People Won in Court But Lost in 0E0," The Washington 
Monthly* January 1971, p. 5. 
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reforms'" by avoiding the legitimate legislative processes 

and seeking to twist "legislation designed for one pur

pose » e o to another end,," While serving as acting direc

tor of LSP, Christopher Clancy countered this suggestion by 

noting the futility of debating "the legislative role of the 

courts® ® o o /since/ courts have been legislating for 

several centuries®"^ 

In the face of unremitting conservative opposition 

to law reformp LSP continued through most of 1969s rhetori

cally at least9 to place priority on law reform objectives. 

Intense and persistent opposition to law reform proved far 

from ineffectuals however* especially after the change in 

national administrations in 1969 from Johnson to Nixon. 

There is substantial evidence that, from the beginning, LSP 

officials were unwilling to risk the alienation of the 

usually supportive national bar by requiring reluctant 

lsp's, many of which were dominated by local bar associa

tions and legal aid societies* to engage meaningfully in 

10 nationally promoted law reform endeavors,, By 1970* the 

Nixon Administration had acceded to power and even LSP®s 

rhetorical emphasis on law reform began to weaken© 

9® Pye«, p0 2k7°, "Senator Murphy on Legal Aid," 
Washington Post, October 28, 1969, letter to the editor; and 
Christopher Clancy, "Director®s Column," Law in Action 4 
(May 1969)s b (hereafter cited as "Law Reform"). 

10. Holmes, p. 53» Levitan, p. I8^s and Pious, 
PP« 378-88. 
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Advocates of law reform, formerly LSP*s strongest defenders, 

suddenly were voicing public criticism of the agency for the 

11 
first time since the program®s inceptiono The worst fears 

of the pro-law reform forces seemed confirmed when, on 

November 20, 1970, Director of LSP Terry Fo Lenzner and 

his chief deputy were fired by 0E0 Director Donald 

12 Rumsfelde Lenzner had acquired a reputation as a vigorous 

proponent of law reform and Rumsfeld0s action was inter

preted widely as signaling the abandonment of law reform as 

an important prioritys In mid-1973» a study sponsored by 

such groups as the National Bar Association, the National 

Legal Aid and Defender Association, and the NAACP Legal De

fense and Educational Fund concluded that the activities of 

LSP and of local lsp9s throughout the country were being 

disrupted by harassment tactics directed by 0E0 Acting Di

rector Howard Phillips and LSP Acting Director Lawrence 

McCarthyB These charges later were vigorously denied by 

McCarthy who termed them a ""damnable lie. 

On May 1, 1971» President Nixon proposed to Congress 

that a "separate, nonprofit Legal Services Corporation" be 

lie See, for example, the separate articles by 
Branch and Holmes» 

12e "0E0 Director Fires 2 Aides," Corpus Christi 
(Texas) Caller0 November 21, 1970s 

13« Corpus Christi (Texas) Caller. May lk, 1973 and 
July 13, 1973® 
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established to administer federally supported legal services 

programs. Ostensibly, this proposal was intended to "insu

late" the legal services effort and assure its "indepen

dence" from "political pressures®"^ After a three-year 

struggle and a final six-week effort to halt a senate fili

buster (cloture was successful on the third attempt), Con

gress® on July 18, 197^9 passed legislation transferring the 

federal legal services program from the soon to be dis

mantled 0E0 to an independent federally funded corpora

tion®1^ 

The congressional action was far from a complete 

victory for the proponents of federally supported legal 

services—particularly for those committed to the idea of 

law reform. In order to secure passage of the legislation 

and to avoid a rumored presidential veto, congressional sup

porters of the legal services corporation made significant 

concessions, perhaps devastating ones from the perspective 

1 6 
of law reform® The final act included numerous specific 

140 Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report 29 (May 21, 1971)i 1084-85„ 
15® Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report 32 

(February 2, 19MS 253-55 and 32 (July 27, 1974) t 1981-
82. 

16. See Ibid, for details relating to the passage 
of the Legal Services Corporation Act (PL 93-355) and for a 
summary of the provisions of the Act. 
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limitations regarding the range of activities federally fi

nanced legal services attorneys would be permitted to engage 

in—limitations which,, if rigidly enforced,, would severely 

restrict or ban most law reform activities6 Potentially 

even more detrimental to law reform objectivesa the 197^ 

legal services legislation granted increased access to? and 

in some situations even control ofs legal services policy 

making to state and local governments and bar associations® 

This is where opposition to law reform has been strongesto 

It remains to be seen whether the anticipated influence of 

law reform-orientedj, national bar representatives on the 

Legal Services Corporation®s board of directors will 

develop, and whether this influence will be sufficient to 

off-set significantly the anti-law reform influences in the 

Legal Services Corporation Act® 

Although the national controversy over legal ser

vices has focused on the alleged tendency of local projects 

to "pursue social activist and political causes /i.e., law 

reform/V* only a small fraction of lsp®s have actively en

gaged in any significant law reform activities**^ The mi

grant legal services project examined below was one of the 

17e Congressional Quarterly Weekly ReDort 32 
(July 27, 1974)i 198I. 
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relatively few law reform-oriented lsp*s. As a consequence, 

this project became one of the most controversial lsp8s in 

the nation,,1® The South Florida migrant legal services con

troversy should illuminate some of the experiences likely to 

be encountered by any "program designed self-consciously as 

an instrument of social change and material redistribu

tion*"19 

18® See, for example. Holmes, pp. 53-5^? Pious, 
pp. 383-85s Robert Coles and Harry Huge, "Peonage in Flori
da," The New Republic, July 26, 1969» P® 20; "Florida Mi-
grants Charge Rights Denied," Law in Action 3 (June 1968)j 
7-8; Testimony of 0E0 Director Donald Rumsfeld, 
Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 
Legal Services Program of the Office of Economic Opportu
nity, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Employment, 
Manpower, and PovertyB 91st Cong., 1st sesso, November 1*4-, 
1969* p<» 20 (hereafter cited as LSP Hearings); Testimony of 
John Do Robb, Chairman, ABA Committee on Legal Aid and 
Indigent Defendants, U«S0, Congress, Senate, Committee on 
Labor and Public Welfare, Economic Opportunity Amendments 
of 1969, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Employment, 
Manpower, and Poverty on So 1809° 91st Congo, 1st sessc, 
April-June 1969, pp® 392-93 (hereafter cited as Senate EOA 
Hearings, 1969); Testimony of Gary Bellow, University of 
Southern California Law Center, U.S., Senate, Committee on 
Labor and Public Welfare, Migrant and Seasonal Farm-worker 
Powerlessness, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Migratory 
Labor0 91st Congo, 1st and 2nd sessions, 1969-70, Farm-
worker Legal Problems, pto A, ps II87 (hereafter cited as 
Farmworker Legal Problems); Testimony of Congressman Paul 
Rogers, UoS», House, Committee on Education and Labor, 
Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1969, Hearings before the 
Ad Hoc Hearing Task Force on Poverty on H»R» 513<> 91st 
Cong., 1st sess0, 1969, pt. pp. 2697-2715; U<,Se, House, 
Committee on Education and Labor, Economic Opportunity 
Amendments of 1971, Hearings before the Committee on Educa
tion and Labor on Bills to Extend and Amend the Economic 
Opportunity Act of 196^-, 92nd Congo, 1st sess„» 1971, pt. 3, 
pp. 1951-1971 (hereafter cited as House EOA Hearings, 1971)• 

19# Wade, p. 8^» 
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South Florida Migrant Legal Services, Inc. 

Following almost a year of controversy over the 

establishment of a migrant legal services project in South 

Florida9 LSP, on April 20, 1967, funded South Florida Mi

grant Legal Services9 Inc. (SFMLS)o SFMLS, a newly in

corporated, private, nonprofit corporation, was awarded a 

grant of $806,099 to conduct a two-year research and demon

stration program for migrants in six South Florida counties 

(Broward, Collier, Dade, Hendry, Lee, and Palm Beach)# 

Structure 

Several structural characteristics of SFMLS are sig

nificant. The agency was a separate organizational entity-

independent of existing local public agencies, county bar 

associations, and legal aid societies® The formal structure 

was of the community action genre0 Emphasis was placed on 

obtaining the "maximum feasible participation" of the poor 

20. The description and analysis in the remainder 
of this chapter comprise a synthesis of primary data taken 
from a variety of sources including! newspaper reports; 
letters, memoranda, and other documents located in agency 
files? personal interviews and observation? etc® In order 
to avoid excessive documentation and to honor assurances of 
confidentiality, documentary footnotes will be minimized as 
the author deems consistent with the requirements of sound 
scholarship. For a complete listing of sources not directly 
cited, see appendix 1. 
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on the agency's hoard of directors.^ Local public agencies 

were not represented on the agency9s governing board® Such 

affected* and usually politically well-connected, groups as 

the local bar associations and economically powerful agri

cultural firms and associations^ though offered minority 

representations were denied sufficient votes to enable them 

to control the agency®s governing boardo (See appendices 

3 and ̂  for the composition of SFMLS® board of directors0) 

As a multicounty program with field offices in several 

counties but headquartered in metropolitan Dade County 

(Miami), SFMLS appeared likely to encounter some measure of 

parochial resentment in some of the rural areas to be served 

by the agency. 

Like other community action-type antipoverty pro

grams, LSP was structured to exaggerate the influences of 

localism and voluntarism (or privatism) in agency policy 

making and administration. The consequence of this struc

tural feature was to enhance the influence over LSP and its 

local affiliates of precisely those elements—local govern

ments and bar associations—which most opposed those pro

grams® objectives., 

218 According to LSP Guidelines, p. "board mem
bers who represent the poor need not be poor themselves." 
Most of the migrant representatives on the board of SFMLS 
were, in fact, appointees of a wide range of community 
groups which purportedly served the migrant population. 
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Operating at the apex of an "intergovernmental con

tract system9"^ LSP was supposed to maintain loose control 

over the entire national system of lsp®s through national 

guidelines and grant conditionsa Actual program operation 

and decision makings however} were to be the responsibility 

of community based lsp®se Given this local base, these 

lsp®s probably would be subjected to local pressures to 

which they would be particularly vulnerablee 

A unique feature of LSP enhanced private (bar) in

fluence on the "intergovernmental grant-making process®" 

Operation of the grant system often was "delegated e . ® to 

a •professional guild.®" LSP was characterized as a "9ver

tical functional hierarchy9" in which "the administrative 

structure of the national program was controlled by a pro

fessional group /the national bar association/ which made 

grants to its affiliated state and local groups."^ Al

though SFMLS was independent (not a bar affiliate)® LSP was 

openly solicitous of the approval of existing local bar 

associations in the counties servedo LSP®s solicitous 

posture toward these associations provided them with an 

opportunity to influence (or pressure) SFMLS, should they 

desire to do so. 

22» Pious® p. 365* 

23. Ibid., pp. 387, 373, and 386. 
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Policy 

To the originators of SFMLS, "the fundamental 

reality of poverty" was not simply physical and material 

deprivation but "the lack of social and political power" of 

the pooro The general and most fundamental objective of 

SFMLS was to work toward the elimination of poverty by 

focusing on the "root cause" of poverty (deprivation of 

power) rather than on mere surface manifestations0 SFMLS 

was, according to agency spokesmen^ "trying to put itself 

out of business" by concentrating its attack on group prob

lems and social institutions and relationships0 In a state

ment concerning the agency®s objective reported in the Miami 

Herald on March 30, 1969, SFMLS President Lyle D8 Holcomb 

declared that "our mandate is to change 0 » o conditions, 

not to apply bandaids so the poor won®t bleed too badly, 

so it won8t show,," 

In more specific policy terms, in order to achieve 

the ultimate objective of redistributing power, SFMLS would 

engage in law reform,, community development and the pro

vision of routine legal services (ioe©, legal aid)c As 

used within both the national and South Florida legal ser

vices contexts, the term law reform is used to describe any 

attempt, by lawyers, to create significant social change 

through the direct application of their professional skills 

in the legal (legislative, administrative, and judicial) 
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processes.^ Law reform includes the following techniques! 

strategic advocacy (cases expected to have far-reaching or 

permanent consequences! test cases, class actions, appel

late actions, and constant accumulated litigation in par

ticular legal areas)? institutional (or administrative) 

reform;, involving effortsv through both formal and informal 

representation in administrative proceedings and court 

actions, to make social institutions, especially public 

agencies, more responsive to the poors and legislative 

advocacy (formal and informal intervention with legislative 

officials and institutions at every level in pursuit of laws 

and ordinances favorable to migrants in legal areas where 

sympathetic administrative and judicial rulings seem pre

cluded by statutory provisions)# A selected list of major 

law reform actions brought by SFMLS and a brief description 

of each case are included below in appendix 5® 

Community development (variously referred to as 

group representation* organizational advocacy, etc.) seeks 

to facilitate the organization of the poor for their own 

objectives--social, economics and political0 Through 

2*J-0 Regarding LSP®s view of law reform seei Earl 
Johnson, Jr«>, "Director9s Column," Law in Action 2 (April-
May 1967)8 3 (hereafter cited as "Poverty Lawyer®s Com
mitment")? "LSP Panel Asks Riots, Law Reform Action," Law 
in Action 2 (March 1968)s 4? and Christopher Clancy, "Law 
Reform," p0 4. For a discussion of the historical meaning 
of law reform sees Lawrence M® Friedman, "Law Reform In 
Historical Perspective" in "Law Reformj A Modern Perspec
tive," St. Louis University Law Journal, a sesquicentennial 
edition, pp. 3^-37. 
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promoting organization* independence, and self-sufficiency 

among migrants, SFMLS hoped to eliminate the future neces

sity for programs like legal services® Though both law re

form and community development seek lasting social change 

and a redistribution of power, the two approaches differ in 

one key respect® Under law reform the antipoverty official 

typically attempts to aid the poor directly through the 

official0s own efforts0 In applying community development 

techniquesg the official seeks to aid the poor4 indirectly by 

helping poor people to help themselves® The wide range of 

activities included under the rubric of community develop

ment is indicated in appendix 6 below0 

In view of SFMLS9 avowed determination to seek 

significant, permanent, widespread social change, it seems 

paradoxical that a large proportion of the cases handled by 

the agency involved routine, individual problems02^ The 

problem areas dealt with were diverses consumer problems, 

employment difficulties, landlord-tenant conflicts, domestic 

25® Though in some ways reminiscent of traditional 
legal aid, SFMLS® routine legal services were more acces
sible, broader in scope, and, in general, of a higher 
quality than those offered by most legal aid societiesc 
SFMLS® services were more comparable to the routine legal 
services provided to paying clients by private law firms<, 
One important reason for the qualitative difference between 
legal aid and legal services is that SFMLS0 typical case
loads (around two hundred cases per attorney per year) was 
more comparable to those of most private attorneys (fifty to 
one hundred fifty cases per year) than to those of legal aid 
attorneys (frequently over one thousand cases per year). 
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relations and general family problems, welfare and Social 

Security matters, and deprivations of civil rightso A num

ber of factors appear to have contributed to the decision to 

allocate substantial program resources to the provision of 

essentially routine legal aido LSP Guidelines promoted law 

reform and group representation* but they also encouraged 

Isp's to provide a full range of legal services and warned 

against "arbitrary" restrictions on the types of cases ac-
O £ 

cepted and services offered0 Law reform,, community de

velopments and legal services objectives, moreover, are not 

mutually exclusive© A routine legal services operation can 

prove useful in generating and identifying cases and clients 

for law reform and community development efforts* A refusal 

to accept routine cases could have endangered the success of 

the entire program by undermining the agency®s rapport with 

the target population 

While some program attorneys placed greater emphasis 

on law reform (or community development) than others, vir

tually all seem to have considered mixed service a 

26o LSP Guidelines;, p. ?• 

27s Understandably, the client population generally 
was more concerned with at-hand legal problems than with 
significant test cases which were so appealing to 
symbolically-oriented legal advocates. Jerome E. Carlin, 
"Store Front Lawyers in San Francisco," in The Politics of 
the Powerless8 eds. Robert H» Binstock and Katherine Ely 
(Cambridge, Mass.i Winthrop Publishers, Inc.,, 1971), 
pp. 186-202. 
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necessity. The exact mixture of legal services approaches 

reflected in the project®s overall allocation of resources 

is not measurable in precise quantitative terms© Priorities 

varied from office-to-officeo The headquarters staff in 

Miami concentrated almost exclusively on law reform^ and 

certain field offices acquired reputations as "divorce 

mills." Priorities also varied from attorney-to-attorney 

and over timec A strict determination of SFMLS0 relative 

emphasis on the various legal services approaches is com

plicated by the lack of mutual exclusivity of those ap

proaches „ A staff attorney®s estimate that, overall, the 

program divided its efforts about evenly among the three 

approaches (law reform* community development* and the pro

vision of routine legal services) seems reasonably accurate. 

The priorities reflected in this mixture of approaches 

ranked SFMLS as one of the most reform-oriented lsp®s in the 
po 

nation. In the words of a staff attorney* "all the money 

being spent doesn't make sense if all we are to do is to 

serve as a legal aid ^program/." 

Admini s trati on 

Administratively, SFMLS bore little resemblance to 

the stereotyped image of the typical legal aid society as 

28. Pious, pp. 378-80 and 383-855 Holmes, pp. 53-
5*i Robb, Testimony, Senate EOA Hearings, 1969, pp0 392-93; 
Bellow, Testimony, Farmworker Legal Problems, p. 1187; and 
Rumsfeld, Testimony, LSP Hearings, p. 20. 
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cautious, complacent, and unimaginative. SFMLS showed an 

"organizational espritan aggressive "sense of mission," 

generally found only in relatively young programsa2^ Almost 

from its inceptions, the project possessed a certain 

"charismatic"3® quality which attracted to the agency a 

cadre of young, recent law school graduates who were 

characterized variously as? "idealistic," "high-caliber," 

"bright, energetic, imaginative, and hard-workingo" In 

spite of its youthfulness and obvious lack of practical 

courtroom experience, SFMLS® staff usually received high 

marks from observers for its technical competence© Agency 

critics, however, characterized the staff as inexperienced, 

impractical, abrasive, militant, radical, and "revolution

ary." 

SFMLS officials and staff personnel were critical of 

the social injustice and exploitation which they considered 

to be inherent in the migrant farm labor system. Testifying 

in hearings before a United States Senate subcommittee, in 

1969, SFMLS Assistant Director T® Michael Foster referred to 

migrant labor as "a form of peonage only slightly more 

subtle than physical bondage." Migrants, he felt, had been 

treated "as a subspecies of the human race . „ • whose needs 

have only recently reached sufficiently serious proportions 

29. Rourke, pp. 72-76. 

30. Ibid. 
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to warrant interest."3* This genuine sympathy with, and 

commitment to, the migrant® s cause frequently resulted in a 

corresponding lack of sympathy for those seen as responsible 

for the migrant's plighto The intensity of both the commit

ment to cause and the resentment of its perceived enemies is 

reflected in a portion of a letter written by a top project 

staff member in answer to criticism of the projects 

c o g  The purpose of establishing legal services pro
grams is to redress the historical imbalance that has 
prevented the poor from being able to make use of the 
legal system to further their interest in the same 
manner as more fortunate people have always done. It 
is in the nature of the adversary system to cause con
troversy and it is its glory that out of controversy 
comes justice® If those who have always dished out 
punishment now find it uncomfortable to be on the re
ceiving end, it is a discomfort that they have 

. earned. We make no bones about the fact that we are 
in every sense of the word advocates for our clients. 
It is the duty of the lawyer to say for his client 
that which he himself would say if he were able0 
When the day comes that lawyers for the poor can no 
longer act with the same freedom and vigor as their 
counterparts who represent the rich, then the day will 
have arrived when disputes can no longer be solved 
peacefully by means of the law and all of us will 
suffer as a consequence.32 

Accomplishments 

The present evaluation of the accomplishments of 

SFMLS is in the main subjective and impressionistic. The 

31. Testimony of T. Michael Foster, Farmworker 
Legal Problems9 p. 1189. 

32® Quotation taken from a private letter in SFMLS 
files. The specific source cannot be cited for reasons of 
confidentiality. Letters which proved particularly rele
vant to this study are listed in appendix 1. 
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"actual achievements" of an agency with such a broad, non--

quantified objective as altering the social conditions which 

contribute to poverty may be either greater or lesser than 

what is indicated by its specific record of victories0 The 

most significant product of a legal services program might 

be its "deterrent effects" creating "second thoughts about 

mistreating the poore"33 Indications are that SFMLS had 

some such effect*. Migrant leaders interviewed for this 

study asserted that general conditions (relating to police 

practices, the treatment of migrants in local courts* the 

consumer practices of local businesses, etce) improved 

significantly after SFMLS opened offices in their areas. 

Dr. E. John Kleinert, director of an extensive, year-long 

Florida Migratory Child Survey which included fifteen thou

sand interviews with migrants and those associated with 

them, reported a widespread belief among community agency 

officials that "a marked decrease /had occurred/ in the num

ber of cases where migrants have been exploited by growers, 

crew chiefs, and local businesses0" These results were at

tributed "almost entirely to the strong and noticeable 

presence of /§FMLS/o" According to Kleinert* "Although the 

growers « e 0 tend to be a bit hostile to /§FMLS/, they have 

given o o © clear evidence that they are treating the 

33® Harry Brill, "The Uses and Abuses of Legal 
Assistance," The Public Interest 31 (Spring 1973)» 39» 
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migrant workers with a good deal more care because of the 

presence of ^§FMLS/ in the area©"3^ 

In addition to such subjective, qualitative, and 

perhaps questionable, accomplishments as serving as a deter

rent force9 a few lsp0s around the nation claimed successes 

measurable in quantitative, monetary termso In a single 

California case, an lsp "restored $210 million in medical 

services for 1<>5 million poor and aged peopleo0t In a few 

cases (involving welfare rights, tenant rights, etc®), lspes 

won less easily quantified benefits for thousands and oc

casionally millions of poor people« An OEO-funded legal re

search center played a significant role in contributing to 

the judicial stricture against state "man in the house" 

laws.While it could not claim any accomplishments as 

dramatic as these, SFMLS could cite a number of specific 

successes of its owns a federal appeals court ruling set

ting forth criteria for the convening of three-judge federal 

district court panels? a federal district court ruling that 

"retaliatory evictions" constitute a constitutional cause of 

Virginia Snyder, "Migrant Legal Services Pro
gram Supported," Ft» Lauderdale News8 June J>9 1969 and see 
E. John Kleinert, Migrant Children in Florida; The Phase II 
Report of the Florida Migratory Child Survey Center, 1968-
1969, 2 volSa (Miamit University of Miami, Florida Migra-
tory Child Survey, Center for the Migratory Child, Division 
of the Florida State Department of Education, n.d.)• 

35» U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity, "As the 
Seed is Sown," Fourth Annual Report Office of Economic Op
portunity, in LSP Hearings, pp« 10^-105« 
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action; a federal district court decision declaring a city 

vagrancy ordinance unconstitutional? a United States Depart

ment of Labor rulings affecting ten thousand off-shore 

Jamaican farm workers^. that an automatic 3 percent deduction 

from paychecks for the maintenance of the British West 

Indies-Central Labor Organization was illegal? an agreement 

by the Lee County Department of Public Welfare to discon

tinue the practice of paying welfare checks directly to 

creditors (a violation of its own regulations)? in settle

ment of a suits, the first written farm labor contract in the 

memory of the South Florida press,, migrant leadersp and 

company officials? an agreement transferring the ownership 

of a publicly-operated farm labor camp to the camp®s te

nants? and being instrumental in the formation of a number 

of migrant organizations^ some of which seemed likely to 

outlive SFMLS (see appendices 5 and 6)® 

In spite of these noteworthy achievements, SFMLS was 

far from an unqualified success® While the project®s law 

reform and community development activities indirectly may 

have aided many additional migrants^ and the nonmigrant poor 

as wells SFMLS directly assisted^ through all its efforts 

(law reform^ community developments and routine legal aid), 

no more than 2 or 3 percent of its target population com

pared with the usual 5 percent for most urban lsp9se SFMLS 

was limited by the characteristics of its target 
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populati on—rural, poorly educated, suspicious of lawyers 

and government, highly mobile, and spread over 9»800 square 

miles® Limited resources were a problem, as was political 

conflict which diverted project energies and resources from 

the provision of legal services to the political struggle 

for the agency®s survival® During the twenty-eight months 

from April 196?, when SFMLS received its grant, until 

August 1969, when the agency was renamed and had its govern

ing board restructured, SFMLS enjoyed only approximately 

seventeen months of normal operations at full staff levele 

The remaining eleven months were devoted to initial organi

zational tasks and, later, simply to a holding operation 

directed toward maintaining the organizations existence in 

an atmosphere of uncertainty, shortage of funds, and de

clining staffs 

Compared to what might have been accomplished under 

more favorable circumstances, SFMLS was acknowledged by its 

spokesmen to have been a disappointment® In spite of such 

difficulties, SFMLS was judged by many to have been, in the 

short-term at least, essentially a successa The measure of 

substantive success which SFMLS did enjoy contributed, in 

large measure, to the program®s other difficulties, particu

larly its political ones® SFMLS was considered by President 

Nixon's first 0E0 Director, Donald Rumsfeld, to have had 

"possibly one of the greatest impacts" among lsp*s around 
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the national in one respect, SFMLS was a "signal success" 

compared to CAMP and MHPo SFMLS appears to have achieved 

remarkable success in a relatively short period of time in 

penetrating the awareness of, and establishing rapport with, 

its target population and that population0s nascent leader™ 

ship#If the views of the unorganized and politically 

uninfluential migrant population had carried greater weight 

with officials in Washington, SFMLS would not have experi

enced a great many of the difficulties which it did con

front,, In the words of a regional LSP official, however, 

the support of SFMLS® clients "didn9t matter" because /OEO/ 

knew the program was popular /with them/*" 

The Legal Services Controversy* 
Origins and Development 

The focus of the present analysis is on the period 

from August 1966, through August 1969® when the legal ser

vices controversy in South Florida centered on SFMLS. Since 

some useful comparisons and contrasts can be drawn between 

SFMLS and its predecessor and between it and the revamped 

360 Testimony of Rumsfeld, LSP Hearings, po 20* 

37® John Go Murphy, "Summary of Evaluation Report: 
South Florida Migrant Legal Services Program," report to 
U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity, Legal Services Pro
gram, 1969» PPo 10-11, attached to Christopher Clancy, 
Acting Director, Legal Services Program, to Lyle D® Holcomb, 
Jr.,. President, SFMLS, May 16, 1969. (Typewritten, 
Xeroxed.) (Hereafter cited as "1969 0E0 Evaluation.") 
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agency which followed it, some of the experiences of those 

agencies9 as well as those of SFMLS, will be recounted in 

the chronological narrative below® 

An Early Casualty 

SFMLS was preceded by an ill-fated attempt to 

establish a similar program by CAF (see chapter 5)« In 

April 1966s, LSP formally agreed to fund Migrant Legal Ser

vices, Inco (MLS), a CAF-sponsored project, to conduct a 

one-year research and demonstration lsp in a fourteen-

county area of South Florida0 MIS was to use its grant of 

$806,099 to discover effective ways of providing legal ser

vices to migrants and to engage in other planned activities 

such as voter registration drives<» The agency immediately 

encountered powerful opposition from bar leaders, the local 

press and public officials, growers, and the congressmen 

whose districts would have been the most affected by MLS. 

The primary objections to MLS were for its al

legedly "excessive fundings" for its having been established 

without adequate prior consultation with appropriate offi

cials? for its association with the already politically 

troubled CAF? and for announced objectives (eego, voter 

registration) which most South Florida attorneys considered 

outside the proper scope of activity for a legal aid agency, 

particularly a federally funded program# As a result of 
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these attacks, especially of criticism by United States 

Representative Sam M« Gibbons (De, Fla<»), a Southern 

moderate who previously had provided invaluable assistance 

to 0E0 during important floor fights in Congress, LSP re

versed itself and refused to release the funds it had 

awarded MLS. 

SFMLS8 Origin and Formative Period 

In August 1966, after it had become evident that MLS 

would not receive the funds it had been assigned by LSP, 

efforts were begun to formulate a grant application for a 

new program to take MLS® places The initiators of this pro

posal, a group of board members and staff officials af

filiated with Miami®s urban-based lsp, Economic Opportunity 

Legal Services Programs Inc0 (EOLSPI), was apprised of the 

existence of the funding situation by sources in LSP® After 

several delays and some controversy, this effort proved suc

cessful On April 20, 1967* LSP awarded the $806,099, 

formerly assigned to MLS, to a new lsp sponsored by EOLSPI. 

The new agency, SFMLS, was to serve essentially the same 

functions which MLS had sought to perform (except for the 

exclusion of voter registration activities), but for two 

years in a more restricted six-county area (excluding Con

gressman Gibbons® congressional district)® 

During the period from August 1966, until about the 

end of April 1967* both the concept and reality of the 
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migrant legal services project remained controversial. 

Although the controversy during this formative stage was 

relatively low-keys SFMLS® grant proposal was given final 

approval only after nine months of discussion, deliberation, 

and delay. For six months after the agency's grant was ap

proved s SFMLS officials were occupied primarily with in

ternal organizational concerns0 During those months of 

relative inactivity, SFMLS generated only minor and sporadic 

criticism® 

The most serious political problem during these 

early months was the open hostility of Congressman Paul 

Rogers and the uncooperative stance assumed by local bar 

associations (other than the Dade County Bar Association 

which did offer its cooperation)# Rogers opposed the 

planned legal services project from the moment he first 

learned of it—-issuing a written complaint to 0E0 Director 

Sargent Shriver, in November 1966, objecting to the funding 

level of SFMLS? to its indirect association with the 

Hardeman group (CAF)s to its domination by an "outside," 

Dade County groups and most vociferously, to the alleged 

failure of either SFMLS or LSP to advise him in advance of 

SFMLS* initial grant application although, according to 

Rogers, his interest was well knowne 

While the county bar associations did little to 

actively oppose the formation of SFMLS, their lack of 
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enthusiasm was evident. Efforts were made during this 

formative period to placate them and to solicit the co

operation and support of both the county bar associations 

and Congressman Rogers® While there is reason to believe 

that local overtures toward such groups may have been less 

than whole-hearted„ LSP officials were genuinely anxious to 

ameliorate relations between the local project and Rogers 

and the local bar groups® In addition to LSP"s twice 

insisting on revisions in the proposed board structure of 

SFMLS to meet specific objections raised by Congressman 

Rogers, LSP Director Earl Johnson^ Jr® made a special trip 

to South Florida in February 1967 to meet local bar of

ficials and to listen to their complaints» Johnson9s 

efforts at conciliation were rebuffed by local bar leaders 

who appeared to adopt the attitude that "if we ignore this 

thing* it may go away®" 

The Controversy Escalates 

The Hunger Issue* In December of 1967* the legal 

services controversy moved into the public spotlight for the 

first time since MLS had attracted attention in the area 

press in the spring and summer of 19660 As part of its 

legislative advocacy policy, SFMLS considered it within the 

agency®s area of responsibility to assist efforts to publi

cize and focus attention on the problems of migrants® In 

December 1967# SFMLS loaned staff assistance to the field 
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investigation in South Florida of a private investigative 

commission sponsored by the Citizen's Crusade Against 

Poverty, the Board of Inquiry into Hunger and Malnutrition 

in the United States® 

SFMLS became publicly identified with this investi

gation when some of the preliminary findings of the 

investigative team were reported in the local press as 

"allegations" made by SFMLS staff membersc Controversy over 

the hunger investigation had begun to recede but was revived 

the following April when the Board of Inquiry released its 

nationally controversial reports Hunger, UoS.Ao This re

port, which mentioned certain South Florida counties as 

areas failing to provide adequately for citizens who were 

hungry and malnourished, stirred considerable resentment 

among South Florida officials and many local citizens and 

groups®-^ In an area inherently suspicious of federal pro

grams and sensitive to criticism by outsiders, SFMLS® asso

ciation with embarassing national publicity resulting from 

380 Citizens9 Board of Inquiry into Hunger and Mal
nutrition in the United States, Hunger, UeS«Ae, with an 
Introductory Comment by Robert Fo Kennedy (Bostons Beacon 
Press, 1968)0 The national controversy over this report is 
described in Larry Brown, "Hunger, USAs The Public Pushes 
Congress," Journal of Health and Social Behavior 2 (1970)1 
115-26 reprinted in Politics of Powerlessa eds0 Binstock and 
Ely, pp« 156-691 and Hick Kotz, Let Them Eat Promises? The 
Politics of Hunger in America,, with an Introduction by 
Senator George McGovern (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.s Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1969), ppe 111-18, 
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the hunger investigation engendered inevitable enmity, some 

of it lastingo 

Cole vo Heidtmano In early January 19689 with re

sentment over the initial hunger controversy still high® 

SFMLS became embroiled in a Palm Beach County labor dispute 

involving several hundred Jamaican sugar cane cutters, the 

Sugar Cane Growers Cooperative of Florida, and Palm Beach 

County law enforcement officials, who, as customarily was 

the case, sided with the employee The initial incident 

culminated in March., in a federal class action suit® Cole v<> 

Heidtman,^9 charging an array of influential defendants such 

as Palm Beach County Sheriff William R„ Heidtman, the Sugar 

Cane Growers Cooperative, and the prestigious Florida Fruit 

and Vegetable Association (FFVA), with such serious and 

potentially inflammatory offenses ass false arrest® denial 

of the constitutional right to assembly, violation of labor 

contracts and federal minimum wage provisions, assessment of 

illegal payroll deductions, deportation of workers without a 

fair hearing, and harassment of SFMLS attorneys by sheriff®s 

officerso These charges, and accompanying monetary claims 

amounting to several hundred thousand dollars, resulted in a 

significant escalation of the attacks against SFMLSo (For 

details concerning the farm labor incident and the resulting 

39® Cole v# Heidtman, 68-2^5-Civ-TC (U.S. D* Ct., 
S.D. Fla. 1968"). 
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court case, see the Civil Rights Commission Report, appendix 

7, and the case description in appendix 5°) 

Gomez va Florida State Employment Service,, A month 

after Cole v0 Heidtman was initiated,* SFMLS "became involved 

in another suit that generated substantial controversy, in

cluding a request from Florida®s Republican Governor Claude 

Kirk that 0E0 launch an investigation of SFMLS. Like Cole 

v» Heidtman0 this suitp Gomez v0 Florida State Employment 

Service,, named as defendants powerful public and private 

interestso Two agencies were sued? the Florida State Em

ployment Service and the Lee County Board of Healthe Also 

named as a defendant was Naples Farms, Inc©^® (See appendix 

5 for a description of this caseo) Governor Kirk4s request 

for an investigation in the Gomez case was turned down by 

0e0 and both this case and Cole v© Heidtman were given 

favorable national publicity through LSPes periodical Law In 

Action,, The effect of these cases in South Florida was to 

enhance an increasingly widely accepted image of SFMLS as an 

organization of radical "outside agitators" dedicated solely 

to harassing reputable growers and otherwise popularly sup

ported government agencies* 

40o Gomez ve Florida State Employment Service, 417 
F. 2d 569 (5th Giro 19^9)® 

41. "Florida Migrants Charge Rights Denied," 
pp. 7-8. 
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The Controversy is Routinized 

For several months following its initiation of the 

highly controversial suits in the Cole v. Heidtman and Gomez 

cases* SFMLS did nothing which created a comparable impact* 

In spite of the respite from dramatic cases such as these, 

the level of opposition to SFMLS subsided only slightly® 

The legal services controversy became less volatile (i»ee, 

more stabilized or routinized), but it did not diminish sig

nificantly in intensityo From May through October of 1968, 

the controversy basically assumed a reasonably regular and 

predictable pattern of charge followed by countercharge® 

Participants in the controversy became more clearly identi

fied, the underlying issues began to be clarified, and the 

positions of the various participants on these issues became 

increasingly evident0 

The Controversy Intensifies 

In cases arising in November and December of 1968, 

SFMLS again challenged major growers in controversial class 

action suits„ raising, for the first time, the "peonage" 

issue. Soon after its inception, SFMLS concluded that a 

major obstacle to the agency®s own work and to the advance

ment of the migrant®s cause was the customary denial by 

farmers and migrant labor camp operators of free access to 

and from farm labor camps® Immediately, the project®s 



research staff began to prepare a "model brief" for use in a 

judiciously chosen test case involving the "right of 

accesso" 

In close succession in late 1968* two opportunities 

arose to get this significant law reform issue before the 

courtso In the first case, Curry v0 American Foods, Inc«9 

SFMLS confronted a major corporate representative of South 

Florida0s economically powerful agribusiness communityo In 

the second case, Puerto Rican Farmworkers ex rel Vidal v© 

Eatmona the agency took on K. D® Eatmon, an agribusiness 

entrepreneur who owned in excess of ten thousand acres of 

farmland and annually employed hundreds of farm workers. 

The complaints were essentially the same in both cases» It 

was charged that SFMLS attorneys had been denied access to 

farm worker clients residing in labor camps and that those 

clients were being held in a condition of debt peonage.*^ 

The furor created by these cases among South Florida 

farmers and farm organizations at first seems exaggerated 

considering that, in a year and a half of operation, SFMLS 

had taken only four farmers to courtc Each of these cases, 

howeverj, involved important law reform issues and proved to 

be extremely controversiale The substantive advantage of 

these cases, from the perspective of SFMLS0 objectives, was 

Curry v, American Foods, Ince, 68-1286-Civ-
CF (U.S. D. Cto, S.D. Fla» 1968) and Puerto Rican Farm
workers ex rel Vidal v. K. D» Eatmon, 42? F 2d 210 (5th 
Cir. 197071 
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that they constituted law reform suits designed to have an 

impact beyond the immediate casese They sought to modify 

existing patterns of dealing with migrants among groups 

represented by the defendants© It was this aspect of the 

cases which generated intense opposition to SFMLSo 

Criticism of SFML3 flared again in mid-December when 

a federal judge dismissed the charges in the Eatmon case0 

The opinion handed down by Chief Judge Charles B0 Fulton of 

the United States District Court for the Southern District 

of Florida triggered a new wave of criticism of SFMLSo 

Judge Fulton indicated that he felt the program9s attorneys 

in the Eatmon case were guilty of solicitation of clients, 

fomenting trouble, instigating unnecessary litigation, and 

violations of courtroom ethics® Judge Fulton®s dismissal of 

the charges in this case, along with the damaging obiter 

dictum concerning SFMLS® alleged violations of legal ethics, 

served to convey an aura of legitimacy to similar allega

tions by other critics» One of these cited Judge Fulton's 

opinion as "authoritative evidence" of actual wrongdoing on 

the part of SFMLSo In 1970, Fulton®s decision was vacated 

and the case remanded by a federal court of appeals# 

The Controversy Over Refunding 

The longest and most intense period of controversy 

over migrant legal services occurred when agency critics 

realized that within a few months, in April of 1969, SFMLS* 
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original funding period would end« The program would auto

matically lose federal funding unless the new Republican 

administration in Washington acted to refund ito The moment 

seemed at hand when SFMLS might be terminated or "brought to 

heel." 

The refunding controversy over SFMLS conveniently 

may be thought of as having gotten underway in February 

1969* when a project critic notedj, in a letter to a high-

ranking public officials that SFMLS was scheduled to "come 

up for refunding" and added his "sincere /hope/ that fund

ing for o e 6 /the/ organization /could/ be eliminated,," 

The refunding controversy lasted until late August when both 

sides accepted a forced settlement imposed by LSP0 

The refunding situation and press speculation con

cerning SFMLS® reported funding difficulties alerted op

ponents to SFMLS9 vulnerable position and supplied them with 

renewed hope and determination Within SFMLS® the migrant 

project's future was perceived as uncertain during February 

and March of 1969® Congressman Rogers publicly announced 

that he had been assured by officials in Washington that 

SFMLS would not be refunded by LSP. Rogers9 announcement 

appears to have been either a deliberate or inadvertent mis

interpretation of an LSP statement that SFMLS would not be 

funded again as a research and demonstration pro.jecta but 

might be refunded under a different section of the Economic 
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Opportunity Act as an operating program* Direct communi

cation between Washington and SFMLS concerning the agency®s 

funding status was infrequent, conflicting, and anabiguousc 

Local lsp personnel complained that "the situation was 

fluid," and 0E0 apparently had "no discernible position" 

concerning the project®s future© While one LSP official was 

rumored in this period to have criticized SFMLS for "seeking 
\ 

headlines/" another top official is reported to have de

clared that, while LSP would "attempt to mollify Paul 

Rogers/' it would not "scrap /SFMLS/ just to suit one con

gressman e" 

Local criticism of SFMLS was intensified when, in 

March, staff members assisted Senator George McGovern°s 

(D., S« Do) United States Senate Select Committee on Nutri

tion and Human Needs in a highly publicized investigatory 

expedition to South Florida@ For its efforts, SFMLS reaped, 

in addition to considerable local television coverage, addi

tional enmity from Congressman Rogers, Governor Kirk, and 

other program criticse Within a few days of this incident, 

steps were initiated, through the governor®s office, to 

sponsor a competing grant application for the funds being 

sought by SFMLSo The proposed new agency, Six County Mi

grant Legal Aid, Inc©, had the reputed support of the Kirk 

Administration, Congressman Rogers, the Florida Bar Associa

tion, and the presidents of the affected local bar 

associationse 
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The Six County organization would have differed from 

sfmls in several important respects* Dade County was to 

have been replaced as a project participant by Glades 

County® More importantly, the parent Six County agency was 

to have been utilized primarily as a funding vehicle? in 

practices the Six County proposal would have created 

essentially autonomous lsp°s operating as adjuncts to legal 

aid societies operated by their respective county bar 

associations., 

The Six County proposal soon encountered political 

difficulties of its own<> The proposal seems primarily to 

have fallen victim to the communications gap among partici

pants in the legal services controversy which appears to 

have widened during the early months of 1969a Believing 

they had 0E0®s encouragement and implicit approvals, the 

Six County group sent a grant application to Washington just 

as federal antipoverty officials were reaching a tentative 

agreement to approve SFMLS for refunding® The Six County 

proposal received an additional blow when Marshall Criser* 

Florida Bar Presidents, and president-designate of the pro

posed Six County group8 was compelled to recant earlier 

announcements of the Florida Bar Association's enthusiastic 

endorsement of the Six County proposal® In a widely dis

tributed memorandum, Criser retracted his previous announce

ments of bar support^ expressed the Florida Bar Board of 
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in the issue, and emphasized that the Florida Bar could not 

become involved in political controversies of this nature.^ 

Although a tentative decision seems to have been 

reached in April 1969s to refund SFMLS9 final approval was 

to be withheld until the results of 0E0°s projected annual 

review of SFMLS were availableSince the four-man 

evaluation team selected for the field investigation phase 

of this review was not expected to have its report com

pleted by the time SFMLS® grant was scheduled to lapse, it 

was decided to extend the grant period for several months, 

allowing SFMLS to continue operations on existing and bor

rowed fundse In May, the "1969 0E0 Evaluation" of SFMLS 

was completed, strongly recommending that SFMLS be refunded. 

(See appendix 8 for a summary of this evaluation.) 

In spite of OEO°s previous tentative decision to re

fund SFMLS and this evaluation which was favorable to SFMLS, 

several months elapsed before the agency's application was 

given final approval. This delay apparently was the result 

of a decision at the national level to postpone any final 

kjo Marshall Criser, Memorandum on Migrant Legal 
Services South Florida Area, May 13, 1969o (Typewritten, 
Xeroxedo) 

44. Burt Wo Griffin, Director, Legal Services Pro
gram, to Lyle Do Holcomb, Jr., President, SFMLS, April 1, 
1969 and Christopher Clancy, Acting Director, Legal Ser
vices Program to Lyle D. Holcomb, Jr., President, SFMLS. 
May 16, 1969. 
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decision on such controversial grants as SFMLS* until the 

newly elected Republican president had an opportunity to 

appoint his own 0E0 director®^ During this period of in

decision in Washington,, the legal services controversy 

locally continued virtually unabateds 

After the evaluation report by 0E0 was released in 

May, the focus of the controversy shifted, in a strategic 

sense, from the alleged misdeeds of SFMLS to the inadequa

cies of the evaluation reporto Congressman Rogers termed 

the "1969 0E0 Evaluation" a "whitewash," a "cover up," and 

an "outright frauds" Almost immediately upon its release, 

Rogers requested a General Accounting Office (GAO) investi

gation of SFMLS and of the evaluation procedures employed by 

0E0. (This is summarized in appendix 8.) 

A Forced Settlement 

Finally, in late August 1969* after months of delay 

and indecision, with new 0E0 and LSP directors installed, 

0E0 was prepared to decide the fate of SFMLS® National 0E0 

and LSP officials appear to have been guided largely by two 

considerations in reaching a decision on SFMLS9 request for 

renewed fundingo As part of a new Republican national 

administration, it was deemed politically essential that 0E0 

45® Bertrand Me Harding, Acting Director, 0E0, to 
United States Congressman Paul Rogers, May 19, 1969, 
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avoid,, as much as possible, antagonizing Florida®s Republi

can Governor Kirk® On the other hand* it was feared that an 

early decision to terminate SFMLS might so antagonize and 

demoralize the staff of LSP and the staffs of local lsp®s 

throughout the nation that newly appointed LSP Director 

Terry Lenzner would be rendered ineffectual in his efforts 

to administer LSPo 

Within only days of his appointment as LSP director 

by Donald Rumsfeld, the recently confirmed director of 0E0, 

Lenzner* traveled to Florida to settle the fate of SFMLSo 

Confronted with what finally appeared to be a firm stand by 

LSP, both sides in the law reform controversy accommodated 

themselves to the necessity of a "compromise," and sought to 

gain as favorable a settlement as possible.. In view of the 

apparent determination of LSP to preserve the institutional 

integrity of SFMLS, opponents of the program sought to 

acquire as much formal representation and control over the 

agency as possible° Program supporters, now perceiving no 

realistic choice other than compromise in order to salvage 

the program, were prepared to accept conditions they would 

have rejected during the summer and springe Most of the 

essential elements of this forced settlement were formally 

attached to the lspes new grant as a series of "special 

conditions," (See appendix 9») 
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The most obvious change resulting from the August 

••compromise" was the change in name of the lsp (still le

gally the same entity) from SFMLS to Florida Rural Legal 

Services„ Ince (FRLS)„ Other alterations, though less 

significant symbolically, were substantively more important# 

The exclusively migrant focus of SFMLS was ended*, a re-

flection of the political impotence of migrant farm workerse 

Eligibility was extended to all the rural poor in the areas 

served, a modification which SFMLS did not opposec Though 

Dade County was to continue to be served by FRLS9 another 

rural county (Glades) was added? and the project®s adminis

trative offices were decentralized and moved outside of Dade 

Countyo Equal representation on FRLS® governing board 

(nine of eighteen board members) was granted to former cri

tics of migrant legal services, with appointments to these 

positions to be made by the governor®s office, grower asso

ciations,, and the state bar association# (The new board 

structure is shown in appendix 10.) This step was likened, 

by an lsp advocate* to "asking the fox to look after the 

chickenso" Finally, in a significant unwritten,, strictly 

informal concession,, SFMLS agreed to replace its aggressive, 

outspoken, and also highly able, executive director, Joseph 

Segor—a substantive as well as a symbolic victory for 

SFMLS• opponents# 
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An Uneasy Peace 

The immediate aftermath of the LSP-imposed settle

ment was a few months of relative calm as both sides in the 

legal services controversy adopted essentially a wait-and-

see attitude® During this period of relatively quiet but 

uneasy peace* occasional incidents served to rekindle the 

legal services controversy» Most notably, controversy was 

revived when, in November 1969» Congressman Rogers issued a 

widely published press release asserting that GAP®s recently 

completed investigation of SFMLS and OEO had been strongly 

critical of SFMLS® By now this sharp attack was strate

gically superfluous® It did serve, however, to arouse, 

temporarily at least, lingering animosities left in the wake 

of previous struggles over legal services® 

The tenor of Rogers® press release, intentionally or 

not, served to instigate renewed hostility over the legal 

services issue® The press announcement presented a selec

tive, distorted portrayal of the GAP Report which was much 

more inflamatory than the report itself® Taken as a 

whole, the GAP Report largely exonerated SFMLS, leading to 

the conclusion that most of the charges leveled against the 

agency either were false or exaggerated® The GAP Report 

contained no overall evaluative verdict relating to the 

charges against SFMLS® GAP findings concerning specific 

46® GAP Report. 
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charges were mixed and deviated in some ways from those of 

the "1969 0E0 Evaluation." To a surprising degree* in view 

of Rogers® news release, however, the GAP Report corrobo

rated 0E08s findings0 While the GAP Report was critical of 

the procedures employed by PEP®s evaluation team, terming 

them "unfortunatesubstantively, GAP found little reason 

to quarrel with the findings of the PEG evaluators0 (For a 

detailed summary of the GAP Reports see appendix 8 0 )  

In spite of the incident over this reports and a few 

similar less divisive developments, the first months under 

FRLS were relatively quiets Following the prolonged and 

debilitating refunding controversy, the newly funded FRLS 

was forced, as SFMLS had been during much of the preceding 

two and one-half years, to turn its attention inward to 

organizational tasks such as relocation of offices and re

building the agency®s legal staff, down at one point from a 

high of nineteen to only five attorneyse For several weeks, 

the legal services efforts of FRLS v/ere confined to routine 

legal services and continuation of some of the less contro

versial law reform and community development activities 

initiated by SFMLSa 

Uncertain concerning the disposition of FRLS® new 

governing board and staff leadership toward activities which 

might engender controversy, for a while FRLS staff attorneys 

appeared cautious, even hesitant, to become involved in 
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situations which might lead to serious confrontations with 

local political influentials® The political costs to SFMLS 

of its decision to fight rather than to accommodate its 

critics were readily apparent to FRLS Acting Executive Di

rector Alan Kukore A former SFMLS staff member? Kukor felt 

that SFMLS had contributed greatly to its own political dif

ficulties with its intransigence and "flaming rhetorics" 

Differences between the lsp and its critics could be mini

mized, Kukor feltj, without reneging on FRLS® commitment to 

its clients, provided that a genuine effort were made to 

improve the agency"s public image by adopting a low profile 

and seeking to avoid unnecessary confrontation with the 

established political structure. 

Renewed Controversy 

As FRLS became more fully operational and as recent

ly recruited staff attorneys began to develop a strong af

finity with client groups, a number of incidents, beginning 

in January 19?0S served to revive the legal services contro

versy® FRLS was heavily criticized for two cases involving 

the representation of Black high school students in contro

versies with school officials® Critics argued that the stu

dents were not eligible for program assistance and that FRLS 

should not interfere with the operation of local school sys

tems by questioning the authority of teachers, principals, 

and administrators. In one case, involving representation 
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of students who had engaged in a demonstrations it was 

charged that such representation itself constituted improper 

involvement of the program in a protest demonstration® 

An incident in July 1970 involved FRLS staff assist

ance to NBC in the preparation of "Migrants" a nationally 

televised NBC "White Paper" narrated by Chet Huntley©^? 

"Migrant" stirred a furor in South Florida reminiscent of 

that created ten years earlier by the presentation of Edward 

R0 Murrow0s classic television documentary "Harvest of 

Shameo" Featured prominently in both reports were the city 

of Belle Glade and surrounding rural areas in Palm Beach 

County, The reception accorded "Migrant" in Florida was re

flected in the public comments of several Florida officials. 

Governor Kirk termed the program "defamatoryo" Senator 

Edward Gurney (Ros Fla0) called it "another example of one

sided reporting of the big television networkso" Florida 

Agriculture Secretary Doyle Conner labeled the report "one 

of the most one-sided,, biased pieces of reporting ever pro

duced o" It is interesting to note that Conner®s comment was 

reported before the program was aired* Governor Kirks who 

apparently agreed with another top state official ("I®m 

aware of the problems,, I didn® t have to watch Chet Hunt

ley."), did not watch the program at alio Important farm 

groups such as the Florida Farm Bureau Federation and the 

*1-7o NBC* "Migrants An NBC White Paper," narrated 
by Chet Huntleyp July 17P 1970. 
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FFVA criticized the program. The latter group even threat

ened to seek revocation of the licenses of Florida affili

ates of NBC which carried the programs For its part in the 

preparation of NBC®s migrant special, FRLS was vilified for 

"polarizing the community/' and ignoring established chan

nels of complaint® 

The reaction of FRLS# board of directors to the 

incidents described above is instructive® In August 1969s 

the transformation in the political composition of the lsp®s 

governing board appeared to be the most significant outcome 

of the settlement of legal services funding controversy8 

Former critics of legal services8 largely because of this 

structural modification and of FRLS9 outwardly timid be

ginnings initially viewed FRLS with a sense of relief and 

cautious expressions of satisfaction concerning the way 

events were progressinge Former legal services backers 

feared thats under the new board, FRLS might become too 

conservative and circumspect, abandoning its previous ag

gressive, innovativej, and sometimes adventurous, advocacy of 

its clients0 causes,. In the summer of 1970, with contro

versy over FRLS already simmering, one staff attorney ex

pressed concern that the project was in danger of becoming 

a "divorce mi11a" 

One consequence of the restructuring of the legal 

services governing board was a shift in the primary arena 
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of controversy from 0E0, Congressman Rogers* office, and the 

area press» to the board of directors of FRLS® With vir

tually equal representation on the lsp®s boards critics of 

law reform for the first time began to bring their com

plaints directly to the attention of the lsp9s governing 

board® Whiles initially^ the worst expectations concerning 

a completely stalemated board did not develop (neither fac

tion on the board was perfectly cohesive)9 factional divi

sions on the board were readily apparent® In electing its 

president^ the board divided evenly until the candidate of 

the holdover pro-legal services faction withdrew from the 

race, accepting the position of vice-president—a major 

concession to the lsp9s former critics® 

Board reaction,, after January 1970, to criticisms of 

the project's staff developed into a patterned response.. 

The most vocal and hostile representatives of the anti-SFMLS 

faction such as George Wedgeworth, a prominent agribusiness 

executive and one of the defendants in Cole v« Heidtman, 

would express shock and indignation over allegations and 

clamor for immediate firings, investigations, and tighter 

board supervision of staff activitieso Having nothing to 

lose if FRLS were immobilized by stalemate and internal dis

sension, the most avid critics of any legal services acti

vity beyond routine legal aid were able to wield 

disproportionate, though not controlling, influence over 
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board deliberations relating to controversies» Board mem

bers of both factions who took a more responsible view 

typically would accede to the demand for investigations, 

and then attempt to limit such investigations to the im

mediate chargesj, and to protect the staff from undue harass

ment and illegitimate interference in administrative matters 

and lawyer-client relationships by antagonistic board mem

bers o 

The board0s investigations of controversies typi

cally ended with the conclusion that no technical violations 

had occurredo No attorney was dismissed as a consequence of 

any investigation® Usually* however, the board's decision 

was accompanied by an expression of the board®s "concern" 

with the agency's public image and an admonition that pro

ject attorneys should exercise greater "discretion®" While 

most board members expressed relief that so little fault had 

been found as a consequence of these investigations„ the 

cumulative effect of a series of such investigations on 

staff attorneys was "chilling©" Though accused staff mem

bers ultimately were adjudged innocents the work and morale 

of the entire staff tended to be disrupted when attorneys, 

often on the slenderest evidence© were called on to defend 

their actions before the board© Frequently those attorneys, 

innocent or not, were subjected to public tongue lashings by 

irate board members,. The overall effect of the board® s res

ponse to controversial incidents hardly was to encourage 
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aggressive legal advocacy in "behalf of the poor. The re

luctance, even of members of the pro-law reform faction on 

FRLS8 board of directors, to support the pursuit of contro

versial law reform activities was underlined when, in the 

summer of 1970., the "board®s presidents over LSP objections,, 

but with vigorous protests from only a few board members* 

withdrew FRLS from participation in Cole v0 Heidtman, the 

most controversial suit initiated by SFMLSo 

In the Slimmer of 19?0S a situation began to develop 

which was destined to make FRLS at least as controversial as 

SFMLS was during the height of the refunding controversy.} 

FRLS became publicly identified at this time with a recently 

organized group of young, militant-appearing, Black, Viet 

Nam veterans in Belle Glade who belonged to an organization 

called the Cry of Black Youth (C0BY)o Rather than dis-

associating itself from COBY, FRLS® Belle Glade staff 

readily admitted to having contributed to the formation of 

the organization and provided legal assistance to the 

group# Staff officials in Belle Glade announced that COBY 

met FRLS® eligibility standards for group representation, 

that representation of the group was proper and entirely 

consistent with LSP objectives, and that FRLS would continue 

to provide legal assistance to the organization® The con

tinued association with COBY proved to be a persistent 

source of difficulty for FRLS. Local citizens and officials 
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generally made no distinction between providing a group with 

legal assistance and sharing its objectives and approving 

its tactics® 

By the fall of 1970s confronted with perpetual cri

ticism from some board members and receiving little compen

satory support from the rest., even FRLS Executive Director 

Kukor had begun to waver in his belief that a satisfactory 

accommodation could be reached with FRLS0 criticso In

creasingly s Kukor0s stance came to resemble that of his 

predecessoro The alternatives seemed to be narrowing 

basically to three! (1) the project could cease to exist; 

(2) it could accommodate by accepting the routine legal aid 

approach advocated by criticsj or (3) it could fight* prob

ably eventually resulting in the project®s being emasculated 

or totally dismantled® By the fall of 1970s FRLS0 staff 

leadership had virtually abandoned any idea of accommodation 

and returned to SFMLS® "sue the bastards" approach to 

dealing with those local power blocs perceived as obstacles 

to the advancement of the agency® s client population., 

As a consequence of events beginning on September 

29» 1970® the legal services controversy reached a climactic 

level reviving fully antagonisms which» partially at least* 

had been dormant since August 1969© In a federal suit filed 

by FRLS and four COBY members9 several Belle Glade and Palm 

Beach County officials (Sheriff William R. Heidtman, County 
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Solicitor Marvin Mounts, Belle Glade Mayor Bill Bailey, 

Police Chief Charles Goodlett, City Manager William Mallery, 

and the entire city commission) were charged with conspiracy 

to violate the civil rights of four COBY memberso In prac

tically simultaneous actions FRLS filed a federal suit 

challenging the constitutionality of Belle Glade®s vagrancy 

ordinanceo The immediate response of the officials to these 

suits was to launch a vehement attack on FRLS proclaiming 

the agency's staff to be composed of "agitators/9 "revo

lutionaries,," and "subversives" who were determined to 

"foster disruptions" "foment civil disorder" and, ultimately 

instigate "revolution®" Both FRLS and LSP were condemned by 

South Florida critics as threats "to the peace, liberty, and 
hO 

progress of the American peoples."^0 

Level of Controversy 

The preceding chronological description of the legal 

services controversy in South Florida in a general manner 

conveys the significant amount of controversy generated by 

SFMLS. The factors contributing to the conclusion that 

SFMLS was highly controversial—more so than either MHP or 

CAMP—can now be more precisely identified,, First, the 

level of controversy over legal services is evaluated in 

terms of the number and importance of the participants in 

48. House EOA Hearings, 1971« pp« 1952-56» 
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the controversy. Then, the intensity of the feelings of 

those participants9 as measured by their behavioral 

patterns9 is considered*, 

Participants 

Participants in the legal services controversy in 

South Florida represented a diverse selection of groups and 

individuals ranging in status„ power9 and prestige from 

high-ranking state and national public officials to ordinary 

migrant farm workers and the weak and struggling organiza

tions which purported to defend their interestse Though 

both the pro-SFMLSj, pro-law reform alliance and the anti-

SFMLS, anti-law reform alliance in the legal services con

troversy could count some powerful participants in their 

respective memberships* an important analytical distinction 

can be drawn between the types of groups represented in the 

opposing coalitions*, Locallyj, the combination of groups 

supporting SFMLS and law reform tended to be composed of 

"cosmopolitans" "public interest" groups* people from di

verse backgrounds held together largely by common ideolo

gical perspectiveso Opposing groups often could be 

characterized as "private/" "grass roots" organizations 

whose "objectives were largely economic advantage for them

selves and their kindo" Ordinarily® when issues are struc

tured to enhance local influence® as was the case with the 
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legal services issue, private interest, grass-roots organi

zations tend to prevail over cosmopolitan community service 

organi zati ons ® ̂  

Pro0 Primary responsibility for initiating and 

coordinating a sustained political defense of SFMLS was 

assumed by the project®s deputyj> and later, executive di

rector, Joseph Co Segoro Segor, a liberal, Jewish, Miami 

attorney in his middle thirties quickly established himself 

as an effective political organizer and articulate spokesman 

for the embattled SFMLS0 He rapidly acquired a reputation 

among critics of the agency as an abrasive troublemaker and 

agitatoro He came to symbolize SFMLS® independence and 

aggressive advocacy of unpopular causes to such an extent 

that, when compromise finally became necessary, Segor9s re

signation or dismissal was predictable® In performing his 

political leadership functions Segor had the complete faith, 

confidence, and support of the board of directors of SFMLS, 

especially of the board®s president Lyle Do Holcomb, Jr«, a 

prominent Miami attorney and Dade County Bar official® 

In his and the staff®s search for political support, 

Segor found organized support most readily among community 

U-9o For a discussion of the distinction between 
these two types of groups and the political implications of 
this distinction, see J0 Leiper Freeman, The Political Pro
cess i Executive Bureau-Legislative Committee Relations! 
rev. ed® (New Yorks Random House, 1965)® PP® 91-9^ and 
Schattschneider, pp» 22-28® 
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organizations which worked with migrants. Among the most 

supportive groups were those represented on SFMLS® board of 

directors? The American Friends Service Committees the 

Inter-Faith Agency for Social Justice of South Florida, etc. 

(for a fuller listing, see appendices 3 and U-)0 The agen

cy* s client population constituted another potential base of 

local supports The most active support from this source was 

provided by organized groups of migrants, particularly by 

two groups which SFMLS assisted in organizing^ Organized 

Migrants in Community Action (OMIGA), a Dade County organi

zation of about two thousand, mostly Mexican American mi

grants, and the Glades Citizens Association (GCA), a Palm 

Beach County group of about eight hundred Black migrant farm 

workers. 

A few state and local public officials were sup

portive of SFMLS, but these were concentrated almost en

tirely in Dade County. The Dade County Board of County 

Commissioners passed a resolution supporting the refunding 

of SFMLS. Some state and local bar officials were friendly, 

or at least not openly hostile, even in the counties in 

which the agency encountered its strongest oppositions For 

the most part, these favorable attitudes did not form a 

basis for active support for the agency. Particularly 

helpful in a struggle which at times appeared to be a 

battle of press releases was favorable news coverage and 
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editorial support from several east coast newspapers* the 

Miami Heralds the Miami Newsa the Miami Reviewg the Ft® 

Lauderdale Newsfl and the Sun-Sentinel (Pompano Beach)o 

Much of the most valuable support received by SFMLS 

was national in scope and focused directly on Congress,, LSP, 

and 0E0o In addition to having the enthusiastic backing of 

Dade County0s Democratic Congressmen Claude Pepper and Dante 

B« Fascellj SFMLS obtained the assistance of such nationally 

known legislators as Senators McGovern and Walter Mondale 

(D., Minn0)e Informal assistance from the American Bar 

Association was received through the chairman of the ABA 

Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants« 

The many expressions of support and concern from lsp®s and 

staff attorneys throughout the nation appear to have been 

particularly influential with the national office of LSP. 

Especially helpful may have been a favorable intercession by 

the Steering Committee of the Project Directors® Advisory 

Committee to LSP» Expressions of support also were received 

from a variety of influential individuals and organizations 

such as Robert Coles, a nationally known Harvard psychia

trist and expert on migrant labor problems® and the Robert 

F. Kennedy Foundation Finally, and most importantly* SFMLS 

benefited from the predilections toward law reform and com

munity development of a great many national and regional 0E0 

and LSP officials, including practically every director or 
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acting director of LSP in the time period studiede One in

dication of the level of controversy surrounding SFMLS is 

that, with over two hundred lsp® s under their supervisions 

every LSP and 0E0 director who served from 1966 through 1969 

had his attention directed to the migrant legal services 

controversy in South Florida at some time during his tenure® 

Con0 A formidable array of opponents was aligned 

against SFMLSo The agency®s most persistent critic was West 

Palm Beach Congressman Paul Rogers« Rogers0 offices in 

Washington and in the congressional district served as focal 

points through which hundreds of complaints against SFMLS 

were funneled® In part, Rogers® determined opposition to 

SFMLS seems to have stemmed from his view of what represen

tation of the politically relevant part of his constituency 

called for0 Rogers® congressional district during the 

period of this controversy was an anomaly, spanning an area 

of stark contrasts ranging from wealthy, cosmopolitan, Gold 

Coast resort communities such as Palm Beach to the rural, 

agriculturally rich, but otherwise poverty-striken. Glades 

area. The Glades area consists of vast stretches of un

developed swampland and fertile farmland interspersed oc

casionally with scattered migrant labor camps and 

communities with rustic-sounding names like Belle Glade, 

Pahokee, Immokalee, etc« Congressman Rogers depended 

heavily on large growers, agribusiness corporations, and 
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local professional groups in his district for political 

support.5° 

Rogers is considered a conservative by his con-

stituents and usually receives unfavorable ratings on roll 

call votes from liberal organizations. Ironically9 he has 

received national attention in recent years for his environ

mental concerns9 and has acquired a reputation as a suc

cessful advocate of increased federal spending in the area 

of his legislative specialtyc healtho Long a critic of 0E0, 

which he considered an outrageous "boondoggles" and suspi

cious of SFMLS because of its indirect association with CAF 

and Dr« Thomas Hardeman? Rogers took vigorous exception to 

the inclusion in his district of this federal project which 

he considered an unsolicited, unannounced intervention in 

his district by an agency of a national administration con

trolled by his own political party0 

Joining Rogers in his opposition to SFMLS were a 

number of state and local officials whose motives and ob

jectives varied* Governor Kirk®s opposition seemed largely 

based on pragmatic political considerations* He preferred 

to see a well-funded agency with significant political 

ramifications such as SFMLS more directly controlled by 

50o The information on Rogers® congressional dis
trict and his political and legislative background is based 
on, in addition to interview data and personal observation, 
the profile of Rogers for Ralph Nader's Congress Project, 
Juran« 
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established public or private agencies at the state and 

local levels® Some critics who were public officials had 

more immediate interests at stake0 Palm Beach County 

Sheriff William Re Heidtmans a Republican and political ally 

of Governor KirkP was the named defendant in Cole v0 

Heidtman8 a SFMLS-filed suit claiming several hundred thou

sands of dollars in damages for approximately fifty off

shore Jamaican field workers whose civil rights Heidtman 

allegedly violated,. None of the public officials who op

posed SFMLS counted very much for political support on such 

groups as migrant farm workerss liberal-oriented community 

service organizations* or idealistic young attorneys,. Most 

of them did depend substantially on ties with the kinds of 

private groups which most vociferously opposed SFMLSo 

Important opposition to SFMLS came from the Florida 

Bar. The strongest bar opposition generally was registered 

by bar officials and individual attorneys in the areas 

served by SFMLS. The most prominent and most formidable 

lawyer critic of the agency was Palm Beach attorney Marshall 

Criser, who served as president of the Florida Bar Associa

tion in 1969 at the height of the refunding controversy over 

SFMLS. Criser had supported the state and local bar 

associations® voluntary legal aid efforts for years? and he 

strongly objected to those aspects of SFMLS (e.g., law re

form, group representation, community development, etc.) 
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which deviated from traditional legal aid. While most 

county bar officials and local lawyers who criticized SFMLS 

also adhered to the traditional legal aid concept* some 

individual attorneys opposed SFMLS because.they objected to 

it as a potential source of competition for clients? and 

some bar officials resented the fact that SFMLS had been 

funded while applications from bar-supported county legal 

aid societies had been turned down0 

Large individual and corporate growers and major 

agricultural associations constituted a significant source 

of opposition to SFMLSo The two most important organi

zational critics from the agricultural sector were the 

Florida Farm Bureau Federation and the Florida Fruit and 

Vegetable Association With respect to the legal services 

issue9 "the lead among farm organizations was assumed by the 

FFVA and its president^ gentleman-farmer George Wedgeworth» 

Wedgeworth also served as president of the Sugar Cane 

Growers Cooperative of Florida and directed a family farming 

operation of his own8 Wedgeworthp the FFVA9 and the Sugar 

Cane Growers Cooperative were included among the defendants 

in Cole v0 Heidtmane 

The FFVA consists of an organization of over ̂ *500 

Florida producers of vegetablesp sugarcane9 citrus9 and 

tropical fruitso Producer members of the FFVA grow a 

majority of the fruits, vegetables, and sugarcane produced 
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in Florida.. In its lobbying efforts, the FFVA frequently 

has adopted policy positions opposed to those of migrant 

groups and their allies® The FFVA consistently has opposed 

the extension of collective bargaining rights to farm 

workers and has promoted the "right to work" concepts The 

FFVA's objections to federally supported legal services for 

migrants consisted simply of a continuation and extension of 

the organization's traditional position on migrant labor 

issuese 

The critics of SFMLS found most South Florida news

papers, other than those in Dade County and a few others on 

the east coast, to be willing and useful allies in their 

attacks on SFMLS# With eager assistance from the Palm Beach 

Post and Times, the Ft» Myers News-Press, and other local 

papers, SFMLS critics were able to divert crucial lsp re

sources to the agency®s own defense, to delay the agency's 

refunding for several months, and to force a significant re

structuring of the lsp along lines desired by critics. 

Intensity 

Several aspects of the migrant legal services con

troversy attest to the high degree of intensity generated by 

the conflict? 

1. The duration of the conflict® 
2» The number of communications (both pro and con) relat

ing to the issue received by such focal points of 
communication as 0E0, LSP, and Congressman Rogers, 
who reports that he received several hundred oral and 
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written communications, mostly negative, concerning 
SFMLS. 
The subjective .judgments of participants and observers 
who were interviewed during the course of this study? 
these were virtually unanimous in adjudging SFMLS to 
have been highly controversial» 
The sheer volume of press coverage of the controversy— 
approximately three times that of CAMP and eight times 
more than that received by MHP0 
The uncompromising^ all-or-nothing stances assumed by 
both sides in the controversy prior to the forced 
settlement in August 1969o 
The inability or unwillingness of the opponents in the 
controversy to communicate and negotiate openly and 
directly with one another reflected in the complicated,' 
indirect pattern of communications through third and 
fourth parties and the press which eventually devel
oped 0 

7. The heavy reliance„ particularly among SFMLS® oppo
nents, on appeals to higher authority, 0E0, LSP, con
gressmen and congressional committees, the governor, 
the state bar association, GAO, etc0 

8. Mutual suspicion;, the tendency of individuals in the 
opposing camps to question the motives and integrity of 
the opposition^ 
al SFMLS8 supporters perceived most of the criticism 

directed toward the agency as "politically moti
vated," a "smoke screen" for efforts to eliminate 
the project and deny legal services to agricul
tural workers® 

b) Opponents dismissed expressions of support for 
SFMLS as inspired by the project®s staffo 

9« The militant, emotionally charged rhetoric employed by 
participants on either side of the isue8 
a) Project defenders charged that Florida growers had 

practiced "calculated oppression" of migrant farm 
laborers and asserted that SFMLS would base its de
cisions on tactical considerations, not on "the 
possible hurt feelings" of those engaged in the 
oppression and exploitation of migrants® 

b) In answer to a bar association inquiry concerning a 
complaint against SFMLS, the project staff official 
whoresponded to the inquiry dismissed the com
plaint as "far-fetched," "a classic piece of bad 
right wing propaganda," and noted that, while 
"lawyers are often acused /sic/ of being nit 
pickers, e e o when it comes to picking nits, • . • 
/^fche complainant/ takes a back seat to no one*" 

3. 

5. 

6. 
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c) Opponents of the project also used inflamatory rhe
toric, charging the agency with doing "a miserable 
job," and labeling the favorable "1969 0E0 Evalu
ation" a "cover up," a "whitewash," and an "out
right fraud®" 

10# The large number of false, exaggerated, and occa
sionally deliberately contrived charges of alleged 
ethical indiscretions, and violations of laws, federal 
administrative regulations, and contractual obligations 
by SFMLS—thorough documentation for this point is 
found belowo 

11. Apparent misrepresentations of facts for political ad
vantage o 
a) In February 1969b Congressman Rogers prematurely, 

and incorrectly, announced in a press release that 
SFMLS would not be refunded—in spite of the bogus 
nature of Rogers proclamation^ the announcement 
weakened SFMLS® already tenuous political position© 

b) Congressman Rogers selective and distorted news re
lease relating to the GAP Report served, temporari
ly at least, to revive animosities which had been 
stilled somewhat by the August 1969, "settlement." 

12. The frequent resort to name-calling—-pro.iect attorneys 
and backers were labeled "ultraliberals," "radicals," 
"agitators," "troublemakers," "hippie lawyers," "nigger 
lawyers," "nigger lovers," "subversives," "revolution
aries," etc*? opponents of SFMLS typically were branded 
as "rednecks," "reactionaries," and "racists,/5 

13* On rare occasion, rumormongering9 bordering on outright 
character assassination, occurred--one critic implied 
that some SFMLS attorneys were guilty of accepting 
bribes? and a local official, in a personal interview, 
gratuitously related an undocumented, and otherwise un
corroborated, incident involving a project attorney who 
alledgedly left the program, and the city, after he had 
fathered an illegitimate child by a local girl® 

The controversy over migrant legal services in South 

Florida took the form of the politics of contention,, The 

parties to the controversy sought "to make their ends pre

vail over those /of their opponents/ by the exercise of 

power."it would have required the addition of physical 

51• Meyerson and Banfield, pp. 306-307. 
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violence to the situation to have significantly intensified 

the level of controversy over legal serviceso The aspects 

of the struggle outlined above indicate the existence on 

both sides of the conflict of deep-seated antagonisms and 

hostilities® and a predisposition to contend rather than 

bargain or accommodate„ 

Ob.jects of Conflict 

Returning to the analytical framework proposed in 

chapter 3* i"t was suggested that controversy over a public 

program might center on any one9 or combination of, the 

following! program policy (or goals)® structure9 or admin

istration (including matters of personnel)0 For convenience 

of analysis and presentation, these potential objects of 

conflict will be considered in the following order» struc

ture,, administration and policye 

Structure 

Initially, the major criticisms directed toward 

SFMLS focused on the project9s grant application procedure 

and its structure» To a lesser degree, some of the continu

ing objections to SFMLS related to the structure of the pro

ject. Congressman Rogers!, who opposed SFMLS as early as 

November 1966® maintained that his primary objection was not 

••to migrant legal services, but to the agency funded by 

OEOe* Presumably, during the project®s early months, these 

objections were to the agency*s structure# 
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The structural criticisms of SFMLS consisted, for 

the most part® of practical® political objections© SFMLS 

had failed,, it was said, to consult with and solicit the 

support of groups whose cooperation would be required if the 

fledgling agency was to accomplish its task successfully0 

The most significant of these criticisms were the following! 

(1) failure to consult in advance with Rogers, affected 

county bar associations, and other appropriate individuals 

and groups? (2) lack of local control over the project? (3) 

inadequate representation on the project0s governing board 

of local bar associations!, growersB and of the counties 

served by SFMLS other than Dade County (alleged Dade County 

domination); and (4-) lack of adequate control of the project 

by its board of directors,. 

The charge relating to lack of local control is sup

ported® A private,, federally funded, multicounty program, 

SFMLS was neither institutionally nor in fact subject to the 

direct control of local county or city governments or bar 

associationso These groups could, however, influence SFMLS, 

if not directly, through LSP0 The charges of inadequate 

representation and lack of prior consultation tend to have 

been exaggerated and, to a degree, deceptiveo 

As late as May 1969® Congressman Rogers still was 

claiming publicly that SFMLS9 "grant was signed, sealed, and 

delivered before anyone in Florida outside the organizers 
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even knew of the application*)" While Rogers may not have 

been notified in advance of the organizing group's intention 

to file the application for SFMLS0 grants, it is not true 

that the agency's grant was "signed,, sealed, and delivered" 

before he and the county bar associations were aware of ite 

Rogers and other critics may not have been consulted ade

quately, in a timely enough fashion, or as enthusiastically 

as they would like to have beenp but efforts were made to 

consult with them0 The project®s final grant application 

was amended specifically to incorporate suggestions by 

Rogers® In large part* the lack of consultation with cri

tics, to the extent that it existed, appears to have been as 

much a result of their opposition to the proposed project as 

a cause of that opposition.. 

Analysis of the charge of inadequate representation 

yields similar results® None of the three groups (counties 

other than Dade, bar associations, and growers) allegedly 

underrepresented on the governing board of SFMLS were 

totally denied representation® They were denied, however, 

sufficient representation to permit them, even collectively, 

to dominate board decisionso A majority of votes on the 

board were in the hands of local groups (migrant and allied 

organizations) which ordinarily lacked this kind of favored 

access and influence in local politicso Opposition groups, 

assigned sufficient representation to be heard (see 
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appendices 3 and 4), but denied full control of the lsp, 

failed to utilize fully or effectively the representation 

they were allotted„ 

The final charge, lack of board controls seems to 

have been misguidedj, if not entirely spuriouso It is true 

that SFMLS® governing board granted wide latitude to the 

agency®s executive director and staff attorneyso It is un

likely p howeverj, that greater board supervision of the lsp°s 

activities would have resulted in significantly different 

policy consequenceso In addition to reflecting the board0s 

reluctance to jeopardize the sanctity of the attorney-client 

relationships the board9s relatively passive role attested 

to its satisfaction with the performance of the staff and 

executive directors 

Analysis of structure as an object of conflict in 

the legal services controversy leads to an ambivalent con

clusion® First* the structure of SFMLS did generates inde

pendently 9 a significant measure of opposition to the lsp. 

Seconds and more fundamentally, opposition to the structure 

of SFMLS appears to have been subordinate to, and a conse

quence of, dissatisfaction with the policies of the agency# 

Regardless of policy goals» the structure of SFMLS 

would have stimulated three types of opposition© Because of 

the project®s close identification with Dade County, SFMLS 

would have encountered, among the other counties (especially 
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in the more rural areas) regional, parochial antagonisms 

toward the role played in the agency by liberals metropoli

tan Miami-Dade County® Even in cosmopolitan Palm Beach* 

there was criticism of the alleged domination of SFMLS by a 

liberal "Miami bunch®" 

Under even more favorable conditions, SFMLS probably 

would have encountered professional parochialism among local 

attorneys and bar associations concerned about their "pro

fessional communities" being invaded by laymen and lawyers 

from outside the local community0-^ Also8 given the fre

quently cited prevalence of competitive attitudes in Ameri

can society, an almost inevitable resentment toward SFMLS 

was felt among county bar associations whose own requests 

for federal funds were rejected, while SFMLS0 request was 

approved0 

While regional and professional parochialism and 

resentment over having lost in the competition over funding 

probably sufficed to create a predisposition to criticize 

SFMLS, these factors hardly seem sufficient to have fostered 

the type of active* intense, and sustained opposition con

fronted by SFMLS» The search for a more plausible explana

tion raises the question of whether criticisms of the 

52o William J. Goode, "Community Within A Commu
nity* The Professions," American Sociological Review 22 
(April 1957)* 19^-200. 
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structure of SFMLS were not, in part at least, an effect 

rather than a cause of opposition to the agency® There is 

reason to suspect that the latter suggestion provides a more 

satisfactory explanation of the intense criticism directed 

toward SFMLS and its structure® 

Public policy and political structure are intimately 

related. In the words of one policy specialist, "all policy 

systems /ieeOJ structures/ have a bias®"53 Many of the most 

critical, fundamental, and controversial issues of American 

politics have concerned political structures and processes 

(e.g., the issues of legislative apportionment, "States0 

rights," direct primary elections, the initiative, referen

dum, and recall, etc©). Typically, the participants in such 

controversies have expected specific policy consequences to 

flow from debated structural modifications in the political 

system. While some studies have cast doubt on the prevalent 

assumption that the policy consequences of structural 

changes are always significant® and to a greater degree on 

the notion that those consequences are likely to be easily 

53® Jones, Introduction to Public Policy,, p© 9. 
See also L. Harmon Zeigler and G. Wayne Peak, Interest 
Groups in American Society, 2nd ed0, (Englewood Cliffs, 
N. J.« Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972), pp8 104—109? Peter 
Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz, Power and Poverty; Theory 
and Practice (New Yorkj Oxford University Press, 1970), 
pp. ̂ 3-46 and 105; and Schattschneider, pp. 71-72. 
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predicted,-*2* there is evidence, both indirect and rela

tively direct, that the critics of SFMLS* structure did 

anticipate significant policy shifts if the agency were to 

be restructured in the manner they proposed,. With respect 

to the legal services issue, based on the experience of 

other lsp9s around the nation and on interviews with local 

bar and public and private legal aid officials, there is 

reason to believe that those anticipations may have been 

well based0^5 

It is possible and frequently useful to distinguish 

analytically between opposition to an agency's structure and 

policy-oriented opposition to the agency, even when the two 

types of opposition are intertwined empiricallye As sug

gested below, however, in the case of SFMLS these two types 

of opposition frequently were so inextricably intertwined 

David R® Derge, "Metropolitan and Outstate 
Alignments in Illinois and Missouri Legislative Delega
tions," APSR 52 (December 1958)! 1051-65* Richard E8 Dawson 
and James A® Robinson, "Inter-party Competition, Economic 
Variables, and Welfare Policies in the American States," 
Journal of Politics 25 (May 1963)* 265-89? Thomas R© Dye, 
"Malapportionment and Public Policy in the States," Joumal 
of Politics 27 (August 1965)* 586-601j Richard I* Hoffer-
bert, "The Relation Between Public Policy and Some Struc
tural and Environmental Variables in the American States," 
APSR 60 (March 1966)1 73-82; Thomas Ro Dye, Politics, 
Economics and the Publics Policy Outcomes in the American 
States (Chicagos Rand McNally and Coe, 1966)? and Ira 
Sharkansky, "Government Expenditures and Public Services in 
the American States," APSR 61 (December 1967)* 1066-77® 

55« Pious, pp. 378-87, 
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that it is difficult to separate them even analytically® 

The interrelationship between structural and policy-directed 

criticisms of SFMLS frequently was illustrated by the re

marks of project opponents® 

One of SFMLS® persistent critics from the agricul

tural sector^ who made no effort to disguise that his first 

preference was to see the migrant legal program "elimi

nated/1 suggested that federal monieSp if they were to be 

available for legal servicess ought to "be channeled through 

existing state and county /agencies//' The policy conse

quences anticipated in the event of such a structural shift 

are not difficult to imagine® 

Congressman Rogers sought to have the lsp®s grant 

funneled through established agencies» In a press announce

ment released in 1967 9 Rogers cited favorably an editorial 

column by Bernard F® Hillenbrand in American County Govern

ment « This column was generally critical of cap-type pro

grams# M9Why»9" asked Hillenbrand* "9should 0E0 establish 

its own administrative structure at the local level when we 

already have an existing and workable system supported by 

the majority of local citizens?®" Rogers felt Hillenbrand®s 

general criticism of 0E0 for having ""established its own 

system of local government0" which was "largely competitive 

rather than supplementative of local effort" could be 

"applied directly to the problems • • • in /his/ own 
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district." Rogers* concern was not simply with the struc

ture of cap-like programs such as SFMLS. He seemed to feel 

that if programs were "adequately supervised and evaluated 

at the local level . » . ," program resources would more 

likely "be directed toward proper achievable goals" and 

"wasteful spending » ® 0 for improper -purposes 0 e » 

stopped®"^6 

Others also tended to criticize SFMLS largely in 

structural terms* even when the structural criticisms appear 

to have been firmly rooted in more basic policy objections9 

An influential lawyer critic contended that his position, 

in favor of a legal aid society operated programs was based 

on his view that it would be extremely difficult to keep an 

agency like SFMLS "responsible." To this particular attor

ney, "responsible" meant routine* service-oriented* legal 

aide Several critics acknowledged that their concern was 

for a more "ideologically balanced" boards The policy im

plications of this concern for "ideological balances" are 

unmistakableo The most straightforward acknowledgement by a 

project critic of the close tie between objections to SFMLS9 

structure and its policies occurred in an interview in which 

a critic expressed the hope that* as a result of the struc

tural changes in FRLS* an SFMLS-initiated lawsuit against 

56b Bernard F. Hillenbrand* "Editorial*" American 
County Government, February 1967 cited by Rogers, News Re
lease, May 31, 1967* (Italics mine.) 
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the respondent would be discontinued by FRLS—a wish which 

ultimately was fulfilled® 

The general reaction of former SFMLS critics to the 

August 1969» "settlement" and its aftermath provides addi

tional support for the conclusion that structural criticisms 

of SFMLS were related top and generally less important than® 

objections to the project0s policy objectives® The struc

tural change in SFMLS after August was followed by a 

significant decline in the level of the legal services 

controversy® This structural modification was accompanied 

by expectations that under FRLS the lsp would alter its 

policy by deemphasizing controversy-generating law reform 

and community development activities8 spending greater 

energy on the provision of routine legal servicese 

Beginning in January 1970s especially after a highly 

controversial suit against several Belle Glade and Palm 

Beach County officials was filed in Septembers, it became in

creasingly apparent to former SFMLS critics that FRLS was 

determined to continue the agency®s previous pursuit of such 

objectionable policies as law reform and community develop

ment 0 Upon recognition of this situations, opposition to 

legal services quickly revived. This intensification of the 

controversy under the restructured FRLS board, when it be

came evident that no significant and lasting policy change 

had resulted from the restructuring, supports the conclusion 
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that opposition to lsp policy was more fundamental than the 

many structural concerns expressed by agency critics. 

Administration 

After the initial phase of the legal services con-

troversyj, the heaviest criticism of SFMLS shifted from the 

agency9s structure to its administration© Each major inci

dent in the legal services controversy seems to have 

stimulated a barrage of complaints of alleged administrative 

misbehavior by SFMLS® The most serious allegations related 

almost entirely to less than ten cases and incidents out of 

several thousand cases handled by SFMLS® The incidents and 

cases which generated the most criticism were? the two 

hunger investigations and the court cases of Cole v» 

Heidtman9 Gomez, and Eatmon® Several of the principal cri

tics of SFMLS were defendants in these lawsuits0 

Criticisms labeled here as administrative involve 

allegations of administrative conducts or more appropriately 

misconducts not construed to be essential to„ and possibly 

even considered detrimental to9 the achievement of SFMLS0 

policy objectiveso Criticisms ostensibly relating to admin

istrative and personnel matters are treated as policy 

criticisms if the criticized behavior does conform to such 

program policies as law reform and community development. 

The rationale for this distinction is that, in the latter 
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instance, the administrative criticism actually is a reflec

tion of underlying policy disagreement. 

In the broadest sense* administrative criticisms of 

SFMLS focused on the agency®s apparent preference at times 

for a style of politics akin to, though more modulated than, 

the type of "confrontation politics" associated with Saul 

Alinsky0 SFMLS was criticized for "ignoring proper chan

nels," for being "unnecessarily abrasive," for "attempting 

to polarize the community," and for, "in its zeal, failing 

to understand that you don°t take the most radical approach 

to solve a problem,," It seems that the preference of the 

project's opponents for the "politics of accommodation" may 

not have been based solely on objections to the agency9s 

political style or completely unrelated to more basic policy 

objections© Given the tendency for established groups which 

benefit from the existing "mobilization of bias" in a com

munity to achieve satisfactory policy outcomes through a 

"process of accommodation," the preference of such groups 

for that style of politics is understandablee5? 

Specific administrative criticisms of SFMLS focused 

on alleged violations of law, federal administrative 

57® See Saul D„ Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals 
(New York* Vintage Books, 1969)1 Saul Do Alinsky, Rules for 
Radicalst A Practical Primer for Realistic Radicals (New 
York1 Vintage Books, 1971); Schattschneider, pp. 71-72? 
Bachrach and Baratz, Power and Poverty9 pp. ̂ 3-^6; and 
Murray S. Stedman, Jr., Urban Politics (Cambridge, Mass* 
Winthrop Publishers, Inc., 1972). 
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regulations (chiefly LSP Guidelines), grant conditions, and 

legal ethics (as authoritatively proscribed in the Canons of 

Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association)s If 

substantiated, such charges would involve deviations by 

SFMLS from legitimate policies of the agency itself0 These 

deviations would constitute administrative failings as al

leged by program critics6 

The plethora of charges and countercharges relating 

to alleged administrative errors by SFMLS is too numerous to 

recount in specific detailo The most repeated charges may 

be summarized briefly? incompetent representation of indi

vidual clients? noncooperation with local bar associations; 

overly aggressive and unnecessarily abrasive behavior? un

professional courtroom conduct? refusal to accept routine, 

but legitimates cases? solicitation of clients, fomenting of 

controversy, and instigation of unnecessary litigation? 

representation of ineligible clients? acceptance of fee-

generating cases (supposed to be referred to private attor

neys)? acceptance of criminal cases contrary to antipoverty 

legislative amendments and LSP regulations? political in

volvement (eeg0p the hunger investigations)? and inter

ference with a foreign government (in Cole v0 Heidtman)a 

From December 196?, until the conclusion of the re

funding issue in August 1969* the public controversy over 

legal services centered on these administrative issues. 
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Opponents characteristically denied that they opposed legal 

services in principles or that their intentions toward SFMLS 

were obstructionist.) Rather they maintained, as they vo

ciferously lambasted SFMLS for its "mode of operation" and 

for the "caliber of its employees/" that their main objec

tive was not to destroy the lsp but to improve ito Some of 

the strongest administrative criticisms of SFMLS accused the 

agency ofs "showboating," "flagwaving/" "headline grab

bing/' "seeking political glamor/' placing too much emphasis 

on "making dramatic legal history/" "rabble-rousing/' "stir

ring up trouble," "agitating/" "fomenting strikes and 

riots," "engaging in frivolous litigation/' "bringing too 

many picayunish suits/' "making a federal case out of every 

trivial issue/' "serving as a training ground for civil 

rights advocacy/' "emphasizing social litigation over the 

•real® /i0e<,9 day-to-day/ problems of migrants/' "ambulance 

chasing," "representing criminal types®" etcs Project 

attorneys were criticized for being "abrasive," "disre

spectful," "demagogic/' "disruptive," and for "not acting 

like lawyerso" 

The extent to which the legitimacy and validity of 

the principal charges against SFMLS are supported is con

sidered below in tables 1 through 3«, The findings and 

58« These characterizations are drawn from numerous 
interviews, news reports, letters, and program evaluations. 
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judgments of five investigations and evaluations of these 

charges (including the author's evaluation) are summarized 

in these tables» Table 1 relates to the legitimacy of the 

charges against SFMLS® Table 2 considers the factual va

lidity of those chargeso The left-hand column, in these two 

tables, lists the major allegations against SFMLSo In each 

row of tables 1 and 2, each evaluation which considers the 

allegation listed in the left-hand column of that row is 

listed under the appropriate right-hand column depending 

upon the extent to which the conclusions, or factual find

ings, of that evaluation attest to the legitimacy or va

lidity of the listed allegation 

An evaluation which contests, or substantially fails 

to evidence support for, the legitimacy or validity of a 

specific charge is listed under the right-hand column of 

the appropriate table0 An evaluation, the findings of which 

are considered inconclusive with respect to a specific 

charge, is listed in the column labeled questionable or not 

considered,, An evaluation which fails to deal with a charge 

altogether is not listed in either table for that charge# 

If an evaluation deals with at least one aspect of a charge 

(either its legitimacy or validity), that evaluation is in

cluded in both tables and listed in the questionable or not 
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considered column for that aspect of the charge which is 

not consideredo59 

The specific list of charges in tables 1 and 2 re

presents a synthesis developed by the author based on the 

evaluations relied upon in those tables and on personal 

familiarity with the issues raised in the legal services 

controversyQ The author®s list of charges is closely simi

lar to the lists of allegations examined in the two most 

recent evaluations! the "1969 0E0 Evaluation" and the GAP 

Report. 

The legitimacy of a charge is determined by its 

logical soundness0 Does the charge, regardless of its 

factual basis, reflect a correct (i.e., legitimate) inter

pretation of the lawj administrative guideline, regulation, 

or directives grant provision or contractual obligation? or 

principle of professional ethics alleged to have been vio

lated? The validity of a charge relates to its empirical 

validity—whether the allegedly wrongful (i.e., illegiti

mate) activity» in fact, occurred. 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of five evalua

tions or investigations of SFMLS. Three 0E0 evaluations 

are included, the 1968 and 1969 annual evaluations and an 

59s Since some evaluations do not consider either 
aspect of some charges, the total number of possible find
ings of support, or lack of support, for each charge is re
duced from a possible fifty-five (eleven allegations 
multiplied by five evaluations) to a total of forty-five 
actual findings. 
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interim evaluation for 1968. These are, respectively, the 

1968 0E0 Evaluation (cited in the tables as 0E0 1968) 

the "I969 0E0 Evaluation" (cited as 0E0 1969)» and "the 

Interim 0E0 Evaluation, 1968 (cited as Into OEO)®^ Also 

included are the GAO Report (cited as GAO) and the author®s 

personal evaluative judgments based on an overall per

spective of the legal services controversy (cited in the 

tables as Autho)0 (The three 0E0 evaluations and the GAO 

evaluation are described in appendix 80) 

The significance of the findings reported in tables 

1 and 2 can best be understood by comparing them, as is done 

in table 3® The crosstabulations in table 3 provide a quan

titative comparison of the information presented in the 

preceding tablese These crosstabulations summarize the 

relationship between the variables legitimacy and validity 

by indicating the number of instances of each possible com

bination of the two variables8 

60. Frederic So LeClerq, Evaluation Report, South 
Florida Migrant Legal Services, Inc., 1968, report to U.S. 
Office of Economic Opportunity, Legal Services Program, 
attached to Burt Griffin, Director, Legal Services Program, 
to Lyle De Holcomb, Jrc, President, SFMLS, n9do (Type
written, Xeroxedo) 

6lo Earl Johnson, Jr., Interim 0E0 Evaluation of 
South Florida Migrant Legal Services, Inc., 1968, report to 
U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity, Legal Services Pro
gram, attached to Earl Johnson, Jr., Director, Legal Ser
vices Program, to Lyle D. Holcomb, Jr., President, SFMLS, 
June 2*v, 1968. (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) 



TABLE 1 

LEGITIMACY OF ADMINISTRATIVE ALLEGATIONS 

Allegations Legitimate 

Questionable 
Legitimacy or 
Not Considered Illegitimate 

1. Incompetent 
representati on 

Int. OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
Autho 

2. Noncooperation with bar Into OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
GAO 

Auth. 

3. Aggressive and abrasive Int. OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
Auth. 

Unprofessional 
courtroom conduct 

Int. OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
GAO 
Auth, 

t\> 
VjJ 



TABLE 1, Continued 

Allegations Legitimate 

Questionable 
Legitimacy or 
Not Considered Illegitimate 

5. Refusal of routine cases OEO 1969 
GAO 

Int. OEO 
Autho 

6. Solicitation of clients, 
unnecessary 
litigation, etc. 

Int. OEO OEO 1969 
GAO 
Auth. 

7. Ineligible clients OEO 1968 
GAO 

OEO 1969 
Auth. 

8. Fee-generating cases OEO 1968 Int. OEO 
OEO 1969 

GAO 
Auth. 

9. Criminal representation Int. OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 

GAO 
Auth. 

10. Political involvement OEO 1969 
Auth. 

to 
VjJ 
to 



TABLE 1, Continued 

Allegations Legitimate 

Questionable 
Legitimacy or 
Not Considered Illegitimate 

11. Interference with a 0E0 1969 
foreign government GAO 

Auth. 



TABLE 2 

VALIDITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE ALLEGATIONS 

Allegations Valid 

Questionable 
Validity or 

Not Considered Invalid 

1. Incompetent 
representation 

Int. OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
Auth. 

2. Noncooperation with bar OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
GAO 
Auth. 

Into OEO 

3. Aggressive and abrasive Into OEO OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
Auth. 

4. Unprofessional 
courtroom conduct 

Int. OEO OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
GAO 
Auth. 

5. Refusal of routine cases Int. OEO 
OEO 1969 

GAO 
Auth. 



TABLE 2, Continued 

Allegations Valid 

Questionable 
Validity or 

Not Considered Invalid 

6. Solicitation of clients, 
unnecessary 
litigation, etc. 

Int. OEO 
OEO 1969 

GAO 
Auth. 

7. Ineligible clients OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 

GAO 
Auth. 

8. Fee-generating cases Int. OEO OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
GAO 

Auth. 

9. Criminal representation Int. OEO 
OEO 1968 
OEO 1969 
GAO 
Auth. 

PO 
VA 



TABLE 2 ,  Continued 

Allegations Valid 

Questionable 
Validity or 
Not Considered Invalid 

10. Political involvement OEO 1969 
Auth. 

11• Interference with a 
foreign government 

OEO 1969 
GAO 

Auth. 

ro 
u> 
Ox 



TABLE 3 

CROSSTABULATION OF FINDINGS RELATING TO THE 
LEGITIMACY AND VALIDITY OF ALLEGATIONS 

Allegations Number of Findings 

Valid 

Questionable 
Validity or 

Not Considered Invalid Total 

Legitimate ft • • 6 14 20 

Questionable 
legitimacy or 
not considered 

0 • • 1 5 6 

Illegitimate 11 3 5 19 

Total 11 10 2k 45 

to 
w •sj 
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The basic conclusion to "be derived from table 3 

is that, quantitatively at least* the allegations of ad

ministrative misbehavior by SFMLS appear to have been over

stated and mostly unsubstantiated© The "1969 0E0 

Evaluation/" reached a similar conclusions "o o o despite 

every effort possible * 0 o /the 0E0 evaluators/ were almost 

wholly unable to find witnesses who could document the more 

serious of these allegations /against SFMLS/o"^ Similar 

overall conclusions can be dravm from the other evaluations® 

The GAO investigations) which was initiated at the request of 

Congressman Rogerss found conclusive evidence of legitimate 

complaints in only four of eleven possible instances and of 

valid complaints in only two of eleven instances® The GAO 

Report does not offer substantial evidence that any of the 

eleven administrative allegations was both legitimate and 

valido 

From table the following relevant information can 

be discerned0 Twenty instances of allegations found to be 

legitimate are shown» and eleven findings of valid com

plaints are indicatedo Of forty-five possible combinations 

of these two variables not a single case was found in which 

any of the evaluations concluded that a charge was both 

legitimate and wholly valide Of the twenty findings of 

legitimate charges® fourteen of these were found to be 

62. "1969 0E0 Evaluation," p. 5« 
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either totally baseless or largely unsubstantiated (i.e., 

invalid); in the remaining six cases, the validity of the 

charges either was not considered or was found to be in 

questions Of the eleven findings of factually valid 

charges» in every case those charges were found to be based 

on misinterpretations of the relevant legale administrative, 

or ethical standard or standards (i.e., to be illegitimate). 

Some questionable, inconclusive evidence of wrong

doing was foundo In six instances,, legitimate charges, 

while not conclusively supported, were not determined to be 

completely baseless. In one instance no conclusive evidence 

was found one way or the other concerning either the 

legitimacy or validity of a charge. None of the eleven 

wholly valid charges was found, however, to possess even a 

questionable claim to validity® There were nineteen find

ings of illegitimacy and twenty-four of invalidity. In all, 

of forty-five findings, table 3 reveals thirty-eight in

stances of findings of charges which were illegitimate, 

invalid, or both. 

Qualitative considerations do not significantly 

alter the main conclusions to be derived from table 3« 

Findings of illegitimacy and invalidity are proportionately 

as frequent among those allegations with the most serious 

implications as they are among administrative allegations 

in general. This contention is supported in tables 1 and 2 
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by the findings reported there relating to professional in

competence, unprofessional courtroom demeanor, solicitation 

of clients* representation of ineligible clients* represen

tation in criminal cases, and acceptance of fee-generating 

caseso 

The lack of supporting evidence in tables 1 through 

3 for the major administrative charges against SFMLS lends 

substantial support to the assertion in the "1969 0E0 Evalu

ation" that "the abuse ̂ FMLS/ has taken publicly is re

markably disproportionate to the actual evidence of 

wrongdoings * » The lack of evidence in support of the 

major administrative allegations against SFMLS is not suf

ficient, in itself, to demonstrate conclusively that those 

criticisms knowingly were false or motivated by political 

objections to the agency's basic policies© These findings 

do suggest, however, the existence of a predisposition to be 

critical of SFMLS« Administrative objections to SFMLS may 

have been more a result than a cause of intense opposition 

to that agency,? 

Other evidence may be offered in support of this 

supposition A preliminary report, by one of the members of 

the 0E0 team that evaluated SFMLS in 1968, speculates that 

frequent, intense, and often exaggerated, criticism of SFMLS 

stemmed from the fact that "few ̂ 3outh Florida/^ attorneys 

63i Ibid®, p» 28a 
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have any predisposition at all to understanding sfmls • • • 

and many are predisposed to use each and every complaint 

against /SFMLS/ to destroy it."^ Evidence of the existence 

of a critical predisposition toward SFMLS is provided by 

some of the earliest criticism of the agency. As early as 

October 1967s, SFMLS was attacked for representing ineligible 

clients and for having too low a caseloads At the time, 

SFMLS had not become fully operational0 One of four planned 

field offices was not yet open, and the heaviest criticism 

for lack of a sufficient caseload was directed toward a 

field office which had been open for less than a montho 

Criticisms of SFMLS frequently were so contradictory 

it appeared that, if the agency sought to lower criticism by 

accommodating in one direction, this would only serve to in

tensify opposition from another direction,, On the one hand, 

SFMLS was alleged to have too low a caseload® and accused of 

turning away eligible clients if their cases were routine 

because of the agency0s preoccupation with "landmark cases®" 

On the other hand? SFMLS was alleged to "take any case that 

came through the door," including ineligible cases and to 

engage in "ambulance chasing" tactics in pursuit of clients. 

64., Michael Bo Trister, Evaluator, Office of Econo
mic Opportunity, Legal Services Program, SFMLS Evaluation 
Team, Memorandum on Evaluation of South Florida Migrant 
Legal Services Program to U.S., Office of Economic Opportu
nity, Legal_Services Program, Principal Evaluator, John G. 
Murphy, April 14-16, 1969* p« 4® (Typewritten, Xeroxed#) 
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SFMLS was accused of placing too much emphasis on "social 

litigation" and major test cases to the exclusion of routine 

casework? and9 simultaneously9 it was charged with engaging 

in "frivolous litigation" and "too many picayunish suits®" 

SFMLS was criticized for a predilection for taking issues to 

court rather than seeking out-of-court settlements^ for ig

noring appropriate local channels before going to federal 

courtj, and for trying to make "a federal case out of every 

trivial issue"? but FRLS was critized for legislative advo

cacy before the Belle Glade City Commission on the grounds 

that, as a legal services program^ the appropriate remedy 

for FRLS was not to "harass" local governing bodies (by 

having its staff appear before them) but to take the local 

agencies into federal court if such action was deemed ap

propriate® 

Such contradictory criticisms indicate a predispo

sition to criticize SFMLS regardless of its administrative 

style and behavior® Other evidence points more directly 

toward the same conclusion.) Developments in the legal ser

vices controversy after August 1969 indicate that adminis

trative style and content actually were secondary 

considerations to the lsp®s critics® FRLS employed staff 

attorneys who essentially were no different from the type 

employed by SFMLS0 Two or three of SFMLS® original contin

gent of attorneys apparently did create a significant amount 
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of personal, and unnecessary, animosity; but these either 

were dismissed from the program or suddenly left under cir

cumstances which indicated that the individuals involved 

were pressured to do so0 While there were fewer such gen

uine "problem" attorneys under FRLS, some former SFMLS at

torneys remained with FRLS after the restructuring? and 

FRLS® staff bore a strong overall resemblance to that of 

SFMLS, both in style and personal characteristicso Staff 

attorneys continued to be young, intelligent (top students 

in their law classes), idealistic, aggressive, and, oc

casionally, abrasive«. A few program attorneys under FRLS 

continued to be nonconformists, in local terminology, 

"hippie-types" and "long-hairs0" 

In spite of the lack of any readily apparent change 

in the lsp's much criticized administrative style after the 

imposed August "settlement," there was a noticeable decline 

in the number and intensity of attacks on the lspe With no 

evident modification in the purely administrative aspects of 

the lsp, the level of controversy thus was significantly 

altered by a major modification in the agency®s structure 

and widespread anticipation of a basic policy shift* Later, 

intensification of the legal services controversy occurred 

when it became evident that no lasting policy change had 

been effected® The level of controversy over legal services 

changed abruptly with no apparent change in either FRLS® 
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structure or administration. These developments add support 

to the conclusion that, in spite of their prevalence, criti

cisms of SFMLS® administration do not adequately explain the 

persistent and intense opposition engendered by the agency 

during most of its existence,, 

Two additional factors support this conclusion! the 

tendency of criticisms to persist after they were authori

tatively repudiated^ and the prevalence of a number of 

criticisms which were obvious exaggerations!, even prevari

cations e Examples of exaggerations and prevarications in 

the legal services controversy include the followings the 

allegation by one critic that* to his knowledge, SFMLS had 

"never taken an eligible case"? an accusation by a judge, in 

the face of contrary evidence in the trial record* that 

SFMLS had engaged in "solicitation" of clients? Congressman 

Rogers® assertion, long after it was publicly known that the 

assertion was at best an exaggeration, that SFMLS0 grant was 

"signed, sealed and delivered" before he knew about it; a 

press release emanating from Rogers® office grossly misre

presented findings of the GAP Report? and another Rogers® 

news release which falsely reported that SFMLS would not be 

refunded—misinformation which proved politically injurious 

to SFMLS® Evidence of the persistence of criticisms already 

shown to be without basis in fact include several instances 

in which SFMLS, after being specifically vindicated by 0E0 
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or LSP for alleged violations of the national agency's 

guidelines, policies, or directives, continued to be criti

cized. This occurred with respect to specific charges both 

in Cole v0 Heidtman and Gomez# These cases were cited 

favorably by LSP in its publication Law In Action as 

excellent examples of LSP-promoted law reform efforts 

These two cases, and the response of project critics 

to LSPes signification of its approval of SFMLS9 activity 

in the cases, provide grounds for interesting speculation. 

Perhaps the objections of SFMLS® critics were not to 

violations of cited legal, administrative, and ethical stan

dards, but were objections to those standards themselves. 

In a letter to Senator Spessard Holland (D., Fla., retired 

1970)9 a critic noted that OEO had responded to Governor 

Kirk*s call for an OEO investigation in the Gomez case by 

informing the governor that the "suit is within the purpose 

of the program, does not constitute a violation of the OEO 

guideline, nor does it violate the conditions of an OEO 

grant." The complainant, who was officially connected with 

the Gomez suit, reacted to OEO®s response by stating that 

"obviously, Mr. Harding (the acting director of OEO) is un

aware of or has ignored the actual facts ... /of the 

casq/. " 

65. "Florida Migrants Charge Rights Denied," 
pp. 7-8. 
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There are other indications that opposition actually 

may have been to the legal* administrative® and ethical cri

teria SFMLS was accused of disregarding* rather than to the 

alleged violations themselveso This contention is most 

clearly evidenced9 in relation to the ethics issue, with re

spect to the charges of unethical solicitation by SFMLS 

staff attorneys,, 0E08s position on this issue is reflected 

in "Legal Services and Legal Ethics„89 a supplement to the 

September 1967 issue of Law In Action0 This issue relates 

several United States Supreme Court decisions* opinions by 

the ABA Committee on Professional Ethics and Grievances, and 

state court decisions and bar advisory opinions which seem 

to demonstrate that the ethical restrictions in the ABA 

Canons of Professional Ethics dealing with solicitation 

"are directed at the abuse of professional self-

aggrandizement Ifor profit/ and that 0 o e /solicitation by 

an Isp/ is not ethically objectionable*"^ LSP Guidelines 

specifically encouraged lsp°s to develop strong legal educa

tion programs directed toward making the poor aware of their 

legal rights and of the availability of legal assistance 

through the lspc^? In response to solicitation charges di

rected toward an lsp in New Haven* Connecticut* the ABA 

660 "Legal Services and Legal Ethics," Law In 
Action 2* special supplement (September 1967)1 3. 

67# LSP Guidelines,, p. 8. 
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Standing Committee on Professional Ethics issued an advisory 

opinion stating that the complaint of unethical activity-

seemed to stem ""largely from lack of understanding of the 

purpose and function of a legal aid society®8"00 In its 

opinions "the Committee cited a previous advisory opinion in 

which it had been held that offering publicly to render 

legal services without charge to citizens who are unable to 

pay for them is not unethical0M 

South Florida attorneys who were critical of SFMLS 

for solicitation and "advertising" seem to have been either 

unaware of, or unimpressed by, federal guidelines, bar 

opinions, and court decisions relating to the solicitation 

issue. A local attorney asserted that* in his view, the 

ethical standards of the bar respecting matters such as 

solicitation and advertising "should not and will not ever 

become more flexibleo" Another attorneys a public official, 

argued that to hold that "just because ̂ SFMLS/ is a public 

agency it can go out and solicit clients is absurd®" 

The genuineness of maladministration charges by 

some frequent SFMLS critics is called into question by more 

or less open and direct admissions of fundamental opposition 

680 ABA, Opinions of the Committee on Professional 
Ethics and Grievances,, Opinion 992 (1967) cited bv "Legal 
Services and Legal Ethics/' p® 10c 

69o ABA, Opinions of the Committee on Professional 
Ethics and Grievances, Opinion 148 quoted in Opinion Q92 
cited by "Legal Services and Legal Ethics," p» 10. 
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to LSP itself and to the entire federal legal services con

cept. Congressman Rogers was an early critic of the war on 

poverty effort and openly proclaimed the entire effort to be 

one of the greatest "boondoggles" in the history of the 

federal government0 One lawyer member of FRLS® restructured 

board (a Florida Bar Association appointee) urged that the 

local lsp8s guidelines should be stricter than those of OEO, 

which he considered to be too liberalD George Wedgeworth, 

the chief farm spokesman on FRLS0 board agreedo Wedgeworth 

argued that FRLS "must not polarize the community" by 

accepting cases challenging local agencies even when staff 

actions are legal and "justified under OEO policy." Two 

local officials who opposed SFMLS frankly admitted, in 

personal interviews, that underlying their specific ob

jections to SFMLS" structure and administration was funda

mental opposition to the agency itself, its policies, and to 

LSP and OEO. Both critics voiced their preferences as fol

lows t a new or restructured lsp under state or local public 

or bar control was, for them, a second choices their first 

was no legal services program at alio Another critic 

asserted that it was "the whole concept of /legal service^/ 

that was out of gear0" 

In sum, the administrative style and activity of 

SFMLS seem to account for only a small, and rather insig

nificant, portion of the controversy over legal services. 
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The major portion of the criticism ostensibly directed 

toward the administration of SFMLS, appears, instead, based 

on the preceding analysis, to have been stimulated by op

position to the very legal,, administrative, and ethical 

standards SFMLS was criticized for violating, to the basic 

policies of SFMLS and LSP, and to the entire legal services 

concepto 

Policy 

In chapter 3, it was suggested that controversy over 

a public program might focus on three objects of conflicts 

program structure, administrations or policy., While the 

public controversy over legal services tended to focus on 

the structure and administration of SFMLS, the preceding 

analysis indicates that these factors can account for only a 

small protion of the controversy created by the legal ser

vices issuee It may be deduced that the residual and major 

portion of the legal services controversy was focused on the 

object of controversy remaining to be examined--policy8 In 

spite of the slight amount of vocal opposition directed 

specifically toward lsp policies, the frequently unvoiced 

policy disagreements between SFMLS and its critics seem to 

provide the most plausible explanation for the sustained and 

intense controversy generated by the legal services issue» 

The major policy objectives of SFMLS (law reform, 

community development, and legal services) do not fit neatly 
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into the classification scheme of policy objectives de

veloped in chapter 3 (welfare policies, individual advance

ment policies, welfare-oriented group advancement policies® 

and policies directed toward group advancement by community 

action)o The routine legal services function® with little 

distortions may be classified as an example of welfare 

policy,, Similarly, community development closely conforms 

to the policy-type classified as group advancement by com

munity actiono Law reform is more difficult to classify. 

Law reform ordinarily seeks through legislative, adminis

trative, and primarily judicial means to win expanded rights 

and benefits for the poor as a group—welfare-oriented group 

advancement® In certain cases, however, law reform efforts 

seek primarily to foster organization among the poor through 

seeking to eliminate obstacles to organizing and assisting 

efforts which have been initiated by organizations of the 

poor to seek improved rights and benefits for the poor as a 

group—community advancement through group action» 

The least amount of policy-related controversy 

appears to have been generated by the provision of routine, 

service-oriented legal services (welfare policy), and by 

community development activities in support of a number of 

small, struggling, politically ineffectual, and economically 

weak self-help organizations among the poor (see appendix 

6), The greatest controversy was evoked by those law reform 
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and community development activities which sought, in 

potentially threatening ways* to assist the poor in organ

izing and gaining some control over the social, economic, 

and political systems which affected their lives (ioe<,, 

group advancement by community action)© Law reform activi

ties which sought welfare-oriented group advancement "bene

fits of significant proportion also generated substantial 

controversyo 

Policy objections to SFMLS may be divided into five 

categories! (1) opposition generated by the political and 

economic conservatism of the lsp®s critics, (2) opposition 

rooted in the parochialism of the agency®s critics, (3) op

position based on racism, (4) opposition to law reform due 

to the prevalence of the traditional legal aid philosophy 

in South Florida legal circles, and (5) opposition influ

enced by the vested interest in the status quo of estab

lished public and private groups® 

Conservatisnu Given the predominantly small town, 

rural, agricultural setting of the legal services contro

versy, a surprising amount of ideological awareness, con

sistency, and sophistication was encountered in interviews, 

even considering the basically elitist nature of the 
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individuals being interviewed.7® Support for, and opposi

tion to, SFMLS divided, with untypical neatness, along 

easily distinguishable liberal-conservative liness program 

supporters typically being liberalsa while opponents of the 

lsp generally manifested an obvious predilection for polit

ical and economic conservatisms, For some opponents, con

servatism was the primary source of their objections to 

SFMLS? for others, other objections predominated0 Con

servative critics of SFMLS generally opposed the entire 

federal legal services concept as an "unwarranted intrusion" 

by the federal government into local and private affairs® 

Conservative opposition was particularly strong to "social 

litigation" (i.e., law reform)» 

Conservative objections to SFMLS ranged from es

sentially parochial, racist, reactionism to a sophisticated, 

genteel, distinctly Southern brand of moderate conservatism 

on social, economic, and political issues.. Representatives 

of the former group accounted for the more strident denun

ciations of SFMLSo Such critics commonly referred to the 

agency as "socialistic" or9 more generously, simply as 

"ultra-liberal«»" Staff attorneys were termed "radicals," 

"militants," "revolutionaries," "hippie lawyers" and "nigger 

70o Angus Campbell et ale, The American Voter 
(New Yorks John Wiley and Sons, Inc., I960). A classic 
study of American voting behavior* this study seriously 
undermined the notion that American voters were ideolo
gically conscious. 
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lovers." One opponent criticized a staff attorney for his 

previous association with a "communistic organizations" the 

American Civil Liberties Union! More moderate critics of 

SFMLS considered such allegations irresponsible and embar

rassing to their positions. One bar officials, whose own 

political position essentially was a conservative one* con

fided in an interview that some SFMLS critics were "so con

servative they would oppose anything as being socialistic,," 

On the wholep however^ the opposition of even the more 

moderate critics of the program was based largely on ideo

logical opposition to "a program seen as liberal-dominated" 

and on refusal to "buy the social welfare philosophy of 

0E0." 

The conservatism of the critics of SFMLS contained 

several common ingredients,, Critics typically demonstrated 

a decided preference for private over public authority and 

action (i«,e*, a "free enterprises" "laissez-faire," "limited 

government" philosophy)» As a consequence* most SFMLS op

ponents preferred a strictly voluntary bar association or 

legal aid society operated lsp to one dominated by state or 

local public officials*. Conservative critics of SFMLS op

posed Big Government^ preferring that governmental activity, 

if necessary at all, be kept as "close to the people" as 

possible. Most critics consciously subscribed to the tra

ditional Southern States-rights® position on issues 
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involving an expanded role of the federal government. Com

bined with this general opposition to Big Government was a 

vigorous strain of financial conservatism0 Spending on a 

large scale was opposed by any level of government but 

especially by the national government0 One critic summed up 

this aspect of the conservative philosophy of SFMLS® cri

tics? "I think you have got to get this ^legal services/ 

out of the realm of the Federal Governments, You have to get 

it away from large fundings of moneys 0 0 o We have to put 

it back into the hands of the people who care0 o o » our 

county bar societies0 ® 0 

The law reform objectives of SFMLS constituted a 

source of conservative objections to the agencyo References 

to "far-reaching social change" and to the "redistribution 

of social power" in behalf of the poor through law reform 

ran diametrically counter to the social welfare attitudes 

of agency criticse To SFMLS* the poor were unfortunate vic

tims of social conditions and problems over which they had 

no significant control® The "root" of the problem was per

ceived to be lack of organization and "powerlessness0" Con

servative critics tended to regard these views as9 perhaps 

well-intentioned but misguided» and possibly dangerous«, 

Their own views on poverty reflected the social welfare 

philosophy articulated by Willaim Graham Sumner in What 

71* House EOA Hearings, 1971. p« 1967. 
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Social Classes Owe To Each Other.Sumner*s answer to the 

rhetorical question posed in the title of his book® put 

succinctlys is that the social classes "owe each other" 

nothing. 

Critics who opposed SFMLS chiefly for its social 

welfare philosophy tended to cast themselves in the role of 

Sumner's "forgotten man®10 They commonly referred to them

selves as "responsiblep hardworking taxpayers0" As an 

answer to the poverty problem, they subscribed to the "boot

strap" theory* eulogizing, in adulatory terms, Sumner's 

"man who by his own effort raises himself above pover

ty- m 7 3 xy• • • e 

To SFMLS® critics, as to Sumner® the "root cause" 

of poverty was evident", "the people who are the most un

comfortable in this world s o . are those who have neglected 

their duties, and consequently have failed to get their 

rights?" "the penalty of neglect is suffering.According 

to Sumneri 

/the poo^/ constantly neutralize and destroy the 
finest efforts of the wise and industrious, and 
are a dead weight on society. ... Under the 
names the poor and the weak, the negligent, 
shiftless, inefficient, silly, and imprudent 

72. William Graham Sumner, What Social Classes Owe 
To Each Other (Caldwell, Idahos Caxton Printers, Ltd., 
1966) .  

73* Ibida, P® 21. 

7^» Ibid., pp. 117-118. 
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are fastened upon the industrious and prudent 
as a responsibility and duty.75 

The prevalent opinion of the poor among the critics of 

SFMLS was hardly more flattering than Sumner®s0 Migrants 

were portrayed as "dirty/4 "shiftless," and "lazy." A pro

gram such as SFMLS which was designed to seek "far-reaching 

social change" in behalf of such a group at the expense of 

Mhard-working taxpayers" was deemed, by critics who shared 

Sumner®s social welfare philosophy, to be worse than simply 

unnecessary and misguided? it was seen as a dangerous folly* 

Parochialism. Due to SFMLS® close association with 

Miami-Dade County, its employment of attorneys from outside 

the immediate areas served by the agency, and to the policy 

consequences which agency critics expected to flow from the 

foregoing conditions, SFMLS encountered parochial opposition 

which, though frequently confused with conservative criti

cism, was only vaguely related to philosophical or political 

conservatisms Parochial objections to SFMLS were particu

larly evident in opposition to the lsp8s role in publicizing 

the migrant®s plight by helping to focus national attention 

on problems existing in South Florida® 

A number of incidents reflect the pervasive regional 

parochialism encountered in the area. The flood of denunci

ations of NBC's "White Paper" on migrants as "biased" and 

"portraying only the negative aspects /of local lif§/" by 

75« Ibid., pp. 19-20 
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individuals who had not viewed the program and who refused 

to do so is illustrative of the parochial sensitivities of 

the area0 Indicative of an equally intense professional 

parochialism among local attorneys is an instance in which a 

small town attorney voiced skepticism concerning the ethics 

and morality of the entire Miami bars "The Palm Beach 

County Bar Association ethically and morally is of high 

caliber, except for two or three outstanding examples? I 

can't say the same for Miamio" According to one Palm Beach 

attorneys "Dade County is looked on around here as a foreign 

country#" 

As "outsiders," SFMLS attorneys almost inevitably 

would have evoked considerable parochial resentment.. As one 

Belle Glade official stated it, these "outsiders ̂ §FMLS at

torneys/ just don°t understand the mores of the areas" Law 

reform policies which frequently resulted in direct chal

lenges to local groups and agencies on their own "turf" pro

vided the precise stimulus needed to bring these parochial 

hostilities to the surface and to provide a focal point for 

objections to SFMLS based on them® Growers, school of

ficials, and law enforcement agencies, which judged their 

established patterns of interaction with migrants and other 

rural poor to be satisfactory, considered the mere existence 

of SFMLS an intrusion by "outsiders" into local and private 

affairs. 
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Racism. In an area of the nation not noted for its 

progressive racial attitudes* SFMLS engendered animosity by 

becoming identified with the cause of Black migrant farm 

workerso The agency came to be indelicately referred to by 

its least sophisticated critics as a "nigger programo" 

There was some truth to the assertion that the program®s 

clients were predominantly Blacks and to a lesser degree, 

Mexican Americano In addition to the prevalence of these 

groups among area farm workers, this imbalance somewhat re

flected the extent of racial prejudice in the areas served 

by SFMLSo Well-off Whites* it seems, possess no monopoly on 

racial prejudice® Those prejudices often tend to be most 

exaggerated among lower class individuals. Reflecting this 

tendency. White farm workers frequently refused to accept 

assistance from "nigger lawyers/' an epithet SFMLS attorneys 

merited because they represented farm workers regardless of 

their skin colore 

Attitudes of White superiority and negative stereo

types about Blacks, though varying in intensity and degree 

of subtlety at this time* still were widespread, especially 

in the small towns and rural areas of the regions In addi

tion to pervasive, covert, impersonal, indirect, and some

times subtle "institutional racism,SFMLS frequently 

?6® Stokely Carmichael and Charles V® Hamilton, 
Black Powers The Politics of Liberation in America (New 
York* Vintage Books, 1967), pp. 4-5. 



encountered a brand of blatant, individual, overt racism 

primarily associated, in the public mind, with an increas

ingly distant and nebulous Southern paste. While most of the 

racial antagonisms prevalent in the area were directed 

toward Black Americans, similar prejudices existed toward 

other groupso One South Florida judge (apparently from the 

report of the incident this was a federal district judge) is 

said to have stated that "®although « ® 0 legal services are 

OoKo for nigras and their family problems, /SFMLS/ had no 

business dealing with "Mex's" who cause half of the trouble 

in this country®9" This judge ""didn't hold with standing 

up with foreigners /i.e., American citizens of Mexican des

cent/ against good Americans»®"77 

An SFMLS memorandum, a not disinterested source, re

counts a number of specific instances of alleged overt ra

cism. When a Black investigator for SFMLS carried the 

laundry of a staff attorney's wife into a local laundromat, 

the attendant refused to allow the clothes to be placed in 

a machine unless the attorney's wife would "'swear none of 

the clothes /belonged to her Black companion/®e" In another 

incident, a group of staff members were granted service at a 

77» Elizabeth J. duFresne, Research and Planning 
Attorney, SFMLS, Memorandum, "Hostility Factor in the 
Existence of South Florida Migrant Legal Services Program, 
Inc." to U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity, Legal Ser
vices Program, Public Relations Officer, Edward O'Hara, . , 
n.d., pp. 3-4. (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) 
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local restaurant in Imraokalee only after a long argument 

over the legal aspects of civil rightsj they were accom

panied by a Black school teacher0 On another occasion in an 

Immokalee restaurants a White staff attorney and a Black in

vestigator were served a Coca-Cola which was half coke syrup 

and half soap flakes® "Many liquor stores and other estab

lishments in the area still /had/ large signs °we don't want 

no niggers or mex® s herei®"?® 

Huge billboards and numerous automobile bumper 

stickers proclaimed? "9This is Wallace Country!®" SFMLS 

attorneys who had undergone experiences similar to these 

believed it® In some areas, attorneys were forced to live 

in adjoining towns because they could not obtain housing or 

were subjected to harassment in towns where agency field 

offices were locatedo In some towns, it was practically 

impossible to rent office space» Racially inspired intimi

dation sometimes took the form of physical threats and, on 

occasion, even bordered on actual violence. It was rumored 

that "one night «, ® e an honest-to-God lynch mob was on the 

way to /a church where an SFMLS attorney was speaking/ to 

•get that damned civil rights lawyerc0" As the story is re

lated, the mob was halted by the combined forces of the 

county sheriff®s office, some moderate local Black leaders, 

and officials of a major sugar corporation. One program 

78. Ibid,, pp. 10 and 11. 
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attorney reported that he had been advised by a local 

grower-labor camp operator that "if he didn't shape up the 

farmer would 0wipe /him/ out!8" If he would "•behave,®" 

this attorney relates that he was told "he could have all 

the Black poontang he could handles0Such incidents, if 

only partially accurate, support the contention of a FRLS 

attorney who was criticized for "polarizing the community" 

of Belle Glade,, His contention essentially was that "FRLS 

/had/ not polarized the community,, it was already totally 

segregated /before the lsp arrived/,," 

Legal Aid Concept0 Bar opposition to SFMLS, parti

cularly among those attorneys whose political conservatism 

tended to be moderate, focused on the law reform and commu

nity development functions of SFMLS® Much of this opposi

tion stemmed from the familiarity of most South Florida 

attorneys with the traditional legal aid society which had 

tended to be restrictive, routine, service-oriented, and 

reluctant to engage in controversial litigation8 To lawyers 

whose attitudes toward legal aid had been shaped by this 

traditional model, the provision of any legal aid services 

beyond routine, individual assistance was likely to appear 

almost unethical, "simply ®not practicing law.#" This per

ception of the proper"role of lawyers in dealing with the 

problems of the poor tends to be fostered in many of the 

?9* Ibid,, pp„ 9-11. 



nation*s law schools. A. Kenneth Pye asserts that "it is a 

truism that law plays a vital role in social change." 

Formal legal educations, however, seems to underplay this 

role and to produce lawyers and judges who do not "perceive 

80 
the legal process as an instrument of social change6" 

While national in scopes this restrictive view of the role 

of lawyers in the process of social change seems to have 

"been particularly pronounced in the area served by SFMLS« 

In South Floridap most attorneys and bar officials 

outside of liberal Dade County seem to have been strongly 

influenced by the legal aid concept in formulating their 

attitudes toward SFMLS. Pragmatics economically motivated 

opposition to SFMLS® deviations from the traditional legal 

aid pattern of highly restrictive eligibility standards was 

voiced by a number of economically marginal small town and 

rural attorneys who viewed SFMLS as a potential competitor. 

The most influential bar critics of the agency, however, 

were established, financially comfortable attorneys who, 

because of their attitudes toward legal aid, were opposed 

philosophically to the law reform and community development 

policies of the agency. 

Believing that "in a nation dedicated to the ideal 

of equal justice before the law . . o it is inexcusable to 

80. Stumpf, p. 1075? Pye, p. 211; and Stumpf, 
p. 1075• Stumpf*s contention is supported in Carlin, 
Howard, and Messinger, p0 367. 
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permit discrimination on the basis of poverty in our legal 

system,," LSP asserted its intention to provide the poor 

with "the same wide spectrum of /legal/ resources o o e 

available to more affluent citizens/' including those acti-

ftl 
vities commonly labeled law reform0 Law reform and com

munity development as visualized by LSP and by SFMLS 

represented an almost complete rejection of traditional 

legal aid precepts and modes of operationo These functions 

involved a reliance on such politically sensitive methods 

as the utilization of test cases, class action suits, "so

cial litigation9" legislative advocacy and publicity? suits 

against governmental agencies, and group representation In 

the broadest sense, law reform and community development 

seek "to attack the root causes of povertyusing "the law 

as an instrument of social change , „ 0 e /to altei^/ the 

conventional power relation between the poor and agencies 

that purport to serve them." Through the law and legal 

means, lsp®s "would not only provide remedial assistance to 

individual clients, o 0 0 /they/ would also work toward 

altering conditions that keep the poor powerlesse e> e 

81o Earl Johnson, Jr., "Director®s Column/' Law In 
Acti on 2 (March 1968)j 2 and Christopher Clancy, "Direc
tor® s Column," Law In Action ̂  (June 1969)8 

82. Stumpf, p. 1059 and Carlin, ppa 189-190. 
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These objectives and the efforts of SFMLS to bring 

them to fruition drew sharp criticism, not only predictable 

criticism from defendants and others directly inconvenienced 

by the actions of SFMLS, but from county bar associations 

and individual attorneys, in large part for strictly philo

sophical reasons associated with their attachment to the 

legal aid concept0 Supporters of traditional legal aid 

focused their criticisms on SFMLS® emphasis on "landmark 

cases/" "social litigation" and "headline grabbingo" Cri

tics spoke of the need for "responsible /l„e«p routine/ 

legal services" as opposed to "social reform®" As a "legal 

aid" program, critics contended, SFMLS should stop acting 

like a "social program" and "stick strictly to legal aid." 

The agency was admonished to deemphasize law reform and 

"stick to the nitty gritty," day-to-day legal problems of 

the poor, "consumer issues and things like thato" Opponents 

found particular objection to "legal aid" lawyers being paid 

by the federal government to engage in "polarizing the com

munity" with suits against other governmental agencieso 

Critics expressed concern that a citizen®s tax dollars could 

be used against him in court by federally funded, legal aid 

lawyerss They worried that the "poor can get legal aid even 

the wealthy can9t afford, and that°s not righto" 

Some of the complaints against law reform led a 

California defender of the concept to comment that* "• • • 
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a number of people ... are willing to • • • say it is all 

right for poor people to have a certain kind of legal aid-

let* s say divorces--but when they start suing Government 

agencies or other interests in society, then that is law 

reform and that is unacceptable®"^ Not all legal services-

law reform critics conformed to this characterization 

While most legal aid advocates objected to legislative advo

cacy, publicity efforts, and community development activi

ties (the latter especially was said to transform an lsp 

into a "political action group"), some legal aid supporters 

took a broader view of what the concept allowedo These were 

willing to accept a strictly judicial approach to law reform 

by SFMLS, including, if necessary, controversial class 

actions, test cases, and suits against public agencies® Of 

these "permissible" law reform activities, the most contro

versial was strategic litigation against governmental 

agencieso 

Critics of suits against governmental agencies 

accused any lsp that engaged in such suits of attempting to 

use the "courts as 0 © o laboratories for social experi

mentation® 0 o i" Senator George Murphy (R0» Califo) was 

one of the most active national critics of law reform until 

he was defeated for reelection in 19?0o Murphy contended 

83® Testimony of James D0 Lorenz, Jr«, Associate 
Director, California Rural Legal Assistance, LSP Hearings, 
p# 82* 
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that "•legislation designed for one purpose*" should not be 

twisted to other ends by government lawyers seeking to ad

vance ""grandiose social reform schemeso9" If they want 

"•far-reaching legal reforms®9" let them go to Congress for 

"•legislation designed for that specific purpose0°" 

"Murphy®s statement" was, according to political scientist 

Larry L® Wade^ "an interesting interpretation of the legi
on 

timacy of court-made policy0" SFMLS critics agreed with 

Murphy that "law reform should be left to Congress0" How

ever, since the "use of tax money to promote legislation" 

also was considered objectionable, it appeared that? if the 

agency®s critics had their way* every avenue to significant 

reform would be closed0 

Proponents of law reform contended that critics mis

construed the true objectives of law reform0 "What is hap

pening ^/under the name of law reform/," 0E0 Director 

Rumsfeld told a congressional committee, "is not e s © re

form of the law, but » 0 0 clarification of what the law as 

passed by the duly constituted legislative body 0 e e really 

means, e © « a clarification on the part of the poor as to 

whether a certain act of a governmental executive is or is 

not consistent with the intent of the statutea"®5 viewed in 

8*U Pye, pe "Senator Murphy on Legal Aid"; 
and Wade, p0 83» 

85« Testimony of 0E0 Director Donald Rumsfeld, 
LSP Hearings9 p„ 35® 
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this way, its proponents argued, law reform is something 

that private attorneys do everyday® "During the last cen

tury the corporate lawyers played a significant role in the 

development of our economic institutions®" Now the question 

is, say the defenders of law reform, will "lawyers for the 

poor ® o o /be permitted toJ make contributions of equal 

significance in changing our social institutions 

According to advocates of law reform,, lsp°s have no 

legitimatej. ethical alternative but to engage in law reform, 

including test suits against government agencies® "If there 

is any reasonable hope that a given court will 0legislate® 

and change a rule or practice that has denied some benefit 

or inflicted some injury on the client, it is unethical to 

refrain from taking the case to that court0" LSP Director 

Earl Johnson stated the essence of the argument plainly and 

unequivocally? "/it iqf the duty of lawyers serving cli
ents, rich or poor ® e ® to use every argument and every 

ethical strategem, to raise every nonfrivolous issue and to 

raise it artfully and argue it persuasively 

A California lsp official, who formerly was employed 

by a firm that represented Senator Murphy, noted that, iron

ically, Murphy expected from his lawyers the very kind of 

86® Pye® p0 24-8* 

87® Clancy, "Law Reform," p. k and Johnson, 
"Poverty Lawyer®s Commitment," p« 3* 
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representation in his own behalf which he labeled "law re

form" and opposed when engaged in by legal services attor

neys on behalf of the poor0 A test case is, after all, 

simply a "lawyerlike method of offering the courts an oppor

tunity to think about new issues or rethink old issues0" 

"The issue" in law reform suits against government agencies, 

says Sar A0 Levitan, is not whether a program is "too 

l i b e r a l  b u t  w h e t h e r  t h e  / a g e n c j j /  a c t e d  i l l e g a l l y 0  c o o "  

Levitan seems to have had critics like Senator Murphy in 

mind when he wrotet "It is due process for a company to ap

peal a decision of a governmental regulatory agency0 But 

some view as inherently subversive an attempt or behalf of 

the poor to obtain legal recourse by suing a welfare agency 

that denies them the right to relief®"®® 

Status quoo The interest of established groups and 

agencies in the preservation of the status quo with respect 

to patterns of access and influence and the existing dis

tribution of social, economic, and political power provided 

an additional basis for opposition to SFMLS, its policies, 

and, in the words of a lawyer critic, to "the whole concept 

of the /legal services/ program.," Status quo oriented, 

self-interested opposition to SFMLS was of two types® Much 

of this opposition was a reaction to what must have been 

880 LSP Hearings, Lorenz Testimony, pp« 83-84 and 
Levitan, pp# 186-187. 
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perceived as a rather vague threat of uncertain proportions® 

Other criticism was a consequence of specific and immediate 

threats to the social power or financial interests of par

ticular groups and individuals® 

The first type of opposition results from the 

existence, in any community or system of power and influ

ence, of "confident groups" (such as, in South Florida, bar 

associations, agricultural associations, and public offi

cials and agencies) which "perceive the system as biased in 

their favor and efficient in its allocative proceduress" 

L. Harmon Zeigler and Go Wayne Peak suggest thats "A con

fident group can be expected to be most easily aroused on 

issues concerning system bias and scope of authority® Any 

attempt to change the status quo in either area will nor

mally be perceived as a threat to the group0s strategically 

favorable position, and it will be opposeda"^^ The status 

quo predisposition described by Zeigler and Peak was evi

denced among opponents to SFMLSo Congressman Rogers* satis

faction with existing arrangements was reflected by his 

perplexed inquiry? ""Why should 0E0 ̂ /want to/ establish its 

own administrative structure at the local level when we al

ready have an existing and workable system supported by the 

majority of local citizens?®" Belle Glade Mayor Bill Bailey 

expressed the underlying worry of the status quo opposition 

89, Zeigler and Peak, p. 107. 
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to SFMLS most directlyj "It is our opinion that Legal Ser

vices* intent is to destroy /established,? institutions which 

are vital to our community so that they may replace them 

90 with similar institutions which they can controlo"^ A 

local attorneys, who was active in his bar association^ had 

few complaints about SFMLS and generally gave the agency 

high marks for the job it was doings Even he confided, how

ever,, that he would prefer to see the lsp under local bar 

control® Not only the structure of SFMLS, which itself 

altered established patterns of access9 but the agency's law 

reform and community development objectives and the "whole 

concept of the program" potentially were threatening to any 

group which tended to be both comfortable with and defensive 

of the status quo„ 

The interests of some groups were directly at stake 

in the legal services struggle® More than either CAMP or 

MHP, which dealt mostly with mgrants, SFMLS frequently be

came involved in direct challenges to important interest 

groups® Among the agency®s most virulent and persistent 

critics were growers and public officials SFMLS had sued, 

marginal lawyers who considered the lsp a potential compe

titor and economic threat, and bar associations and legal 

aid societies which felt that the federal funds allocated 

90® Rogers9 News Release, May 31, 1967, p. 10 and 
Testimony of-Belle Glade Mayor Bill Bailey, House EOA 
Hearings. 1971. p. 1953* 
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to SFMLS might otherwise have been awarded to them® City 

officials in Belle Glade complained that SFMLS had cost the 

city "$5S000 in legal fees „ . ® over and above normal 

cost." A class action suit was said to have cost a neigh

boring city "in the neighborhood of $10s000o"9^ Palm Beach 

County Sheriff Heidtman reportedly was quite concerned over 

the threat Cole v® Heidtman constituted to his personal fi

nancial status and is reliably quoted as having vowed to 

"kill the agency" because of the suite In addition to the 

possible financial threat posed by 0E0S local officials were 

disturbed to see their power and discretion in dealing with 

migrants limited by court orders won by SFMLS* Growers 

particularly feared that group representation-community 

development activities were simply efforts to unionize mi

grants » an idea that was anathema to most South Florida 

agricultural interests0 

A study of judicial responses to federally supported 

legal services programs in the San Francisco Bay Area con

cluded thats 

• • s /In spite of indications to the contrary/ 
most of the hostility /toward legal services/ is 
based on broader objections of an economics 
ideological^ and professional natures The pro-
gramwas called socialistic, unnecessary9 not 
sufficiently controlled by the local bars it 

91• Bailey Testimony» House EOA Hearings, 1971, 
p. 1967. — 
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was an economic threat to the private attorney; 
and it /allegedly/ engaged in unethical law prac
tice'. 92 

In general® a similar conclusion seems justified by the 

preceding analysis of the policy objections to SFMLS® It 

seems evident that opposition to SFMLS, based on objections 

to the agency®s fundamental objectives, its policies for 

achieving those objectives, and to the entire legal services 

concepts was genuine and significanto In spite of frequent 

disclaimers by opponents, the "1969 0E0 Evaluation" seems 

right in declaring that: 

The abuse this program has taken publicly is re
markably disproportionate to the actual evidence 
of wrong-doing, . . . The inference is strong 
that the abuse /of SFMLS/ was not contained be
cause too many people were happy with the pros
pect of Program failure and so uncritically 
accepted and on occasion embellished each and 
every report of Program misfeasances, however 
ill-foundedo93 

That oppositions, in a fundamental sense, was to SFMLS and 

the legal services concept® not simply to the alleged mis

deeds of the agencys is indicated by the congressional 

testimony of Belle Glade officials who, while saying that 

they agreed "there are many areas that legal services would 

be useful®" still urged "the President of the United States 

and the United States Congress to immediately stop the 

92. Stumpf, p0 IO660 

93* "1969 0E0 Evaluation," p. 28. 
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funding of the Legal Services Program, to dissolve the 

Program, and not replace it. <> . o"^ 

Conclusions 

1* The level of controversy over legal services was ex
tremely high, compared to the other two issue-areas 
examined in this study and to most lsp°s around the nationo 

2. No single object of controversy seems to provide an 
entirely satisfactory explanation for the high level of 
controversy created by SFMLS; however, some generalizations 
concerning the relative importance of the three objects of 
controversy (administration, structure, and policy) are 
possiblee 

3» Criticisms directed to program administration, though 
much emphasized by critics, appear to offer the least ade
quate explanation for this phenomenon Those criticisms 
were of minor significance and seem to have been mostly a 
product of a predisposition toward criticism based on 
structural, and more importantly, policy objections to 
SFMLS. 

4-. Structural objections to SFMLS, while exerting a more 
substantial independent influence on the level of the legal 
services controversy, also fail to provide a sufficient ex
planation for the intense and persistent opposition gener
ated by SFMLSa Structural opposition, independent of policy 
opposition, appears to have been strongest as a consequence 
of regional parochialism, professional jealousy, and resent
ment arising out of competition with local bar groups for 
federal fundingo 

5« Policy objections (i.e.,, objections to SFMLS objectives* 
policies for the achievement of those objectives, and to the 
legal services concept), primarily to the law reform and 
community development aspects of SFMLS, provide the most 
plausible explanation for the intense controversy surround
ing the legal services issue in South Florida® 

9^<> House EOA Hearings. 1971. pp. 1966 and 1956. 
(Italics mineT) 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

This study has focused on the role of controversy in 

policy making in three South Florida poverty (migrant) pro

grams in the period from 19&3 through the middle of 1970o 

Each of these programs dealt with some aspect of migrant 

labor policy? health, community development and employment, 

or legal services« Two of the programs were direct products 

of the war on poverty which was proclaimed in 196^. Both 

programs (CAF-CAMP and SFMLS-FRLS) were administered by pri

vate, nonprofit agencies funded directly by the federal 

government (primarily through 0E0)o Both operated outside 

the existing structure of local governmento The third pro

gram (MHP) predated the formal declaration of the war on 

poverty. Though dependent mostly on federal funds from the 

Public Health Service (a division of HEW), MHP was operated 

locally by the existing county health department (in Palm 

Beach County). 

The three programs chosen for analysis have provided 

an opportunity for the examination of a variety of combina

tions of different program structures, policies, administra

tive features, and variations in levels of conflict. While 

274 
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only three antipoverty programs have been examined, each 

varied, over time, in terms of its particular mix of struc

tural traits, policies, administrative characteristics, and 

levels of controversy® 

Eight controversy situations may be distinguished 

with respect to the three programs under examinations. A 

situation of controversy consists of a particular pattern of 

controversy (or noncontroversy) over a progranu A new pat

tern (or situation) was created when there was a significant 

change in either the overall level of conflict of a program, 

or in the level of conflict over one or more of the pro-

grants structure, policy, or administration. 

The eight situations of controversy provide some in

sights concerning the relationship between a program®s level 

of controversy and the nature and controversiality of its 

structure, policy, and administration0 The following sec

tion consists of a brief recapitulation of the most salient 

aspects of the previous case analyses* The next section 

seeks, by comparing the case studies and controversy situa

tions, to develop insights concerning the nature and causes 

of local controversy in federally financed antipoverty pro

jects. Finally, some speculation is engaged in concerning 

both the immediate and broader implications of these in

sights for poverty policy and the politics of poverty. 
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The Case Studies: A Recapitulation of 
Eight Situations of Controversy 

The three programs and eight situations of contro

versy suggest several tentative conclusions concerning the 

nature and determinants of controversy over local applica

tions of federal antipoverty programs© Table ^ summarizes 

a number of salient details related to each of the eight 

situations of controversy® 

The three middle columns in table k indicate, for 

each potential object of conflict (structure® policy® and 

administration), the level of conflict over that object 

during a particular situation of controversy0 Conflict 

levels are signified as follows? noncontroversial® N.C.i 

potentially controversial® PeCoj moderately controversial® 

M.C.j and controversial® C® Also indicated in those columns 

is the general nature of an agency®s structure® policy® or 

administration during each phase of controversy© This 

aspect of each program is indicated by placing the desig

nation of the level of controversy of each object of con

flict under the column subheading indicating the predominant 

policy thrust® or structural or administrative characteris

tics of the agency describede The lower case® poCo® in row 

one of table k3 signifies the perceptual uncertainty of po

tential opponents concerning MHP®s intended policy thrusto 

While, in fact, MHP®s emphasis was welfare-oriented, uncer

tainty concerning the agency*s policy thrust among growers 
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created a potentiality for controversy. The right-hand 

column in table ^ summarizes the overall level of program 

controversy during each situation of controversy® 

MHP 

MHP was uncontroversialo It was characterized by a 

politics of cooperation or consensus® Its structure was 

traditional; its administrative style traditional and defer

ential to influential groupso Policy emphasis was placed on 

the agency objective which was most agreeable to MHP°s po

tential critics» the provision of personal health services 

(i.e., welfare)® The agency's potentially divisive environ

mental services function* which involved both group advance

ment (welfare-oriented) and regulatory aspects, was 

deemphasized and administered in a nonaggressive, almost 

apologetic, fashion0 

MHP experienced two situations of controversy or, 

more correctly, noncontroversy® In spite of the traditional 

nature of MHP's structure, its cooperative, deferential, 

administrative style, and nonthreatening policy objectives, 

many area growers, nonetheless, initially were suspicious, 

uncooperative, and antagonistic toward MHPo Thus, the early 

MHP was characterized by an absence of actual, organized 

controversy, but by a potentiality for organized opposition 

from hostile growers® By 1965, MHP had matured (mature MHP) 

and the potentiality for controversy was sharply reduced. 



TABLE b 

SUMMARY DETAILS OF EIGHT SITUATIONS OF CONTROVERSY 

Contro
versy 

Situation Structure Policy Administration 
Pro
gram 

Tradi
tional 

Community 
Action 

Welfare? 
Individual 
Advancement 

Group 
Advance

ment 

Conven
tional 

Community 
Action 

MHP-early N.C. P.C. P.Co N.C. P.C. 

MHP-mature N.C. N.C. N.C. N.C. 

CAF M.C. C. M. C a C. 

CAMP-1 M.C. N.C. M.C. M.C. 

CAMP-2 M.C. N.Co M.C. M.C. 

SFMLS C. C. Co Co 

FRLS-1 N.C. N.C. N.Cc N.C. 

FRLS-2 C. C. Co C. 

ro 
-o 
00 
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Most growers had come to accept MHP as a permanent, legiti

mate part of the local political scene. 

The reduction in MHP's evident potentiality for con

troversy seems to have been a consequence of altered percep

tions among small growers concerning MHPes policy 

objectives* Initial hostility reflected suspicion and un

certainty concerning MHP aims0 Once satisfied that MHP 

neither intended nor constituted a threat to the status quo 

(which® in factp it never did)p most growers became either 

cooperative or apathetic toward it® 

While MHP"s altered vulnerability to controversy 

appears to have been dependent on the growers® altered per

ception of MHP policy objectives* MHP®s calm, ingratiating 

administrative style must be assigned much of the credit 

for avoiding open confrontation and for contributing to the 

modification that occurred in the growers® views concerning 

the policy objectives of MHP. 

CAP-CAMP 

Three controversy situations can be identified for 

CAF-CAMP in the period from 1965 to mid-1970® From 1965 

through the first part of January 1967» CAF was charac

terized by a politics of confrontation with growers and 

established agencies., Though many of CAF®s community de

velopment efforts were not as revolutionary as the agency's 

rhetoric implied, the program*s voter registration 
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activities and support of the ill-fated United Agricultural 

Workers of American seem to have reflected a genuine deter

mination to alter the distribution of political and economic 

power in South Florida,. Though CAF®s independent^ community 

action agency structure and its aggressive^ student-minority 

administrative image and style attracted moderate opposi

tions it was CAF°s community development policies^ especial

ly those related to political and union organizing,, which 

were the object of the severest attacks and the principal 

cause of the highly controversial nature of the agency0 

The role of CAF°s community action-group advancement 

policies in contributing to CAF®s high level of controversy 

is indicated by the sharp decline in controversy following 

CAF-CAMP®s policy accommodation with agency critics® Sub

sequent controversy (termed here CAMP-1) was characterized 

by» (1) little change in the substance or controversiality 

of the agency®s structure or administration? (2) a substan

tively modified policy emphasis from community development 

to individual advancement (employment opportunity)? result

ing eventually in (3) the agency's policy objectives be

coming noncontroversial? and (if) the programs, as a whole® 

19 CAMP-1 refers to a chronologically discontinuous 
period from early 19&7 (when the agency still was called 
CAF) to mid-1970 (under CAMP)s excluding the two periods 
from July-August 1969 and June-August 1970 (referred to 
jointly as CAMP-2) when CAMP was an object of administra
tive scandal (Bimini fishing school and auto theft ring)* 
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remaining moderately controversial because of the lack of 

change in its structure and its administrative styles 

Intermittently (on two occasions, the Bimini and Mr# 

Kar-Kleen incidents), particular aspects of CAMP0s adminis

tration of its noncontroversial employment opportunity poli

cies became highly controversial® These two periods of 

controversy are analytically similar, constituting, in ef

fects one situation of controversy—designated CAMP-20 

CAMP-2 was characterized by a significant rise in contro

versy directed toward one object of conflict (administra

tion), but with no corresponding increase in the level of 

controversy of either of the other two objects of conflict 

or of the agency as a whole* In fact, criticism was focused 

so much on particular instances of alleged scandal that 

general criticism of CAMP®s administration, while increased, 

did not become intense0 Similarly, while CAMP-2 was char

acterized by more overall conflict than CAMP-1, controversy 

remained within the range of moderate intensity, never 

seriously threatening CAMPes survival or substantially 

interfering with the normal conduct of the agency. 

SFMLS-FRLS 

Except for a brief period after the forced settle

ment in August 1969» migrant legal services in South Florida 

were controversial® This controversy was intense, persis

tent, and for SFMLS-FRLS, debilitating. 
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CAF's experience indicates that any migrant program 

with an independent* community action agency type structure 

probably would have been an object of criticism in South 

Florida., Three factors unique to SFMLS, however, appear to 

have generated a substantially higher level of controversy 

over structure than might otherwise have been the case«, 

These three factors were2 (1) regional parochialism, re

sulting from SFMLS® association with Dade County, (2) the 

professional parochialism of local attorneys and bar associ

ations, and (3) resentment created when SFMLS received 

federal funds while local bar association applications were 

rejected* 

Administrative criticisms of SFMLS concentrated on 

staff militancy^ its alleged unnecessary aggressiveness, 

brashness, and abrasiveness in implementing objectives,, 

Administrative excess was the object of the majority of pub

lic attacks on SFMLSa In spite of the high level of contro

versy over SFMLS® structure and administrations the evidence 

adduced in chapter 6 indicates that the controversy was* in 

large part, a product of more fundamental objections to 

SFMLS® policy emphasis on group advancement, especially 

through community action (i0eo, law reform and community 

development)s These policy objections appear to have been 

rooted in the conservatism, parochialism, racism, and legal 

aid and status quo orientations of SFMLS critics* While 
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some structural opposition existed independently of policy 

objections, the bulk of criticism directed toward SFMLS® 

administration was engendered by opposition to the policies 

of the agency* 

After August 1969, a new pattern of controversy 

(FRLS-1) evolved,. A dramatic restructuring of the legal 

services agency®s governing board satisfied many, though not 

all, of the earlier structural criticisms of the agency® 

More importantly, the agency appeared to be settling down 

into a routine legal aid (ioee» welfare) program0 FRLS® 

staff, diminished considerably during the refunding contro

versy and uncertain of the board's support in the event of 

controversy, now seemed cautious, reticent and, on occasion, 

deferential Though never wholly free of criticism during 

this brief period, FRLS was the object of no concerted at

tack and had the tacit support of many of legal services® 

former criticsa 

By January 1970, FRLS showed indications of renewing 

SFMLS* former law reform-community development effortse 

Within weeks a new situation of controversy developed 

(FRLS-2)c FRLS® structure and administration, which a few 

weeks earlier had seemed acceptable to agency critics, 

quickly became unacceptable as FRLS began to reveal an in

clination to revive the agency®s former interest in such 

controversial policy areas as community development and law 
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reform. By the fall of 1970, FRLS-2 was characterized by a 

high overall level of controversy and by high levels of con

flict over every aspect of the agency2 its structures its 

policy,, and its administration© The transition from FRLS-1 

to FRLS-2 appears primarily to have resulted from FRiS0 re

turn to the previously controversial policies of SFMLSo 

Comparative Analysis of Case Studies and Conclusions 

Several conclusions are suggested by an examination 

of the eight situations of controversy described above and 

summarized in table be, No single object of conflict has 

been the exclusive focus of local controversy over federally 

sponsored community poverty agencies* The nature and con

troversial! ty of an agency's structure, policy, and adminis

tration each seems to contribute to the overall level of 

controversy generated,? The three potential objects of con

flict have not been equally significant as sources of 

conflict over local applications of federal antipoverty 

policy, however*. Several conclusions concerning the rela

tive roles of structure, policy, and administration in 

creating controversy over federally funded poverty programs 

are offered below0 

The controversial!ty of local, federally assisted 

antipoverty agencies seems to vary most directly with the 

nature and controversiality of the policies of those agen

cies* In three of eight controversy situations (CAF, SFMLS, 
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frls-2), agency policy was controversial. Only in these 

three situations was overall program controversy high® 

While in two of these instances (SFMLS and FRLS-2) the 

agency®s structure and administration also were controver-

sials the evidence suggests that much of this opposition was 

a by-product of opposition to the policy emphasis of the 

legal services program during those periods® Particularly 

the renewed criticism of FRLS® structure and administration 

during FRLS-2, a period in which initially at least little 

substantive change occurred in either or those aspects of 

the agency, suggests that the increased controversial!ty was 

attributable to FRLS® reversion to the formerly controver

sial policy goals of the legal services agency© 

Indicative of the significance of policy as a deter

minant of controversy is the decline in overall controversy 

in CAF-CAMP during CAMP-10 This reduction in controversy 

followed a significant policy accommodation in OAF-CAMP, un

accompanied by concurrent changes in the agency's structure 

or administration from the CAF period© Finally, the reduc

tion in the mature MHP°s potentiality for controversy seems 

to have been principally a consequence of an altered and 

clarified perception of the agency's intentions (i«e., 

policies)0 

While an agency*s policy approach to the solution of 

poverty problems and the controversial!ty of that approach 
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are primary factors in determining an antipoverty agency*s 

overall level of controversial!ty, it also appears that pro

gram structure has an independent effect on the amount of 

controversy engendered by a poverty program® This was most 

evident in SFMLSe 

Program administration contributes to an agency®s 

overall level of controversy, but administrative features of 

poverty programs have the least influence on the level of 

overall program controversy* The analysis of legal services 

indicates that the major portion of ostensibly administra

tive criticisms of SFMLS reflected and was stimulated by 

opposition to the legal services program®s objectives and 

policies* and to the entire federal legal services concept. 

Frequently then, administrative attacks on locally operated, 

federally sponsored poverty programs are derivative of, not 

a cause for, opposition to those programs., The failure of 

perennial critics of GAF to capitalize on spectacular 

charges of administrative inefficiency and corruption in 

CAMP-2 suggests that administrative difficulties, unrelated 

to basic policy disagreements, are unlikely to generate a 

sustained, high level of organized conflict over a program# 

MHP's experiences indicate that* (1) noncontroversial ad

ministration is insufficient to make a program safely non-

controversial until potential opponents feel assured that 

agency policies are nonthreatening, but (2) an accommoda

tive, noncontroversial mode of administration, however, can 
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prevent outbreaks of controversy while an agency's policies 

are in the process of being communicated and clarified to 

potential critics—provided that those policies* once suc

cessfully communicated, are perceived as nonthreatening® 

A poverty agency's structure is more likely to be 

controversial if it is of the community action agency vari

ety and/or if it is a multicounty program0 In either case* 

the agency may disrupt established patterns of poverty 

policy making within the area servedo Controversy over 

structure, independent of policy disagreements is particu

larly likely if an agency®s structures (1) incurs regional 

jealousies, (2) escites professional parochialism (i9e©, is 

perceived as invading the "turf" of local professional so

cieties), or (3) appears competitive with established and 

influential public or private agencies for funding, etc® 

(SFMLS)o 

Administrative controversy is minimized when a 

poverty program displays a conventional bureaucratic image, 

when it is operated by local bureaucrats who are demogra

phic ally and attitudinally similar to the local population 

and to the staffs of public and private community agencies 

involved in related endeavorso The experience of MHP, with 

an accommodative, nonaggressive, mutually deferential (i«e8, 

traditional) administrative style complementing a conven

tional bureaucratic image, indicates that such an 
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antipoverty agency is unlikely to "be subjected to organized 

attack for administrative aspects of its program,, 

If an agency®s policies are not perceived as threat

ening to the status quo,, considerable deviations from 

accepted administrative behavior patterns (eogoj aggressive

ness, CAMP-1, or alleged corruptions GAMP-2) seem unlikely 

to generate substantial organized opposition A community 

action type administrative staff (youngs minority group 

dominated) which appears militants is idealistic, deter™ 

mined, energetic, aggressive, brash* even abrasive, is 

likely to be a source of some complaint—regardless of 

policy objectiveso These complaints seem likely to become 

widespread and organized, however, only when supplemented by 

significant policy disagreements (CAF, SFMLS and FRLS-2)« 

A comparative analysis of the eight situations of 

controversy described in table ^ indicates that in policy 

terms local poverty agencies funded by the federal govern

ment are most likely to be controversial when they seek, or 

are perceived to seek, welfare-oriented group advancement 

and group advancement through community action goals (early 

mhp, CAF, SFMLSs FRLS-2)0 Programs which seek welfare and 

individual advancement objectives, on the other hand, seem 

less likely to engender high levels of controversy (mature 

mhp, CAMP-1, CAMP-2, frls-1). 

These conclusions concerning the controversiality 

of different classes or types of poverty policies indicate 
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general tendencies observed,. It is not suggested that these 

tendencies are universal among antipoverty programs,. This 

study offers evidence to the contrary® MHP®s experiences 

indicate that welfare-oriented group advancement policies 

(improving the health aspects of the migrant0s environment) 

are not necessarily controversial—if properly tempered, 

pursued incrementally® conducted with discretion and defer

ences and balanced by more acceptable objectives*, Most of 

the policy objections to the community development activi-

ties of CAF and SFMLS focused on only a few of those endeav

ors® The greater portion of those agencies0 community 

development activities were noncontroversial0 It was sug

gested in chapter 5 that® implemented on a larger scale, 

CAMP-l®s individual advancement policy emphasis might have 

been controversial0 In no case was controversy generated by 

an agency^s welfare policies? suggesting that, while the 

welfare system may be controversial, individual welfare 

agencies are note If welfare-type agencies engender criti

cism (e0ge, mature MHP), it seems to come more from agency 

clients and their advocates than from status quo oriented 

organizations* However? since welfare clients are not well-

organized and are dependent on welfare agencies for bene

fits, complaints from these sources usually are not 

translated into organized opposition,, 
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While the policy typology introduced in chapter 3 

has proved useful in identifying tendencies concerning the 

relationship between policy objectives and program contro

versiality, the exceptions raise questions concerning the 

typology®s explanatory power« Would a less abstract typol

ogy* such as one based on substantive or subject matter 

categories, have provided superior insights into the nature 

and extent of local controversy over poverty policy? In 

interviews, respondents employed implicit substantive policy 

distinctions in their efforts to explain variations in lev

els of controversialitya Among those employing this dis

tinction, health policy generally was described as almost 

inherently noncontroversial, a "motherhood" concept, some

thing everyone supportedo The "motherhood" explanation of 

the lack of controversy over MHP, however, is tenuous® What 

would have been the effect on the controversiality of MHP, 

for example, had the agency more vigorously pursued its en

vironmental health objectives? 

Would a more abstract typology have been preferable? 
o 

This suggestion merits consideration Theodore Jo Lowi 

20 Many of the problems encountered in classi
fying public policies are discussed in Proman, pp„ if-l-52«» 
Froman contends that an important factor influencing the 
Htheoretical," or explanatory, power of a classification 
scheme is its level of abstractions He maintains that 
typologies employing high levels of abstraction generally 
produce the most theoretically significant results, though 
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suggests a policy typology which seems to have theoretical 

relevance for the present study. Lowi classifies public 

policies, in terms of their "impact or expected impact 

on 8 o a society/' as either distributive„ regulatory, or 

redistributive03 Of particular significance to the present 

study is the policy type Lowi has labeled redistributive® 

Wade writes that "redistributive policy is perceived 

typically as reducing in some way the statusp privileges^ or 

power of politically significant elements in society0" 

Thus, redistributive policy is "the policy type most apt to 

be associated with large-scale® well-publicized community 

conflict,," Wade lists as an example of redistributive 

policy the "representation function" (i.e®, law reform) of 

legal services programs® He suggests that, given the re

distributive quality of the representation function of such 

programs, "the furor that erupted over ® ® ® /this function,? 

becomes quite predictable. 

he acknowledges that the more abstract the classification 
system is, the greater its methodological difficulties are 
likely to be® 

3® Lowi, p® 689® Lowi*s classification scheme is 
elaborated on in Robert Salisbury and John Heinz, "A Theory 
of Policy Analysis and Some Preliminary Applications," in 
Policy Analysis ed® Sharkansky, pp. 39-60. 

Wade, p. 82. 
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Perhaps, then, for purposes of studying controversy-

over poverty policy, the classification of poverty policies 

intorduced in chapter 3 should be discarded in favor of a 

simple dichotomy based on Lowies more abstract classifica

tion scheme9 redistributive and nonredistributive poverty 

policies® This approach has advantages0 It leads to con

clusions similar to those stated above and, at the same 

time, helps explain some of the exceptions to those conclu

sions o To say that group advancement policies are likely to 

be more controversial than welfare and individual advance

ment policies, seems to say no more than that policies with 

greater redistributive implications are likely to be more 

controversial than policies with fewer such implications* 

Further, those group advancement policies which were uncon-

troversial can be explained since their redistributive 

qualities seem to have been rather minimalo The suggestion 

(CAMP-1) that large-scale individual advancement efforts 

might have been controversial is understandable8 Pursued on 

a large anough scale, poverty policies directed toward indi

viduals potentially might result in a redistribution of 

values along group or class lines among the poor and more 

affluent sectors of societyQ 

Classifying poverty policies in terms of their re

distributive aspects introduces another set of problems, 

however. One difficulty with abstract classification 
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schemes is the problem of operationalizing the categories of 

analysis. How, for example, are redistributive poverty 

policies to be distinguished from nonredistributive ones? 

The problem is not easily resolved, for as Lowi notes, "in 

the long runp all governmental policies may be considered 

redistributiveo"^ Consider the dilemma presented when an 

attempt is made to distinguish among poverty policies in 

terms of their redistributive impacts on society0 Within 

the context of poverty policy, traditional, individual" 

oriented welfare policies usually are deemed to involve 

fewer redistributive consequences than either income mainte

nance schemes (welfare-oriented group advancement) or com

munity action policies which presumably attack the "root 

causes" of poverty through organizational efforts among the 

poor.. It might be argued , however, that welfare policies 

which deliver tangible goods and services to the poor are 

more redistributive than community action programs which 

claim not to give "handouts" to the poor but to provide them 

with "opportunitiess" The problem of operationalization, 

then, is one of issue perception. As Lewis A. Froman, Jr., 

notes, "it is quite possible that /one individual/ might 

classify an issue in one way, but /another individual/ might 

perceive it as being something else."^ 

5« Lowi, p. 667. 

6. Froman, p. 50. 
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The difficulty of operationalizing the 

redistributive-nonredistributive distinction resurrects the 

original questions What kinds of poverty policies are the 

most controversial? Peter Bachrach and Morton S® Baratz 

offer a logical solutiom "Important issues" (i0e0s contro

versial ones) are those which involve challenges "to c e • 

predominant values /in the community/ or to established 

•rules of the game® 0 o 0 s all elseP /is/ unimportant 

On reflection^ this assertion appears only to state the 

obviouss that policies which threaten the status quo are 

likely to be controversial (and implicitly^ of course^ con

troversial policies are those which threaten the status 

quo)# Either there is no underlying^ unidimensional factor 

which accounts for the controversial!ty of public policies 

(including poverty policies) or9 if there iss it remains 

unidentified® 

Bachrach and Baratz9 tautological suggestion that 

policies are controversial when they threaten the status quo 

has theoretical possibilities provided that "important is

sues" (i0e0p threatening or controversial policies) can be 

identified operationally® independently of the original 

tautology* The present study suggests several insights con

cerning specific features of federal poverty policies which 

seem to contribute to controversy® Group advancement 

7a Bachrach and Baratz9 "Two Faces," p» 950. 
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policies (community action and welfare-oriented), for ex

ample, appear to generate more controversy than welfare and 

individual advancement policies (CAF, SFMLS, FRLS-2) 0 The 

more redistributive a welfare-oriented group advancement 

policy is, the more controversial it is lilcely to be (SFMLS, 

FRLS-2, MHP)0 Group advancement through community action is 

most controversial when it involves organizing labor unions 

and groups perceived to be "political" in nature (CAFj, 

SFMLS, FRLS~2)o On a large enough scale, individual ad

vancement policies may engender controversy (CAMP-1)® 

Poverty policies which necessitate poverty agency staff mem

bers coming into direct contact with, and making demands on, 

established groups are likely to attract more controversy 

than policies which involve direct contact only with the 

poor (CAF, SFMLS, FRLS-2)0 The analysis in chapter 6 sug

gests that a poverty agency will create controversy if it 

challenges the conservative, parochial, or racist values, or 

direct political or economic interests, of established 

(i*e», confident) groups0 A legal services program is 

likely to be controversial if it engages in activities 

(e»g<», law reform or community development) not sanctioned 

by the traditional legal aid views of many local bar associ

ations, political officials, and others® 

Finally, the three poverty programs and eight situ

ations of controversy examined in this study suggest* 



(1) that poverty programs with community action structures 

and administrative styles and group advancement policy ob

jectives are likely to be controversial (CAF, SFMLSD 

FRLS-2); (2) that poverty agencies with traditional struc

tures, conventional administrative styles® and welfare ob

jectives are likely to be noneontroversial (MHP)? and (3) 

that programs which mix these structures, policies, and ad

ministrative styles tend toward moderate levels of contro

versy (CAMP-1, CAMP-2, FRLS-1)0 

Policy Implications 

The phase in the continuing governmental and socie

tal effort to cope with poverty and its attendant social 

problems which has been popularly labeled the "war on 

poverty" began in 196*1- and is generally conceded to have 

terminated in 1969° Some evaluators have contended thats 

Min truth the battle /was/ never really 0 e ® joined/8 that 
Q 

"the 9total war® ® 0 0 died aborning®" Most agree that, 

by 1967 at the latest, the "total war on poverty" had de-

escalated to9 at best, a "9strategy against poverty0•"9 

There are indications that the war on poverty began to de-

escalate at the first sign of serious opposition (by many 

8s Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 
p. ̂  and Levitan, pa ix® 

9® Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 
p. 
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big city mayors) in 1965.10 Popularly, the war on poverty 

was identified almost exclusively with the activities of 

0E0; professional evaluators, however, generally have taken 

a broader viewo11 For such evaluators, the war on poverty 

encompassed either the entire range of federal antipoverty 

programs* or, at a minimum, those programs employing 

"curative" (eego, community action and employment training) 

as opposed to "alleviative" (welfare) strategieso Some also 

include under the designation war on poverty "preventative" 

strategies (e0g<>, social security)e The focus of most 

scholarly evaluations of the war on poverty* however, has 

been on 0E0—especially on the consequences of its major 

innovation in public poverty policy, the community action 

12 agency.^ 

The literature on the war on poverty deals with a 

number of aspects of this interesting, if not entirely suc

cessful, governmental experiment. The policy implications 

100 Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding» 
p. 1^5? Dorothy Buckton James, Poverty, Politics, and Change 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J» t Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972); 
Marris and Rein, p„ 251j James G. Wofford, "The Politics of 
Local Responsibilityj Administration of the Community 
Action Program-~l96^-1966" in On Fighting Poverty, ed® 
Sundquist, p® 98e 

11o S0 Mo Miller and Martin Rein, "Will the War on 
Poverty Change America?" in How We LostB eds® Pilisuk and 
Pilisuk, p0 1890 

12. Miller and Rein? Dye, Understanding Policy. 
p» lOOj Kershaw; Levitanj and Sundquist, "End of Experi
ment?," pp. 235-51. 
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of this study relate most directly to questions concerning 

the role of community action in efforts to come to grips 

with the problem or problems of poverty« 

Immediate Policy Implications 

Efforts to evaluate community action programs have 

been stymied by several difficulties? lack of clarity con

cerning the meaning of community actions,-*0 the sheer num

ber (over one thousand) and variety of community action 

agencies, insufficient funding of those agencies (consider

ing their stated objectives), and the short time community 

action agencies usually were given to pursue objectives such 

as organizing the poor and including the poor fully in 

13® 0E0 and its evaluators found the meaning of 
community action to be elusive® The following list of 
various meanings assigned to community action seems rea
sonably comprehensive; (1) the organizations coordination, 
and planning of public and private antipoverty efforts at 
the local level, (2) organizing the poor into mutual benefit 
organizations,, (3) organizing the poor into political inter
est groups capable of supporting poverty programs and de
manding institutional change, and (^) "maximum feasible 
participation" of the poor in agency activities» The last 
of these has been taken variously to imply involvement of 
the poors (a) as policy makers,? (b) as policy advisers, 
(c) as participants, rather than subjects, in policy imple
mentation, and (d) as program employees® Finally, for some, 
community action was (5) a means of therapy in which the 
poor, through participation in program activities, were to 
be helped to overcome their apathy, resignation, and dis-
pair, and, perhaps, be transformed into leaders® See, for 
example, Bachrach and Baratz, Power and Poverty9 ppe 210-
208j James, pp0 15^-55? Dye, Understanding Policy, p0 105; 
Kershaw, pe k0$ and Marris and Rein, pp0 225-2?e These 
definitional problems are minimized here since the findings 
of this study relate, most directly, only to the second, and 
especially the third, definitions listed above. 
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agency policy making.*** In view of these difficulties, two 

of the programs chosen for examination in this study (CAF-

CAMP and SFMLS-FRLS) are particularly helpful in the search 

for insights concerning the potential of community action 

programs for organizing the poor* Both programs (especially 

SFMLS-FRLS) continued to engage in politically significant 

community development endeavors after similar efforts had 

been discontinued by most community action programs which 

attempted them®1^ 

Four policy implications for the role of federally 

supported community action as an antipoverty strategy are 

1^9 These evaluative problems are considered ins 
Walter Miller, "The Elimination of the American Lower Class 
as National Policy! A Critique of the Ideology of the 
Poverty Movement of the 1960s," in On Understanding Poverty* 
Perspectives from the Social Sciences, edo Daniel P© 
Moynihan (New York* Basic Books, Inc0, 1968, 1969)® P° 229? 
James* pe 65i Kershaw, p0 l67l Levitan, pp® 131 and 309s 
Sundquist, "End of Experiment?," p® 239s and Wofford, 
pp. 98-101e 

15o Other studies indicate that 0E0 and many local 
community action agencies already had begun to deemphasize 
community organizing efforts by late 1965-late 1966. By 
mid-1968, this trend was virtually complete in most of the 
nation. See Wofford, p«, 98? Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Mis
understanding» p© 1^5» Kershaw, p0 164s James, pB 65? Sund-
quist, "End of Experiment?," p„ 2^1? and Selover, ps 178. 
The experiences of SFMLS indicate, however, that 0E0, or at 
least influential officials in some of its component 
agencies (e.g., LSP), continued to view community develop
ment efforts favorably through 1970, but was unwilling to 
stand behind local agencies involved in such endeavors in 
the face of intense local or congressional opposition. 
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suggested by the conclusions presented in this chaptero-^ 

1. Any proposed, or attempted* solution to poverty which 
seeks to advance the interests of the poor (as a group) 
through community action efforts directed toward developing 
organized political interest groups, or labor unions, among 
the poor is likely to engender a high level of controversy 
at the local level® 

2c Due to their politically weak clienteles local poverty 
agencies (including those employing the community action 
structural format) will be unable, when confronted with the 
organized opposition of established groups, to pursue 
effectively, for any significant length of time, community 
action policies which seek to promote organization of the 
poor for politically or economically significant ends® 

3# It may9 however* be possible for poverty programs to 
achieve qualified community action successes, provided that 
they are prepared eithers (a) to limit organizing activi
ties to relatively innocuous mutual self-help endeavors 
the political significance of which is likely to be minimal 
in the short term and uncertain in the long run, or (b) to 
engage in more immediately relevant political and union 

l6e The discussion of the immediate policy impli
cations of this study concentrates on the community develop
ment aspect of generally controversy-stimulating group 
advancement policies0 The focus in this study has been on 
controversy over local applications of federal poverty 
policieso Most proposals for welfare-oriented group ad
vancement (e6g»» income maintenance schemes) seem likely, if 
enacted, to be administered directly from the national 
levels The most significant exception to this generaliza
tion consists of law reform efforts, which have been labeled 
welfare-oriented here because they generally sought benefits 
for the poor.. Of course, many of the controversial activi
ties of legal services programs (including many law reform 
efforts) were directed toward community development Since 
the discussion of policy implications (to be introduced be
low) can broadly be construed to relate to the ability of 
federally sponsored local agencies to pursue controversial 
policies, these implications may be deemed applicable to 
welfare-oriented group advancement policies (eego, law re
form), when those policies are attempted, under federal 
auspices, at the local level® 
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organizing activities at the price of high costs for* at 
best, limited achievements0!7 

Aggressive community organizing efforts "by federally 
sponsored poverty programs at the local level will be 
highly controversial regardless of the nature of the 
agency0s structure or administrations 

The first of these policy implications is the most 

firmly grounded in the data and analysis presented in this 

study. The second and third are more speculative since 

agency success and policy effectiveness were not direct 

objects of systematic researcho The evidence adduced in the 

process of analyzing the controversiality of CAF and SFMLS 

seems sufficients nevertheless, to justify these implica

tions. Of the two agencies, only SFMLS could claim even 

partial success for its community development activities 

which were undertaken at considerable cost to the agency. 

The fourth policy implication relates directly to 

the thesis that the political difficulties experienced by 

l?a These costs would includes high levels of 
controversy! the diversion of limited program resources to 
the political defense of the agency? eventual retribution in 
the form of reductions in or elimination of agency funding; 
and loss of policy making discretion and8 possibly^ further 
alienation of the poor following the agency®s failure to 
produce promised resultso The benefit most likely to accrue 
from these costs would be the creation of indigenous leaders 
and organizations which might continue the organizational 
efforts initiated by the poverty agency outside the commu
nity action program frameworks Illustrative of this outcome 
would be SFMLS-FRLS® role in creating such organizations as 
OMICAj the Glades Citizens Association^ and COBYo OMICA# in 
particulars showed promise of continued growth and develop
ment. On the other handp as CAF®s support for the UAWA in
dicate sB the pursuit of controversial community development 
policies might produce no observable result of a lasting 
nature other than the poverty agency®s demise or retreat. 
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community action agencies and 0E0 were due, in large part, 

to the manner in which community action programs were 

carried out® Though this critique of community action pri

marily is identified with Moynihan, other writers have 

voiced similar opinions© A former 0E0 staff member des

cribed influential national agency officials as "impractical 

ideologues, whose rashness « ® ® /caused 0E0/ avoidable 
griefo" Political scientist Thomas R0 Dye attributes much 

of the erosion of the political support of 0E0 and its dele

gate agencies to "delay" and "confusion" in the national ad

ministration of 0E0 and to "an excess of scandal and 

corruption, particularly at the local levelo" Also, Dye 

notes, "community action agencies with young and inexperi

enced personnel frequently offended experienced governmental 

1 8 
administrators as well as local political figureso" 

From a policy standpoint, the interesting aspect of 

these suggestions is that they imply that the political dif

ficulties of 0E0 and the entire war on poverty were in large 

part due to excesses in the administration of the community 

action concepts Moynihan contends that community action 

"was carried out in such a way as to produce a minimum of 

180 Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 
p. xiiis Robert A® Levine, The Poor Ye Need not Have With 
Youi Lessons from the War on Poverty (Cambridge9 Mass»i 
MIT Press, 1970), p„ #6; and Dye, Understanding Policy» 
p, 107» (Italics mine.) 
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the social change its sponsors desired."*^ The implication 

is, that had community action only been administered dif

ferently s the program could have avoided much of the polit

ical controversy it stirred—-without abandoning its social 

change-oriented policy objectives® 

Moynihan®s hypothesis seems overstated, if not 

totally invalid, in view of the findings of this and other 

studies® Moynihan and those who share his views labor under 

the false impression that the typical community action 

agency was run by radical ideologues bent on social changeo 

Most students of the war on poverty now agree, however, that 

the public "image of constant friction between CAA®s /com-

20 
munity action agencies/ and city halls" was overdrawn® 

Rather, "the controversies in which /community action 

agencies/ became embroiled 0 o 0 were a very small part of 

21 community actiono" While community action agencies "some

times encouraged militancy," rumors that they "provoked 

riot" have been termed "insubstantial." In fact, it has 

19o Dye, Understanding Policy, p0 107 and Moynihan, 
Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, p0 xiiio 

20® Levitan9 pe 315® 

21o Marris and Rein, pe 255e Statistical data in 
support of this contention are offered in Marris and Rein* 
pp. 245-57 and Kramer, p® 266„ In Kramer®s study of com
munity action in four California cities, he found "examples 
of conflict /to be/ overshadowed by the instances of con
ventional pressures • • • p<> 235. 



been suggested that "the agencies cooled violent conflict, 

PP channeling frustration into more constructive protest*" 

It is possible* however, that Moynihan is correct in 

his assessment that controversial community action programs 

were responsible for undermining the political base of 0E0 

in Congress and the White Housee The "resentment of /kj few 

challenges" may have been "enough to /robJ 0E0 of its cru

cial political supporto"2-^ 

The evidence adduced in this study (CAP, CAMP-1, 

SFMLS, and FRLS-2) serves, however, to disconfirm the hypo

thesis that local controversy over community action was ad

ministrative in natureo If the cases examined here are at 

all typical of controversial community action agencies, it 

seems unlikely that community action objectives, including 

transforming the poor into a politically potent force, can 

be made palatable to status quo oriented local groups simply 

by making administrative adjustments in program efforts to 

22. Marris and Rein, p. 261. 

23. Ibid., p. 255. 
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implement those objectives#^" It seems a paradox to suggest 

that an agency should employ conventional techniques to 

achieve a significant redistribution of social® economic* 

and political power© 

Broad Policy Implications 

The policy implications discussed above raise seri

ous doubts concerning the capacity of the federal government 

to bring about a significant redistribution of political and 

economic power through the sponsorship of local poverty 

2k* The Moynihan thesis is disputed, though for 
other reasons, by Kramer®s study of community action agen
cies in four cities# Kramer found that a "recurrent strain 
between the /community action agency/ and city hall" in San 
Francisco and Oakland involved "the basic issue of who 
should control the policymaking body" (po 233) o While 
Kramer's conclusion deviates from the one here (that contro
versy focused on policy considerations), the situation in 
South Florida appears to have been different in important 
respects from those investigated by Kramer® Whereas CAF, 
SFMLS, and FRLS-2 demonstrated a strong interest in social 
action and the more politically sensitive forms of community 
development, Kramer reports that the programs he investi
gated evinced an "inescapable o o o drift" (pe 266) toward a 
social services orientation® It is understandable, there
fore, that controversy over the California programs did not 
focus on policy objections.. Kramer does appear to have 
found indirect evidence which suggested that* had the pro
grams he studied been more committed to social change, 
policy would have been a more significant source of contro
versy (pe 268)« The present study» in partial confirmation 
of Kramer, found program structure to have a greater inde
pendent effect on levels of controversy (SFMLS), than ad
ministration© In spite of differences concerning the 
relative roles of policy and structure in evoking contro
versy, neither this study nor Kramer®s found program ad
ministration to be a prime cause of controversy® 
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agencies committed to social change.^ The broader ques

tions to be discussed in this final section concern the sig

nificance of these implications for the politics of poverty? 

Is there a role, even a limited one, for a federally spon

sored community action component in a national effort to end 

poverty? Is it possible to end poverty without community 

action? In view of the pessimistic implications of this and 

other studies concerning the possibilities for successful 

federally supported community action, how likely is it that 

poverty in the United States will be ended within the fore

seeable future? 

In large part the answer to these questions depends 

upon how poverty is defined. For present purposes, poverty 

definitions may be divided into four broad classes» abso

lute (subsistence), relative (inequality), participation 

(powerlessness), and lifestyle (culture of poverty)® Abso

lute definitions of poverty are essentially static, though 

being adjusted for cost-of-living increases, the poverty 

level once established remains stable at some predetermined, 

and essentially arbitrarily fixed, subsistence level of 

25® Similar doubts, based on the war on poverty0s 
experiences with community action, have been expressed by 
otherss Kramer, pe 268? Dye, Understanding Policy, pQ 109; 
Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, 185; and 
Robert Ho Binstock and Katherine Ely, "Filling the Power 
Vacuums Agents for the Powerless" in Politics of Powerless, 
eds, Binstock and Ely, pe 155® 
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income and/or services.2^ Relative poverty consists of in

come inequality? a group is poor if its income is sub

stantially lower than that of other groups0 

Participation and lifestyle poverty are defined in 

27 terms of socio-psychological criteria© These two types of 

poverty differ little in observable characteristics,. Both 

view poverty as a state of isolations powerlessness, and 

alienation from the social mainstream,, Participation pover

ty and lifestyle poverty, however? attribute powerlessness 

to quite different causeso Lifestyle poverty posits a self-

perpetuating culture of poverty0 Poverty is seen as the 

• ' e f f e c t  r a t h e r  t h a n  / t h e /  c a u s e "  o f  t h i s  l i f e s t y l e T h e  

policy implication of ascribing poverty to powerlessness 

and powerlessness to a self-perpetuating culture of poverty 

is that "change can come only from the poor themselvesa" 

Change from this source seems unlikelyp however^ since® 

26b For discussions of the two income-based poverty 
difinitions employed here, sees Robert J0 Lampman, Ends and 
Means of Reducing Income Poverty (Chicagos Markham Pub-
lishing Co,, 1971), pe v; "Miller and Rein, p0 297s Miller, 
p. 265f Edward Co Banfield, The Unheavenly City8 The Nature 
and Future of Our Urban Crisis (Bostons Little Brown and 
Co., 1968, 1970), ppo 114-25;and James, pp0 2-5„ 

27e These two types of poverty, particularly life
style, culture of poverty, variety are treated ins Oscar 
Lewis, "The Culture of Poverty" in On Understanding Poverty» 
ed« Moymhan, pp© 187-200 (and in numerous longer works by 
Lewis)j Charles A© Valentine, Culture and Povertys Critique 
and Counter-Proposals (Chicagos University of Chicago 
Press, 1968)? Banfield, pp® 125-131; and James, pp* 129-133„ 

28. Banfield, p, 125» 
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because of their lower class lifestyle, the "poor cannot be 

organized."2^ The participation poverty concepts while 

asknowledging that the poor possess a unique lifestyles 

denies that the distinctive behavior patterns of the poor 

either constitute a "culture/5 or are self-perpetuating® 

Rather, these patterns are said to reflect a pragmatic 

adaptation to "economics social, and political barriers" to 

involvement of the poor in the mainstream of societyo By 

this definition, the poor are believed to "/aspire/ to con

ventional norms0" Organization of the poor, therefore, is 

possible®3° 

The policy implications for community action as a 

technique for combating poverty depend upon which of these 

definitions of poverty is employed* If poverty is a mani

festation of a present-oriented, lower class lifestyle, 

poverty is unlikely to be eliminated, poor people are 

"incapable of being organized,"^ and community action ef

forts are irrelevant and doomed to failure* If, on the 

other hand, poverty is defined as powerlessness, or lack of 

participation in dominant social, economic, and political 

institutions, the community action strategy seems 

29® James, p« 130 and Banfield, p» 130® 

30. James, pp® 129 and 131® 

31® Banfield, p® 130® 
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well-adapted to contribute toward the eventual elimination 

of poverty® 

If the problem is inequality, organization of the 

poor may be a necessary, though not sufficient, prerequisite 

for the elimination of poverty0 While the substantive goal 

of ending income inequality economically is possible without 

the poor being organizeds a national commitment toward this 

end is unlikely without (and probably even with) organized 

demands from the poor themselves * 

Governmental antipoverty programs traditionally have 

focused their efforts on subsistence poverty—"beyond this 

level, disparities in wealth are /to the government/ per

fectly acceptable0"^2 Even liberals have tended to view 

poverty largely in subsistence terms.33 it is not surpris

ing, therefore, that, while subsistence poverty has declined 

over the years, when poverty is defined as inequality, 

"there has been virtually no reduction in poverty in recent 

decades• "^ 

Given the lack of either a national or liberal com

mitment to ending inequality and the "remarkable" resistance 

32e James, p® 7® 

33» James, pp„ 26-28 and 1^9-50. 

3^» Lampman, "What Does It Do for the Poor?," 
p. 71 • 
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income inequality has shown to change,35 i-t seems unlikely 

that a federally supported community action campaign de

signed to end relative poverty will be initiated, or that 

such a compaign, if initiated, would succeed—short of revo

lutionary change in American attitudes and institutions®^ 

It is unlikely that the poor® considering their minority, 

materially deprived, low status position within American 

society, even if organized, would possess the resources 

necessary to revolutionize American life0 

It seems likely that governmental antipoverty ef

forts and proposals for combating poverty will continue to 

focus on the problem of absolute or subsistence poverty. 

Until recently, there was some reason for optimism that sub

sistence poverty would be eliminated, perhaps as early as 

1980, largely as a consequence of "normal" economic 

growthe^? This optimism has been dampened, if not shat

tered, by two recent developments3 the post-1968 halt in 

the decline of officially defined subsistence poverty and 

the profusion of economic-related crises of the 1970s® 

35» Ibido, pp® 71-72o 

360 James, pp0 148-50» 

37* See, for example, Lampman, Ends and Means, 
pp. vi and 3 and U.S®, Department of Commerce, Social and 
Economic Statistics Administration, Bureau of the Census, 
Statistical Abstract of the United States 1973 (1973), 
p. 335. 
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There is no reason, even in view of current economic 

difficulties, to question the nation®s capacity to end abso

lute poverty within a reasonably short space of time0 The 

determining factor will be the state of the national will to 

end poverty® Past poverty programs "have tended to be in

adequate, paternalistic, and punitive," offering little com

fort for those who favor immediate national action to end 

poverty0-^ Currently, there is sparse evidence of a nation

al commitment to end poverty, not, at least, if ending 

poverty means making sacrifices in living standards of the 

better-off? which it does in the present declining economy* 

Existing efforts to aid the poor are not likely to be dis

continued, however, and continued incremental advances seem 

likely* 39 

It seems probable that the federal government will 

continue to employ a mixed strategy in its antipoverty en

deavors® Though some poverty reformers advocate a "pure" 

approach to the elimination of poverty such as income main

tenance or community action, neither of these policies seems 

380 James, p© 68e 

39® The status of the national commitment to end 
poverty is discussed in! Kershaw, p„ 167; James, pp„ 1^8-
58; Levitan, ppe 315-18? Marc Pilisuk and Phyllis Pilisuk, 
••Barely War," in How We Lost9 edse Pilisuk and Pilisuk, 
p» 1^; Sundquist, "End of Experiment?," p* 250; and Sanford 
Kravitz, "The Community Action Program—Past, Present, and 
Its Future?" in On Fighting Poverty, eda Sundquist, pp. 52-
69» Also, see Braybrook and Lmdblom and Wildavsky« 
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likely. Moynihan contends that "the great failing /of the 

war on poverty/ was that an immense opportunity to institute 

more or less permanent social changes » o © was lost while 

energies were expended in ways that very probably hastened 
hQ 

the end of the brief period when such options were open0" 

Other students of the war on poverty question that the op

portunity for the type of permanent change alluded to by 

Moynihan ever was theres even in 1965o^ A total commitment 

to end poverty, through either community action or income 

maintenance, is not politically feasible in the mid-1970s,, 

Though some new form of broad-based income maintenance seems 

plausible, it does not seem likely that such a plan will be 

funded sufficiently to end poverty or fulfill the most op

timistic claims of the plan's proponents*^2 Given a variety 

of definitions and types of poverty, many concerned policy 

analysts favor a mixed strategy on its own merits® as well 

for its apparent political feasibility,,^ 

k0o Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding. 
p. 193-

418 Marris and Rein, p0 25? and Walinskye 

k20 See Theodore Re Marmor, ed0, Poverty Policy; A 
Compendium of Cash Transfer Proposals (Chicago? Aldine-
Atherton, Inc»s 1971) and Marc Pilisuk and Phyllis Pilisuk, 
"Battlefield Reports," in How We Losts eds® Pilisuk and 
Pilisuk, pa 22o 

**3° James, pp0 1^8-58? Kramer, pp„ 268 and 273j 
Levitan, p0 316; Pilisuk and Pilisuk, "Barely War," p* 12? 
Wofford, p„ 1021 and Sundquist, "End of Experiment?," 
pp« 242-^3 and 24-9 • 
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What role, if any, can community action play in the 

kind of piecemeal approach to poverty predicted here? The 

legacy of the war on poverty experience provides no conclu

sive answer but it does suggest some possibilities and limi

tations of the community action concepto Community action 

potentially can perform several useful functions in a broad 

strategy against poverty* including?^ (1) facilitating 

effective policy implementation through improving agency-

clientele relationships? (2) making social service agencies 

more responsive to the poor? (3) contributing to the legiti

macy of antipoverty programs through involvements in agency 

policy making, of those most directly affected by program 

policies; (b) reducing the alienation of some of the poor 

(a therapeutic function)? (5) aiding in the development of 

leadership among formerly powerless groups (ioeo, serving as 

an apprenticeship program)? (6) helping establish mutual 

self-help organizations among the poor? and (7) assisting in 

the formation of political interest groups among the poor 

capable of supporting antipoverty programs and of pressing 

for a fuller inclusion of the poor in the social® economic, 

and political benefits of American society0 

See, for example, Bachrach and Baratz, Poverty 
and Powerfl pp0 103 and 201-13? James, pp® 15*1-58? Kramer, 
pp. 24-5 and 267-69? Kravitz, pp0 52 and 68? Moynihan, 
Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding,, pe 129? Pilisuk and 
Pilisuk, "Barely War," pp0 10-11? and Sundquist, "End of 
Experiment?," pp. 239 and 2kl*  
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While the original expectations of those most de

voted to the community action concept were not achieved "by 

the war on poverty^ their aspirations may not have been 

permanently put to rest with the passing of the war on 

poverty and* in 1975s of 0E0o Several aspects of community 

action are "now written into other laws/' and even with the 

phasing out of 0E0„ federal funding of the now tamed local 

c o m m u n i t y  a c t i o n  a g e n c i e s  h a s  b e e n  c o n t i n u e d A l m o s t  

certainlys, howeverp these agencies will pursue only the 

least controversial aspects of community actione In any 

eventp federally sponsored community action programs never 

were more than partially successful in promoting community 

hG development and redistributing community power® 

This study sought to discern the determinants of 

local controversy over federally sponsored antipoverty 

projects at the local level® It found that* in South 

Florida* controversy was most severe when community action-

type agencies sought to engage in politically significant 

community actione The results of those controversies cast 

45° Sundquistp "End of Experiment?," p® 2^1® Re
lating to congressional action on the phasing out of 0E0 and 
its replacement by a projected new Community Services Admin
istrations see8 Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report 33 
(January 11, 1975)» 37-&9o 

46® This contention is supported by CAF, SFMLSj, and 
FRLS-2 and by Kramerp pp® 257-59 and 2660 Both this study 
and Kramer®sff^howeverp indicate that the federal government 
can achieve limited results in this area of activity® 
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grave doubts concerning the ability of and political will of 

the federal government to pursue a community action policy 

designed to redistribute political power in local commu-

nitiesa^7 

The most discouraging implication of this sugges

tion, for those desiring to see poverty eliminated rather 

than alleviated* is political Only for advocates of the 

powerlessness definition of poverty is community action 

technically essential to ending poverty—given a national 

commitment to do so0 In the absence of such a commitment, 

however® it seems likely that organized pressure from the 

47o Kramer, p» 268, reached a similar conclusion 
based on his examination of community action in four Cali
fornia urban settings® 

A major problem in the administration of community 
action appears to have been its decentralized structure, 
which rendered the program particularly susceptible to the 
powerful influence of localism in American politics 
(McConnell)c One solution to this difficulty would seem to 
be the creation of a more centralized administration of 
community action from Washington (i0e0, operating through 
federal field offices rather than through local community 
action agencies)6 This proposal, however, assumes the prior 
solution of the problem which community action seem;.; to have 
been designed to cure—entrenched local power structures® 
The strength of established local groups seems to rr.ake a 
highly centralized administrative structure politically in-
feasible, especially if the purpose of that structure is 
to challenge existing local power arrangements0 When the 
federal community action effort did begin to reflect a 
nationalization trend, replacing locally initiated programs 
with national programs and relegating local agencies largely 
to implementing federally created programs, this trend was 
accompanied by a lessening of, not an increase in, the com
munity action program0s emphasis on controversial community 
development activitiese With respect to this nationaliza
tion trend, seei Kershaw, p« 56; Kramer, p® 266; and Marris 
and Rein, p® 25^• 
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poor will be politically necessary to accomplish even the 

limited objective of ending subsistence poverty® Fortu

nately* there are some indications that, in the long run 

(and it might be a very long run), the poor, particularly 

the ethnic poor, might successfully organize® If the 

war on poverty experience is indicative® the federal govern

ment may be able, by acting as a catalyst, to assist oc

casionally in this organizational processed 

This study must end on a pessimistic note0 There is 

currently no national commitment to action to eliminate even 

subsistence poverty in the framework of the declining eco

nomy of the mid-1970so Such a commitment seems unlikely to 

develop in the absence of organized demands from the poor. 

The poor* traditionally deemed unorganizable, now show faint 

signs of organizing themselves! but, even when organized, 

their resources and influence are limited*, The federal 

government which temporarily demonstrated an interest in 

accelerating the pace of this organizational process, proved 

to have only a limited will and/or ability to accomplish 

^•8® A recent example of this organizational process 
which began with the Civil Rights Movement in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s is the limited, but nonetheless spectacular, 
success which La Raza Unida has enjoyed in South Texas0 For 
specific examples and discussion, see Binstock and Elyj 
James, pp0 156-57? and Kramer, pa 272«, 

^9o Some argue that federal intervention in this 
organizational process has been counter-productive, pro
ducing more cynicism and alienation by its failures than 
organizations and leaders through its successes* 
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that objective. In the foreseeable future the national 

government seems unlikely to renew even its previous, large

ly ineffectual9 efforts to stimulate organizational attempts 

among the poore 

The principled determination, reflected in James 

Sundquist® assertion that "maybe it is impossible as a 

political matter over the long run for the federal govern.-

ment to instigate 0 ® ® disturbance^ but as an intellectual 

matter the federal government can well be encouraged to try 

so long as it can get away with doing so," is admirable., 

It is difficult* however* to dispute Moynihanes paraphrase 

of Jefferson—to the effect that those who expect the 

federal government to support local community action pro

grams which "adopt the conflict strategy of Saul Do 

Alinsky," expect "9what never was9 and never will be.0"5° 

50. Sundquist, "End of Experiment?," p. 2*4-0 and 
Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, p<> 185* 
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SOURCES CONSULTED BUT NOT DIRECTLY CITED 

Interviews 

In Person 

Anderson, Duane® Chairman, Florida Bar Association Legal 
Aid Committee, Miami, Florida, March 30, 1970* 

Armstrong, Ceril® Staff Investigator, SFMLS, Delray Beach, 
Florida, September 10, 1969© 

Baber, Alice S® Director, Palm Beach County Welfare De
partment, West Palm Beach, Florida, March 25, 1970® 

Baines, Elisha. FRLS Board Representative of Glades 
Citizens Association (GCA) and GCA Vice-President, 
Pahokee, Florida, March 27, 197O0 

Black, Clark® Regional Director, CAMP, Belle Glade, 
Florida, April 3» 1970o 

Black, Jean® Glades Area Staff Worker, Palm Beach County 
Welfare Department, West Palm Beach, Florida, 
March 2^, 1970* 

Bruraback, Dr0 Co L® Director, Palm Beach County Health 
Department, West Palm Beach, Florida, March 13» 
1970s 

Campbell, R® S® Sanitarian, Palm Beach County Health 
Department, Boynton Beach, Florida, April 1^, 1970. 

Carres, Louis® Staff Attorney, FRLS, Delray Beach, Florida, 
October 9» 1969 and July 6, 1970s 

Cary, Thomas C® Staff Attorney, FRLS and Office Manager, 
FRLS, Belle Glade Field Office, Belle Glade, 
Florida, April 2, 1970® 
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Channel, William. Board Vice-President, SFMLS-FRLS, Lake 
Worth, Florida, March 18, 1970o 

Chiraboga, Jose0 Director, Talent Search, CAMP, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, March 20, 1970s 

Cobath, Walter N« Palm Beach County Public Defender, West 
Palm Beach, Florida, April 1, 1970<> 

Criser, Marshall M0 Immediate Past Presidents, Florida Bar 
Association, Palm Beach, Florida, February 26, 1970o 

Dixon, Howardo Executive Director, Economic Opportunity 
Legal Services Program, Inc<> (Miami) and Former 
Executive Director, SFMLS, Miami, Florida, March 30® 
1970c 

Donnell, Ballard0 Director, Palm Beach County Legal Aid 
Society, West Palm Beach, Florida, March 2ks 1970s 

Flowers, Ralpho FRLS Board Representative of NAACP, West 
Palm Beach, Florida, March 26, 1970«> 

George, Rev0 Samuelo Board President, CAMP and NAACP Repre
sentative, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, April 10, 1970. 

Hanson, Arnolds Regional Director, CAMP, Boynton Beach, 
Florida, October 23, 1969* 

Heidtman, William R0 Palm Beach County Sheriff, West Palm 
Beach, Florida, April 1, 1970o 

Henderson, Dorsey0 Staff Attorney, FRLS, Homestead, 
Florida, July 27, 1970. 

Holcomb, Lyle D«, Jr9 Board President, SFMLS and FRLS Board 
Representative of Florida Christian Migrant Minis
try* Miami, Florida, April 13, 1970o 

Goodlet, Charles D® Chief of Police, Belle Glade, Florida* 
April 1970o 

Johnson, Harry A* II® SFMLS Board Representative of Palm 
Beach County Bar Association and Past President, 
Palm Beach County Bar Association, West Palm Beach, 
Florida, March 26, 1970o 

Johnson, Steve, Staff Attorney, FRLS, Belle Glade, Florida, 
April 2, 19709 
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Johnson, William. Executive Director, CAF-CAMP, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, February 16, 1970a 

Jordon, Otis. President, Glades Citizens Association, 
Pahokee, Florida, March 27, 1970s 

Juarez, Rodolfo0 FRLS Board Representative of Organized 
Migrants In Community Action (OMICA) and Executive 
Director, OMICA, Homestead, Florida, July 27, 1970. 

Kukor, Alano Staff Attorney and Assistant Director, SFML3, 
Acting Executive Director, FRLS, Homestead, Florida, 
March 16, 1970® 

Lee, Maude0 Executive Director, Community Action Council, 
Palm Beach County, Riviera Beach, Florida, April 7» 
1970® 

McFayden, David0 Former Staff Attorney, SFMLS and Assistant 
Palm Beach County Solicitor, West Palm Beach, 
Florida, April 1, 1970o 

Mathews, Hon0 Roberto Municipal Judge, Belle Glade, 
Florida, April 2, 1970o 

Minor, Charles E», Jr. Attorney, Lake Worth, Florida, 
April 6, 1970. 

Mount, Robert G. Administrative Assistant to Director, 
Palm Beach County Health Department, West Palm 
Beach, Florida, March 3® 1970. 

Patterson, Dan. Staff Investigator (later Staff Attorney), 
FRLS, Belle Glade, Florida, April 2, 1970. 
(Incomplete.) 

Rogers, United States Congressman Paul G. West Palm Beach, 
Florida, April 1, 1970® 

Segor, Joseph C. Executive Director, SFMLS and FRLS Board 
Representative of Inter-Faith Agency for Social 
Justice, Miami, Florida, February 11, 1970® 

Shelor, Carroll. Supervisor, Sanitation Division, Palm 
Beach County Health Department, Boynton Beach, 
Florida, April 1^, 1970. 
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Turner, Carl W, Board President, FRLS, FRLS Board Repre
sentative of Florida Bar Association, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, March 20, 19?0o 

Van Way, Jo F* Senior Sanitarian, Palm Beach County Health 
Department, Boynton Beach, Florida, April 1&, 1970* 
(Interview supplemented by field trip to migrant 
labor camps©) 

Wedgeworth, George» FRLS Board Representative, Florida 
Fruit and Vegetable Association (FFVA) and 
President, FFVA, Belle Glade, Florida, March 6, 
1970o 

White, Leonardo Vice-President, Flavor Pict, Inco, Delray 
Beach, Florida, March 18, 1970o 

Winsberg, Theodore0 FRLS Board Representative Appointed by 
Migrant Organizations, Farmer, Delray Beach, 
Florida, February 13, 1970o 

Telephone 

Bradley, Daniel. Regional Director, Atlanta Regional 
Office, Legal Services Program, Atlanta, Georgia, 
April 19, 1970, 

Kaplan, Fram Former SFMLS Staff Investigator, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, April 13, I97O0 

Letts, Gavino Immediate Past President, Palm Beach County 
Bar Association, Palm Beach, Florida, May 13, 1970. 

Lovejoy, Bryson® FRLS Board Representative, Office of the 
Governor, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, March 17, 1970. 

Machek, Mike, Jr9 President, Palm Beach County Farm 
Bureau Association, Delray Beach, Florida, April 9, 
1970o 

Mount, Robert G» Administrative Assistant to Director, Palm 
Beach County Health Department, West Palm Beach, 
Florida, July 30, 1970, 
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Mail 

Dubofsky, Jean. Former SFMLS Staff Attorney, Office of 
Senator Walter Mondale, United States Senate, 
W a s h i n g t o n ,  D . C . ,  M a r c h  3 1 9 7 0 *  

Other Unpublished Sources 

Letters and Memoranda 

Anderson, Duane, Chairman, Florida Bar Association Legal Aid 
Committeeo To Howard Dixon, Executive Director, 
SFMLS, June 25, 1968, 

Berry, Theodore Mop Director, Community Action Program© To 
United States Congressman Dante B. Fascell, April 
16, 1969° Enclosed in United States Congressman 
Dante Bo Fascello To Joseph C. Segor, Executive 
Director, SFMLS, April 21, 1969® 

Channel, William, Project Director, Migrant Leadership 
Education Project, American Friends Service 
Committee® Memorandum,, "Comments On Report on 
Investigation of Alleged Political and Union 
Activities By Certain Grantees Under Grants By the 
Office of Economic Opportunity," June 9t> 1967. 
(Typewritten, Xeroxedo) 

0 To United States Congressman Paul Go Rogers, 
June 9, 1967® 

Clancy, Christopher, Acting Director, Legal Services Pro
gram. To Donald M. Baker, Associate Counsel, U.S., 
Congress, House, Education and Labor Committee, 
June 11, 1969® 

Community Action Migrant Program, Inc. Memorandum. "Back
ground Information," n.do /c0a.„ 1970/0 

Memorandum Listing Board of Directors, January 
28, 1970o (Typewritten, Xeroxedo) 

Criser, Marshall Me, President, Florida Bar Association® 
Memorandum on Migrant Legal Services—Six South 
Florida Counties. To Florida Bar Board of Gover
nors, March 8, 1969* (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) 
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• To Lyle D. Holcomb, Jr., August 8, 1969® 

Dixon, Howard No, Executive Director* SFMLSo To United 
States Congressman Paul Go Rogers, January 30, 1967. 

Fascell, Dante B®, United States Congressman To J0 Do 
Phaup, March 26p 1970® 

Griffins Burt Nop Directors Legal Services Program® To 
Lyle Do Holcomb, Jrt| President, SFMLS, February 19p 
1969. 

Holcomb, Lyle Do, Jre, Presidents SFMLSo To Marshall Mo 
Criser, Presidents Florida Bar Associations May 20, 
1969o 

Hollands Spessard Lo, United States Senator0 To J0 D0 
Phaup, March 30, 1970o 

Johnson, Harry A® II0 To Ao Ward Wagner, February 2kp 1969* 

Johnson, To W., Chairman, Florida Industrial Commissiono To 
United States Senator Spessard Lo Holland, June 11, 
1968e 

Kukor, Alan, Acting Executive Director, Florida Rural Legal 
Services, Inc. Memorandum on Current Case Load Cir
cuit Court and Above, Other Selected Cases of 
Interest, and Community Involvemento To Board of 
Directors, Florida Rural Legal Services, Inc., 
June 18, 1970o (Typewritten, Xeroxedo) 

o Memorandum., " Statistical Analysis® of Indivi
duals and Groups Served By FRLS Inc©, l/l/70 to 
3/31/70," April 29, 1970o (Typewritten, Xeroxedo) 

Letts, Gavin, President, Palm Beach County Bar Association. 
To Joseph Co Segor, Executive Director, SFMLS, 
June 13» 19690 

McGovem, George, United States Senator. To Je Do Phaup, 
May 13, 1970o 

Mathews, Hon0 Roberto Municipal Judge, Belle Glade, Flori
da© To United States Congressman Paul Go Rogers, 
July 25, 19670 

Minor, Charles E., Jr. To United States Congressman Paul G. 
Rogers, October 19* 1967o 
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Mondale® Walter F.® United States Senator. To J® D« Phaup® 
April 17? 1970. 

Robb® John D.® Chairman® American Bar Associations 
Committee on Legal and Indigent Defendantso To 
Lyle Do Holcombj, Jr©® President® SFMLS® June 3s> 
1969® 

Rogers* Paul Go® United States Congressman© To Howard W. 
Dixon® Executive Directors SFMLS, January 23® 196?® 

o To Sargent Shriver® Director® Office of Economic 
Opportunity, November 22® 19660 

e To Sargent Shriver® Directors Office of Economic 
Opportunity® November 1® 1967© 

o To William Channel® Project Director® Migrant 
Leadership Education Project® American Friends Ser
vice Committee® June 15® 1967° 

e To William P« Simmons® Jr»® President® Florida 
Bar Association® May 1^® 19680 

Sawyer, Craig T.® Staff Attorney® Office of Economic Oppor
tunity® Legal Services Program.. Memorandum on 
Grant to South Florida Migrant Legal Services® Inc. 
To William P0 Suttle® Regional Director® Office of 
Economic Opportunity® Atlanta Regional Office® 
August 26® 19690 (Typewritten® Xeroxedo) 

Segor, Joseph C.® Deputy Director® SFMLS0 To Burt W. 
Griffin® Director® Legal Services Program® July 3» 
1968e 

o To Duane Anderson® Chairman® Florida Bar Associa
tion Legal Aid Committee® July 1® 1968® 

Segor® Joseph Cs0 Executive Director® SFMLSo To James D. 
Lorenz® Associate Director® California Rural Legal 
Assistance Program® February 1^® 1969. 

. To James D o  Lorenz® Associate Director® Cali
fornia Rural Legal Assistance Program® March 6® 
1969® 

• To Robert La Spangenberg® Chairman, Project 
Directors® Advisory Group to the Legal Services 
Program® May 21, 1969. 
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Segor, Joseph C., Executive Director, SFMLS, and Smith, 
Spencer, Deputy Director, SFMLS. To Burt W® 
Griffin, Director, Legal Services Programs March 17, 
1969® 

Shields, William Ho To Daniel Bradley, Regional Director, 
Atlanta Regional Office, Legal Services Program, 
March 13, 1969° 

e To Donald Rumsfeld, Director, Office of Economic 
Opportunity, May 28, 1969© 

Smith, Chesterfield*, To Daniel Bradley, Regional Director, 
Atlanta Regional Office, Legal Services Program, 
May 15, 1969o 

Smith, Spencer, Deputy Director, SFMLSo To Peter Edelman, 
Assistant Director, Robert Fo Kennedy Foundation, 
February 27, 1969® 

Sorn, George Fo, Manager, Labor Division, Florida Fruit and 
Vegetable Association To United States Senator 
Spessard L® Holland, February 7, 1969® 

__o To William P0 Simmons, President, Florida Bar 
Association, June 3p 19680 

South Florida Migrant Legal Services, Inc«>, Staff» Memoran
dum Responding To Questions Concerning SFB/ILS® Con
tained in Burt Wo Griffino To Lyle D0 Holcomb, Jr., 
April 1, 1969® (Typewritten, Xeroxed,,) 

Spangenberg, Robert Re, Chairman, Project Directors® 
Advisory Group to the Legal Services Programa To 
Donald Rumsfeld, Director, Office of Economic Op
portunity, June 26, 19690 

Turner, Carl W« To Burt W. Griffin, Director, Legal Ser
vices Program, March 5» 1969® 

General 

Community Action Fund, Inc. Administrative Manual, n.p., 
n.d. (Mimeographed*) 

• Progress Reports May 31-December 31, 1967. To 
U.S., Office of Economic Opportunity® Community 
Action Program,, Division of Special Field Services. 
Migrant Branch, n.d. (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) 
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Florida Rural Legal Services, Inc. Attended Meetings of 
Board of Directors, September 26, 1969 to June 2^, 
1970o 

• Attended Meetings of Research, Case Review, and 
Policy Committees, Belle Glade® Florida, April 14-, 
1970 and August 1$ 1970® 

Florida* Office of the Governor^. Minutes of Meeting of 
State and Local Public and Bar Officials Concerning 
Establishment of A Six-County Legal Aid Program to 
Compete for Funding with South Florida Migrant Legal 
Services, Inc0, March 18, 1969° 

Johnson, Helen L0 "New Directions Under the Migrant Health 
Act." Paper prepared for delivery at the National 
Conference on Social Works Atlantic City, No Jos 
May 1965, updated for the Western Branch* American 
Public Health Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
May 19660 

South Florida Migrant Legal Services, Inc. "8Characters of 
Dignity*# An Overview of South Florida Migrant 
Legal Services Program, Inc." n.p., n.d® (Type
written, Xeroxedo) 

» Grant Application for April 21, 1969 to April 20, 
1970o Submitted to UoS®, Office of Economic Oppor
tunity, Legal Services Program, n®do (Typewritten, 
Xeroxedo) 

• Minutes of Meetings of the Board of Directors, 
January 19, 1967 to January 23, 1969* (Typewritten, 
Xeroxedo) 

Articles, News Releases, and Periodicals 

"Better Health for Migrantse" Florida Health Notes 57 
(September 19o5)« 127-50. 

Delgado, Gracielas Brumback, Co LoS and Deaver, Mary Brice. 
"Eating Patterns Among Migrant Families®" Public 
Health Reports 76 (April 196l)s 3^9-55. 

Miami Herald. January 1967-July 1970 (clippings). 

Miami News. January 1967-July 1970 (clippings). 
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Miami Review. January 1967-July 1970 (clippings)* 

Rogers, Paul G., United States Congressman,, News Releases, 
May 29b 1967, and February 20 and 28, April 16, 
June 10, and 25® and November 20, 1969° 

Published Documents and Reports 

Community Services Council of Palm Beach County* Edited by 
Volunteer Bureau of The Junior League of the Palm 
Beaches, Inc® Directory of Community Services 
Agencieso Revc edo West Palm Beach, Florida; 
Community Services Council of Palm Beach County, 
1969o 

Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association0 1968-1969 Direc
tory a Orlando, Flaes Florida Fruit and Vegetable 
Association, 19690 

Florida State Board of Health, Bureau of Maternal and Child 
Health and Palm Beach County Health Department, 
Migrant Project; A Report of the Observations and 
Activities of a Public Health Team Working Directly 
with Migrant Agricultural Laborers m Palm Beach 
County, Florida,, nop0s Florida State Board of 
Health, Bureau of Child Health, and Palm Beach 
County Health Department, 1959° 

League of Women Voters of the United States® Facts and Is
sues? The Migrant Workersa Washington, D.C.s 
League of Women Voters of the United States, 1967* 

League of Women Voters of West Palm Beach Area and League of 
Women Voters of South Palm Beach CountyB Palm Beach 
County? Structure, Functions, Services. Florida! 
League of Women Voters of West Palm Beach Area and 
League of Women Voters of South Palm Beach County, 
1969. 

Palm Beach County Health Department. Migrant Projects 
Annual Progress Report, 1965-66e West Palm Beach. 
Fla.s Palm Beach County Health Department, 1966® 

Palm Beach County Migrant Health Project.. "Annual Progress 
Report, 1967-680" In Florida Migrant Health Pro
ject; Fifth Annual Progress Report, 1967-196tf« 
Florida. State Board of Health in cooperation with 
the U.S. Public Health Service, pp. 1^5-86. 
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National Advisory Committee on Farm Labor# Agribusiness and 
Its Workers. New York» National Advisory Committee 
on Farm Labor, 1963® 

» Farm Labor Organizing 1905-1967> A Brief His
tory . New York* National Advisory Committee on 
Farm Labor® 19670 

o Poverty on the Landi In A Land of Plenty. New 
York? National Advisory Committee on Farm Labor, 
1965» 

• Report on Farm Labors Public Hearings of the 
National Advisory Committee on Farm Labor^ Washing-
ton? DoCes February 5 and 6, 1959o New Yorlca 
National Advisory Committee on Farm Labor, nsd0 

South Florida Migrant Legal Services, Inc« Seasons In the 
Sunt A Preliminary Study of the Seasonal Farm
worker In the South Florida Settingo Miami* South 
Floirda Migrant Legal Services, Inco* 19690 

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Wel
fare. Migratory Labor Legislation, Hearings before 
the Subcommittee on Migratory Labor on Migratory 
Labor Legislation. 90th Cong., 2nd sess., 1968. 

U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Human Needs. 
Nutrition and Human Needs, Hearings before the Se
lect Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs on 
Nutrition and Human Needs. 90th Congo, 2nd sess. 
and 91st Cong®, 1st sess., 1968-69. 

U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Wel
fare Administration. Office of Juvenile Delinquency 
and Youth Development. Neighborhood Legal 
Services--New Dimensions of the Law. Report pre-
pared by Jane Handler. Edited by Leora Wood Wells» 
Washington, D.C.s Government Printing Office* 19660 

U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity# Community Action Pro
gram,, Legal Services Program. The Poor Seek 
Justice (1967)0 



APPENDIX 2 

INTERVIEW TOPICS 

I. The Problems of Migrants 
A. The Major Problems Faced by Migrant Farmworkers 
B. The Nature of "the Migrant Problem" 
C. Solution(s) 
D. The Proper Role of Government(s) 
E. Respondent Views on Self-help Efforts and Migrant 

Organizational Attempts 
II. Degree of Familiarity With Each of the Three Programs 

Being Studied 
III. Assessment of Extent of Controversial!ty of Pro-

gram(s) With Which the Respondent Is Familiar 
IV. Questions Relating to Specific Programs With Which 

Respondent Is Familiar 
A. Respondent's Perception of Agency Objectives and 

Policies 
Bo General Feelings of Respondent About Program 

(Likes and Dislikes and Perceived Strengths and 
Weaknesses) 
1. Respondents View of What the Program 

Should Be 
2. Ways In Which the Program Deviates From 

Respondent0s Ideal 
3. Respondent's Suggestions for Improvements 

In the Program 
Respondent's Perception of Program 
Accomplishments and Overall Program 
Effectiveness 

C. The Existence of Controversy 
1. Issue(s) or Controversy(ies) Involving the 

Program 
2. If No Controversy, Respondent's Assessment 

of Reason(s) 
3. Respondent's Position(s) and Involvement In 

Controversy(ies) Identified 
V« Questions Relating to Each Controversy Mentioned 

A. Central Issue(s) and Most Controversial Aspects 
of Program 

B» Participants and Their Positions 
1. Pro 
2. Con 
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C. Respondent*s Account of the Development of the 
Controversy 
1. Respondent's Role 
2. Major Events 
3» Strategies and Tactics 

Reliance of Either Side on "Illegitimate" 
Tactics 

D« The Outcome 
lo The Distribution of Costs and Benefits 
2® Respondent®s Explanation of Outcome 
3« Assessment of Relative Influence Among 

Participants 
Political Implications of the Outcome 

E. Overall Program Response(s) to Controversy 
lo Adjustments in Policy., Structure or adminis

trations If Any 
2. Effects of Accommodation or Refusal to 

Accommodate 
VI. Topics Reserved for Respondents With Access to 

Special Information About a Program or Controversy 
A. SFMLS 

1. Origins of the Agency 
2. Objectives, Policies, and Priorities 
3. Role of the Governing Board 
hm The Legitimacy and/or Validity of Specific 

Charges 
5« Details on Major Individual Issues, Cases, 

and Phases of the Controversy 
B. CAMP 

le Origins of CAF 
2® Objectives, Policies, and Priorities 
3« Details of Specific Issues and Charges 
ho Circumstances Surrounding the Agency8 s 

Decision to Accommodate 
C. The MHP 

1• Origins 
2. Objectives, Policies, and Priorities 
3» Relations With Growers, Doctors, and Public 

Agencies 
Reasons for Lack of Controversy 

D. Group Representatives 
1. Nature and Size of Group 
2« Principal Purpose(s) of the Group 
3» The Role of the Group In the Issue(s) or 

Controversy(ies) Under Examination 
a0) The Group9s Position on Issue(s) 
bo) Its Actions 

VII. Respondent®s Speculation Concerning Reasons for 
Variations in the Level of Controversy Among SFMLS, 
CAMP, and the MHP 



APPENDIX 3 

SOUTH FLORIDA MIGRANT LEGAL SERVICES, INC. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (TEMPORARY)1 

County Bar Associations 

Broward Countyj Carl W. Turner (attorney) 

Collier County* James He McConnell (attorney) 

Dade Countys Lyle D. Holcomb, Jr. (attorney), President 

Lee Countys Robert T« Shafer (attorney)^ 

Palm Beach County! No appointment made 

Twelfth Judicial Circuit (Hendry County)% No appointment 
made 

lo The board structure outlined in this appendix 
was provided for by SFMLS® original bylaws. This board 
structure was short-lived. In April 1967# after only three 
board meetings, the agency's governing board was restruc
tured. The April restructuring was required by 0E0 as a 
prerequisite to funding# It was intended to remove some of 
Congressman Paul Rogers* objections to the composition of 
SFMLS* original governing board. The primary effect of 
these modifications was to decrease the representation of 
Miami's OEO-sponsored legal services program, Economic Op
portunity Legal Services Program, Inc0 (EOLSPI), and conse
quently, of Dade County. 

2e Mr. Shafer was present only as an observer until 
the Lee County Bar Association officially designated him as 
their representative prior to the later, reconstituted 
board's June 15» 19&7 meeting. 
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Dade County Legal Services Program (EOLSPI) 

Tobias Simon (attorney) 

Irwin J. Block (attorney) 

James Whitmore Miller (attorney) 

Joseph Fleming (attorney) 

Aaron Prodhurst (attorney) 

Grower Representative 
(No appointment made) 

Migrant and Allied Organizations3 

American Friends Service Committees William Channel (Palm 
Beach County), Vice-President 

Community Action Funds Roscoe Webb (Dade County) 

Florida Christian Migrant Ministrys Mrs® W. R. Griffith 
(Broward County) 

Florida Citizens Committee on Agricultural Labors 
G. E. McClain (Hendry County) 

Inter-Faith Agency for Social Justices Edwin Tucker 
(Dade County) 

Mennonite Service Units Raymond Martin (Dade County), 
Vice-President 

NAACPs Marvin Davies (Hillsborough County) 

Number of positionss Nineteen 

3® These groups were meant to represent migrants. 
They could be indigenous groups whose members were them
selves migrant agricultural workers, or organizations 
serving or working with migrant workers. All the migrant 
and allied organizations represented on SFMLS* governing 
board fell into the latter category. 
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SOUTH FLORIDA MIGRANT LEGAL SERVICES, INC. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (PERMANENT)1 

County Bar Associations 

Broward Countyt Carl W„ Turner (attorney) 

Collier County? James Ho McConnell (attorney) 

Dade County* Lyle D® Holcomb, Jr. (attorney), President 

Lee Countyi Robert Shafer (attorney) 

Palm Beach County* Harry Johnson II (attorney) 

Twelfth Judicial Circuit (Hendry County)i No appointment 
made 

lo This board structure was provided for in a 
special bylaw approved by SFMLS' original board of direc
tors at its April 27, 1967 meeting., Except for minor 
changes, this board structure was retained until August 
1969, when SFMLS became Florida Rural Legal Services (FRLS)• 
The most significant subsequent change occurred in May 
1967. At that time, 0E0 insisted on additional revisions 
requested by Congressman Paul Rogers,, As a result of these 
structural revisions, one at-large organization, the 
Coordinating Committee for Farm Workers, was removed from 
the governing board of SFMLSj the American Friends Service 
Committee was changed to an at-large organizations and a new 
group that was acceptable to Rogers, the Community Action 
Council, Inc. (CAC), was designated Palm Beach County's mi
grant organization.. 

The individuals listed here are the original ap
pointees of their organizations. Some groups were not 
represented continuously under this board arrangement. 
Other appointments were made only after considerable delay. 
Mr. Harry Johnson II, for example, was not officially desig
nated as the Palm Beach County Bar Association's represen
tative until August 1967* Also, several personnel changes 
occurred which had no significant effect on the represen
tation of the various groups on the board. In addition, 
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Dade County Legal Services Program (EOLSPI) 

Tobias Simon (attorney) 

Grower Representative 
(No appointment made—to have been an attorney) 

Migrant and Allied Organizations a At-Large^ 

Coordinating Committee for Farm Workers? Richard R. Haas 
(attorneys Broward County) 

Florida Council on Human Relationss Joseph Fleming (attor
ney, Dade County) 

NAACPJ Marvin Davies (Hillsborough County), Vice-
President 

Migrant and Allied Organizations for Specific Counties 

Broward County» Florida Christian Migrant Ministry— 
Mrs. W. R. Griffith 

Collier County* Community Action Fund-—Father Rene Gracida 

several groups, though continuing to be listed on the roster 
of groups with representatives, dropped out of active parti
cipation and stopped sending representatives to SFMLS® board 
meetings* The Broward County Bar Association actually was 
never represented at a meeting after April 27, 1967. The 
Lee County Bar Association was not represented after 
March 27, 1967® The Collier County Bar was last represented 
at the June 15® 1967 meeting® 

2o Migrant and allied groups were meant to repre
sent migrantso These groups could be indigenous (composed 
of migrants) or organizations serving or working with mi
grants# None of the groups represented on this board were 
indigenous organizations of the poor. Three organizations 
(Community Action Fund, Southwest Florida Self-help Housing, 
Inc., and EOLSPI) were themselves federally funded anti-
poverty programs operated by boards similar to SFMLS*. 
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Dade County: Inter-Faith Agency for Social Justice— 
Edwin Tucker 

Hendry County: Florida Citizens Committee on Agricultural 
Labor—Mrso Jamie S« Gajadha 

Lee Countyi Southwest Florida Self-help Housing, Inc.— 
Miss Sharlene Belanger 

Palm Beach County: American Friends Service Committee— 
William Channel, Vice-Prerident 

Number of positions: Seventeen 



APPENDIX 5 

SELECTED LAW REFORM CASES > 
SOUTH FLORIDA MIGRANT LEGAL SERVICES, INC.1 

Lucinda Cobb v, Department of Public Welfare. A 
complaint filed in the Federal District Court for the Middle 
District of Florida, the case sought to expand the class of 
"specified relatives" eligible for AFDC.to include second 
cousins as required by the federal interpretation of social 
security law. 

Cole v. Heidtman. This suit was filed in the United 
States District Court for the Southern District of Florida 
in March 1968. The case resulted from the arrest of fifty-
two Jamaican sugar cane cutters by the Sheriff of Palm Beach 
County during a labor dispute. (For details of the inci
dent, see Appendix 7») Plaintiffs were eighteen of the 

1. The cases listed in this appendix have been 
taken from lists of "law reform" cases appearing ini SFMLS, 
Reports of Executive Director to Board of Directors, January 
19» 1967 to January 23s 1969 (Typewritten, Xeroxed.) and 
SFMLS, Quarterly Progress Reports of Executive Director, 
July-September 196? "to October-December 1968. (Typewritten, 
Xeroxed.) Most of the descriptive information about these 
cases was taken from those reports. Much of this infor
mation has been directly quoted. In most other cases, these 
descriptions have been synthesized, paraphrased, and 
slightly modified. For stylistic reasons, quotation marks 
generally have been omitted, except for a few instances in 
which they have been retained for reasons of emphasis. 
Legal citations were not included in the original reports 
and are not included here. In some instances, the infor
mation provided for a case is not complete. In most cases, 
for example, the final disposition of the case is not in
cluded in the description. This is explained by the fact 
that the lists from which these descriptions were derived 
were lists of cases in progress. Several of these cases 
still were pending final solution when the principal re
search for this study was completed. The cases and des
criptions listed here do serve to indicate the nature and 
extent of SFMLS® litigation efforts which might be labeled 
"law reform." 
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Jamaican field workers. A complex class action, the suit 
also sought redress for all those in a similar situation 
with the immediate plaintiffs—i9e«, for all workers whose 
legal rights might have been violated® Named as defendants 
were Sheriff William Re Heidtman, the Sugar Cane Growers 
Cooperative of Florida, the Florida Fruit and Vegetable 
Association (FFVA), and the British West Indies-Central 
Labor Organization (B0W0Io~C«Lo0.)0 

A number of issues were raised in this suit in
volving the rights of the workers under the Constitution, 
civil rights laws, their employment contracts, and various 
federal laws and regulations administered by the Department 
of Labor and the Immigration and Naturalization Service0 
Specific charges included! false arrest, denial of the 
right to assemble peaceably and to petition for the redress 
of grievances, payment of wages not in accordance with 
either the workers® employment contracts or with the fed
erally guaranteed minimum wage for off-shore workers, il
legal payroll deductions of 3 percent of the workers® 
earnings to support the operations of the BoW„I8-CoLo0»9 
denial of a fair hearing before Immigration and Natural
ization officers before approximately one hundred workers 
were placed aboard aircraft and transported back to Jamaica, 
and harassment of SFMLS attorneys by sheriff®s officers# 

Claims arising under this suit amounted to several 
hundred thousand dollars« These included claims for compen
satory and punitive damages of from five thousand dollars to 
twenty-five thousand dollars for each worker, certain trans
portation costs, and a request for reinstatement and back 
pay, or, as an alternative, for workers to be given sums 
equal to the amount of wages they would have received if 
they had completed their contracts., A request also was made 
that the judge order the defendants not to "blacklist" the 
plaintiffSo 

The case had a number of interesting facets® A 
highly complicated class action, an extensive amount of pre
paration went into drawing up the original complaint» Four 
field attorneys and one research attorney spent over three 
hundred hours in preparing this complaint which then was re
viewed and critiqued by a number of legal authorities out
side the progranu The case was unique in that it involved 
SFMLS sending one of its attorneys outside the country for 
the purpose of taking depositions» In another unusual 
aspect, two defendants in the case, the BoV/oI®-CeLo0o and 
Vincent Birkbeck, an employee of the organization, sought to 
have themselves declared immune from suit under the doctrine 
of sovereign immunity. The request for sovereign immunity 
was denied by a three-man panel of the Department of State. 
An almost immediate by-product of this suit was an adminis
trative action by the Department of Labor requiring 
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employers to cease the illegal paycheck deduction complained 
of in the suite By May 1970, legal services involvement in 
this case had been terminated by FRLS and all program attor
neys and financial support withdrawn 

Colon v. Hendry0 Through the efforts of program 
attorneys* an indigent client obtained a writ of habeas 
corpus from the Federal District Court for the Southern Dis
trict of Florida,, on the grounds that he had not been in
formed of his right to counsel prior to being tried for two 
misdemeanorso In his orders the federal district judge gave 
the prosecution ten days in which to refile the charges0 
Instead of refiling the misdemeanor charges, the State filed 
a felony action against the petitioner® SFMLS responded by 
asking that the felony charge be set aside and the defendant 
freeds In support of this motions, it was argued that the 
Court®s original order contemplated only the refiling of 
misdemeanor charges and that filing the higher charge was 
placing an undue burden on the writ of habeas corpus* This 
motion was denied and appeal was made to the Court of Ap
peals for the Fifth Circuito The issue litigated in the 
case was viewed as one of substantial importance since it 
sought to prevent inhibitions being placed upon the use of 
the writ of habeas corpus in certain types of right to coun
sel cases involving misdemeanors^, 

Curry va American Foods, Inc. This is one of three 
major "right to access" suits filed by program attorneys 
against the operators of migrant camps,. This suit, filed 
against the American Foods Labor Camp (one of the largest 
in Palm Beach County), raised several legal issueso Most 
significantly, it attempted to establish the constitutional 
right of workers to receive visitors and the right of visi
tors to enter labor camps0 Traditionally, camp operators 
have maintained that labor camps constitute private pro
perty and persons entering camps without permission are 
guilty of criminal trespass® One SFMLS attorney was threa
tened with criminal prosecution if he attempted to enter the 
American Foods camp to see his clients,, SFMLS argued that 
labor camps are company towns and must be open to the pub
lic. 

Another charge brought against American Foods was 
that the company had falsely imprisoned the program's 
clients (Puerto Rican farm workers) and had been holding 
them in a state of peonages This charge was based on the 
farm workers8 complaint that they were not allowed to leave 
camp without permission, and were told that if they 
attempted to leave they would be brought back by the police 
or "thrown into a ditchs" It was asserted by the workers 
that they were required to repay their air fair before they 
could leave the employ of the corporation. Finally, it was 
charged that the plaintiffs were recruited by American 
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Foods, Inc. in violation of Puerto Rican law. The suit was 
filed in the Federal District Court for the Southern Dis
trict of Florida. 

A by-product of this suit was the first written 
contract for migrant agricultural laborers in South Florida® 
In return for the contracts the workers voluntarily dropped 
their suit. 

Ellison v. Nagle. This was a suit filed in the 
United States District Court for the Middle District of 
Florida which sought to halt the practice of the municipal 
police of Lake Worth of banishing migrant workers from the 
city limits. The case sought to have the Florida Vagrancy 
Statute declared unconstitutional and to enjoin its enforce
ment. The practice which this case sought to eliminate was 
one where a migrant would be arrested, taken to the jail and 
kept overnight^ and then, without a trials taken to the city 
limit and told not to come back. The plaintiff maintained 
that this was the treatment afforded him when he entered the 
city to seek medical halp. 

Gomez v» Florida State Employment Service. This 
suit, brought in behalf of Pete Gomez, a migrant crew 
leader, and twenty-eight members of his labor crew, named as 
defendants their employer, Naples Farms, the Lee County 
Board of Health Sanitarian, and the Florida State Employment 
Service. Plaintiffs, who were brought to Texas through 
interstate clearance procedures established by the Wagner-
Peyson Act of 1933 and regulations promulgated by the Secre
tary of Agriculture pursuant to that Act, alleged that the 
defendants were joined together in a conscious conspiracy to 
deprive them of their rights under the federal laws and 
regulations in question. The suit asked that the defendants 
be restrained from breaching their contractual and federal 
statuatory and regulatory obligations to the plaintiffs! 
(l) by refusing to employ them for the number of hours 
agreed on at prevailing wages in the area, (2) by refusing 
to make necessary repairs to comply with federal and state 
housing and health standards, (3) by attempting to evict 
them from their contractually provided housing, (4) by 
failing to enforce federal regulations for the protection of 
migrant agricultural workers. 

The Federal District Court for the Southern District 
of Florida dismissed the case on the grounds that the com
plainants had stated no claim for which relief could be 
granted. The case was reversed and remanded by the Court of 
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The Appeals Court noted that 
this was the "premiere case" brought under a statute thirty-
six years old. The case raised, for the first time, the 
question of whether, under the Wagner-Peyson Act, migratory 
farm workers, who accept work through the employment system 
established by the Act, have rights and remedies for 
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violations. The Court held that such remedies did exist and 
that aggrieved migrants could seek relief in federal courts 
when deprived of the benefits and protections promised by 
the Acto In a related incidents because of the experience 
it had gained in this field, SFMLS was_asked for and gave 
assistance to Toledo (Ohio) Legal Services in drafting a 
similar suit for redress of workers0 rights. 

Clarence Jackson v<> Department of Public Welfare. 
This suit, filed in the Federal District Court for the 
Southern District of Florida, sought to establish the right 
of welfare recipients to a hearing prior to their grants 
being cut offc A request for a three-judge district court 
was denied by Judge Choate and a petition for mandamus re
questing that he be ordered to convene a three-judge court 
was filed with the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuits. 
In a possibly far-reaching decision^ the Court of Appeals 
ruled that such a court ought to have been convened and set 
forth criteria for the establishment of such courts0 

Francine Jackson v0 Department of Public Welfare« 
This suit was filed in the Federal District Court for the 
Middle District of Florida,*, It sought to enjoin the Wel
fare Department from the enforcements operation, and exe
cution of a state-wide administrative regulation reducing 
AFDC benefits from 65 percent of need to 60 percent of need. 
In addition, the program9s Belle Glade office sought hear
ings before the Welfare Department's hearings officer on be
half of numerous clients. 

Colar Johnson v0 Department of Public Welfaree This 
case was the result of a suit, filed m the Federal District 
Court for the Middle District of Florida, which sought an 
injunction and declaratory relief restraining any payment of 
welfare funds to physicians maintaining racially segregated 
waiting rooms® The case also sought to establish a defi
nitive standard of "permanent and total disability." 

Lewis v. Freeman. This suit, which sought to re
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a food stamp 
or commodity program in Hendry County, was filed in the 
Federal District Court for the Southern District of Florida® 
The case was voluntarily dismissed after a decision was 
made, for strategic reasons, to bring suit in the United 
States District Court for the District of Columbia® The 
case was later refiled in the District of Columbia by co-
counsel Edgar Cahn of the Citizen's Advocate Center, Inc. 

McCoy v. Board of Public Instruction of Broward 
County. The suit, filed in the United States District Court 
for the Southern District of Florida, sought to establish 
due process rules governing expulsion of students from the 
Broward County school system. The program9s client was ex
pelled from high school without notification to her mother, 
presentation of a statement of charges, a fair hearing, or 
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counsel. As a result of negotiations between program attor
neys and school officials, a detailed set of procedures for 
use in expulsion cases was drawn up and presented to the 
Broward County Board of Public Instruction in an attempt to 
eliminate the recurrence of the problem in the future0 

Puerto Rican Farm Workers ex rel Vidal va Batmono 
The issues raised in this case are similar to those found in 
Curry v. American Foods, InCo The Eatmon suit was filed (in 
December 1968) less than one month after the Curry case was 
initiatedo (See above.,) The defendant* K0 D0 Eatmons, owns 
over ten thousand acres of farmland and operates around a 
dozen labor camps in South Florida. He was charged with in
fringement of the basic constitutional rights, including 
free speech and freedom of assembly, of the plaintiff farm 
workerso It was maintained that* in addition to having il
legally recruited the workers, Eatmon was holding them in a 
condition of debt peonage0 It also was asserted that, among 
other means, this state of peonage was enforced by beatings, 
threats of beatings, and threats of deatho The "right of 
access" issue was raised due to the defendant's refusal to 
allow SFMLS attorneys to enter the labor camp in which their 
clients resided,. Any lawyer who did enter was threatened 
with arrest# 

This suit originally was brought in the Federal Dis
trict Court for the Southern District of Florida. The fed
eral district judge dismissed the suit however, and, in his 
order, made numerous derogatory remarks about the legal ser
vices program0 This decision was appealed to the Fifth Cir
cuit Court of Appeals. 

Josephine Smith ve Department of Public Welfare. 
This suit, filed in the United States District Court for the 
Middle District of Florida, raises essentially the same is
sues as were raised in Colar Johnson v. Department of Public 
Welfare, (See above..) In addition, this case is signifi
cant because it sought to establish standards for the filing 
of suits in forma pauperis in the Middle District. At the 
time, the district court took an extremely restricted view 
of the procedure, to the detriment of the poor0 This suit 
sought to test the court's interpretation of the indigency 
statuteo 

Spriggs v. Cayuga Producers Co-op. This suit was 
initiated by SFMLS Deputy Director P. Kent Spriggs, when he 
was ordered out of a migrant camp in New York where he was 
counseling with certain of the program0s clients from the 
Pahokee area of South Florida® The camp, the King Ferry 
Labor Camp, owned and operated by the Cayuga Producers Co
op, Inc., is one of the largest migrant camps in New York 
state. Itis comprised of about ten cinderblock multiple-
unit buildings, a camp store, an office, a barbership, a 
shower building, a chapel, and during the season a medical 
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trailer financed "by federal funds and staffed with state 
personnel® 

The plaintiff entered the camp for the purpose of 
giving legal advice to his clients,, This advice involved 
state and federal minimum wage laws, state and federal wel
fare law9 federal constitutional rights, and the avail
ability of a federally funded education program® The 
plaintiff was ordered off the property while still con
ducting business with his clients, and was threatened with 
arrest if he did not leaveo The suit* filed in the Federal 
District Court for the Northern District of New York* sought 
to establish the right of agricultural workers living in 
privately-owned labor camps to receive visitorsp including 
their legal counselo 

An interesting aspect of this case* from the law re
form standpoint, involves the advance preparation engaged in 
by SFMLS® staffo Well before filing this suit* SFMLS had 
laid the groundwork for a major attack on the widespread 
problem of the involuntary isolation of workers living in 
labor campso Program attorneys had done substantial legal 
research in the area and even drafted a "model complaint." 
Along with the model complaints a memorandum on considera
tions of strategy was prepared. The memorandum and com
plaint were sent to potential plaintiffs9 counsel in seven 
states. 

Henry Williams v. Everglades Progressive Citizens, 
Inc. This suit was brought in the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of Florida. It sought to 
enjoin the eviction of a tenant on the sole ground that he 
complained to the public authorities about defects in his 
rented apartment. Significantly, the Court denied the de
fendant's motion to dismiss; thereby ruling that retaliatory 
evictions constitute a constitutional cause of action. How
ever, the judge ruled against the program's client on the 
facts, ruling that although he had complained to the Health 
Department about the unsanitary conditions in his apartment 
and subsequently received an eviction notice, this was not 
the motive for his eviction. The Court declined proffered 
evidence of other tenants who were afraid to petition the 
Health Department for this reason. 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND GROUP REPRESENTATION J 
SELECTED EXAMPLES (SFMLS)1 

1, Carver Homes Improvement League, Inc. Advice on 
improvement of water supply and assistance in annexation 
proceedings 

2e Charleston Park Community Improvement Associ
ation® Assisted in amending an already existing corporate 
charter to change the organization's name (from Alva 
Improvement Association), to expand its purpose, and to 
include the necessary declarations to permit the group to 
file for federal income tax exemption 

3® Community Civic Workers of Immokalee, Incc 
Helped file articles of incorporation, assisted in obtaining 
a grant to operate an emergency food program for migrants 
for the Manpower Evaluation and Development Institute (an 
0E0 grantee), and provided general legal advice 

Cooperative Housing Pro.ject of Pahokee0 
Assisted with applications for housing assistance from the 
Farmers Home Administration and the Federal Housing Adminis
tration 

5® Community Action Migrant Program, Inc. (CAMP) 
Prepared incorporation papers for a co-op crew sponsored by 
this OEO-funded agency 

6o Dixie Manor Association. Provided general 
counselling to this tenants association 

?. Ebony Improvement Association, Inc. Helped ob
tain corporate charter, provided advice on the establishment 
of a credit union, put in contact with the Florida Associ
ation of Credit Unions 

8o Glades Citizens Association, Inc<> (GCA) 
Extensive legal assistance on an application to the Farmers 
Home Administration for a 131-unit housing cooperative, 
assistance in obtaining a grant to operate an emergency food 
program for migrants from the Manpower Evaluation and Devel
opment Institute, and provision of general legal counselling 
to the group 

la SFMLS, Grant Application for July 1, 1969 to 
June 30, 1970, submitted to U.S., Office of Economic Oppor
tunity, Legal Services Program, February 28, 1969. (Type
written, Xeroxed,) 
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9. Glades Organization of Poor Peoplee General 
advice and legal services were provided to this welfare 
rights organization (composed primarily of women on wel
fare) 

10a Harlem Heights Improvement Association.? 
Assisted in obtaining* from the county, the donation of a 
tract of land to be used as a park and one thousand dollars 
for development of the facility, and assisted in efforts to 
get Federal Housing Administration assistance for a non
profit housing project 

11„ Harlem Heights Wee Care Center, Inco Helped 
obtain corporate charter, prepared application for federal 
tax exemption, assisted in becoming licensed to solicit 
charitable contributions, and obtained approval from the 
Florida Department of Education for a federally funded 
special food service program for children 

120 Immokalee Day Care Center, Inca Obtained ar
ticles of incorporation, assisted in getting federal tax 
exemption, helped obtain federal food assistance 

13«> Lee County Welfare Rights Organization.. Pro
vided general legal counselling 

1*K Organized Migrants in Community Action, Inc. 
(OMICA) Helped obtain corporate charter and tax exemption, 
aided in obtaining an emergency food money grant from the 
Manpower Evaluation and Development Institute, and provided 
general counselling 

15« Pearl City Neighborhood Councilo Advice con
cerning fair housing laws and regulations 

l6o Rangeline Community Action, Inco Helped ob
tain corporate charter, assisted with farm labor housing 
project^ and provided general legal advice 

17<> Rangeline Housing and Transportation Corpo
ration» Assisted in becoming incorporated, helped with an 
application to the Department of Transportation for funds to 
study rural transportation problems in Palm Beach County and 
for funds to implement a program to alleviate the problems 
identified 

18« South County Neighborhood Center. (Palm Beach 
County) General legal advice 

19« Youth-in-Action, Inc. Obtained corporate 
charter and tax exemption 
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UNITED STATES CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION REPORT* 

DATE* January 22, 1968 
toi 
William L. Taylor 
Staff Director 
/United States Civil Rights Commission/ 

FROM« 
Howard A» Glickstein 
General Counsel 
/United States Civil Rights Commission/ 

SUBJECTS 
Report of Investigation in Palm Beach County Florida of ar
rest and expulsion of fifty-two and expulsion of one hun
dred other British West Indian Agricultural Workers 

On January 3» 1968, the Office of General Counsel received a 
report that fifty-two British West Indian sugar cane workers 
had been arrested and that another one hundred had been ex
pelled from the United Statesp allegedly because they pro
tested about their working conditions.. The group of one 
hundred were expelled on Tuesdays January 2, 19680 The 
group of fifty-two were arrested at the Kennedy Labor Camp 
near Pahokee, Florida on January 2, 1968, held in the Palm 
Beach County Stockade until Friday, January 5» 1968, and 
were released and expelled from the country on that day® A 
staff investigation of these events was conducted in Palm 
Beach County on January ̂  through January 6, 1968e The fol
lowing is a narrative report of this investigationo It is 
"based on information received from individuals who were eye
witnesses to the events of Tuesday, January 2, and from 
sources who received information about prior and subsequent 
events from direct participants* 

^Transcribed froms SFMLS, Fact Sheet, "Alleged 
Improper or Illegal Activities Attributed to the South 
Florida Migrant Legal Services Program, Inc.," May 13, 1968. 
(Typewritten, Xeroxed.) Arabic numbered footnotes (below) 
are in the original document. 
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We also have obtained copies of statements, ^iot included 
here/ which are attached, given by some of the arrested 
workers to attorneys for the South Florida Migrant Legal 
Services Program who were representing the workers9 The 
names of the workers have been deleted from the statements 
but may be obtained from the Legal Services Program at 
395 N.W„ 1st Street, Miami, Florida 33128, phone 305* 
37^-8l66o 

Background 

The sugar cane industry has grown to major importance in 
southern Florida since the United States terminated the pur
chase of Cuban sugaro Each year, between eight and nine 
thousand British West Indian laborers are imported during 
the cane cutting season (between November and April) to work 
in the sugar fieldsQl Apparently, domestic farm workers are 
unwilling to cut sugar cane because of the low wages paid 
and the difficulty and danger of the work® 

Although the contracts covering the importation of the 
workers provide for the Secretary's /of Labor/ prescribed 
minimum hourly wage, most of the work is actually done on a 
production or piecework basis, which may result in the indi
vidual worker making a greater sum than the minimum hourly 
wage, but in no case is the worker to receive less* We have 
been advised that it is a common practice of the sugar 
growers to evade the minimum wage requirement0 The method 
used is to "short time" the workers® This is done by fail
ure to credit the individual worker for all of the time 
which he actually works * The unit of productivity upon 
which the piecework payment is based is the "rowo" A row of 

Is Prior to the importation of the West Indian 
workers, the sugar growers, either as individual companies 
or through their cooperatives, must obtain a certification 
from the Secretary of Labor that domestic workers are un
available to perform the required work under such minimum 
wage and working conditions as the Secretary has provided# 
This process is covered by regulations of the Department of 
Labor (CFR Title XX, Chapter 5» Part 602, Sections 502*10-
602•10(b)), and the Department of Agriculture (CFR Title 
VII, Chapter 8, Part 863, Section 863®19)« After the Secre
tary has certified the need for a certain number of foreign 
workers, the cooperative or the individual companies 
interested negotiate a contract with the British West Indian 
Central Labor Organizationo The BoW.Ie-C.L«0e which is a 
quasi-governmental agency agrees to provide the specified 
number of workers0 The individual worker is named as an 
interested party to the contract® 
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sugar cane may run as much as a mile# Before a crew of 
workers begins to cut a particular row, a bargain is 
reached with the farm management over the amount of money 
which each member of the team will receive for cutting the 
particular row. If management and the workers are unable to 
reach an agreement on a price for a particular row, an 
arbitrator (usually a management man from a nearby sugar 
plantation) is called on to arbitrate the price disputeo 

Each plantation or labor camp, which may in fact_service 
more than one plantation, has in residence a liaison agent 
from the B.W0I«-Central Labor Organization® These liaison 
agents ostensibly represent the interests of the workerso 
It has been reported, however, that the agents are more 
sympathetic to management than they are to the workers and 
that the workers fear and mistrust their own represen-
tativeso 

In the event that an individual worker refuses to work he is 
immediately subject to deportations, although he has a right 
to the hearing and other procedures afforded by the Immi
gration and Naturalization Service regulations® 

The Incident of Tuesday, January 2, 1968 at the Kennedy 
Labor Camp, Belle Glade, Florida 

There was a force of ^-00 Jamaican workers in residence at 
the Kennedy Labor Camp. It was divided into four groups 
each of 100 men. Groups 1 and 2 were the most proficient 
cane cutterso Groups 3 and 4 were composed of older men and 
men with less experience who were the least efficient 
workers® On Saturday, December 30, groups 3 and ^ were 
taken to a field to cut cane. They objected to the price 
offered for the particular field because a peculiar growth 
of the cane made it an extremely difficult field to cut.. 
Despite the arbitration of an allegedly impartial outsider, 
the workers and management were unable to agree on a price 
for this field and the workers refused to cut it. They per
sisted in their refusal to cut this field through Sunday and 
Monday, January 1® (The cutting goes on seven days a week 
although every worker has at least one day off out of every 
seven.)2 

2 0  During the evening of Monday, January 1, a Negro 
deputy sheriff went to the Kennedy Labor Camp ostensibly 
searching for a missing person. His mission had no rela
tionship to the dispute relating to work and wages which was 
then in progress at the camp. A number of workers sur
rounded the deputy's car, threatened to injure him and 
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On Tuesday morning, January 2, all of the men at_ the camp 
remained in the vicinity of their barracks and did not go to 
the field. This included groups 1 and 2 who had not been 
involved in the labor dispute * At some time during the_ 
morning the men were told by the management representative 
and the B.W.I, liaison officer that those who wished to re
turn to Jamaica would be paid off at noon and they would 
then be taken to Miami Airport for transportation to 
Kingston.. That same mornings four car loads of deputy 
sheriffs accompanied by John Paul Jones, Assistant Soli
citor, Palm Beach County, arrived on the scene and parked a 
few hundred yards away down the side road on which the 
Kennedy Labor Gamp barracks are located* Several management 
employees and B.W.I. liaison officers also were on the 
scene. These men apparently were inside the office building 
which is located on the courtyard between the two barracks 
buildings of the camp0 

At 2i35 P»moj the sheriff of Palm Beach County accompanied 
by a force of deputies arrived on the scene. Later they 
were joined by officers of the Belle Glade Police Depart
ment, Florida Fish and Game Commission, guards from a nearby 
Florida prison camp and a few officers from other city po
lice forces. One eyewitness put the maximum number of law 
enforcement officers on the scene at eighty. Other reports 
put this total as high as one hundred and twenty-five® 
Shortly after the arrival of the sheriff of Palm Beach 
County, his chief deputy announced to the assembled men 
through his electronic bullhorn that "this is an unlawful 
assembly. You are hereby ordered to return to your barracks 
at once.," This announcement was repeated several times. 

The men were not paid at 12 09clock and they continued to 
chant throughout the afternoon "we want our pay. Give us 
our money" and similar cries relating to their wages. The 
chanting was not organized but merely shouts from indivi
duals. Between A- and 5 0° clock, three buses belonging to 
the Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association, which operates 
the Kennedy Labor Camp, arrived on the scene® Later a truck 
owned by a nearby plantation arrived. At some point in the 
afternoon the pay checks for all of the men at the camp were 
brought to the office, but no cash. Subsequently, after the 
arrival of the pay checks and money, the men were advised 
that those who wished to return to the Island could pick up 
their pay and they would be transported home. They were 

pounded rocks and machete handles on the official vehicle. 
After a short period of time, the men withdrew and the dep
uty was able to drive on. 
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told to go into their barracks, pack their things, pick up 
their checks and get on the buses. Approximately 150 of the 
workers made this choice® Three buses were loaded and left 
the camp8 The lead bus was driven to the Palm Beach County 
Stockade, a county prison camp located about fifteen miles 
from the center of West Palm Beach® 

Buses two and three v/ere driven to the Miami Airport and the 
workers on those buses were flown to Jamaica that nighto 
The fourth vehicle was dispatched sometime after the first 
three vehicles left the camp® This vehicle was not loaded 
with volunteerso Rather9 its occupants were called by name 
by the BoW«,I. liaison agent and told to get on the truck be
cause they were being returned to Kingston® These men 
boarded the truck which then proceeded to drive to the Belle 
Glade City Jailo They were unloaded and kept at the jail 
for 20 or 30 minutes and then reloaded and driven to the 
County Stockade and held on information signed either by the 
sheriff or the county solicitor® The charges on which all 
fifty-two were held were inciting to riot, a felony, and un
lawful assembly, a misdemeanor under Florida law® 

On Wednesday afternoon January 3» a "pre-preliminary" 
hearing was held at which the men for the first time were 
advised of their rights. Some of the men were represented 
by an attorney retained by the B.W.I.-Central Labor Organi
zation. Some were represented by the Palm Beach County Pub
lic Defender and some were represented by an attorney 
employed by the South Florida Migrant Legal Services Pro
gram, Inc® which is funded by the Office of Economic Oppor
tunity® Bond was set for each man in the amount of $11,5008 
After the pre-preliminary hearing, the men were returned to 
the stockade® At 11 a.m. on Friday, January 5» the soli
citor of Palm Beach County announced to the press (copy of 
statement attached) ̂ iot included here/ that he was filing a 
"no bill" with respect to the charges against the B.W.I® 
workers® This meant that he, as prosecuting attorney, had 
made the decision not to prosecute these workers on any 
chargeso This information was telephoned to the stockade® 
Buses were obtained for the transportation of the workers 
to Miami and at approximately 3 O'clock in the afternoon 
they were released from the stockade, placed on the buses, 
taken to Miami and immediately transported on a Pan American 
plane to Kingston, departing Miami at approximately 
6«30 p.m. 
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Summary and Evaluation Interviews 

David ^Daniel/ Bradley, an attorney employed "by the South 
Florida Migrant Legal Services Program was present at the 
Kennedy Labor Camp> on Tuesday, January 2. He has stated to 
our investigators that the Jamaican workers were not riotous 
in any way, did not threaten the lives of any persons and 
did not destroy any property on that day0 He asserts that 
at no time were those men who were taken to jail in Palm 
Beach advised that they were under arrest before boarding 
the bus and truck which took them to jailo Mr» Bradley 
stated that far from being agitators, the men who got in the 
first bus which they had been told would be going to the 
Miami airport were the aged and infirm and those most eager 
to return to their homes in the islands0 

Palm Beach County Sheriff William R0 Heidtman who has been 
sheriff for only approximately six months and is not a pro
fessional law enforcement officer and Chief Deputy Sheriff 
William Bennett who is a professional law enforcement offi
cer expressed a different view to our investigators• The 
sheriff stated that he was called to the labor camp to pro
tect the lives of the campany paymasters and BoW.i. liaison 
officers and to protect property which the workers had 
threatened to destroy,. He would not state at what time he 
was calledo He alleged that the workers were shouting 
threats, making threatening gestures, waving machetes and 
threatening serious violence at the time of his arrival on 
the scene at 2s 35 p»nis on Tuesday afternoon and continued to 
do so even after being advised that their assembly was un
lawful by Chief Deputy Bennett. Sheriff Heidtman refused to 
say at which point those men who were arrested were informed 
that they were under arrest. He stated that all men who 
were arrested were spotted by his deputies or named by the 
B.W.I, liaison officers as troublemakers and agitatorso 
This does not appear to be accurate since the men who were 
most eager to het home and therefore in line first at the 
pay window and first to get on the bus were the first 
thirty-seven men arrestedo Staff investigators were in
formed, moreover, by Walter N. Colbath, Palm Beach County 
Public Defender^ that ten of the men who were incarcerated 
at the Palm Beach stockade did not even live at the Kennedy 
Labor Camp, but had only come from another camp to see what 
the excitement was about» Upon learning that transportation 
to Miami and Jamaica was being made available they went back 
to their own camp, picked up their belongings, returned to 
the Kennedy Camp and got on the first bus and hence to jail# 

Sheriff Heidtman stated that many men were waving their ma
chetes in aggressive fashion. Assistant County Solicitor 
J. P. Jones who was on the scene most of the day and who saw 
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the complete film taken by the sheriff*s photographer, 
stated that his own recollection and the film both reveal 
that only one man raised his machete above his head0 (Sugar 
cane cutters carry their machetes about with them in much 
the same fashion as desk workers carry their fountain pens.) 
Mr. Jones advised our investigators that it was largely on 
the basis of the sheriffs own films that Marvin Mounts, 
County Solicitor, declined to prosecute the workers on 
either the unlawful assemply or the incitement to riot 
charges0 

j« po Jones,, Assto County Solicitors, referred to above, 
stated to staff investigators that "the police forces were 
simply used as strike breakerso" On the other hand. 
Sheriff Heidtman stated that his only purpose was to main
tain law and order and that he had no interest whatsoever in 
the labor dispute0 Mr«> William Allgood, Regional Director, 
Office of Information, Department of Labor, stated to a 
staff investigator that he had information from a reliable 
source that there was an agreement between management, 
B.W.I, liaison officers and Sheriff Heidtman to take action 
against unrest at the Kennedy Labor Camp at least a week in 
advance of the events of Tuesday, January 3® still 
another hand, Mr0 Roger Martinson of the Regional Attorney's 
Office, Department of Labor informed staff investigators 
that he was told by Lester Dean, Labor Representative of the 
Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association that he, Dean, was 
surprised to learn that some of the men whom he thought were 
being sent to Jamaica instead were arrested.. Dean stated 
to Martinson that it was he who named the fourteen indi
viduals who were the last workers arrested because they were 
active in the labor dispute and it was his desire that they 
be sent back to Jamaica® He stated that he had no desire 
that they be arrested and was surprised to learn the next 
day that they were. Martison learned from sources he would 
not name that the Sheriff's sub-station in Belle Glade, 
under the command of Captain Tindell, was informed on Monday 
evening that the men at the Kennedy Labor Camp were to be 
paid off and repatriated on Tuesday and that it would be ad
visable for Captain Tindell to be present with some of his 
deputies® This is probably true since, as noted above, four 
cars of deputies were on the scene at the camp early in the 
afternoon, arriving at approximately 1 p0me 

Our staff investigators discount the story that an agreement 
to break up the labor dispute had been entered into a week 
in advance of the trouble at the Kennedy Labor Camps They 
believe, however, based specifically on statements made to 
them by Sheriff Heidtman that he welcomes any opportunity to 
smash labor agitation0 The County Solicitor stated that the 
Sheriff would take any measures to prevent organization of 
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the agricultural workers in Palm Beach County. It is quite 
clear that the attitude of the sheriff and his deputies from 
the time of their arrival on the scene was extremely hostile 
to the Jamaican workers and that they regarded them as 
having no right to be free from arbitrary police actionso 
Mr. Bradley stated that late in the afternoon. Captain 
Suarezs head of the sheriffs riot squad told his men to be 
ready for action because he expected that as soon as the 
workers were paid they would "make a break for it and head 
for the fields." This suggests that in Captain Suarez°s 
view all of the men were prisoners and were not free to 
leave the camp as they might please® (This same Captain 
Suarez stated directly to a staff investigator that there 
was a dangerous situation Tuesday at the Kennedy Labor Camp 
because many men were standing in the second story windows 
of the barracks with their machetes clearly in v.iew0 He 
made no mention of men in the courtyard with machetes® On 
the other handy Sheriff Heidtman said that the situation was 
dangerous because men in the courtyard were waving 
machetes)0 

Evaluation of Possible Violations of Due Process and Equal 
Protection of the Laws 

In our view, the actions of the law enforcement officers 
constitute violations of the right of the Jamaican workers 
to due process and equal protection of the laws. Sheriff 
Heidtman stated that he was called to the scene to protect 
life and property. It is difficult to credit this since a 
force of sheriffs deputies had been on the scene for at 
least an hour prior to his arrival and had taken no action 
to rescue persons or property and had in fact remained in 
their automobiles observing the scene. Upon the sheriff®s 
arrival, the workers were advised that their presence in the 
courtyard between the barracks constituted an unlawful 
assembly and those who were subsequently arrested were 
charged with participating in an unlawful assembly. But 
these men have every right to assemble in the courtyard be
tween the barracks. They were in the status of tenants of 
the camp and this courtyard is part of their tenancy. This 
is the area of their assembly for transportation to the 
fields^ for the purpose of receiving their pay and their 
common meeting ground. On this basis it is difficult to 
conclude that an unlawful assembly did in fact take place# 

The incitement to riot charge also is not supported by the 
facts. Eyewitness accounts and the sheriffs own film sug
gest that the men were not in fact violent and did not 
threaten any person or do damage to property. No indivi
duals harrangued or organized any demonstrations. The most 
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agressive action of the afternoon was taken by the Sheriff®s 
riot squad which donned full "battle regalia and moved within 
a few yards of the assembled men in a direct confrontation. 
Although it is difficult to second guess a law enforcement 
officer on the scene in an incident such as this, Solicitor 
Marvin Mounts' decision not to prosecute makes clear that he 
did not believe that there had been a state of riot or in-
surrestion at the camp. Based on information we have re
ceived, it is our opinion that the actions taken by the 
Sheriff were not based on an objective appraisal of the 
situation at the labor camp, but rather were based on his 
own bias and hostility toward agricultural workers who en
gage in any form of labor dispute• 

From all of accounts received by staff investigators, and 
from the Sheriffs refusal to provide contrary information, 
it is clear that those men who were taken to the Palm Beach 
Stockade were not informed that they were under arrest and 
did not know that they were until it became obvious to them 
that such was the case when they arrived at the prison., It 
has been reported that when the men were loaded on the first 
bus, a management representative told the driver, who was an 
employee of the Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association to 
take the bus to the Miami Airport. He was shoved aside by a 
deputy sheriff who told the driver that he, the deputy, was 
in charge and that he would tell the driver where to take 
the bus# It also was reported after the incident that one 
of the deputies stated that the men were not told that they 
were under arrest before they boarded the bus and the truck 
because if they had been so advised, they would have run 
from the scene and escaped or resisted arresto 

It is quite clear that the first bus load of men were ar
rested by happenstance and not because of any particular 
activity on their part® This bus was loaded at random. 
Although the Sheriff and his deputies had been on the scene 
for many hours they did not select the men who boarded the 
first bus. They were self-selected in that they were the 
first ones to be paid and to get their belongings together. 
The truck load of fifteen men who were arrested were named 
by a management representative as men whom management wanted 
returned to the Islands because they appeared to be labor 
agitators. They were not pointed out because of any of 
their activities during the afternoon of Tuesday, January 2. 

The arrests, therefore, appear to be directly related to a 
desire to repress protests over working conditions. The 
summary expulsions from the country involving those arrested 
as well as the other workers also seem highly irregular and 
appear to have been more a punishment than a procedure 
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authorized by law or by agreement. Finally, the failure to 
arraign the men for some fifteen or sixteen hours after 
their arrest and setting "bond at $11,500 for these impov
erished workers suggest serious violations in the adminis
tration of justice. 

/ 
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS OF SFMLS 

Interim OEO Evaluations, 1968—Johnson Report» From 
May through May 18» 1968* an evaluation team from OEO 
conducted an annual evaluation of SFMLS (the agency®s first 
such evaluation)0 On June 2*1-, 1968* the Director of Legal 
Services* Earl Johnson* Jr0* mailed an interim report 
based on this evaluation to SFMLS0 President® Lyle Do 
Holcomb* Jr0 This report was not final because follow-up 
interviews were to be conducted with several persons speci
fied by Marshall Mo Criser* President of the Florida Bar 
Association® 

The team which conducted the original evaluation 
consisted of* Professor Ao Kenneth Pye* Dean of the Duke 
University School of Law, Junius Allison* Executive Director 
of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association* Thomas 
Mack, Field Representative for the National Legal Aid and 
Defender Association* Frederic S„ LeClercq* Assistant Pro
fessor of Law at the Emory University School of Law and 
Director of the Community Legal Service Center* and Richard 
A» Buckley, Director of the New Orleans Legal Services Pro
gram# The interim report based on their evaluations con
tained some criticism of SFMLS* but* on the whole* was 
favorableo The report closed with an endorsement of a quote 
from one of the evaluators? yours is an excellent program 
with a good potential to really assist in solving the mi
grants problemso • o .9"/sic7 

1968 OEO Evaluation—LeClercq Report» This report 
is based on follow-up interviews m Palm Beach County* 
Florida* from June 27 to June 29, 1968* by one of the ori
ginal evaluators of SFMLS* The report is dated August 11* 
1968# Mr0 LeClercq®s report was to incorporate his observa
tions with those of the other evaluators* constituting a 
final report«, The report was based ons (1) approximately 
forty to forty-five open-ended interviews conducted in Palm 
Beach County by the author of the report in May and June of 
1968; (2) the Johnson Report; and (3) various pleadings* re
ports* and memoranda prepared by SFMLS attorneys<> The in
terviews conducted for the evaluation were conducted with 
an unsystematically selected sample that included a dis
proportionate number of legal notables and several indi
viduals specified by Florida Bar President Criser# 
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The LeClercq Report, while pointing out some prob
lems which it attributed to some "extremely unfortunate per
sonnel selections" and, "to a lesser extent," to 
"inexperience," concluded that! "On the whole, » « » we 
believe that SFMLS is doing an excellent job under circum
stances which are often trying and sometimes quite hostile©" 
The report ended with the following declarations "®The 
program should stay at all costse9" 

"1969 0E0 Evaluations" This report was made in res
ponse to numerous criticisms over a nine month period con
cerning the operations of SFMLSo It is based on the 
findings of a four-man evaluation team sent to South Florida 
by 0E0 from April 1^ to April 17, 1969? to inspect SFMLSo 
The evaluation team was composed of; John Go Murphy, Pro
fessor of Law, Georgetown Law Center, Washington, Do Go? 
Stuart Land, a member of the firm of Arnold and Porter, 
Washington, Do C»; Michael Trister, Director, North 
Mississippi Rural Legal Services Projects and A» Co Strip, 
an Ohio attorney representing the Legal Aid Committee of the 
American Bar Association,, 

In their investigation, the 0E0 evaluators looked 
into ten criticisms which had been leveled against SFMLS by 
its critics. The main part of the investigation consisted 
of forty-seven interviews withi seventeen SFMLS staff mem
bers (thirteen attorneys and four investigators); fifteen 
area attorneys; three judges; three SFMLS board members who 
were not attorneys; six clients (plus approximately eighty 
others in group meetings); one area businessman; one re
porter; and a chief of police® 

The tenor of the resulting report was quite favor
able to SFMLSo It did contain some recommendations for 
relatively minor changes in SFMLS to correct deficiencies 
which were identified in the evaluation# While acknow
ledging, therefore, that the Program was not entirely blame
less, the evaluators "were unable despite careful and per
sistent inquiry to uncover any significant professional 
reason for recommending that an alternative grantee be found 
to offer legal services to Florida®s migrant poor®" On the 
whole, this evaluation vindicated SFMLSo A basic conclu
sion was thats "the abuse this project has taken publicly 
is remarkably disproportionate to the actual evidence of 
wrong doing which can be produced against it«t! The unani
mous view of the evaluation team was that SFMLS was "an 
effective project and should be refunded®" 
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General Accounting Office Report—GAP Report.* Con
gressman Paul G. Rogers, reacting to the 0E0 evaluation of 
SFMLS, which he termed a "whitewash," wrote the Comptroller 
General on May 19, 1969? requesting that the GAO review the 
activities of SFMLS. The GAO investigation, released on 
November 19s 1969, was the most thorough examination to 
which SFMLS was subjected® Investigations were conducted 
in SFMLS* main office, its four regional field offices, and 
in the Washington and Atlanta offices of 0E0o Discussions 
were held with the immediate past presidents of the Florida 
Bar Association and the five county bar associations in the 
target area; federal, county, and city judges; practicing 
attorneys in the six-county target area; migrant agricul
tural workers; the four 0E0 evaluators of SFMLS; and SFMLS 
staff attorneys and board members«, SFMLS0 accounting re
cords were reviewed for compliance with federal regulations® 
Statistical data on the number and types of cases handled by 
SFMLS were examined0 The public records on closed cases 
were reviewed® Active case files were closed to investi
gators due to the privacy of the attorney-client relation
ship. Finally, the "I969 0E0 Evaluation" of SFMLS was 
reviewed, as were the practices and procedures used in the 
selection of the 0E0 evaluation team. 

Five specific areas were designated for attention by 
the GAO's team of investigators! (l) the procedures fol
lowed by 0E0 in providing funds to SFMLS, (2) the 0E0 Eval
uation, (3) the procedures used in selecting the 0E0 
evaluation team, (*]-) the validity of statements attributed 
to several county and court^ officials contained in the 0E0 
Evaluation, and (5) the validity of charges concerning 
questionable activities made against SFMLS0 

In general, the GAO°s findings are well-documented 
andits report probably is the most impartial of the eval
uations cited in this appendix. Total objectivity, of 
course, is not possible. In one instance at least, the GAO 
mildly rebuked SFMLS for violating "the spirit and intent" 
of a statutory prohibition against legal services programs 
providing representation in criminal cases. The censured 
activity, representing clients in certain "quasi-criminal" 
cases before municipal courts, the GAO concluded did not 
technically violate this prohibition. The GAO«s interpre
tation of the "spirit and intent" of the specified statu
tory prohibition is highly debatable, and seems to reflect 

1« Source! U.S., General Accounting Office. Comp
troller General. Review of Certain Aspects of South Florida 
Migrant Legal Services Program, Inc.. Miami, Florida! 
Office of Economic Opportunity (1969) (hereafter cited as 
GAO Report). 
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the Agency's inclination, in this particular instance#to 
approach the interpretation of the provision in question 
restrictively® With this exceptions, the GAO_evaluation was 
successful in staying close to facts and avoiding any ap
pearance of basing its conclusions on its own preferences* 

In presenting the findings and conclusions of this 
investigations the GAO evaluation makes no attempt to issue 
any overall judgment either supporting or condemning SFMLS, 
or to set forth any general recommendations for changes in 
the programs The only general conclusions reached were % 
(1) that no significant weaknesses were found in the 
agency®s accounting system or internal financial controls, 
and (2) that 0E0 employed questionable procedures with res
pect to the manner in which it initially approved SFMLS® 
grant application Most of the significant negative find
ings of the GAO investigators pointed out faults with the 
activities of 0E0 rather than with those of SFMLS0 In ad
dition to the above criticism of the procedures followed by 
0E0 in approving SFMLS8 grant, the GAO described the proce
dures by 0E0 in selecting its evaluation team as "unfortu
nate," Action was suggested to strengthen the evaluation 
process® While the GAO failed to find that the 0E0 evalu
ation had deliberately misrepresented anyone9s views, as 
Congressman Rogers had charged, it did find that some state
ments attributed to county and court officials were not 
fully representative of the views of those officialso 

With respect to the specific charges directed 
against SFMLS, the GAO sought evidence to confirm or deny 
nine specific charges® The GAO evaluation confined itself 
to listing these charges, summarizing the evidence found, 
and briefly indicating the extent to which the evidence 
seemed to confirm or deny each charges With respect to the 
nine criticisms examined! one was found to be valid? some 
evidence was found to support two others (though the vio
lations complained of appeared either to be minor or 
extremely limited in frequency)? in two cases, involving 
alleged failures to take proper action, the charges were 
found to be invalid (though action was not always "taken 
timely")? in one case, the criticism was found no longer to 
be valid (though it might have been earlier)? in one case, 
the criticism was found to be more the result of a misunder
standing than a consequence of actual misbehavior by SFMLS? 
in one case, the GAO found no technical violation, but indi
cated that a statutory prohibition had been violated in its 
"spirit and intent?" and in one case, no supporting evidence 
was found to bolster the criticism at alio The principal 
conclusion supported by this quantitative summary of the 
GAO#s finding is that most of the charges directed against 
SFMLS were, in large part, either exaggerated or totally 



baseless. The evidence presented in this report would 
hardly justify the amount of criticism leveled against 
SFMLSe 



APPENDIX 9 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS . 
ATTACHED TO FRLS GRANT BY OEO, AUGUST 26, I9691 

1* The name of the grantee was to be changed to Florida 
Rural Legal Services, Inc. (FRLS) 

2. The program would no longer be restricted to migrants 
but would include all rural poor in the geographical 
area to be served 

3* The administrative office of the grantee was to be re
located from Miami to either Broward County or Palm 
Beach County 
A plan for a working relationship between the grantee 
and Palm Beach County Legal Aid Society was to be sub
mitted to OEO for approval 

5» The grantee*s board of directors was to be revised under 
a formula which would provide greater representation to 
the Florida Bar Association, the State of Florida, 
growers in the area served, and other interested groups 

6. The area served was to be divided into four regions, and 
each region was to have a five-member advisory board ap
pointed by the local county bar associations and subject 
to the approval of the board of directors of the grantee 

7« OEO reserved the right to adjust the level of funding, 
after review, at any time during the period of the grant 

8. All the attorneys employed by the grantee were to be 
adequately and professionally equipped, and their 
activities were to be supervised by the board of 
directors 

9* Staff attorneys were not to engage in any outside pri
vate practice of law or to refer ineligible clients 
directly to private attorneys 

!• GAP Report, pp. 7-80 
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FLORIDA RURAL LEGAL SERVICES, INC. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORSl 

Florida Bar Association 

Marshall M. Criser (attorney, Palm Beach County) 

James C» Johnson (attorneys Lee County) 

Carl W. Turner (attorney, Broward County), President 

Office of the Governor 

Bryson K» Lovejoy (attorney, Broward County) 

James H. McConnell (attorney, Collier County) 

Norman Pallot (attorney, Dade County) 

Division of Migrant Labor, 
Florida Department of Community Affairs 

Director, Division of Migrant Labors E. J» Hinkle 

Grower Associations 

Florida Farm Bureau Associationi Fred Sikes (Hendry County) 

Florida Fruit and Vegetable Associations George Wedgeworth 
(Palm Beach County) 

1« On August 27, 1969» 0E0 formally announced that 
the migrant legal services program would be refunded, effec
tive^ October 1, 1969, under the name Florida Rural Legal 
Services, Inc.. The renamed agency was to have a signifi
cantly modified board structure^ This new structure is 
shown in this appendix0 The first meeting under the new 
structure was January 28, 1970. With minor exceptions, this 
structure continued unchanged through the remaining course 
of this study. 
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Farmer, Appointed by Farmworker Organizations 

Community Civic Workers of Immokalees Theodore W. Winsberg 
Glades Citizens Association! (Palm Beach County) 
Organized Migrants in Community Actions 

Migrant and Allied Organizations 

Allied Organizations2 

American Friends Service Committees William W« Channel 
(Palm Beach County), Vice-President 

Florida Council on Human Relationss Joseph Fleming (attor
ney, Dade County) 

Florida Christian Migrant Ministrys Lyle D0 Hoicomb, Jr« 
(attorney, Dade County) 

Inter-faith Agency for Social Justices Joseph Co Segor 
(attorney, Dade County) 

NAACPs Ralph Flowers (attorney, Palm Beach County) 

Migrant Organizations-^ 

Community Civic Workers of Immokalees Bernard Moore 
(Collier County) 

Glades Citizens Associations Elisha Baines (Palm Beach 
County) 

Organized Migrants in Community Actions Rodolfo Juarez 
(Dade County) 

Number of positionss Eighteen 

2. These are organizations which are intended to 
represent migrants. Their memberships are not composed of 
migrants, but the groups serve or work with migrant farm
workers, 

3. These are indigenous groups whose memberships 
are composedt in large part, of migrants and the rural poor# 
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